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In liberated moments we know that a new picture of life and
duty is already possible. The elements already exist in many minds
around you of qdoctrine of life which shall transcend any written
record we hn.ve.—RaIph Walth) Emerson.
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PROSPECTUS CONDENSED;
Sincere friends of the cause of spiritual freedom and universal brotherhood have

for some time been impressed with the need of a strictlyhigh-class periodical represent-
ing all phases of the “new thought." It is confidently believed by keen observers that
their fundamental principles are identical, and that the establishment of this unitary
basis would greatly facilitatethework in every legitimate field of action.

In full recognition of this demand, The Alliance Publishing Company begs to an-
nounce the publication of “M1ND." This riodical will owe allegiance to no school, sect.
system, cult, or person. Its sole aim wi be to aid in the progress of mankind through
a cultivation of the knowledge of Truth wherever found, regardless of individual pre-judices and preconceptions. The responsibilityfor statements made in signed articles
will be assumed by the individual contributors; but it shall be our constant endeavor to
get such material only from authoritativesources.

A question of vital importance to humanity is the prevention and cure of disease
through the understanding and application of Law, which regulates life in its varyingphases of spiritual, mental, and physical development. Our treatment of this subject
will be truly instructive and educational. The teaching will relate to practice as well
as to theory. Althou h this science of healing throughmind is taughtunder many names
and has various mo es of application, yet it is essentially simple and practical, and we
shall hope to give to the abstract principles a concrete setting at once beneflcent and
convincing.

Among the many occult and psychic questions thatmay be regarded as withinthe
purview of this magazine are: Reincarnation and Adeptship; Telepathy,or direct
thought-transference; Hallucinations and Premonitions; Phantasms of the living and
Apparitions of the dead; Clairvoyance and Clairaudience; Ps chometry and Psychog-
raphy, or independent and automatic writing; Inspirationfi-1 peaking: the M€d1“mi3'
tic Trance; Spirit-photography. so called; Phrenology and Palmistry; Astrology and
Symbolism; Hypnotism, its therapeutic and medico-legal aspects and attendant phe-
nomena of auto-suggestion and multiplex personality. The study of comparative relig-
ions will be made a feature of this magazine and dealt with in an im ial and satis-
factory manner. Well-written articles of moderate length are solicits from competent
authoritieson these and kindred subjects.

While granting due credit to Hindu metaphysics and the mysticism of the Orient
in general, we are yet inclined to look for the development of a Western Psychology
thatwill harmonize with the conditions of life in the Occldent, at the same time tending
to promote the spiritual welfare of the race as a. whole. “MIND” hopes to become a 130-
tor of increasing im rtance in its growth, and in the work herein outlined we invite
the co-operation an support of all true lovers of humanity.
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PSYCHOLOGY IN LITERATURE.

BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE.

Three obvious reasons why, of late, psychology has
so largelyentered into literature are, first, for its own sake;
secondly, because students of philosophy hoped by its
means to solve problems that had long perplexed them;
and thirdly,becauseimaginativeWriters found in its cu.l-
tivation broader horizons and more subtle efiects. Under-
lying all these was the fundamental reason that Man is
beginning to turn from the materialistic investigations
that have characterized the present century to the more
spiritual view of the universe which is to be the keynote
of thecenturies to come. .

The Psychical Research Society was early in the field,
applying itself to the useful function of collecting data.
It aimed to follow the methods of material science, or to
proceed by induction. It thus hoped to placate the prej-
udices of scientific men, while keeping on the “soft side”
of those who regard matter as a mere temporary mode of
spiritual life. I will not say that between these two
stools its professors came to theground; but it seems prob-
_able that they might have arrived more quickly had they
stimulated and oriented their inductions with a little de-
ductive speculation. They have accumulated a huge mass
of “cases,” which theyhave been at great pains to authen-
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ticate; but the influenceupon public opinion has not been
commensurate with the work done and the time spent.

Spirit refues to disclose itself save to thosewho earch
for it with the talisman of faith. No great enterprise is
without its risk. So long as I fear the sneers of the Hux-
leys and Spencers, I shall never find out anything that
is hidden from them. If I insist upon setting forth with
the agnostic doubt whether or not spirit is, I shall never
prove anythingbeyondthefactthatmatter exists. Faith
opens an eyesight thatwas hitherto closed. The objects
visible to this eyesight are infinitely more distinct and
reasonable than anythingthat the scientific eye can see;
but, for thatvery reason, they can never be demonstrated
to the scientific apprehension. Facts can be proved; but
truths, which underlie facts and are the source of their
appearance, are above proof. They are discerned by in-
tuition, which is the ‘child of faith.» The Psychical Re-
search Society was too timid for faith, and remained con-
sequently blind to the revelations‘of intuition. Members
of thatSociety have from time to time put forth tentative
theories to organize their phenomena; but these theories
were necessarilyhandicappedby theabsence from themof
spiritual intuition. Although they are by no means
destitute of useful features, yet they have failed to win
support or rouse enthusiasm.

On the other hand, the deductive method has suffered
from injudicious friends. Faith, and the vaporings of
ignorant imagination, are quite different things. As
human beingswe must plant our feet on theground before
lifting our heads above the clouds. We must make our
psychical speculations harmonize with recognized phys-
ical facts. Persons untrained in natural science and
philosophyare hardly competent to undertaketheexposi-
tion of hyperphysical truths. Nevertheless, many amiable
writer have come forward during thepast few years with
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volumes explaining theuniverse. Each has had his or her
disciples. None of their systems are devoid of truth; but
all alike have failedto answer thetest of serious and thor-
ough criticism. The books are rich in suggestion and
insight, but they do not support one another; and, if all of
them were true, the universe would be a polyverse of the
most rampant and irresponsible sort.

Meantime art was using psychology in works of fiction.
But the story’-teller simply combinesor adapts to the exi-
gencies of his story such material as theperusal of psycho-
logic literature in general might afford him. He was
never bound to any particular theory, or even under ob-
ligation to believe in the truth of the materials he em-
ployed. He has popularized the results of psychologic
investigation,therefore,withoutadvancing it; and he may
even have meaurably increased scepticism. Doubtless,
moreover, he too has been the agent of good. His very
freedom from limitations has afforded him a wider and
more syntheticoutlook. Imaginationwedded to true art
often produces intuition. Men like Shakespeare, Dante,
and Goethe often touch the central secret. Indeed, every
work of true art is created as nature is created—from
withinoutward; or, as thepoet Spenser said, “Soul is form,
and doth the body make.” But too many contemporary
novelists have degraded psychology merely to raise a
shudder or involve a mystery.

Marie Corelli, Mr. A. P. Sinnett, and perhaps a few
more, have, however, done their work in a higher spirit.
They have sought to make theirstories thevehicleor illus-
tration of their belief and philosophy. Mr. Sinnett occu-
pied an anomalous position; he appears as the mouthpiece
of supposed inspirers who cannot err———in spite of Which,
and of the unquestioned ingenuity of the system he puts
forth, it would seem no desperate enterprise to challenge
his conclusions. Marie Corelli has won a larger share of
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popular approval, though this may be due less to the in-
vincibilityof her philosophy than to the charm of her
fiction. Mr. Marion Crawford’s work in thisline is always
interesting, because he brings to it a fund of Wide and
curious knowledge rare in any one, and almost unique
among contemporary novelists. But we never can be sure
whether what he says is the thing he believes, or is de-
signed only to secure a picturesque eflect.

The amount of Spiritist literature, technically so-
called, is very large; but it is singularly monotonous, and
ratherbackward in getting forward. The identical prom-
ises made in 1848 are put forward now, and their fulfil-
ment seems no nearer. In essential respects, Spiritism,
judged by its books and periodicals, appears to stand just
where it did fifty years ago. But the army of its adher-
ents is vast, and among themare men of light and leading.
The cult has been of spiritual benefit to many, and will
have its share, no doubt, in the honor of reconciling this
world with the next. But I question whether, in all its
phases, it will continue in the next century to command
the following it has attracted in thepast.

Upon thewhole, my beliefis thatthereally great works
in the literature of psychology are still to be written.

 

ALL literature should be guided by truth,a certain kind of artistic
and moral truth,even in fiction—a more literal and material veracity
in history, description, science, and biography. What do we mean
by such veracityof the latter class? Surely it is thesimple rule of all
truth—thejust expression of our impression. Our impression may
be more or less nearly identical withabsolute, objective fact; but the
faithfulrendering of such impression in the manner we conceive the
best calculated to convey it to anotheris our truth—thatwhich each
of us “tro\veth.”—FrancesPower Cobbe.

 

DEITYitself is divine by thecontemplatingof Truth.——Plato.



MIND IN MEDICINE.

BY ALEXANDER WILDER, M. D.

Man is mind, and mind is man. All therest is “leather
and prunella.” Science, legitimately so called, begins
with man as mind, explores everythingin its relations to
thatcentral fact,and deduces its conclusions accordingly.

Says J. J. Garth Wilkinson:“VVhena branch of knowl-
edge has been cultivated for ages, and still remains inac-
cessible to the world at large, we find it to be a law that
its principles are not high or broad enough, and that
something radically deeper is demanded.” By this test,
the metaphysic and the medical notions that have been
current for centuries require new handling, and in vital
particulars a new development. It may be thatthisis be-
cause God has joined themtogether,and men have assidu-
ously labored to put them asunder.

Medicine is theart of curing or caring for thesick. Its
principles, therefore, relate to man» and his normal condi-
tions, and must be duly comprehended in order to deal
intelligently with the abnormalities. So far as we come
short of this, the necessary resort of the physicians will
be to makeshifts, temporary expedients, and to guessing
generally. For certainly when we cannot do as we will,
we must do as we best are able.

A physician has recently put forth the sentiment that
the shortness of human life is occasioned by the over-
weening influenceof a mental persuasion thatman’s years
are limited to threescoreand ten, and by theprevalenceof
a general notion thatsuch is theordinance of Nature. We
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have known three persons who professed to believe that
they would not die at all, but they are all dead. Never-
theless, the notion is far from being wholly absurd. The
mind and will permeate every part of thebody, keeping it
in healthful activity. There are hecatombs of individuals
thatperish becausetheyhave no moral energy to live. It
used to be a prominent feature of Sunday-school literature
that good children “fell asleep in Jesus” in early years.
The influencewas debilitating;young persons were taught
to expect, if not to desire, early death.

Depressing influences become sometimes epidemic in
society. If, then,any form of disease chances to be upper-
most, it is likely to become general and unusually mortal.
Indeed, if we look carefully into the nature of diseases,
we shall find them often distinctly correlated with some
evil or morbificcondition of mind. It is usual in medical
circles to consider a psychic disorder as insanity; and,
accordingly, psychiatry is a term for the professional
treatment of insane persons. A critical inspection will
show thatthere is much mental disorder not recognized as
such, and thatnumerous types of physical disease are oc-
casioned by it. The passions disorder the whole body;
anger disorganizestheblood; fear enfeebletheganglionic
nervous system; despondency derange the digestive pro-
cess. VVhenthehead is sick and theheart faint, thebody
will become disordered. The weakest part will be the
first to manifest it. The body, like a chain, is to be meas-
ured by its weakest link.

All thisbeingtrue, the converse is equally true. The
universe—from the Supreme Being to the humblest creat-
ure, or even material substance—is the theatre of life.
What we call death is an incident, not a principal feature.
A whole person is a person in health. An invalid is only
a part of an individual, and is more or less dead while liv-
ing. Health is the harmony of the physical organism—
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harmony of themind with thebody, and harmony of both
with external conditions. It is every person’s right, and
every person’s duty. -

The seat of health is in the soul. It is sustained and
promoted by the will. Love is the life of man, Emanuel
Swedenborg afiirms; and a true knowledge of ourselves
confirms the statement. To preserve life in its integrity,
this vital principle should be kept uppermost. There is
no truer way to assure wholesome conditions of mind than
by theexercise of charity—theneighborly,paternal aflec-
tion described by theApostlePaul. Perfect love, or char-
ity,“castethout fear”; and as fear is tormenting,theeffect
follows the cause. A loving person, other conditions be-
ing equal, will be a healthyperson.

Faithis often flippantlycommended, and as flippantly
contemned and even vilified. Perhaps this is becausewe
have but little comprehension of what faithis and means.
It is the ground of what is hoped and expected, Zone
writer explains; and is active through love, as another
says. It is no mere passive credence, but vigorous con-
fidenee——theelenchos, or earnest conviction of what is not
seen by physical sense. No knowledge can be its own
foundation, but is based on something higher. Faith,
however, the voluntary and even wilful acquiescence, is
what lends sanction to knowledge and raises to certainty
and conviction that which without it might be mere de-
lusion. It is not knowledge, but a resolve of the will to
admit the validity of knowledge. [Fichte.]

The imagination is thatenergy of the mind by which
its‘ works and wonders are accomplished. It creates; it
invigorates; it eternizes. It is no mere fabricator of
ghost and goblin appearances, but an evolver from the in-
terior world of ideas that antedate all things. By its
operation, Eades constructed a bridge and Le Verrier dis-
covered a planet. It “bodies forth the form of thingsun-
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known,” and places sublime, vital truthwithinevery one’s
reach. It is a spirit of truth, taking the thingsof heaven
and showing them to such as have eyes to see, ears to hear,
and a heart to understand.

With these auxiliariesof the Divine world, mind thus
strengthened and enlightened may boldly set out on its
mission to achieve. It may thus “heal the sick, cast out
devils,and raise thedead.” This is a rationalexpectation.
We may not realize this ideal as we might; but the way is
open, evidences are accumulating,and to the true soul all
things become possible. We do right to live up to what
light we have, though it be only a doubtful twilight; but
we should not, like bats and owls, consider it the true
scientific illuminationand scoff at the more glorious noon-
day. Our mind is our all, the noblest of our possessions;
and it flxesour life. By it we communicatewiththehigher
and have authorityto control the lower.

Mind is doubtless the chief factor in the art of healing.
We know thatit engenders disease; and it is thesole agent
by which we may hope to confirm and establish health.
Certainly it is in and withall thatwe do, and we are there-
fore right in expecting confidently that it has to do with
all that relates to the weal of man. “All things are pos-
sible to theone thatwills.”

 

THE secret of matter is well-nigh divulged in the light and facts
of natural science. It is outmost phenomenon; it is static force; it is
the lowest phase of substance, the last efligy of form; it is a some-
what; it is an apparition; it is phenomenalitz. It is non-entity, and
cannot therefore also be substantive entity n so. It is shadow, and
cannot therefore be also the substance which makes the shadow.-
Hiram K. Jones, M. D., LL. D.

 

KNOWLEDGE has its beginning from the mind: its introduction
from the senses.—Patn'c1'us.



NEW YORK A CENTURY HENCE.

A OLAIIZVOYANT PROGNOSIS.

BY COUNTESS ELLA NORRAIKOW.

Not long ago an advanced student of the occult"
sciences, a member of several mystic brotherhoods and‘-'
esoteric ocieties of the Orient, on a tour of the United-
States, was one of a smalldinner party thathad assembled-
in a private dining-room of a prominent New York hotel.
It was the annual banquet of a local psychical society of‘
which the writer is a member. Among the other guests
were representatives of the metaphysical, political, liter-
ary, and financial worlds, but the conversation was
directed chiefly to recent attempts, both in this country
and in Europe, to forecast the future of the globe and its
inhabitants.

The following stenographic report of the proceedings,-—
transcribed in part from the minutes of the secretary, is-
not without significance at the present time. Although
John Jacob Astor’s novel, “A Journey in Other Worlds,”
and othersimilarworks of theimagination,were accorded
theirmeed of praise, yet our distinguished guest, thedark-
hued occultist, begged to difi'.er with them a1l—at least in-
their varying descriptions of New York’s future. And
on my suggestion thathe cast FatherKnickerbocker-’shor--
oscope, he readilyconsented.

“Psychology,” he began, “though still in its infancy,
has already lifted to a favored few the veil thathides the
future of this great metropolis from the ordinary eye.
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Schemes now only dreamt of, and by many considered
chimerical,in theyear 2000 willhave developed in all their
grandeur. New York, the globe’s largest city, the centre
of Western civilizationand the queen of commerce, will
rear her head in solemn dignity above the proudest cities
of the world. Americans, always an enterprising people,
having already made unusual strides in many directions
since the last ‘discovery’ of the continent, shall by that
time have awakened to the fact that science during the
present century has been in a chrysalis state.

“The sea will have been made to give place to land,
for the city of New Yorkwill find itself extending far out
‘into the harbor. By a new process of ‘fillingin,’ of which
scientific experiment will demonstrate the practical wis-
dom and feasibility,the waste waters surrounding the
Battery will have been displacedand many millionsadded
to the city treasury. Governor’s Island and other outly-
ing localities will by thattime have become integral parts
of the city proper, and in these sections many of the ‘for-
eign’ quarters will be established. To every one of each
nationalitynow domiciled in this city perhaps scores will
then be added.

“New York will then have a magnificent line of docks
—possibly worked by electric motors—while her ships of
-commerce, and her floating palaces carrying thousands
of passengers, will be found in all quarters of the globe.
The Pacificand Atlantic oceans, north and south, will be
-dotted withenormous vessels from whose mastheadsshall
float the Stars and Stripes. Hours instead of days will
thenbe consumed in crossing'to European countries, about
"two days being the maximum allowed for the trip. Pos-
sibly a tunnel shall have been built under the broad At-
lantic by that time, for engineering science, even in these
-early day, has demonstrated the factof its limitless capa-
bilities. Railroad trains shall be run at a high rate of
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speed, probably to the extent of one hundred and fifty
milesan hour. Steam willbeno longer used. Electricity
will long since have supplanted it—<>r perhaps a yet un-
known force will be discovered. All thisand much more
science will be enabled to perform.”

‘

“And are these improvements to be the product of
American genius?” was asked.

“Mechanical and engineeringgeniuse are springing up
in all parts of theworld, and thus far those of Scotch ex-
tractionhave beenawarded thepalm. But thehighly sensi-
tive, nervous temperament of the present inhabitants of
America,allied as theyoften are to thekeen-witted Scotch
and the plodding Germans (grand exponents of the sci-
ences),willproduce a race of people fully equal to theexi-
gencies of thetimes and ready to manipulate theelements ‘

of sea, air, and land for the benefit of their fellow-men.
Life will then be a veritable Utopia for the majority.”

“Shall there be an end so soon to the bitter struggle
for a livelihood that has existed in allages?” inquired a
lady.

“There shall be none of the intense and feverish activ-
ity of the present time in relation to business matters,
for all laborious work will be abolished. Mechanical
contrivances of various kinds will have reduced manual
labor to a minimum. The telephone will then be out of
use—except, perhaps, for long-distance communications;
telegraphy by wire will be no more, and the present un-
sightly poles, with their myriads of street-defacingwires,
will have disappeared. Telepathy,or thought-transfer
ence, willbeuniversallyemployed, and a man sitting in his
office will simply will a friend to read his thoughts, when
the latter willact in a responsive manner throughthe law
of etheric vibration. This will obviate the necessity for
mechanical or human intervention in the transmission of
messages.”
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“Then,” suggested a Wall street broker, “there shall
be no further need for the inventive genius of a Tesla, or
an Edison?”

“On the contrary,” replied the oracle, “a greater field
than ever will exist for such talents. A new instrument
for the regitering of thought will stand ready in every
oflice, and as quicklyas themind of theoperator conceives
the thought it will be conveyed to the ‘mentalograph.’
In large oifices thepresent scratching of pens and rattling
of typewriters will no longer disturb the sensitive ear.
Each person, as he wishes to transfer his thoughts to
paper, will simply sit before thisinstrument, when he will
find his ideas transcribed in regular order as rapidly as
he can formulate them.

“Tiny pneumatic tubes will encircle the city and cross
and recross it at frequent intervals. Stations will be
placed at adequate distances to insure the delivery of
‘mentalographic’letters as quickly as possible. All large
business houses will be connected with the stations by
thismeans of transmission, and in a few seconds from the
time the letter leaves the sender it will reach its destina-
tion. The way-stations will be presided over by neither
men nor women; but an electric current, adroitly manipu-
lated, will cause the letter to stop at the station nearest
the place it is intended for. As it drops into the slot 9.
clickwill sound in theoffice to announce its coming. The
magneticaura surroundingeach occupant of theroom will
attract the missive to whomsoever it belongs. The mer-
chant will suddenly see lying on his desk, dropped as it
were from the clouds, the note of his friend or business
associate. He will not find it necessary to proceed in the
present leisurely fashion to learn its purport, but will by
generated magnetism force the envelope to disclose its
contents, and the reflex of his brain as he scans the writ-
ing willbe similarlytransmitted to thesender.”
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“But this would be scarcely practicable in writing to
persons in other States or countries,” was urged.

“In addition to thepresent system of cabling to Europe,
peculiar instruments will have been constructed whereby
semaphoresignaling,or perhaps telegraphywithoutwires,
will be made possible between the two continents. This
will be even a more rapid method of communication than
that at present supplied by the ocean cable. Looking
ahead, however, I can see that at the period mentioned
this system will not have reached perfection, and will be
used only for the transaction of international affairs be-
tween thetwo great republics of the world—America and
Greater Britain; for by that time monarchy on the other
side will have been deposed, the governments being those
of the people.”

“Is it too much to hope thatNew Yorkwillby thattime
have solved the rapid transit problem?” asked the lady’s
escort, a prominent real estate man.

“The present noisy and unightly system of elevated
railway, with its overcrowded vehicles and inadequate
accommodationof every kind, will have been razed to the -

ground, and in its place there shall be a gigantic system
of underground railway,which, like the tubes employed
for the transmission of ‘mentalograph’ letters, will not
only encircle thecity,but willalso intersect it at important
points. But the dense population ‘of New York will call
also for other means of rapid transit, which the viaduct
system will supply to the fullest need. The conveyances
on both the underground and viaduct railwayswill be of
the most elegant description, and will in all respects con-
form to the luxury of the times. The present system of
street railwayswill be abolished, and the streets will be
beautifullypaved and kept perfectly clean. For this lat-
ter purpose new implements,subservient to electric power,
will do the work which the primitive brooms and white-
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clad sons of toil now perform. Bicycles will have
given placeto air-boats, and messenger boys willno longer
be permitted to try either the temper or patience of the
thenexisting New Yorker.

“The transmission of goods through pneumatic tubes
is, 1 can see, another innovation that will command the
widest attention. These tubes will be connected with
every mercantile establishment in the city, and will even
extend into the suburbs, and within a few minutes from
the time an order is received the goods will reach their
destination. New methods of packingwill have been dis-
covered, and every transaction will be conducted with -

the greatest rapidity and safety.”
“Can you discern much change in the architecture of

the city? Shall there be ‘sky-scrapers’ in those days?”
asked the same inquirer.

“Houses thatnow seem to tower heavenward withtheir
sixteen and eighteen stories will thenmount to a height of
thirtyor thirty-fivestories. The rapid increase of popula-
tion will demand this. These structures will be supplied
withautomaticchairs, and all thatwill be asked of an ar-
rival is thathe shall sit down in one of many always found
at the entrance. The visitor will see on the walls of the
vestibule a number of push-buttons. On examination he

' will touch the one whose number corresponds to that of
the apartment he wishes to visit, and instantly this auto-
matic chair will be carried upward till the friend’s floor is
reached. The same touch that starts the chair throws
open the entrance and places the guest within the apart-
ment, where the host or hostess stands ready to receive
him.

“This is only one means of upward transit. In the
centre of the building will be luxuriously-upholstered
conveyances capable of holding a score or more of persons,
who may thus be carried withrapidity to the upper floors
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withoutstopping. This is theprinciple of the modern ex-

press train applied to perpendicular transportation. On
the roof of almost every house will be established an ob-
servatory, containing telescopes of such construction that
the surrounding country can be scanned for several hun-
dred miles. A system of communication will also be
established between these observatories, by means of a
peculiar phosphorescent light yet to be discovered. Air-
boats will be launched from these high altitudes, and the
visiting of friends by this means will become a matter of
every-day pleasure.

“The fire departmentwillno longer exist, for thereason
thatall buildingswill be constructed of non-combustible
material, and those of the old régime existing at that
period will be made invulnerable to the fiery element.
If by any possibility fire should make its appearance,
chemicals will be at hand to suppress it withina few sec-
onds. But this contingency will be so remote thatpeople
will live in theutmot peace and safety.

“This is not all thatwill be noticeable in theyear 2000
in this city of vast possibilities. Religion will have as-
sumed a different phase. Greater unity of creed will exist
among the churches. Religion at that time will have
become humanitarian rather than sectarian, while inter-
course with the spirits of thedeparted will be as common
as prayer is to-day. Moreover, theoccupation of the med-
ical doctor will long since have departed. Man’s spiritual
power shall then be put to more or less practical use by
every human being,and disease willdisappear. The heal-
ing power of mind will assert its supremacy among all
races, as immortality becomes recognized by science.

“With the popular enlightenment thatalways follows
in thewake of scientificdiscovery,men will lose theirgreed
for gold, and a more equitable distribution of property
than now obtains will ensue. I do not mean by this that
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communism will become a concomitant of municipal
-afl’airs; but with the lapse of years life to all classes will
take on a difl‘erent hue. The deplorable poverty of the
masses of the present day will in a great measure have
passed away, and the adage of man’s inhumanity to man
will have become comparatively pointless.”

“But Tammany,I presume, we shall alway have with
-us?” suggested a Republican politician.

“The present system of municipal governmentwill to a
certain extent exist, but in no one man will be vested great
executive or administrative power. Many of the existing
ofiicial positions will pass away, and what is now under
the virtual control of one unoflicial person will be then
governed by a truly representative body. Political pre-
ferment will be accorded to the intellectual and scholarly
people of the community. Science will thus be permitted
to play its proper part in the city’s welfare and advance-
ment. Every branch of thegovernmentwill be conducted
on scientificprinciples, and thegreatest good of the great-
est numberwillbe made thestudy of thosein authority.”

 

Ir is hardly rational, when we observe the endless forms and
grades of living things in the realm of objective nature, that we
should imagine a total blank of all life about the spiritual world of
being. Our plummet may not find a bottom to the Infinite, enabling
us to dredge up living substances on the floor of that ocean; yet
we are not therefore authorizedto affirm that there is no God, or to
deny that there are intelligent spiritual beings. Our own souls are
of this nature, and we are conscious that they therefore rule our life
and destiny throughthe power of theFather. We have but to look a

step further in order to perceive the Foreworld, of which we and all
the bodied and unbodied souls are denizens alike. By our good dis-
position and activitywe bring the good about us, while evil thought

-. and action evolve the evil.—AZea:andorWilder, M. D.
 

No MAN was ever great without divine inspiration.——Cicero.



MENTAL AND PHYSICAL CORRESPONDENCES.

BY CHARLES BRODIE PATTERSON.

The law that demonstrates that force displays itself
by working from within outward is the only rational ex-
planation of the visible world. The form expressed by
force is of no significancein our comprehension of the law.
If followed from its origin outward, it will be cognized as
but a sign or symbol corresponding to thethoughtwithin.

If the human body corresponds to the mind Within,
does it fairly represent it? Or may we take into account
the tension, reistance, and pressure of other things and
conditions without? Such influencesare impelled chiefly
by human thought. We live in an atmosphere of thought-
currents—of thought-vibrations. Unle, by the law of
correspondence, there be that within our own mentality
that corresponds to this disturbing thought-influenceof
others, no reflex action is possible from within to the
human body without. Hence, we are the arbiters of our
own destiny. We must place ourselves in perfect har-
mony withthelaw, and buildour house upon a foundation
of rock.’

Even the efiect of antenatal thought-influenceupon
the mentality of a child (evidenced upon its body) can be
overcome by knowledge and practiceof thislaw. Happi-
ness may transfigure a countenance of very ordinary ap-
pearance to one of beauty. Where thereis beautyof form,
interior harmony or beauty of thought must exist to a

" “And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew,
and beat upon that house; and it fell not, for it was founded upon a
rock.”-——llatt. 1711., 25.
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great extent. Perhaps for generations some peculiarly
harmonious quality of mind has asserted itself, and, un-
consciously adapting itself to the law, has produced the
outer expression of a beautiful peing. In turn, such
beings, by cultivating discord and inharmony through
adverse thought-action,can change their appearance and
thatof theirposterity to imperfection. In each soul, how-
ever, lies dormant thepower to urmount these conditions,
to free itself from the shackles placed upon it by other-
and stronger minds, to assert its sovereignty, and to blos-
som under thesunlight of true thought into the bodilyex-

‘ pression of a perfectly ordered mind. Therefore, we can-
not altogether hold others responsible for the effects of
untrue thought-actionupon our bodies.

The principle of correspondence between mind and
body is based as follow: Man is heaven within—earth
without. The Divine spark dwells at the very centre of
his being. His garment of clay, which is the outward
manifestation of his being,belongs to all that is external
in creation. Man unites within himelf two worlds-——
the outer and the inner; but one law acts through both.
The outer is thenatural sequence of theinner, which is the
vital spark, the enduring nature of man. All growth
proceeds from thisinner man. The outer is of itself noth-
ing, 12. (2., it is entirely dependent on theinner being. Every
change thataffects it is the result either of growth or of
lackof growth. The body is at bestbut a transitory mani-
festation of mind.

These two entities, theouter and theinner, appear to be
separate; but they have a very real connection. The true
correspondence of any outward condition is only to be
found through a knowledge of its inner representative.
The whole visible creation is but an expression of thought.
All outward manifestation is but the symbol, or clothing
of thought,which is constantly shaping for itself new ap-
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parel. Man derives all knowledge, at first, through the
medium of symbols. All spiritual teachers have, in the
past, used symbols as a means of instruction. The spirit-
ual plane is the plane of causes; the physical plane i the
plane of results. Everything material proceeds from a
spiritual cause. The process is, first, the forming of spir-
itual thoughtin themind of man; secondly,theconsequent
direct result evidenced in his nature. Materiality, there-
fore, is theresult of spiritual thought. Everythingbegins
and ends in the being of man, who is an embodiment of
the Spirit of God.

The conditions of material life are transitory and
changeable. Their forms lead from, and return to, the
spiritual. This is the mystery of life: A process" with an
ever-changing form, visible in all things—whetherof the
mineral, vegetable, or animal kingdom. “One state is
swiftlysucceeded by another; there is no permanent state
or condition of form.”"

' Let us now consider the intimate relationship that
exists between matter and spirit—body and mind. Meta-
physical healing has fully demonstrated thatthe imaging
facultyof man is responsible for all theills from which he
suffers. One disease is no more imaginary than another.‘
Everything we do or think must first be imaged in the
mind; hence, everything in the intellectual and physical
man may besaid to proceed from theimagingfaculty. Our
thoughts are first ideated, then expressed outwardly.
The expression must correspond to the inner thought. If
this is inflamed, inflammationwill make itself felt in the
body. If a person is given to thinking harsh, unkind
thoughts, or saying cruel, cutting things-—if he is sar-
castic in his remarks—itwill certainly be found thatthis
mental state has produced neuralgia; or, if he is sensitive
to the unkind remarks of others, the suffering experi-

* Spencer: “Direction of Motion," page 231.
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enced inwardly will express itself outwardly in neuralgic
pains. -

There is a fourfold actionbetweenmind and body that
should be understood. The primary cause for everything
originatesin themind, and thenceworksoutwardly. First,
the mind acts; this is followed, in turn, by a reponsive
action of blood and muscles; then comes mental reaction,
which is followed by physical reaction—the body thus
responding to the ever-varying moods of the mind. Con-
sider as an illustration the action of anger. We know
that this is a mental emotion, but note its instantaneous
effect upon the blood and muscles. The heated and con-
tracted mental state produces a corresponding physical
state; and, according to the laws of being, the excessive
action produces a corresponding reaction. When this re-
action takes place, there is a decided lowering of tone in
themental condition of the angry person, which is inevit-
ably followed by a weakened state of thebody. This law
applies equally to emotions otherthananger.

For everythingreal in life thereis an unreal semblance,
which is its contradiction. For every true impulse that
enters the mind from the soul, there is a simulacrum
thatactson themind from without,producing a false emo-
tion, which, in turn, tends to destroy the physical organ-
ism. One builds up; the other tears down. One works
from the inner outward, while in the other this action is
reversed. True emotion is caused by the inner impulse;
its contradictionis caused by persons or condition exter-
nal to thepersonality.

Wherever mental contractionis found, you will find its
physical antitype. Muscular contraction is often caused
by sorrow for loss of friends, or of money. Wherever loss
is felt to a markeddegree, correspondingcontractiontakes

-place in the body. Muscular rheumatism frequently re-
sults from grief for the loss of friends. Paralysisis usually
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caused by mental shock. It may be regarded as a with-
drawal of the life forces; 13. e., theblood, no longer flowing
naturally throughout the body, fails to carry sufli-
cient nourishment. Paralysismay be caused by different
kinds of mental shock—anythingthatstrikes deeply into
the life of the individual. A failure in business often
causes paralysis, the lower limbs in that case being
afiected to a great degree. The limbs correspond to the
sustaining power; and, through the loss of money, the
personalitybelievesthesustainingpower to bewithdrawn.
Sometimes,withoutshock, when therest of thebody seems
perfectly well, the limbs lose their power of locomotion
and refuse to carry the body. This is usually caused by
the loss of friends or others upon whom the person was
dependent, or by the loss of worldly goods. The true sus-
taining power—thepower thatwillsustain in any or every
emergency—isto be found in the“One ource of Life,” the
only Power thatsustains us eternally.

All the different senses have their inner correspond-
ences. We see with our minds, and according to our
mental vision will be our physical sight. A person with
very little mentality may see clearly at a great distance
as well as near at hand; but, regarding this and all other
faculties, the plane to which the person belongs should
be considered. Oomparatively little is required of a. per-
son on the animal plane of existence. Obedience to the
law on that plane is the only thing necessary; therefore,
one who has advanced no further might be remarkably
advanced, physically,withoutshowing any diflerentorder
of intelligence from that displayed by an animal. But
even on thatplane it is necessary to have all the wisdom
of the animal kingdom; thus, throughout all thevarying
planes of thought,theouter must ever respond to theinner.

Those who are “far-sighted”willbe found to have some
condition of mind corresponding to that weakness. A
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careful examinationwillshow that,regardingthingsapart
from themselves, they can see clearly. Possibly they are
interested in the welfare, habits, or customs of other na-
tions; but concerning surrounding conditions and people
they are blind, or form but a weak conception. A corre-
spondence may be found between familyneglect and this
condition. The opposite condition, near-sightedness-—
whereby people see objects near at hand distinctly, but
very indistinctlythoseat a distance—finds its correspond-
ence in interests confined too closely to family matters
and an immediatecircle of friends: thoughtsthatgive but
little if any attention to outside matters. Very often the
conditionsare inherited—thethoughtsof theparents have
left an impress on the mind of the child, and the latter,
not having overcome these parental conditions, continues
in thesame line of thought.

We should all see clearly,bothat a distance and near
at hand. In recognizingimmediateduties, we should not
be unmindful of the factthatwe are membersof one fam-
ily; thateach part of the human race is essential to all
other parts, and vice versa. When our sight becomes
clouded, and we see objects but dimly, we may become
cognizant of the correspondence if we examine our own
mental state. We are sure to recognize a decided limita-
tion in our mental vision, and if we remove this condition
our physical sight will quickly correspond, become im-
proved, and in time fully restored.

A change of sight attributed to advancing years pro-
' ceeds from an altered train of thought. With most per-

sons the eyesight is better in youth and early manhood
than in middle age. There are periods in life when the
sight certainly changes. Dimness of vision occurring
at middle age corresponds to a lack of mental perception
regarding many things that were thought to have been
clearly understood in the past. Instead of each day add-
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ing clearness to our perception of theirattribute, we find
our ideas becoming more vague; we do not rely upon our
own view, but resort to other means to have the subject
placed more clearlybeforeus. These methodscorrespond
to sight derived from without, rather than from within;
from books and from the minds of others, rather than
from our own. Occasionally, aged people experience a
renewal of sight; this corresponds to an awakening of the
-spiritual powers within—tothe inner perception of -truth.

Many persons are said to hear betterwithone ear than
with the other. This is easily explained. Some people
-care to hear only one side of a question—that on which
their sympathiesare enlited; theyare not willingto hear
both sides. Again, thereare persons thatdo not wish to
be disturbed by having to listen to a recital of thesorrows
-of others. They consider it an advantageinot to have
their conscience rufiled by the knowledge that such mis-
fortunes exist; accordingly,they close their ears, harden
their hearts, and go through the world in total disregard
-of the welfare of their fellow-men.

The relationship betweenthe blood and its circulation
is of great interest; for theblood symbolizesthe Principle
-of Life, which is in all and through all. Soul-impulses
-actingon theblood produce a healing influence;purity of
thought begets purity of blood; true mental action causes
the blood to flow normally throughout the body. Condi-
tions actingon us from theouter world are largely respon-
-sible for mental impurity and improper circulation of the
‘blood. A disturbed circulation can nearly always be at-
-tributed to theemotions.

One who thinks to excess will find that such action
produces an untrue movement of the blood, causing it to
flow unduly to the head. The brain demands both rest
and nourishment. The circulation should tend as much to
-one part of the body as to another. True circulation is
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efiected through an even development, so thatno one fac-
ulty shall predominate. All unpleasantemotions have an
adverse action on the blood. Anger, hate, malice, etc., so
poison the blood that it cannot give the desired nourish-
ment to the body. It is not the food we eat, but the
thoughts we think,thatproduce impure blood. “Not that
which goeth into the mouth defiletha man,” but out of
the mind proceed evil thoughts, which defile the blood.
Keep thethoughtspure, and the blood will be correspond-
ingly pure. Control all unreal, emotional conditions
through the higher understanding. Digest thatwhich is
essential to your highest welfare, and themental digestion
will become physical; the food eaten will digest thor-
oughly, become assimilated, converted into blood, and
serve to nourish and strengthen the body. A pure, un-
selfish mental and moral life purifies the physical life.
Strong thoughts make strong bodies.

O-O-O-O-O-GO-C

WE talk of human life as a journey, but how variously is that
journey performed! There are thosewho come forth girt, and shod,
and mantled, to walk on velvet lawns and smooth terraces, where
every gale is arrested and every beam is tempered. There are others
who walk on the Alpine paths of life, against driving misery, and
through stormy sorrows, over sharp afilictions; walk with bare feet
and naked breast, jaded, mangled,and chi1led.—Sydn.oySmith.

 

SOME critics are like chimney sweepers; they put out 'the fire
below,and frighten the swallows from their nests above; they scrape
a long time in the chimney, cover themselves with soot, and bring
nothingaway but a bag of cinders, and thensing from the top of the
house as if theyhad built it.—Longfellow.

 

ASTRONOMYis one of the sublimest fields of human investigation.
The mind that grasps its facts and principles receives somethingof
the enlargement and grandeur belonging to the science itself. It is
a quickener of devotion.—HoracoMann.



VIBRATORY AFFINITY:

A STUDY IN HEREDITY.

BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB.

“The soul looketh steadily forward: creating a world always
before her, leaving worlds always behindher.”—Emorson.

The true Science of Mind is found in the study of
thought-vibration. When we have once admitted thatall
growthis from within,and thattheexternal is but theex-
presion of theinterior life, we are logically led to the con-
clusion thatin the history of the soul the facts of heredity
and environment are but the registration of its progress.
They cannot be positive factors that govern its develop-
ment.

If we recognize the absolute freedom of the spirit, it
must choose its own pathwayand govern its own methods
of development at every point. Our parentage then be-
comes a matter of personal choice. “Circumstances” are
the conditions arising from it. They cannot result from
any caprice of nature. They can never involve injustice
to theindividual, whatever may be theappearances. They
must operate in harmony withthe law of vibration,which
manifests itself in all the forces of the universe that we
have yet discovered and governs every detail of our lives.
When we admit thatall vibration is ruled by thoughtwe
perceive thatthere is no force of which we do not hold the
lever.

Vibratory aflinity offers us a key to the vexed problem
of heredity. Like chemical afilnity,it inevitablydraws to
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itself its sympatheticcomplement. Is it not probable that
the ego, seeking a rebirth, is led by the force of its own
nature to choose for parents those that vibrate in har-
mony with itself? It thus moves upon the spiritual lines
of least resistance. It secures the most fitting opportuni-
ties for the study of those mortal lessons in which it has
recognized its greatest need. In thisview we are not sub-
_ject beyondour choice to hereditary influencesor environ-
ment. We choose these with the intelligence of the free
-spirit—as a scholar selects his university and tutors.

As a result of this theory, sex in ofispring must be de-
termined by thethought-lifeof theparents, not theirpref-
erence. The character of children must follow the same
law. A child is the materializedthought of its ancestors
—an entity that has been drawn by its own responsive
vibrations into the mental life of its progenitors and so
‘-launchedupon theocean of objective being.

If we study carefullythe traits of our childrenwe will
-easily discover the mental phases and experiences of our
own life which each represents and reflects, and through
which we were passing at the period of their conception.
Every child is a revelation of his parents in some points
of theircharacterand shows boththeir faults and virtues.
It will frequently be found that the first-born embodies
most of the ideal, and later children the more practical
phase of theirparents, as they advance toward the years
of maturity.

The experience of death, which is the birth into the
subjective state, must be also governed in all its circum-
stances by the same law that determines birth into the
objective conditions. It must be a consequence of pre-
vious thought-action, and unconsciously determined by
the individual mind—whether slow or sudden, violent or
peaceful. It is the natural and inevitable result of the
life thathas gone beforeit. The law must be as infallible
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-in death as in birth. There can be no accidents in a uni-
verse governed bylaw.

Whatever may be theattitude of ignorant man toward
what he calls the phenomena of life, it must be true that
Nature itself knows no caprice. Every act is at the same
time a consequence and a cause. Every circumstance is
a link in the chain of being, forged by the individual him-
self.

In the name of science and of the eternal equities, we
deny hereditary limitation. We also deny that any life
can be enslaved by its environment.

These same vibratory forces dominate the religions
and thepolitics of theworld. We can no longer call them
tyrannies if they are the choice of the people themselves
and the manifestation of their point of evolution. When
better things are demanded they are always attainable.
The mercury in thebulb of thethermometeris not respon-
sible for the temperature it registers. The hands of the
clock are not the cause of the hour. Heredity, environ-
ment, religion, politics, society——these are but signs that
markthe spiritual temperature. They are the hands that
point to the hour on the dial of human progress.

Higher spiritual atmospheres are always accessible to
those that desire to inhale them. Every soul surrounds
itself with its own atmosphere. Nothing can set aside
this law. The flowers thatgrow in desert sands are nour-
ished by the same sun thatshines on palace gardens. The
desert flowers develop a rare and delicate beauty with
wonderful variety of form and color—even in a soil that
we call barren. Doubtless it is the soil best adapted to
their particular growth. Their own rate of vibration
attracted and rooted themthere.

If we are not controlled by our heredity or our environ-
ment, which relate us to the community in which we live,
neithercan we be controlled by so-called “planetary influ-
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ence,” which relates us to theuniverse throughtheplanet-
ary system. Doubtless theplanets also register our prog-
res and indicate results. In a certain sense they seem
to be an index of our lives—as the study-card of the col-
legian is an index of the course of lessons he has elected
to follow in the university and an indication of the prog-
ress he has made in former schools. But the index has
no active relation to the university course. It is not a
governing influencein thestudent’s life. It is always sub-
ject to his will.

The principle of personal responsibility is the chief
corner-stone of all spiritual work. We can build nothing
of value or stabilityin our lives tillwe have accepted this
fundamental truth. Whatever we are, or wherever we
are, is the result of our spiritual choice, whether made
conscioulyor unconsciously. It matters not thatwe have
not yet succeeded in tracingall the steps of the long road
we have traveled. If our theory be true, it must apply
equally to all planes of existence.

We often hear of “lower” and “animal”planes, as dis-
tinguished from “higher” and “spiritual” planes, and we
are told thatplanetary influencesgovern them. All planes
are spiritual, and we have no reason to thinkthatat any
point of our development have we been exempt from this
law of personal responsibility. It is the eternal and un-
changing law of Evolution, which is being emphasized
withevery new discovery. “The fault,dear Brutus, is not
in our stars, but in ourselves, thatwe are underlings.”

If we admit that birth, life, and death are the legiti-
mate consequences of thought, then there can be no such
thing as danger. A man is just as safe upon the battle-
field or amid wreck and ruin by sea or land as in the com-
fortable seclusion of his home. The event may provide
occasion but not cause of death. Man can never really be
a martyr, or a victim. Each lifedetermines its own issues.
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It comes and goes a theresult of theworkingsof its own
spiritual will. Is not this the only true meaning and
possibilityof freedom? Does not this view of life also
take away all our old, miserable thought of burden-
bearing?

We do not encourage thechildat school, whose lessons
have been carefully selected and adapted to his age and
aims in life, to whine and lament the burdens of his spell-
ing-book as soon as he comes to words of two syllables,or
to grieveover his sums in long division after he has learned
his tables. We know theyare thevery thingshe needs to
develop the powers thatwill win him success in life, and
to secure for him all thathis manhood will deem most de-
sirable in possession and accomplishment.

Self-pity is a grievous faultand weakness. We cannot
see straight nor clearlywhile we permit it to remain. It
must be destroyed in all its roots and allowed no tendril
or hiding-place. Nothing but the recognition of our
freedom and responsibilityat every point of our existence
can destroy thisthought. If we buildour lives upon these
principleswe workwithconfidenceand satisfaction-even
though it be sometimes true, as Matthew Arnold writes,
that-
"Withachinghands and bleeding feet

We labor on—lay stone on stone;
We hear the burden and theheat of the long day and wish ’twere

done.
Not till thehours of light return
All we have built do we discern.”

 

Time was the Sphinfs secret revealed, the mystery of ages and
times; and its apocalypse is Man. The drama of Eleusis exhibitsthe
riddle in a mystic guise, but theend was only thegrand lesson which
all thesages endeavored to inculcate: Gnothisoauton—-Knowthyself.
-—AZezander Wilder, M. D.



AUTOMATIC WRITING.

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.

Automatic writing, I will say for the information
of those not acquainted with the phenomenon or with the
literature relating to the subject, is writing that is done
without thought, volition, or conscious effort on the part
of theperson by whose hand it is executed. “It is,” as
Binet, in his essay on “Double Consciousness,” says, “a.
most important phenomenon, and is worth the trouble of
beingcarefullystudied. Automaticwriting forms part of
a class of movements thathave now for a long time been
a subject of inquiry in France, and which may bedescribed
under the general name of unconscious movements pro-
duced by ideas.” He expresses theview of theclass of inves-
tigutors to which he belongs when he says: “The first con-
sciousness furnishes theidea, and thesecond consciousness
determines the manner in which the idea shall be ex-
pressed; there is accordinglya concurrence of thetwo con-
sciousnesses—a collaborationof thetwo egos for one com-
mon task.”

Binet assumes thatthere is a secondary consciousness
which exists side by side withtheprincipal consciousness,
and thatit sees, hears, reflects, reasons, and acts at times
as if it were separate and distinct from the ordinary life
and thoughtof theindividual. The explanation,he thinks,
should be looked for in the formation of psycho-motor
centers, or centers of consciousness that function inde-
pendently of the common center. The two or more per-
sonalities having their physiological bases in these brain
centers, accordingto thisview, are unacquaintedwithone
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another and unlike in both character and disposition, be-
cause the centers are apart, distinct, and different in loca-
tion, size, complexity, etc. Some investigators regard
this view of the French physiologists, and of the French
psychologists of the class to which Ribot belongs, as a
hypothesis not only unproven but insuflicient to explain-
the facts of automaticwriting and kindred phenomena.

Mr. F. W’. H. Myers, of the Society for Psychical Re-
search, after several years of careful study, has reached
the conclusion that the contents of the messages received
through automaticwriting are drawn very largely from
the mind of the automatist. Frequently there is written
what theautomatistonce knew but has entirely forgotten,..
and which this automatismmay be the only way of reviv-
ing in theordinary consciousness.

There is also, Mr. Myers holds, a small percentage of
messages thatcontain facts quite unknown to the autom-
atist, b11t known to some other living person in the com-
pany or connected withhim, from whom the facts are ob-
tained by telepathy. There is a residuum of themessages.
which Mr. Myers thinkscannot be thus explained—mes-
sages containing facts known neitherto the writer nor to‘
any living friend of his, but known to some deceased per-
son, perhaps a total stranger to theliving man whose hand
performs thewriting. “I cannot,” he says, “avoid thecon-
viction that in some way—however dream-like and in-
direct—it is the departed personality which originates
such messages as these. I by no means wish to impose
these views upon minds not prepared to accept them.
What I desire is thatas many othermen as possible should
qualify themselves to judge independentlyof the value of “

theevidence on which I rely; should study what has been
collected, and should repeat and extend the observations-
which are essential to the formation. of any judgment2

worth thename.”
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Mr. Myers lays stress on the content and capacities of
the subconscious, or, to use his term, the “subliminal”
strata of the human mind. Below the threshold of con-
sciousness, he maintains, are powers not obviouslyderived
from terrestrial evolution—knowledge acquired from
sources and by methods unknown; and that knowledge
0 acquired may be communicated by the hand of the
automatist when the information has never been in the
automatist’sconscious mind.

If it be true that the mind has subconscious depths in
which is knowledge not obtained by observation and ex-
periencein theobjective world, and thatfrom thesedepths
arises knowledge to the threshold of consciousness which
is made known through the hand automaticallymoved,
thefactis significant in its bearingon experiential systems
of thoughtwhich may have to berevised so as to give to the
word “experience”a larger meaning thanit now possesses.
According to Mr. Myers, it is through those powers and
capacities which belong to the subliminal part of man’s
nature (what Mr. Hudson calls the “subjective mind,” to
distinguish it from the ordinary, which he terms the
“objective mind”) that departed personalities can make
their influence felt and sometimes their thoughts known
by automaticaction, of which automaticwriting is one of
several varieties.

My personal investigations, through many years and
under exceptionally favorable circumstances, enable me
to state confidentlythe following facts in regard to auto-
maticwriting:

The automatist, during the writing as well as before
and after, may be in the ordinary waking state, wholly
conscious and entirelynormal,withnot theleastindication
of trance or reverie. The hand is used mechanically,the
automatistoften waiting passively for the writing to be-
gin, and, like any other spectator, watching the process
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but taking no part consciously in the creation of thought,
in the composition, nor in the movement of the pen. The
writing is often done two or three times as rapidly as the
person can write by conscious effort, and the messages
may be in several handwritings, which bear but little and
in some cases no resemblance to one another. The auto-
matic handwritingof one person known to me is quite uni-
form, but it is so unlike that person’s ordinary handwrit-
ing thatno expert would suspect thetwo were by thesame
hand. If chirography is an indicationof character, these
difl'erent autographicwritings are alone suflicient to sug-
gest the question whether in one individual may be differ-
ent personalities or “strata of consciousness,” with unlike
mental and moral characteristics, peculiarities, and idio-
syncrasies.

A curious fact is thattheoriesand opinions presented
in thesewriting are frequently in direct and total opposi-
tion to thoseof theautomatistand to thoseof persons who
may be present propounding questions. One who has
almost an aversion to the doctrine of reincarnation re-
ceives automaticallylong and ingenious arguments in
favor of that philosophy. The hand of another person
whose views in regard to religion would generally be re-
garded as extremely heterodox, at least from the evangel-
ical point of view, is made to write what would be accept-
able to themost devout and orthodoxbelievers.

Among the automatic writers with whom I am ac-
quainted is a Christian minister who preaches acceptably
for a society in theWest. Many of his sermons, according
to his own testimony, are written without conscious
thought or effort, so far as he is concerned. His hand
moves as if it were used by some invisible power, and a
sermon is produced which he does not seem to take any
part in thinkingout, or, except passively, in reducing to
writing. When there are passages from which he dis-
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sents, he erases them and writes in whatever he chooses.
Thus the sermon is often a patchwork of his own conscious
work and that done by his hand without his volition or
effort.

The thought and the language in many of the auto-
matically-writtenmessages which I have seen apparently
far transcended the automatist’s known attainments and
power of expression. Such writing may be preceded or
followed by communications of a very inferior character,
belowthecapacityof theautomatist,thoughpurporting to
be perhaps from some distinguished person——some great
thinkerand writer who has passed from thislife. I have
seen statements written several times, automatically,with
details circumstantially given, in regard to matters of
which the automatist knew nothing, showing that the
intelligence producing thewriting had access to sources of
knowledge to us unknown. I have even seen written and
signed to one of these statements thename of a man dead,
which corresponded with his known peculiar autograph,
when the automatist had never seen a word or a letter
written by the person whose name was thus given.

These are curious facts, and doubtless they seem to
most readers, as they once did to me, antecedently incred-
ible; but the most stubborn incredulity will have to yield
when thefactsare carefully investigated, whatever theory
be accepted to explain the phenomena. Perhaps none of
the explanations thus far advanced in regard to auto-
matic writinghave more thana tentativevalue, for not one
of them is free from difiiculties; not one is a. finality of
thought, and not one is wholly satisfactory to impartial
and discriminatinginvestigators of unusual psychical and
psycho-physicalphenomena. Furtherstudy of thesubject
will lead to larger knowledge, and ultimately, I have no
doubt, to a correct theory of automaticwriting and ‘of the
different varietiesof automaticaction.



VISTAS OF TRUTH.

BY E. A. SHELDON.

It is in the nature of a vista that the opening in one’s
surroundings discloses a marked contrast to the nearer
environment. The contrast may consist of different nat-
ural objects; it may consist of the more elusive element of
distance appealing to imagination and reason, While the
more remote objects seen in the opening may be the same
as in the near foreground. The vista may be made up of
houses or other structures built by man, giving rise to a
different class of thoughts in thebeholder’smind. Lastly,
it may consist of a combinationof all three. Whileenjoy-
ing a vista it is tacitlyconceded thatall the near environ-
ment is a part of it even though we do not seem to notice
or speak of it; indeed, we might be surprised on a closer
examination to find thateach object in itself is the center
of a vista.

Truthin itself is the center of all vistas; its expression
is its environment. In our mental infancy we perceive it
at a distance as akin to objects of sense perception—as
intangible and yet not quite void. We try to define it and
find it as elusive as any of the other abstract principles;
yet the word is withal continually on our lips, and its
demonstration is one of the practicalaffairs of life. Fin-
ally, we perceive all things in life as manifestations of
truth.

For the sake of pointing out our uncritical thinking
and to call attention to the illusions we create thereby
and worship as t1-uth—also to show that there must be a
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power of intelligence back of all these erroneous thoughts
—I wish to introduce here a sketch from child-life,as it is
commonlyfound in babyhood when it beginsto take notice
of thingsand connect them. I do thisbecauseI find that
child-life in contact with objects is so directly analogous
to our mental childhoodin its contact with ideals.

Every object noticed by our littleone in dailylife has a
few central, living objects to revolve about. For instance,
her “kitty” forms one of those centers. The kitten’s fur
is very soft to her touch, and, early in baby’s experience
with objects, grandma’s cloak received the name of
“kitty.” Mo'ther’s boa fell in line, and a neighbor’s tippet
decorated with a head received the name of “kitty bow-
wow.” Even her own soft-edged glove became “kitty.”
All things,from fleece-linedgoods to feathertrimming,are
so named. A lead-pencilsketch caused her bright eyes to
seek my own as she cried with much elation, “kitty!”
Hence lead-pencils,and even slate and slate-pencils,have
now joined the ranks.

One evening,whilemusing over the law of association
thatmade these diflerentobjects one with the child’s cen-
tral idea, my imagination readilypictured the room full
of infant philosophers,each carrying in its hand some one
of these diiferent “kitties.” I watched the endeavor of
these little ones to persuade one another that its “kitty”
was the true one. ' While theirstriving seemed somewhat
amusing "to me, yet to them it was a very serious matter.
And it will become equally important to us through the
simple addition of years to these children; through seeing
these young philosophersas people of our own growth-
every-day folks like ourselves: provided, of course, we are
unable to solve our own problem with the accuracywith
which we can solve a child’s.‘

Every man striving to know truth finds himself_faced on
all sides by creeds. of religion, science, medicine, and meta-
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physics. As each is insistent thatitself is thewhole—--the
only life-giving principle; the true way; the Truth-he
flnds it is indeed a serious matter. It may seem to him
as if-

“Creed becomes a. tyrant,
And for its pottage
The love of friendwe give.”

It is the position of Pilate. Is it any wonder that he,
a man of alfairs, practical in the application of law,
thought it a serious matter? Confronted as he was by
these contradictory creeds and interests, was it any won-
der thathe asked, “VVhatis truth?” The indistinctoutline
or vista of truth thatwe gain here is through the posses-
sion of a power to perceive the conflictingstatements and
to formulate the question. It is the arrival to the con-
sciousness through Pilate’s wife that there is truth, and
that it is not to be found in its wholeness in these creeds.
It gives us a glimpse of another vista—that there is a
power in man struggling to formulate and express‘ truth.
This brings the question home to the individual, to be
answered by himself. He has found the formative point
of light by which all vistas will become illumined.

The avenues of approachto truth, through association,
in one form or another,are many. History and mythology
play theirpart. Can we not induce Time to draw her veil
and give us a view of truth? While we have the world’s
history as a common reading-book from which to draw
comparisons through the light of our own experience, yet
the truths therein recorded are of no value as personal
possessions or realities until a like dawn in us reveals the
world-incident to make it intelligible. Historic truth
must stand in vital relation to our experience before we
can measure its importance. If our breadth of ideas be
limited our perspective will be limited. We forget the
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greatness of the individual soul as the measure of all
things, and regard as authorityfor truth that which we
read about ratherthanthatwhich we know or thinkabout.
We never give as authoritythewords of a man whose ideas
are antagonistic to our own. Hero-worship has no deeper
foundationthanthis.

History, in its twofold nature of recording aspiration I

and realization of races, gives us the thought and result
of its applicationas a workingbasis from which to conduct
a more extended research. We may profit by the experi-
ences of others if we go into humanity’s world—nature’s
wor1d—and test them for ourselves. So far as we are
concerned, the formula only is given; the measure of gain
depends upon us. What work we make in trying to be
practical! Practical theology to-day is dyspeptic in try-
ing to digest Jonah and his whale.

For thesake of illustratingthemisconceptions thatwe
fall into throughnot perceiving the symbology of mythol-
ogy, I wish to introduce my little philosopher with her
problems once again. She is very fond of her picture-book.
“Read! read!” is her demand; and, remember, the story
must beillustratedor over goes theleaf. The melody that
has thegreatest attraction for her is illustrated by the
energetic cow in mid-heaven accomplishingthewonderful
feat of jumping over the moon. We feel assured thatshe
accepts the picture as a representation of facts; for, upon
showing her thebrilliantorb on thewestern horizon early
one morning and explaining that it was the moon, she
instantly inquired for the cow!

From a more critical examination, we older philoso-
phers find a like beliefwoven into our fibre. Mythology
is thebackgroundof thereligions of all nations; and, when
viewed from a standpoint other than that of symbolism,
an absolute law governing everythingin the universe be-
comes impossible. Regarding theseancientwonders from
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a rational point of view, and considering what is possible
in nature to-day, we are led to conclude that the age of
miracles is past. It gives rise, however, in some minds to
a belief in the supernatural—themiraculous. Mysticism
prevails; heresy trials become common. But when myth-
ology is viewed from the standpoint of symbology it be-
comes beautiful as illustrative of the soul-growth of the
race.

A great Hebrew doctor gives a fixed rule for the inter-
pretation of the sacred books which should never be for-
gotten. He says: “Every time you find in our books a
tale, the reality of which seems impossible, a story that is
repugnant both to reason and common sense, thenbe sure
thatthetale contains a profound allegory veilinga deeply
mysterious truth; and the greater the absurdity of the
letter the deeper the wisdom of the spirit.” Let us see if
we can make any use of this illustrationin accountingfor
some of our errors in applying laws governing truth. We
cannot measure the truth of all things in the Bible from
thestandpoint of one phaseof development, any more than
we can understand the problem of X + y -= z from the
standpoint of 2 + 3 = 5. Though they are the same
equation, and mean thesame, and each belongs to mathe-
matics, yet the algebraic equation demands a broader‘
knowledge of mathematics than does the arithmetic
problem.

This illustrationalso points out one way of accounting
for thebirthof illusionsof a certain class. In striving to
demonstrate a problem on thehigher grade of spirituality
by a law on another plane of life, we find that there are
missing links, or discrepancies. VVe thinkthey are illu-
sions, or appear to be what they are not—as my little one
willeventuallylearn thatthecommon, every-day cow does
"not jump over the moon. The common, every-day whale
does not swallow men. This witnesses the birthof mir-
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acles (or thatwhich transcended law in thepast) for some,
whilewithothers doubt and scepticism will predominate.
But when viewed from the standpoint of an allegory of
thesoul’s growth,using natural objects for symbols, do we
not find that,when we fail to live up to the light of truth
as revealed to us, we are cast into a sea of turmoil and
unrest and are completely swallowed up in the whale of
materialism?

The things we read in books are not true because we
find themwritten therein,but theyare true for us, in what-
ever way we take them, because we think along certain
lines and observe, or thinkwe do, in humanity and nature,
laws in operation in accordance with our thought. And
when We cannot account for them by any natural law we
have observed, we create an illusionof a supernatural law,
which will disappear when we change our relative posi-
tion. Then will cease also the otherillusionsof birth and
death.

Our vista of truth thus far gives us the eternal Now of
consciousness as the central point. While history brings
all its precious gems of art, literature, painting, and
sculpture, mythologyadds allegory and symbolism. The
resplendence of the avenue ofapproach depends upon the
degree of consciousness that flashes forth intelligence.
Philosophy now steps into the foreground. Philosophy
literally means “to love wisdom.” It is through the win.-
dows of philosophy,in one or more of its phases, that
we give character to life. Let us illustrate: In photog-
ruplny it has been made possible, through taking negatives '

of 1lu- .~::Hne place through different colored glasses with
1-i _;-ht «.-hr-micals, to throwon a screen an exact representa-
Hun or nature by combining the pictures in the lantern.
l.'ml(-1' tlw inspirationof philosophy,when we can combine
pm'fw'h-cl plates of science, religion, and ethics, we will
find that theydo not disagree, but are harmonious in bring-
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ing out the image and likeness of the Supreme—nature‘
beingthescreen.

As consciousness is mind made tangible, we find that
truthin itself is far different from theprocess of attaining.‘
it—-and right away we walkinto another vista. Philo-
ophy becomes the avenue of approach; for a soul’s con-
sciousness or thought made tangible to the degree of its~
attainment does not love wisdom or philosophy,but is wis- s

dom. It is this calm picture of truth or wisdom acquired,
shining in our consciousness, that creates the feeling of"
unrest at our supposedly ineffectual dailyworks. We are‘
always building better than we know—ever adding an-~
otherstep of consciousnessto thatpicture of calm. When*
this is revealed through the contrast of the avenue of ap-'
proach, chaos disappear; and in thevista we see that-

“All truth is calm,
Refuge and rock and tower.

The more of truth, themore of calm;
Its calmness is its power.

Truthis not strife,
Nor is to strife allied;

It is the error that is bred
Of storm by rage and pride.

Calmness is truth, ‘:

And truth is calmness still.” ' ‘

 

I WOULD not have you understand that Jesus originated and first
taught the idea of the fatherhoodof God. It is one of the oldest in
the thoughtsof mankind. . . .

God does not need to forgive us
in the sense of renewing the feeling of a loving father toward us.
He always feels toward us like that. But every broken law entails
the punishment.——Rev. Minot J. Savage.

 

ALL are bigots who limit the Divine within the boundaries of.
their present knowledge.—Ma1-garotFulhr.



METAPHYSICAL TERMINOLOGY.

BY DB. CASSIUS MACDONALD.

It is ratherstrange thatso little attempt has been made
thus far by expounders of the New Thought to define the
various terms that are being used with a glibness that
sometimes passes for great profundity. “Going into the
silence,” “meditation,” “concentration,” “affirmation,”
“high statements,” “at one with the universal Good,”
“vibrations”—these are a few of the terms and expres-
sions most frequently heard. Perhaps this apparent ina-
bilityto define the terms may contain some hint of the
reason why. They refuse to be defined.

The mind dwelling upon high ideals passes beyond all
boundaries that words can set. Intent upon realizing its
high. dreams, it sheens and shimmers through the vast-
ness of the unknown world, which is more fleeting and
uncertain than the aurora borealis. Some of our friends
will have us discard all scientific phraseology, deny all
laws of physics, and live entirely in what they term the
spiritual realm, as if it were a placeapart, into which they
could step at will, quite safe from the trials of ordinary
mankind. But the Whole vanguard of the movement
seems to have received a check becauseof a seeming ina-
bilityto exemplify in their lives the truths they so con-
stantly affirm.

It i my belief thatmore opposition is aroused by this
very misunderstandingof one anotherwithintheranks of
this new army of conquest than by all the so-called hos-
tilitywithout-. The case may be fairly stated thus: A cer-
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tain percentage of the children of earth have voluntarily
come to a beliefthattheology,or at least orthodoxy,politi-
cal science, and known codes of ethics,are not making the
world as happy as it should be. They make thisassertion
after having given a fair trial to all. They look longingly
into thefuture for somethingthatwill serve to guide them
on theirdreary way—and it must be admitted thatsome of
them have found a little light. Mental therapeutics,under
one name or another,is a truth to them. To heal thebody
is to have a clearer and better mind; hence they believe
thatto have an alert and healthythought is to add beauty
to life. And the pathof beautyis thepath to God.

In these terms, or perhaps better ones, millionsof peo-
ple are now asserting theirbelief in a force thatvery few
of them profess to understand. Outside of the definite
proportion who believe thus—say ten per cent. of
humanity—there are many other millions willing to
believe if some slight evidence can be oflered. The good
thathas been accomplishedby thismovement is incalcula-
ble; the good that may be accomplished need not be
stated. Every striving soul with longings within that
will not be satisfied, and who has even momentarilyfelt
theinner awakening,willknow what the possibilitiesare.

Of all theterms above quoted, “vibrations”occurs most
often in the literature of this subject. In the text-books
it is stated that vibratory action is the alternately oscil-
lating movement of an elastic body when disturbed by

"some force; but in view of the latest researches in phys-
ics, a considerably broader signification has been given
to theterm. It seems more suited thanany otherword in
the language to describe the boundary line between phys-
ics and metaphysics. It may be accepted as a scientific
fact that there is no such thing as dead matter. Every-
thingis in eternal and changing activity;hence it will be
seen thatthe oscillatingmotion of themolecules entering
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into thecomposition of any given substance is continuous.
All substance, therefore, is in ever-changing motion, the
rate of which can be increased or decreased when acted
upon consciously.

Physical disease is a rate of motion; so is thought.
And both thedisease and the thought concerning it are of
thesame kind of motion, differingonly in degree. A high
rate of motion consciously acting upon a lesser one pro-
duces enforced and immediate change. If the mind,
which is a constantly vibrating activity,can send out in
successive waves a series of thoughtsover any ascertained
line of least resistance withever-increasingforce, it is cer-
tain that when intelligently directed it can bring any
given quantity of diseased tissue above the plane of dis-
ease. In thespace at my disposal it is not possible to give
all the methods by which this can be realized; but it is
hoped thatthefollowingstatement of a fundamentalprin-
ciple of metaphysicsmay be helpful to some who desire an
explanation diveted of technicalities and mystifying
terms: ’

Substance is a verity; force is a verity; consciousness
is a verity. Substance, force, and consciousness are
mutually and intimately related. They are inseparable
and interdependent. Force and substance, by action and
reaction, produce consciousness. Consciousness, by reac-
tion upon force and substance, has knowledge of that

,

which produced it. If therelative positions are disturbed
there is inharmony, abnormal action, disease; when they
are rightly related there is harmony, normal action,
health. As it is consciousness that recognizes disease,
so it must be thathigher state thatgives the first impulse
to correct action.

It will therefore be seen that health, happiness, etc.,
do not depend upon “willing,”or “amrming,”or “forcing,”
but simply upon recognizing our relation to our environ-
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ment—our place in the macrocosm-—by finding the law
and by conformingthereto. Conformity to thelaw by any
person is the motive power which induces correct motion
in thatin which previously therewas incorrect motion. A-
term that may be fairly used to designate that action is ‘

“vibration.”
 

THE ofice of Philosophy is to unfold the perfect truth for our
contemplation and willing obedience. It embraces the great world
of causes withinits scope, reachingclear to the absolute and perma-

-nent principles underlyingthem, to the end thatthe lessons derived
from themmay beappliedto personal experience. Transcendingthe
limitations of common science and opinion, its domain is rather the
nobler, illimitable sphere of intelligence which the higher natures
occupy. All great action is such by reason of the enthusiasm by
which it is inspired. It has a firm basis of faith,an intuition of the
more excellent, and a firm assurance of truthbeyondall becomingor

expediency. The sentiment of worship in every human soul radiates
into the thought,and more or less directs the conduct. Philosophic
aspiration after the good and beautifulin life is the outbirthof this
motive and the endeavor to give it proper expression. Hence the
speculative facultiesof themind must be developed in order thatthe
practical achievement may be genuine and enduring.—Alca:a.nder
Wilder,M. D.

OIOIOIIO-0%-0'0’

MAN, in so far as his nature is comprehensive of all the natures
below himself in the scale of life——in so far is he neither one not all
of them; but he is the comprehender of each and all of them. He
comprehends and thencemay know each and all of them,but neither
one nor all of them can comprehend and know him.—H1Ira.m K.
Jones, M. D., LL. D.

 

THATwhich imparts truthto knowable things,and gives power to
theknower, is theIdea of theGood and the Cause of thetranscendent
wisdom and truth, as perceived through meditation; but, while
knowledge and truth are beautiful, yet goodness is different from
them, and far more beautiful.—PZata.



WAN'l‘ED——A NOVEL.

BY nosn G. ABBOTT.

It is evident that, whether one be confronted by a
theory or a condition, a social fad or a reformatory mis-
sion, the surest approach to the public car is through the
avenue of the novel or the short story. A strong romance
is often more convincingthanan army withbanners. It is
quite possible for a lazy person to inclinehis heart toward
conviction whilecurled up on a sofa with cigarette or cof-
fee at hand, when turning out to attend an expensive lect-
ure during bad weatherwould be paying much too high a
price for the candle of enlightenment and disillusion.

Take, for instance, thedroll topic of theologicalcreeds
and dogmas, which always induces gleeful anticipation in
those who, having outgrown the rudimentary diversions
of gladiatorialcontests and cock-fights,yet dearly love and
cling to a bout at ecclesiastical fisticuflfs. The gradual
evolution of this fruitful theme in the novel, beginning
withDr. Ho1mes’s “Guardian Angel” and coming down to
Mrs. Humphrey Ward’s “Robert E1smere,” and the less
forceful jibes of latter days, forms a most delightful biog-
raphy of the perpetual heresy-chase. If a man by search-
ing shall ever find out God, theresults of his search can be
best communicated to an apathetic world through the
dramatic pages of a well-staged novel.

In the beau monde, a minimum of effort must accom-
pany a maximumof thoughtprogress; in fact,we may say
that the last is a condition of the flrst. Even the reform
drudges enjoy now and thena sugar-coated presentation of

..r
-.r—"
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‘the ideals which absorb their life energies. Of course, as
far as you and I are concerned, simple arguments suflice.
But you and I are not as others—lymphaticcumberers "of
the ground. We are intellectually alert, conscientious,
etc.; but for the other class a bit of exaggeration is neces-
sary in order thatit may perceive theemphasis. Dickens
exaggerated to the verge of caricature to bring his char-
acters and his moral into relief. Victor Hugo, in his three
masterpieces of “Les Miserables,” “Travailleurs de la
Mer,” and “Notre Dame,” followed a similar tendency in
his endeavor to illustratethe psychic attitude of undevel-
oped man toward Society, Nature, and Religion. Well
comprehended, these novels constitute a complete map of
and guide through the labyrinthof life. Hugo, however,
is of too majestic and ponderous an intellect to attractthe
masses. They do not understand a literary Beethoven.

Perhaps you say, “Neither does any one read ‘Corinne’
nowadays”? No; the classical De Stael is quite as far
astray in our plebeian world as the Parthenon would he
were it set down alongside our garish, poster-bedecked
buildings. Struggle of genius (soul) against bourgeois pru-
dence (matter)! The peerless “Corinne!” Something less
severely exquisite, more after the method of “The Heav-
enly Twins,”will reach a wider audience. The latter book
is not inartistic—withthestrokes of it melancholychimes
sounding warningly throughout; and of very practical
value is its erposé of the position of women. Provocative
of wholesome thought, it has a mission, and as a mission-
ary it is entitled to a hearing.

The instincts of aristocratic childhoodfind charmingly‘
instructive expression in Mrs. Burnett’s “Sarah Crewe.”
For the slaves, a woman wielded a pen of lightning; and
inarticulate animals are also to find deliverance through
theaid of themodern novel. Ancient }Esop did good work
for them in his fables. Up to the present day, no more
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forceful illustration of our.kinship to “the great silent
.
caste" has beenpresented thantheseantique short stories,

- which should be read aloud in every familyas a means of
cultivating intuitional wisdom in theyoung.

We have, however, a few novels looking toward ethical
.
culture and mysticism; but they lack that living quality
which commands attention and discipleship. Balzac’s
“Seraphita” is of the latter class; likewise “Zanoni,” and

-thewell-nigh clairvoyant “Romance of Two Worlds.” But
there is yet place for the great ethical novels——the cri du

.caeur; above outgrown creeds; which shall deal with a
philosophy of. universals; which shall consider the soul

- in active, conscious relationship to theCosmos as a whole;
helpfully inducing the belief that freedom can be largely

.
attained here and now in the physical body, and thatdue
cultivation of the intellectual, artistic, and spiritual
aspects of life will lift it to an ecstatic plane even in this
huckstering, insensitive world. Health, beauty, and
joyous achievementarenot only possible—their attain-
ment is a duty.

“Gates Ajar,”“Edward Burton,” and similarromances
,have sought to teach this; yet there is still need for the
great novel, which shall positively electrify -the world to a
realization of its eternal privilege of illumined progress.
I cannot write this tale——and you, perhaps, cannot; but
eventuallya Harriet Beecher Stowe will appear who shall

. thrillmankind with eagerness to throw down the muck-
rake of material slavery» and to hearken with alert ear to
themusic of theheavenly spheres; who shall demonstrate
that through the power of will the thought-forces can be
controlled. until harmony -with the eternal rhythm shall

' be evolved from the discord of rudimentary beliefs and
false relation between soul and body. Intelligent

- thought-force is creative of new conditions. The human
I race approaches its transmutationfrom the physical-intel-
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lectual stage of existence to the intellectual-spiritual
plane. Who will pipe to the slumberers a stirring and
joyous reveillé ?

[The literary need pointed out by our contributor has been recog-
nized by us for some time, and this is one of the requirements of the
spiritual movement thatMIND purposes to meet. We are pleased to
announce thatarrangements are already under way for the publica-
tion, in serial form, of a first-class psychological romance by an Amer-
ican authorof internationalreputation. We hope to present the in-
itial chapter at an early date.—ED.]

 

THE field of Philosophy is as broad as the universe. It includes
all knowledge, human and divin<.—everythingin action as well as in
contemplationthatis upright and good. It is practicalin thenoblest
sense. To be “speculative” and “visionary” is to have insight and
intelligence of the essential truth of things, to look beyondphenom-
ena to the operating principles, and to be cognizant of the spiritual
nature and eternal life. It is a living for the ages ratherthanfor the
days—the holding of truth at its divine value rather than for its
price in themarket.—AZo:c¢mderWilder,M. D. ‘

 

SPIRIT is all thatwas, is, or shall be, and is above this All. The
creation is but a quarter of its being;theotherthree parts are eternal
in the heavens. Ascending with these three parts, it is above and
beyondthisworld; the fourth part remains below——to be born and to
die by turns.—Hymn of Purusha.

 

Tm: Supreme Soul is withoutbeginning;not to be called existent
or non-existent; possessing every sense, yet separate from them all;
apart from yet within all, both far and near; not divided among
beings,yet as if it were.—Vyasa..

 

THE wise person who has studied the Scriptures casts them by,
as he who seeks grain winnowed from the chafi.—Upam2shad, ’

 

THE eye cannot see itself. How can we see the soul thatenables
us to see?—_Siva G’mzn Patham.
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BY JOSEPHINE H. OLCOTT.

Deep callethunto deep; and star to star,
In quivering waves of light, vibrates afar
And wakes the harmonies of spheres sublime
Whose heavenly music marksthe feet of time——
Echoing thro’ celestial realms supernal,
In one grand song thro’ shoreless space eternal.
And Thou, mysterious Cause, 0 Wondrous Mind£1
All things, both great and small, in Thee I find‘-.
The universe from out thydepths was wrought-
Took form and light and color from a thought;
Projected thro’ the cosmic force by Will,
Suns—systems—are evolved all space to fill.
The soul of man in empyrean sphere took birth—-
God-ray incarnatesin a form of earth;
Like to itself it moulds the finer clay
In fashion fair to last for one brief day.

. A fitting temple for the immortal soul,
With servants thatobey the will’s control;
A brain to think,a genius thatcan rise,
A heart to love, and eyes thatpierce the skies!
Mysterious Man! O ‘spirit-ray divine!
At one withGod, what destiny is thine!
For one short space to tread this earth below,
Then of! for worlds beyondwe may not know:
Thus thro’‘thestars from sphere to sphere to rise
Eternally throughout the boundless skies.
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Deep callethunto deep, and mind to mind-
Thus each to each a psychic tie doth bind.
Within the drop of dew there shines a sun:
Thus God the Mind and man the thought are one.
The universe is mirrored in thesoul;
Each atom has its placewithinthewhole
Vast system—a world of smallersize,
Reflecting in its heart the starry skies:
By the same laws controlled—withthe same force—
That holds the solar systems in their course.
80 man partake of his immortal birth
As soul reflects his God; the dross of earth
Dims his clear vision for a little time,
Then, open~eyed, he soars to heights sublime.
Thus God is Mind; and Man, thebest
And last great thoughtmade manifest,
Created thro’ the cosmic fires of Love,
Freed from ea.rth’s bondage, seeks his home above.

 

Tnznn are four agents of knowing,correspondingto four passions
(or conditions) of thesoul: intuitive reason, thehighest; understand-
ing, or the reasoning faculty, the second; belief, or persuasion, the
third; and conjecture, or perception of shadows and efiigies, the last.
—PZato.

 

E'nI:nNIr1r is not one whole somewhat, and Time another some-
what. Eternity, therefore, is not in one place and Time in another;
but they are merely aspects of one whole system and order.—H£ram
K. Jones, M. D., LL. D.

 

Exmuvon to have as little to do with thysflectionsand passions
as thoucanst, and labor to thypower to make thybody content to go
on thysou.l’s errands.—-Jeremy Taylor.



EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

OUR NAME AND MISSION.
IND is a term with varied definitions. This fact is probably

due to the vagueness of the earlier conceptions of its essence

and functions. Its primary and essential meaning is the spiritual
nature, which perceives intuitively and includes the capacity for the
superior knowledge. In a subordinate sense it is the ratiocinative
faculty, which entertains and reasons upon impressions. In this
view it is a near synonym of “soul,” the sensuous nature, being thus
the faculty that receives ideas and attempts to work them into judg-
ments. Mind is also thewill, or inclination;the propensity, or pur-
pose of the ego. It is also thememory, which retains theimpression
of facts. This capacity,however, really pertains to every part of the
nature——the spirit remembers its affinities of the eternal world;
the understanding recalls occurrences, evidences, and opinions; the
physicalbeingbears record of pains and pleasures thatare past.

The several languages akin to the English seem to be more

definite in regard to this term than ours. Thus, in Latin, animus
and anima are used. Their first meaning is “air.” Anima. next
means the breath of life, and finally a living being, i. 5., a soul.
Animus means the rational soul, or seat of thought, in contradistinc-
tion to the body, or physical life. Specifically,it signifies the reason

and sensibilities;memory; consciousness; inclination and passions;
power of willing; intention. Mms is “mind” in the form of disposi-
tion. It refers to conscience; understanding; thought; design.

These are the chief Latin words that correspond to the title of
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this magazine. One resembles the Greek anemos, or wind, and is
from the Aryan root an, to breathe. The other shows afiinity with
Sanskrit, and is from man, to think.

In Greek the sense is more expressive. The supreme term is
nous, or noos, which means the mind, absolutely. Anaxagoras says:
“Nous arranged the elementary matter.” In philosophy it is the
highest, or the divine faculty (intel-lect), which literally “reads
between” the superficial facts. Plato calls it “the highest and most
leading part of our soul,” and locates it in the head, “which is man’s
mot divine member,and theruler of our entire composition.” “The
Deity,”he says, “assigned thisto eachof us as a daemon,”or guardian.
The Greek word phrm was affected by Pythagoras. Physically, it
means thediaphragm——theseat of the ganglionicnervous system, as

distinguished from the cerebro-spinal. It is also the seat of fear,
though Pindar uses it much like nous. It is rather amusing to
reflect that our phrenological friends, who dwell so much on head
and brain, should have named their science from the midriif!

In the New Testament the term pneuma, or spirit, is much used
to signify the nous, or noetic principle. It is generallydistinguished
from “soul,” which means little else than the selfhood of man.
Modern philosophers, however, frequently employ this word when
speaking of thehigher spiritual quality.

Our language is thought to be akin to Sanskrit, both tongues
having beenderived from the supposed Aryan. “Mind,” in Sanskrit,
is rendered manas—theinternal sense thatreceives impressions from
the ordinary senses and governs them. It is the interior organ of
perception. “Man” is from the same root, and means a living being
that is mind.

The ftmction of mind is intellection-—theepistemonic or higher
thinking. Divinity is pure Mind; hence, mind in man is an exten-
sion or projection of the Divine into the human personality. Being
the higher element of the soul, its immortal principle, it inspires
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the understanding to develop impressions into distinct thought and
purpose.

The province of this periodical, therefore, will be to encourage
the higher thinking,the evolving of profounder motives of action,
and the bringingup through the lower and external nature of better
concepts of life, truth, duty, and real knowledge.

 

MIND OB BRAIN?
Professor 0. C. Marsh, of Yale Peabody Museum, who is also a

member of the United States Geological Survey, declares that the
Japanese race is destined to dominate the world. He bases his con-
clusion on the fact that the brain of the average Japanese is rela-
tively larger thanthatof any other race. The human species, in all
ages since the birthof man upon the planet, has subdued the lower
animals by virtue of its superior brain development; therefore, con-
cludes Professor Marsh, the race that has the largest average brain
must eventuallycontrol the others.

But some of theworld’s greatest thinkershave had comparatively
small brains, and many of the most stupid dunces have often the
largest heads. Mere brain area is of itself no evidence of mental
capacity. The brain is not the thinker; it is only an instrument
used by the mind to express thought, which is less modified by the
size of thebrain thanby the quality of its fibre. At thispoint there
is a radical divergence between the metaphysical and materialistic
schools of thought. We do not hesitate to indorse thespiritual view
--that mind is a substance thatacts most perfectly apart from and
independent of the brain; that possesses few elements in common

with m:1tt.<»r; and that is the cause, not the product, of the brain.
Thu mre that is most highly developed along spiritual lines will
inevitably produce the “leaders” of theworld; but individuals of any
I1:1iinI1:fli1}'. regardless of brain limitations, may achieve the same

pmmi nom-o by developing thedivinitywithin.
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PHILOSOPHY IN THE WEST.
The IllinoisCollege, at Jacksonville,Ill., is theoldest institution

of its kind in the Prairie State. It was opened in 1829, and its first
President was Dr. Edward Beecher, who, in liberal and advanced
ideas, was the foremost memberof that celebrated family.

About ten years ago a Chair of Philosophy was established and
Dr. H. K. Jones appointed Professor. In 1878, in concert with
Ralph Waldo Emerson, A. B. Alcott, and others, Dr. Jones founded
-the famous summer School of Philosophyat Concord, where he lect-
ured four seasons on the philosophyof Plato and India. For many
years he had been theguiding genius of a Plato Club at Jacksonville,
where the American Akadémé was formed in 1883, Dr. Jones being
President, and AlexanderWilder, M. D., Vice-president. Eight vol-
umes of theAkadémé “Journal” have been published.

Upon thedeathof his wife, Dr. Jones resolved to erect a Memorial
Building in her name, which he presented to the College last June.
The trustees decided to honor the donor and his favorite pursuit by
holding a Philosophical Symposium at the same time. The initial
address was by Dr. Alexander Wilder, one of the contributors to this
issue of MIND. His topic was “The Public Uses of Philosophy.”
The lecture was received with general favor by the large audience,
which included leading citizens from every part of the State. The
next speaker was Professor James H. Tafts, of Chicago University,
who gave a “History of PhilosophicStudy in theMiddle Ages.” Dr.
W. T. Harris, Commissioner of Education, presided in the afternoon,
-and Dr. Jones delivered an address on “The Study of Philosophy.”
Professor Han-is addressed the assemblage in the evening on “The
‘General Development of Philosophic Study,” which he traced from
Plato to a culminationin HegeL At theclose, many expressed grati-
fication at the success of thisunique demonstration of an American
college in behalf of a genuine Philosophy.
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PROGRESS OF MENTAL SCIENCE.
Interest in metaphysical methods of coping with disease is no

longer confined to a certain class. The numberof healers is increas-
ing daily throughout the country, and some of them have more

patients thantheycan convenientlyattend to. The literature of the
subject is already voluminous and beingconstantlyaugmented,while
classes for technical instruction are always largely attended. Knowl-
edge of the principles is nowadays met with in the most unexpected
quarters. Indeed, thewhole question of man’s immortality and spir-
itual nature has come to be regarded as a legitimate subject of scien-
tific inquiry, even by the daily press. Appended are two letters to
theeditor of a New York morning newspaper thatwere published on

June 24. They are significantof theprogress of individual thinking:
The best way for a man to keep his health is to lead a regular life

and think about himself as little as possible. Men consist of a
mind operating througha body. The mind is as capable of abusing the
body as of using it. I thinkmore thanhalf.thediseases we die from
begin in themind before theytake hold on the body. They are ter-
riblyreal at last, and thousandsof people are dying of them daily.

DUNGLISON.

As a result of long observation I should say that ten persons are
made ill by worry where one loses health by overwork. A man can
stand a large amount of work, physical or mental, if he eats well,
sleeps well, and doesn’t fret. It is well known that a fit of anger
after eating will interfere with digestion. Fretting and worrying
have the same effect upon the stomach. There is a sound physiolog-ical factat thebottom of themaxim,“Laughand grow fat.’

J. W. A.
 

THE Italian telepathist, Dr. Ermacora, has recently carried on
a number of interesting psychic experiments. He caused a young
girl to see many thingsin dreams thatshe had never previouslyheard
of, and to experience emotions thatwere entirely new to her. Going
to sleep naturallyat night, and being asked the next morning if she
had dreamed anything,it was found that in many cases her dreams
were exactlywhat thedoctor had predicted.
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A PLANCHETTE EXPERIENCE.
[Condensed from Collier’s Weekly.]

It was during a summer at the seaside; we had a lot of young
folks in the house, and by way of providing entertainment for them
when it rained I whittled a planchette out of the cover of a cigar-
box. I bored a hole in one end for the pencil and two for pegs at
theothercorners of theheart-shaped contrivance. I have seen many
planchettes since then, but never one that approached the activity
and imaginativepower of this. At lengthit was proposed that,since
we had visited most other placesby planchette’s means (we had dwelt
for four thrillingweeks on a star in the Great Bear, for one thing),
we should settle the mystery about the North Pole. Accordingly
two of us sat down, a sheet of smooth brown wrapping paper was
spread out on thetable, and theinstrument of mystery was fitted with
a newlysharpened pencil and placed in position. “Go to the North
Pole, please, Planchie, and let us know all about it.”

Planchie began to write. In reply to our thick-flyingquestions
he, step by step, described every object in this new world, and made
drawings of thehouses, domestic utensils,weapons of war, and typical
inhabitants. He observed that, although several persons from the
outer world had from time to time penetrated to the Pole, yet none
had ever come thence to us. It was a country from whose bourne
no traveler returned, and from which no original inhabitant emi-
grated. Indeed, why should they? It is a delightful place, with an
even and temperate climate (about seventy, if I rememberright, the
year round),and a most agreeable and intelligent population. I have
the map which Planchette drew of the place; it is a large island,
about the size of the British Islands all lumped together.

By the way, in respect to this map an incident occurred which I
will quote in order to establish the veracity and trustworthiness of
our Planchie. I mislaid themap upon a time, and after huntinghigh
and low for it, it was suggested that Planchie be asked to draw an-
other. The coast-line which he had drawn on the previous occasion
had been very complicated and indented; I could no more have pre-
tended to recall its ins and outs myself thanI could have gone north
and surveyed it that afternoon. I hardly thought, in short, that
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Planchie would consent to do this thing, or that, if he did, the
attempt would succeed. N0 one present rememberedany more of the
contour of the map thanI did; but all had an idea of it more or less
undefined. His first act was to turn round sharply and say that
he had made a map for us already. But some one rejoined that the
map he had drawn had been lost, and we wanted one more.

Planchie fetched a big sweep across the paper, and, starting at a
certain point‘near the left-hand top corner, he traced with great
swiftness the outline of an island; ‘out ran the capes, in darted the
bays, here debouched a river, thereentered an inclosed harbor, yonder
zigzagged a coast-line; and all was drawn with firmness and confi-
dence. In a couple of minutes the map was done, and most of us

agreed thatit bore a very colorable likeness to theoriginal. Planchie
said nothing;there is no gauging the character of that strange little
creature. His triumph did not come till a week later. Then some
one turned up theold original map in thebottom of a drawer. “Let’s
compare ’em!” was the heartless cry. They were placed side by
side. The copy was a good deal smaller than the original. But it
was plain at the first glance thatthelikeness betweenthemwas more
than general. The more they were examined, the more they coin-
cided. At lengthwe took the pains to cut the smaller one out, fol-
lowing the line drawn by Planchie; and then we placed it inside
the larger one. I assure you thatthey coincided, jog for jog, from
start to finish. The more I reflect upon this achievement,the more
astonishing it appears; for therewere no latitude and longitude lines
-for guidance in either case, and both were drawn with a single, run-
ning journey of the pencil.

As to whether the coast-line of the Polar continent will be found
to coincide with my maps, I am not concerned to say; but really I
thinkPlanchie performed as remarkablea feat in reproducing that
map as Monsieur Andree or Mr. Peary will in discovering the place
itself.—-Jul-Jan Hawthome.

 

EVERY evil to which we do not succumb is a benefactor. As the
Sandwich Islander believesthatthestrengthand valor of the enemies
thathe killspass into himself, so we gain thestrengthof the tempta-
tions we resist.——Enm-son.
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THINKING ONE’S SELF TO DEATH.
Perhaps themost extraordinary case which came beforea London

coroner’s jury during themonthof May was thatof Dr. Richardson,
an educated and intelligent man, whose death was due to his own
imagination. The evidence leaves no doubt of this. The injuries
Dr. Richardsonsustained by fallingfrom his bicyclewere not serious,
and he might easilyhave recovered from them if he had not taken
up a feverish idea thattheywould produce loekjaw.

His case was progressing favorably until the third Sunday in
April,when he announced to a brotherphysicianthathe would have
lockjaw during the week and would die of it on thenext Sunday. In
spite of attempts to persuade him that the idea was absurd, he in-
sisted on being treated withantitoxin. If thishad any effect at all
it was to increase the power of his imaginationand bring his weak-
ened body still more completely under control of his mind. As a
result, he developed alarming symptoms on the last Thursday in
April, and it soon became clear thathe could not recover. He died
on theday he had appointed, and of lockjaw as he had predicted.

The case is remarkable, but not because it is rare for people to
“thinkthemselves to death.” They are doing so every week of the
year all theworld over unless the physiologists are all at fault. The
remarkablefeature of the case is thatthe victim here was himself a
physiologist, a man of education and general intelligence, reinforced
supposably by special training in theeflects of the mind on thebody.
This training did not save him. On the contrary, it may have made
him worse, as the evidence suggests.

When such evidence is considered in the light of similar cases
given by Sir William Carpenter, it seems clear enough that every-
thing Dr. Richardson knew of physiology helped to kill him. Dr.
Richardson would probably have laughedat such people; yet his mind
was governed by the same laws as theirs. As the best physiologists
explain his case, everythingthathappened in it is easy to understand.
The fall he had from his wheel may not have been serious enough
in itself to have kept him in bed for more than a week, but a very
slight fever from it would have been enough to throw a habitually
active mind into what the books call a “state of super-activity.”

They mean by thisthata man who thinkshabituallyis always in
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some danger of reachinga point where he cannot stop thinkingwhen
he tries. A slight fever or anything else which excites an already
active brain acts on him as a dose of opium acted on De Qujncey.
Wheels in his head he knew nothing about began whirring. His
mind acts with wonderful quickness. He is not insane. On the
contrary, he may have more sense than he ever had in his life. He
may show such genius as the poet Coleridge showed when his mind
began operating in this way during a dream, with the result in the
most brilliantof his poems after the “Ancient Mariner,” the Kubla
Khan fragment, which he was never able to complete after he had
regained control of his mind in its usual state.

Dr. Richardson showed no symptom of what is ordinarilycalled
insanity. His feverish idea thathe would have lockjaw brought all
his knowledge of the disease to bear against him. If he had known
none of the symptoms it is hard to see how he could have thought
himself into them;but, knowing themall, it was not hard for him to
thinkhimself to death in thatmost horrible manner. This, at any
rate, is the explanationthe best physiologists give in such cases, and
there is no reason in the evidence here to question it.—New York
Sunday World.

Q-0-0-O-O-0-0-0-

I'r Is safe to aflirm that there are no new revelations. The same
Word that ordained light never ceases so to ordain; the same Spirit
thatmoved and operated upon thewaters at thegenesis is potent and
active to—day. The world may vary in form and aspect, but that
which gives it life is always the same. Whoever will ascend above
thechanging scenes willknow and mirror in himself theunchanging.
This is what is meant by being involved and included in the divine
aura and light.—Alea:ander Wilder, M. D.

 

THE narrow sectarian cannot read astronomy with impunity.
The c-reeds of his Church shrink like dried leaves at the door of the-
ul-~or\-.-1'. m-_\'.—-E'merson.

 

'l'u1: \\ hole duty of man is embracedin thetwo principles of absti-
nm.-.4 mnl patience: temperance in prosperity, and courage in adver-
.~:it\'.-»—.i~'v.-m-.-r(..
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THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY.
Professor Elmer Gates, of Washington, is one of the most active

and brilliant of the new school of psychologists. The occasional
insight he gives us into his work, thenew world it opens to us, makes
us impatient for the time when he shall be ready to give the results
of his investigations in a more complete form to the public. In his
recent experiments he shows that the ether which fills all the inter-
stellar universe really consists of distinct particles, but these particles
are as much smaller than a chemical atom as a chemical atom is
smaller than the sun.

In carrying out his experiment it became necessary to produce an
absolute vacuum, which had never been accomplished before. To
produce this result the Professor takes a tube of potash glass, which
is so hard that it requires a much greater heat than any other kind
to melt. He fills the tube with another sort of glass, which has a

melting point 500 degrees lower than thatof the potash glass. The
tube and its contents are then subjected to slow heating until the
soft glass is sufficientlymelted to enableit to be pulled out bodilypart
way from the tube of hard glass containing it. The space thus left
is an absolute vacuum. There is not one particle of air or any other
gas,‘ and yet here is a quantity of absolutely pure ether composed, as
he proceeds to show, of distinct particles. In thisexperiment a metal
ball on the end of a platinum wire is fixed in place incidental to the
process of creating a vacuum. A glass lens focuses the sun’s rays at
a point near the ball. At the point of focus, owing to the sun’s
energy, the particles of ether move about more rapidly and are
farthest apart. Then the ball swings toward the point of less dens-
ity. This it does every time. This the professor regards as proof
that the ether which fills all space, and whose wave-motions make
light and transmit electrical energy from the sun, is a material sub-
stance and composed of particles thicklycrowded together, but so
minute thatthey penetrate through everything.

Professor Gates’s laboratory, in which he is working out these
problems of psycho-physical research, is filledwith the most delicate
instruments the human mind can conceive to accomplish his pur-
pose. Fortunately for science, there is no lack of money at his dis-
posal, a wealthyfriendhaving appropriated $25,000 a year to further
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theProfessor'swork,of which he is now onlyat the Pro-
fessor Gates has in contemplationa line of investigationwhich, if we
are not mistaken, judging from the results already obtained, will
place upon a firm foundation a science of therapeuticswhich will do
much to harmonize the medical world and prolong human life.-—
New York Medical Times. .

 

THE PARIS DISASTER.
The following letter has appeared in the London Standard:
With reference to the prophecy of the Paris disaster contained in

“Old Moore’s Almanack,” I beg to say that I believe it to be not a
mere coincidence. I have for some time been interested in the ques-tion of prevision, and during the past two years have had some
remarkable instances of foresi ht occurring to a friend and patientof mine. On Saturday she haga prevision of theParis disaster, with
the names of eight of the victims, and also an intimationthatabout
two hundred deathswould result in a temporary buildingfrom fire in
Paris. The same evening she had a revision of the shipping acci-
dent near Aberdeen,thefull name of t e one steamer beinggiven and
thefirst letter of the other, as well as the statement thateleven lives
would be lost. These accounts were written on a. letter-card, which
was posted on Sunday,and bears the postmark,“May 3, 12:15 a. in.”
Before being posted, the letter-card was attested by two gentlemen
and myse1f—a medical memberof the Psychical Society.

We have had the pleasure of a personal acquaintance with the
writer of the above letter, and he has kindlypermitted us to examine
thepostal letter-card to which he refers. The fire in Paris occurred
on Tuesday,May 4th,and the card, which was posted on thepreced-
ing Sunday,not only foretold thedisaster, but describedthebuilding,
and attributed theaccident to the lamp of thecinematographe—and
theauthoritiescame to the same conclusionafter a. searching inquiry.
—“L-fight,” London,England.

 

Wn do not go to heaven, but heaven comes to us. They whose
inner eye is opened to see heaven and theythatdo see it are in it; and
the air to them is thickwith angels.—F. H. Hedge.

 

WHAT the superior man seeks is in himself; what the small man
seeks is in others.—G'onfue€1u.



BOOK REVIEWS.
THE POWER OF SILENCE. By Horatio W. Dresser. 219 pp...Cloth,$1.50. George H. Ellis, publisher, Boston.

We have received a copy of thesixthedition of thisstandard work-
The success it has met with is quite unusual among books of its-
class; yet this is easilyexplained when we consider the subtle appeal
it makes to the inner consciousness of the reader. It is bold, out-
spoken, and original, and meets a crying want of American life. The
great point on which the authorlays continual emphasis is the doc-
trine of 0neness—not only of the human race, but of man and the-
universe. A clear conception of this principle serves immensely to.
simplify the problems of life and destiny and to promote individual
welfare. “Of all known forms of the one Energy,” says Mr. Dresser,
“Thought is the most powerful, the most subtle, and probably the
least understood. Used ignorantly,it brings us all our misery; used
wisely, its power of developing health and happiness is limit1ess.”“
The brilliantyoung authorof this book is the editor of the Boston
Journal of PracticalMetaphysics, a magazine that has done and is.
doing noble work in the cause of the higher life.

OLD AND NEW PSYCHOLOGY. By W. J. Golville. 365 pp._Cloth, $1.00. Occult Publishing Company, Boston.
This is the latest and perhaps the best work of one of the most

prolific writers in the “new thought.” Mr. Colville’s books have a
wide circulation both in this country and in Europe, where he has.
achieveda unique reputation as an inspirationallecturer and psychic.
The present volume consists of twenty-four lectures, embracing an
extensive variety of subjects bearing upon the general question of
psychology—ancientand modern, experimental and philosophic. Its~
greatest charm undoubtedly lies in the simplicity and directness of
its diction, though it lacks none of the profundity that inevitably
marks works of this character. To all that are desirous of gaining;
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an insight into the workingsand attributes of man’s spiritual nature,
we cordially commend this book. Divested of all unnecessary
technical verbiage and the mysticism with which most writers sur-
round the subject, it appeals to reason in the light of experience and
conveys instruction on every page.
PRACTICAL METAPHYSICS. By Anna W. Mills. 304 pp.Cloth, $2.00. F. M. Harley Publishing Company, American

publishers, Chicago.
This is an important work on “healing and self-culture,” or “the

way to save both soul and body now.” The foreign edition (Bris-
bane, Australia) has an interesting preface by J. P. Mills, M. D.,
which is in line withthe liberalcharacterof the book. The volume
treats throughoutof fundamentalprinciples,whilegiving many help-
ful suggestions whereby the doctrine of mind-healing may be per-
sonally applied. One commendable feature is its tendency to unite
the various schools on a common basis without sacrificing a single
essential principle or offending the religious convictions of any
reader. It is unsectarian, uplifting,and educational—on the whole,
a lucid and candid demonstration of a theory that is entering more
and more deeply into thelives and literature of our people.
KAREZZA: ETHICS OF MARRIAGE. By Alice B. Stockham,

M. D. 136 pp Cloth, $1.00. Alice B. Stockham & Co.,
publishers, Chicago.

The many readers of “Tokology,”by thesame author,will find in
“Karezza” a fitting supplement and amplification of the practical
ideas expounded in the former volume. It treats of the most vital
function of human life with a boldness and candor that have long
been needed. The alleged “delicacy” with which the procreative
faculty is usually regarded is wholly a matter of conventionality;
but Dr. Stockham, writing from the standpoint of knowledge and
experience, pleads for a scientificrecognition and control of thesexual
impulses on the ground of their supreme sacredness and spiritual
basis. She makes an eloquent appeal for the rights of the unborn,
and traces much of human misery to the prevalent perversion of the
sexual instinct. The married, as well as those contemplating mar-
riage, may read this book with profit both to themselves and to the
race.

I
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THE TRUE PURPOSE OF PHILOSOPHY.

BY H. K. Jo.\'1-zs, M.D., LL.D.

The province of Philosophy is to investigate essential
natures, principle,and causes;hence it relates specifically
and characteristicallyto real Being—to thatwhich truly is
and exists, and which underlies and brings into existence
thephenomenaof thesensible world. It is the cognition of
Being as essential, vital, substantial, self-moving, motive,
constitutive, formative, and relative in all thingsthatex-
ist and thatappear to exist. In short, Philosophy aflirms
thatBeing is a subject of immediate and verifiablehuman
knowledge; that it is the origin and cause of all life, mo-
tion, and form apparent in Nature; and that it is itself
equallyand truly as knowableas thosephenomena.

From thisbeginningand point of view, therefore, Phi-
losophy takes precedence" of all departments of knowl-
edge—physical, metaphysical, and theistic. It embraces
speculations upon matter and physics, mind and meta-
physics, theism and theology. Thus Philosophy is the in-
vestigation of thingsin theiressence and form and cause;
and Science, in contradistinction, is the exploring and
arranging of phenomena. By the designation of “phe-
nomena” is signified the manifestations of the various
forms of existence—the effigies and effects and appear-
ances exhibitedby their essential substances—and of the
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forms and motions of real Being. In fact, the mere nota-
tion and nomenclature and classification of phenomena,
abstracted from their essential principle and producing
cause, constitute “Science” in the present conventional
use and application of the term.

The themes of all knowledge are Matter, Being, and
Divinity. The method of Philosophy is psychologic, and
the ground of all philosophicknowledge is found in the
constitution of the human soul. Man stands in the midst;
he is related to all Being as being himself in the middle
term—and likewise, on theone hand, to Matter, and on the
other side to God. By virtue of this vital and organic re-
lationship he i able to know concerning each and all.

“Thus,” says ProfessorCocker, “thesoul as a composite
nature is on one side linked to the eternal world, its es-
sence being generated of that inetfable element which
constitute the real, the immutable, and the permanent.
It is a beam of theeternal Sun, a spark of the Divinity, an
emanation from God. On theother side it is linked to the
phenomenalorsensibleworld, itsemotivepart beingformed
of thatwhich is relative and phenomenal. The soul of man
thus stands "midway between the eternal and the con-
tingent, thereal and thephenomenal;and as such it is the
mediatorbetweenand theinterpreter of both.” The human
mind is endowed accordinglywithabilityto acquireknowl-
edge in theseseveral departments. Its facultiesare percep-
tive, rational, and spiritual, and theycan all be cultivated
and developed. It is competent to know and identify and
distinguish withequal certainty the subjects of non-Being
(or matter and its appearances), of Being and its phe-
nomena, and of Spirit and its manifestations.

Man, therefore, must and will formulate his observa-
tions and knowledge into elaborate schemes—as physical,
metaphysical, and theological sciences;—-doing this igno-
rantly or with more or less discrimination, according as
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his intelligence in the respective departments may enable
him to thinkmore or less correctly. Any mode or system
of education, therefore, which leaves any of the facultie
neglected and untrained is partial and incomplete, coming
lamentably short of what constitutes a liberal education.
The man, for example, who is uninstructed in physical sci-
ence will be mentally weak in thatdepartment of knowl-
edge; and if he is not cultured in regard to thetrue nature
of Being, he will exhibit feeble powers of knowing and
thinkingcorrectlyupon subjects pertaining to thatdepart-
ment.

,
If he is undisciplined and undeveloped in theistic

science he will be intellectually imbecileand utterly in-
capable of investigating and of forming any true per-
ception of the manifetation of Deity in creation and
providence.

In hort, the individual who is not versant in Philoso-
phy, in the relations of cause and effect, in the principles
that lie at the foundation of all judgment, in the ideal of
the Good which gives light and form to all, will be utterly
unknowing,impotent in mind and thinking,and incapable
of apprehending and identifying the logic of the world
from the first cause to thelast effect.

A systematic cultivation and discipline of the mental
faculties, in inquiry respecting the causes of things that
exist and appear to exist, would therefore seem to be an
essential part of the curriculum of education. Through
childhood,and youth and adult age, an eager curiosity to
know the reason of things prompts all the intellectual
motions of the mind. The quest to know whether a thing
exits is scientific; theinquiry why it exists is philosophic.

The omission of philosophicstudy as here set forth con-
stitutes a serious, not to say a vital, defect in an educa-
tional course. In all the sciences, physical, metaphysical,
and theological,and in the philosophiccomprehending of
themall in theFirst Cause, every mind is agnostic in what-
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ever it is ignorant. Agnosticism, accordingly,is a confes-
sion and an illustrationof the ignorance incident to a par-
tial and incomplete education. This faculty of knowing
what is beyond the perception of the physical senses is a
divineendowment. Becauseof thisfaculty,and in no sense
because he is an animal or has a material shape, man is
described as made in thelikeness of his Creator.

The discipline and developing of the mental powers
should be pursued to as great a degree as possible during
the earlier stages of the training period, but it is a more
distinctive requirement of the higher education. We like-
wise must be educated. It is an education thatconsists in
theexercise and developing of the facultiesof thinking,to
theend thattruthmay becognized in its order and place-
not simply in books, but Where it may be found and known
at all times extant and manifest in the nature of things.
It is thereforetheprovince and endeavor of all philosophic
teaching to suggest, and as far as practicableto lead and
impel thestudent to theemployingof his powers in accord-
ance with the bent and constitution of his own mind,
ratherthanto attempt the cramming of the memory with
the record of what has been known by others at any
modern or ancient period.

Indeed, there appears to be no standard text-book or
system of philosophythatis generally accepted in Europe
or America. Eminent men in the different countries have
.contributedvolumes in thediscussion of particular themes
and problems, but no body of philosophicspeculation has
been presented as authoritative. In the universities the
utterances and opinions of the incumbent of the Chair
of Philosophyconstitute thedoctrines there accepted, and
we know of no authorizedpublication.

America should develop and promulgate a system of
Philosophy suited to the genius and temper of her own
people. This country is thegreat arenaof industry in every
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form, and thereexists no necessity for depending upon the
other hemisphere for higher instruction in philosophy,
science, or the liberalarts. We should take our form from
no school or period—neither from India, Greece, Italy,
France, or Germany, nor from Descartes, Leibnitz, Kant,
Hegel, or Schopenhauer. It might be well for us if we
could even ignore and forget the tedious platitudes and
cumbrous terminology of Scotch and English metaphysi-
cians, as tending to obscure rather than elucidate their
topics. We should have a system adapted to our own occa-
sions, worthy of our own people, and delivered in terms
appropriate, simple, and easy to understand.

Philosophic research knows no arbitrary limitation.
It is neither to be guided nor circumscribed by the ac-
cumulated notions and utterances of others. Every period
witnesses the superseding of former implements and in-
ventions in machineryand of modes of husbandry. Few of
the contrivances, for example, which were exhibited in
1851 at the first World’s Fair at Sydenham are now in
use. They have generally been replaced by newer devices,
and even these are growing obsolete. Such is the history
of human skill in the world of physical nature. The de-
velopment and career of thought ought in some degree to
be analogous. We may not be content with the stored re-
sources of our predecessors. We do well, nevertheless, to
make ourselves thoroughlyacquaintedwiththeknowledge
which others have gathered. There have been fresh sup-
plies from the eternal sources all through the ages and in
different countries; yet the real attainment in Philosophy
is somethingelse and infinitelymore than a literary famil-
iarity withphilosophicsystems. Each must reach out for
himself; each must philosophizeindividually. Philosophy,
like themannain theHebrew narrative, is not to be stored
up for future use, but rather to be gathered fresh every
day.



INDIVIDUALITY AND PERSONALITY.

BY 0. STANILAND WAKE.

It is impossible to come to a right conclusion with ref-
erence to the more recondite questions of psychology un-
less we have a clear understanding of the conditions of
the problem to be dealt with. These conditions are very
largely concerned with the distinction between the indi-
viduality and the personality, which are usually con-
founded,withtheresult thatlittleadvance is made toward
thesolution of such questions. In a general way, “individ-
uality” answers to the subconsciouness, or the sublim-
inal consciousness, of Mr. F. W. H. Myers, who, in his val-
uable contributions to the Proceedings of the Society for
Psychical Research, makes practically the same distinc-
tion between that organic factor and the personality
which I propose, thoughnot in actual terms. Personality
will, therefore, correspond to the conscious factor of the
organism, but thetwo factorsare so intimatelyassociated
that it is difficult to say where, in the adult, the one ends
and the other begins.

The matter is confused by the use of the word individ-
ual to denote a separate organic existence, as distinguished
from the series of such existences that constitute the race
or species. And yet that use may help to throw light on
the subject to be considered; for as thespecies consists of
many such individuals, among whom are included the an-
cestors of any particular individual organism now exist-
ing, thespecies itself must berepresented in such organism
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by what has been aptly termed “ancetral vestiges.” It is
thepresence of thesevestiges, which are specific as well as
ancestral, which constitutes theindividualityof theorgan-
ism, be it animal or human. Hence, so far as his relation-
ship to the species is concerned, a man may be described
as an individua.l—oneof the existing elements of the spe-
cies. This has reference more especially to the past, how-
ever: a species being the summation of a number of past
existences which stood toward each other in certain inti-
mate relations. But, so far as the present is concerned,
the man is a person, thepersonality being acquired as the
result of a man’s own experience. Thus the individuality
and the personality may be considered a the two forces
of the human being, which (Janus-like) look in opposite
directions, the one toward the past and the other toward
thefuture, which is constantlybecomingpast through the
medium of experience, which represents the present.

The ideas here stated will be grasped more clearly if
we consider the condition of the child organism before
birth. Not having yet an existence separate from thatof
its maternal parent, the child has no personality; but, be-
ing an organic unit, it has an individuality,and this it
possessed from the moment the condition of equilibrium
withinthe germ was first disturbed by introduction of the
sperm. The male and female factors thus intermingled
gave rise to a fresh organic unit, which is the product of
theunion of its parents. At no period of its growth,more-
over, does theunborn child possess anythingit has not de-
rived, mediately or immediately, from one or the other;
and it may be regarded, therefore, as the actual incarna-
tion of its parents, who thus acquire a joint existence in
the organism of their offspring. The individualitywhich
the child possesses must have from the very beginning a
special relation to the organic factors of whose union it is
the product; and, as the child is at first nothing but the
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unitary expression of those factors, that ‘individuality
really belongs to its parents. The individualityof the or-
ganism is thus simply the organism itself as a center of
vitality, apart from any external relation through the
medium of the sensory apparatus; and it alone exists, as
an embodiment of past ancestral experience, up to the
period of actual birth.

If theorganism, as a simple, vital entity,constitutes the
individualityof the child, its personality must be a prod-
uct of its own experience, and not belongto its parents as
such. Thi experienceisgainedatfirstthroughtheactionof
thebrain on theexternal stimuli which affect theorgans of
special sense, and the personality is developed as the re-
sult of the respone of the cerebral nervous system to
such stimuli. The sensory experiencesof theorganism are
registered as memory, or a series of memories, the exist-
ence of which, as distinguished from the memories stored
up in the ancestral individuality,constitutes the person-
ality of the organism, which personality undergoes con-
stant modificationas its memory symbols are increased.

This distinction between the personal and the individ-
ual memories must be borne well in mind; for, although
the child organism is a reproduction of its parents, and
its experience is, therefore, in a sense that of its parents,
yet it is so only under unitary conditions. If theparental
factors retain any actual memory of past experience, it
must exist in the child in a dual form: whereas the mem-
ory of the child organism is single, and thus independent
of the ancestral memories. Under normal conditions,
theseappear as organic tendenciesand functionalor facul-
tative aptitudes, and thus a child may exhibit a likeness
in different particulars to both its parents. At first the
childorganism is governed in its actionby such tendencies,
combined with the instincts and intuitions which have
been gradually developed through the experiences of the
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race, and which constitute race memories. These form
the backgroundof all purely ancestral memory, applying
the term ancestral in a limited sense. But, strictly, the
term embraces every link in the chain of being from the
very beginning of relative existence, so far as it is repre-
sented in the child organism; and the conclusion can
hardly be avoided thattheparental sperm and germ, from
the vital union of which the fresh organism springs, act-
ually possess elements impressed with memories derived
from the most distant past of ancestral experience. 01'
course those elements can exist only in a state of extreme
concentration, answering to the intuitive and instinctive
nature of the memory vestiges attached to them. That
concentration will be less and less pronounced, however,
as the later ancestral stages are reached, boththeorganic
ancestral factors and the memories belonging to them
retaining somewhat of their persistency, and thus being
able to exercise actual influence over the conduct of the
child organism through its subconscious individuality.

Nevertheless, under normal conditions, the influence
of this ancestral individuality will gradually become
weaker, as the unitary child organism acquires a special
disposition as the result of its own experiences, and will
give place to the authorityof the developed personality,
which during waking hours willusually be supreme in all
but purely organic or instinctiveoperations. During sleep,
however, and under theabnormal conditions presented by
the “medium,” the somnambulist, and thehypnotized sub-
ject, the personality loses its control of the organic mech-
anism, which may then pass wholly under the control
of the individuality, or subconscious factor——whose ac-
tivity is otherwise limited to the supervision of the func-
tions necessary for theactual existence of theorganism as
a living entity—or of thatof an external will.

This is not the placeto apply these views to the expla-
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nation of any particular occult phenomenon. The point to
he insisted upon here is the fundamental fact that, so far
as concerns what is usually called theindividual organism,
this is composed of two factors, of which one, the individ-
uality proper, is normallysubconscious,and is an incarna-
tion, not only of theparents of theorganism, but of all its
ancestor to the most distant generation, each of which
has left memory impressions, more or less profound, ap-
pearing as intuitions, instincts, aptitudes, and tendencies.
The other factor is the personality, and this is the co-
ordinated expression of theexperiences of theorganism as
a separate entity,having its own memory or series of mem-
ories, which memory-series is, however, organically con-
nected with the ancestral memories of the individuality.
The personality, having been developed through the ac-
tion of the ensory apparatus and the cerebral nervous
ystem, must be upposed to be associated more especially
with the brain, which is the seat of self-consciousness and
the chief source of the energy whose exhibitionis so char-
acteristic of the male factor of the organism, and of the
man himself as distinguished from the woman, under
normal conditions. On the other hand, the individuality,
as therepresentative of the species, whose experiences are
ancestral, is fittinglyassociatedwiththemuscular system,
which is theseat of force or potential energy, and which is
closely connected with the sexual system. It is owing to
its sexual relations thattheindividualityso often exhibits
its abnormal activity in women, and particularly at the
seasons of functional derangement. Many so-called oc-
cult phenomena have occurred through the medium of
young girls during the organic changes which mark the
age of puberty.

It must not be supposed that the individuality is lim-
ited in its action to the muscular and sexual systems, and
the personality to the nervous system. These systems
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form theirspecial spheres of action;but, as thepersonality
and individualityactand reacton each other, we must be-
lievethateach is able to influenceevery part of the organ-
ism. Indeed, to the latter belongs the whole organic
structure, and therefore the brain itself, as it was consti-
tuted at the birthof the child; while, on the other hand,
all parts of the organism are modified more or less as the
outcome of the experiences thatresult in the development
of the personality. This development is essentially a pro-
cess of growth. The individualityis thesoil in which the
germ of personality is planted, and from which it derives
thechief elements of its nourishment. Like the tree, how-
ever, the personality not only sends its roots downward
into the living soil, but also spreads upward that it may
obtain nutriment from other sources. In this manner it
come in contact with other personalities, and is able to
acquire the experiencewhich ultimately gives the organic
entity the special characteristicsby which it comes to be
distinguished, and which impress themselves even on the
ancestral individuality. As thus modified, the individ-
uality is handed down to a succeeding generationto form a
factor in a new combination,which will in turn give rise
to a fresh personality.

In conclusion, the individuality may be likened to a
vitalized machine able to run itself, but which gradually
evolves an agent who takes it more or less under control.
This agent may voluntarily abandon the control while
taking rest, as in sleep, or such conditions may be created,
either accidentally or intentionally,as will cause the in-
voluntary loss by theagent of thatcontrol. In these cases
the individuality may again run the machine, which it
never ceases to control to a large extent, or it may be run
by some external agent through hypnotic suggestion and
volition. -It is possible thatin all these cases thepersonal-
ity retains some degree of consciousness of what is going
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on, althoughusually unable to interfere; but, however this
may be, the researches of Dr. J. Milne Bramwell clearly
establish that in the hypnotic state the subject can resist
thesuggestions of theoperator. This is proof of continued
consciousness and also of unimpaired volition, although
the exercise of will is uually suspended. Even this is
not 0, however, in cases of self-hypnosis, as here the sub-
ject voluntarilycreates the phenomena and abdicates the
control of the organism to the individuality,after having
laid down the rules thatare to govern its operations.

 

I1‘ is generally supposed that Plato taught the pre—existence of
the soul as essential to its immortality. There are plausiblegrounds
for supposing that we have existed, and perhaps dwelt upon the
earth. Persons and scenes often present themselves to us with the
consciousness that we have encountered them before. We may
know, speaking after the manner of men, thatthis cannot have been
true. Yet we cannot well avoid feeling, if not thinkingand believ-
ing, that we have inherited this consciousness from some ancestor
who met with the adventure; or else thatwe were our own predeces-
sors, and had, in some former term of existence, witnessed and acted
personally in the matter. If this be so, our birthis indeed “a sleep
and a forgetting.”—Aleza.nder Wilder, M. D.

 

MAN is a trinity of powers—spiritual, mental, physical; and yet
theseare not three,but one. By his spiritual powers man apprehends
and contemplates God and goodness; this is love. By his mental
powers man follows thethoughtof God revealed in thelaws of nature.
By his physical powers man is brought into relation withhis fellow-
man and with the visible, sensible universe, and exercises dominion,
enjoys, uses, glories in the created works of God.-—-John Henry
Clarke, M. D.

 

NOTHING can work me damage except myself; the harm that I
sustain I carry about with me, and never am a real sufierer but by
my own fault.—Saint Bernard.



THE MENTAL ORIGIN OF DISEASE.

BY CHARLES BRODIE PATTERSON.

Every physical condition has a corresponding mental
state. Change themental state, and you change thephys-
ical condition. The body is what we make it—strong and
whole, or weak and diseased. If we are in harmony with
universal law, we must be harmonious ourselves. When
our wills are in opposition, through selfish desires or emo-
tions, we become weak and discordant.

The will has a definite effect on all part of the body;
but nowhere is it more noticeable than on the neck. Its
true action gives strength to that part of the organism,
while lack of will gives weakness. Where there is per-
verseness of will, or self-will, it often occasions stiffness or
soreness of the neck. The scriptural statement that the
Jews were a stiff-necked and rebellious people is only an
illustrationof the power of self-will.

The arms and hands, as the instruments of execution,
are closely connected with the will and intellect. They

.are therefore considered the most executive part of the
body. It is quite possible, withan educated sense of touch,
to perceive different shades of will and intellect simply by
the clasp of another’s hand; and many are able to deter-
mine by this method whether or not a person is possessed
of mental firmness. -

Persons that are thoughtfullydisposed invariably in-
cline the head slightly forward; but one whose thoughts
are constantly striving to reach a given destination in ad-
vance of thebody droops thehead and shoulders decidedly
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forward. Where the head is thrown back, it indicates
physical development and independence. Frequently we
notice people with theirarms akimbo; thisis also an indi-
cation of an independent frame of mind. When the arms
are carried close to thesides, however, a lack of independ-
ence is indicated. Stiflf thumbs,bendingoutward, indicate
firmness; but when they fall in toward the palm of the
hand, a lackof mentality is shown.

The lungs are acted upon by desires. When these are
intense and true, we breathe strongly and deeply. The
right base of all breathingis the diaphragm; proceeding

. thence, the breath is under proper control. Our mental
faculties should be used to develop every organ in the
body. Where there is a lack of mind development, the
corresponding organ will become first weakened and then
diseased. It is not remarkablethat nineteen persons in
every twenty are troubled with ‘coughs, colds, and other
lung difliculties, for they use little more than half their
lung power, theirbreathbeing exhaled from the chest in-
stead of thediaphragm. Desire is properly the aspiration
for things good and true; it controls the out-breathing,
whileresponse to the desire is the receiving of inspiration
corresponding to the in-breathing. Our ordinary respira-
tion is seldom really strong and deep—for it is only as
man asks thathe receives; it is only as he knocks thatthe
door is opened to him; it is only as he seeks thathe finds.

Man is created in the image and likeness of his Cre-
ator. He is endowed with certain faculties of soul and
mind, and his salvation depends upon theirproper use and
control. His mission is to work out the powers and pos-
sibilitieswrought in him from the beginning. After all,
thisis only a reasonableservice; it is theone duty he owes
to God and to his fellow-men. Through this development
he most truly worships God and becomes most helpful to
his race.
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Mental impulses have a decided and definite action‘
upon theheart; but no impulse is so strong in thisrespect
as thatof love. True love——which is the love of universal
good; which is the sun thatshines for all; which is benefi-
cent—strengthens every organ of the body to a degree
equaled by no other soul-impulse or mental faculty. It is
the crowning, dominating influence in the soul of man,
transcending all others. When Jesus was asked concern-
ing God, he could form no loftier conception thanthehigh-
est impulse of his own soul. He answered, “God is Love.”
All intellectual conceptions of Deity are as nothingwhen
compared to this expression of a feeling so great as to be
indescribable in human language.

The blood corresponds to the life-force which is “in all,
through all, and above all.” From theheart of love, it is
sent coursing throughout the organism to replenish its
needs. Afterfulfillingits mission, it returns to theheart.
where it undergoes a process ofpurificationand renewal-
whence it proceeds again to supply the needs of the body.
ln this interaction of heart, blood, and body, we find typi-
fied the correspondence existing between God and man.
The vital forces proceed from the Supreme Heart of the
universe, to nourish and supply every living thingtherein;
then theyreturn to God, to be again sent out on theirvivi-
tying errand. “We live in God, and know it not.”

The brain is undoubtedly the principal organ of the
mind, but themind is not the chief part of man; neitheris
the brain the chief part of the body. Mind of itself orig-
inates nothing;it is ever actedupon by thehigher impulses
of the soul. Mind is not the germ of life; it is merely its
reflector. It derives its being from the higher impulses,
and its ofllce is to relate itself to them. In this manner,
man may becometruly related to theouter world.

The bodily organs corresponding to man’s innermost
being are those located in the tru‘nk—chiefly the heart.

I
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When the heart is aflected by emotions produced from
without, we experience irregularity of action. When the
life of man seems to be thus tainted—a condition invaria-
bly caused by a wrong relationship to his environment-
the blood, after a time, becomes “poisoned;” it no longer
carries true nourishment to the different parts of the
body. Then it is said that the blood is “diseased.”
There are different expressions and degrees of this
life-poisoning condition: for instance, one form of it is
called rheumatism; another is evidenced by cutaneous
eruptions, etc.

Anger has a decided effect upon the blood, producing
first an excessive flow. As stated in the previous article,
wherever there is an excess of action, there must be a cor-
responding reaction. It is not possible for any one to in-
dulge in repeated outbursts of anger without adversely
affecting the blood. Mental inflammationwill surely re-
sult in physical inflammation,as one cannot be separated
from theother. Anger, hatred, fear, selflshness—theseare
the cause of more physical disease than all other mental
states combined. Bile derives its true action from sweet-
ness and kindnessof disposition; its flow is thendirected to
the corresponding needs of the body. But its false action
is usually caused by mental bitternessand a feeling of re-
pulsion toward persons or things.

True physical digestion comes through proper mental
digestion. It is noticeable that intellectual people are
generally troubled with either indigestion or dyspepsia.
They make the intellect the god of their being, depending
on it to the exclusion of the higher impulses, thereby pro-
ducing an unbalanced state. The intellect should not be
underrated; it is necessary, however, to show its true rela-
tion to being—asa reflector, not a producer, of light. One
of themost common causes of indigestion lies in the.effort
of certain persons to acquire knowledge rapidly. They
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cram the mind with many thingsthey have not mentally
digested, and this mental indigestion is the forerunner of
a correspondingphysicalcondition. Again, we find people
with good digestion who do not properly assirrvilate their
food. This result corresponds to knowledge which they
have clearly perceived but failed to use. We must first
thoroughlydigest what we read, thinkof it, talk it over,
thoroughly assimilate it—then we can make it our own.
We must live it—must be it; and if we are bright, hopeful,
and cheerful, we shall have no trouble with the digestion
and assimilationof our physical food.

The kidneys and secret organs are affected by the se-
crecies of life. Into every life enter many thoughts and
conditions too sacred to mention, even to one’s dearest
friends. These things act upon the private organs to
strengthenand keep them whole; but the false secrecy of
life—the desire to cover and hide evil things from the
knowledge of others—produces weakness and disease of
thoseparts. False passions inflame,and in time consume,
the secret organs of the body.

As already pointed out, the lower limbs correspond to
the sustaining power, and the feet to the rock of under-
standing, or the foundation upon which the body rests.
If our trust be placed in “theGiver of every good and per-
fect gift,” we shall experience no weakness in these mem-
bers; for we shall feel that the sustaining power is ever
with us, to guide and direct our feet into the “paths of
righteousness.”

To what extent is this philosophy applicable to the
young? Frequentlychildrenhave diseases to which grown

_

people seem also subject; and the questions are often
asked: How can such a malady be the result of any fault
or shortcoming on the part of so young a person? Why is
it not possible for thisdisease to be theresult of contagion
or heredity?
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The mind of a childmay be likenedto a sensitive plate.
It is more easilyacted upon by thethoughtsof others than
is the mind of an adult, especially if such thought-action
proceed from the mother or nurse. Should a mother be-
come very angry, her child may feel the influenceto such
a degree thata feverish condition would ensue almost im-
mediately. The fears of parents often act injuriouslyupon
theminds of theirchildren,thethought-imagesinthemind
of the former being telepathicallytransmitted to those of
the latter. This is thetrue meaning of “heredity.”

Heredity of thought is more powerful than heredity
of blood. Most physiologistsassert thatthere is an entire
change in the organism of the body once in seven years,
while some name a shorter time. Now, if we inherit a
specific disease through the blood, it would be quite nat-
ural to expect that,after seven, or fourteen, or twenty-one
years, this ailment should be entirely eradicated. The
fact remains, however, that many years later than the
period last named, maladiesthathad afflictedthe parents
have appeared in the children, being classified as “heredi-
tary diseases” by the medical profesion.

This idea of heredity is becomingrapidly displaced by
another “discovery.” It is now almost universally con-
ceded by the medical fraternity that the majority of the
ailmentformerlyattributedto hereditary taint are caused
by disease germs, or bacilli. Thus, even by medical au-
thority,the belief in the transmission of disease through
heredity is relegated to the past; it no longer plays an
important part in orthodox diagnoses. Still, from the
standpoint of mental science, heredity cannot be ignored.
Every childundoubtedlyreceives an inheritance of mental
pictures from the minds of its parents, which have a pro-
nounced effect upon its life. The Bible may be taken lit-
erally when it says that God shall visit “the iniquity of
the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth
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generation of them that hate” Him. Note particularly the
clause thatI have italicized.

If a child has inherited evil (unwholesome) mental pic-
tures, and in manhood still allows them to affect his life,
his condition will besimilarto thatof his parents. If, on
the other hand, he should realize thathis true inheritance
comes from God—that“every good and perfect gift” comes
from his eternal Father-—,-thefalse inheritance would lose
its power; it would beovercome by thetrue. The only real,
true, and eternal inheritance is from God. All others are
but transitory and illusive.

If parents would only realize theeffect produced upon
theirchildren by theirthoughts,theywould be much more
careful in their mental processes. The subject-matter in
the mind of the parent influences the life of the child for
good or ill. A child is ever prone to express his parents’
thought. Selfishness and greed, when seen in children,
are but the outward expression of identical qualities hid-
den in the minds of the parents. A child is natural, and
expresses just what he thinks. Up to a certain age he is
the mere reflector of the thoughts of others; but a time
comes (earlierwith some children than with others) when
he asserts his individuality,and claims theright to live his
own life. VVhilestill affected by the thoughts of those
surrounding him, and by the mental images produced by
his parents, a child nevertheless soon begins to reason, to
think,and to act for himself. Especially at this juncture
he hould meet with every encouragement.

Many parents try to break thewill of theiroflspring in
order to make him conform to theirwishes; but thewilful-
ness of the child is often but a reproduction of thatof the
parents. If the latter consider it necessary to change a
child’swill,theyshould attempt to do so only through love
and gentleness. A childshould receive a reason for doing,
or for not doing, a certain thing, if he ask it from his
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parent. It is his privilege, as fully as that of his elder.
It is even more important in his case, for a grown person
can often comprehend the reason without asking it, and
withoutits beingtold. Aftertelling a childto do a certain
thing,and he asks why, it is not the proper and true way
to deal withhim to answer: “Because I told you to do so.”
The child has both a thoughtfulmind and a keen sense of
justice. There is no doubt that, in regard to most ques-
tions, we should deal more carefully with children than
with grown people. How often are children punished
while their parents are in a state of anger! How often
would a parent refrain from punishment were he to wait
untilhi anger subsided! Absolutejustice is as necessary
in dealing with a child as with an adult.

 

TIIE remarkable cure of Admiral Henry of gout, rheumatism,
and other diseases, by muscle-beatingwith instruments of his own
invention, is recorded by Sir John Sinclair in a book published in
the early part of this century, and entitled “Code of.Health and
Longevity.” This case of Admiral Henry is described at some
lengthin an article by Jennie Chandler in the Herald of Hoalth. It
throws a side-light on the new medical system of Osteopathy,a bill
to legalizewhich in Illinoishas just been vetoed by Governor Tanner.
The road to the redemption of the long-sufiering human body from
the damnation of ignorance and prejudice acting under the protec-
tion of law is a long and hard one to trave1.—-The Woman’s Trflmne.

 

TEE soul is not a compensation, but a life. The soul is. Under
all thisrunning sea of circumstances, whose waters ebb and flow with
perfect balance, lies the aboriginal abyss of real Being. Existence,
or God, is not a relation, or a part, but the whole. Being is the vast
aflirmative,excluding negation, self-balanced, and swallowing up all
relations, parts, and times within itself. Nature, truth, and virtue
are the influxfrom thence. Vice is the absence or departure of the
same.-Emerson.



MOHAMMEDAN DEVOTIONS.

BY ANDREW 'r. smnann.

Fountains are common in Mohammedan towns; and,
besides the ordinary use of assuaging the thirst of the
passers-by,they,withan adjoiningplatform, and with an
erect stone to indicate the way the worshipper should
turn his face, constitute so many oratorios for the use of
thosewhom thecall to prayer surprises at a distance from
the mosque, or who prefer to perform their devotions in
the open air. It is obligatory on all Mohammedans to
pray flve times a day, but it is ‘only on Friday that
theyare expected to attend at themosque for thepurpose;
and in general, when a Moslem hears the call to prayers,
or knows that the hour has arrived, he will perform his
devotions at any convenientplacenear thatwhere he hap-
pens to be at the time, after he has executed the required
ablutions.

These ablutions consist in washing the hands three
times successively, as well as the face, the arms, thehead,
theneck, and thefeet; and also theinside of themouth, of
theears, and of thenostrils. It is for thepurpose of these
ablutions that fountains are so abundantly provided. In
places where no water is to be had, the ablution may be
made with earth or sand. This practise is followed by
persons traveling in the deserts; and with regard to per-
sons at sea, who have no such substitutes, and cannot
aflord fresh water, they effect their ablutions by rubbing
themselves with their hands alone, after having placed
them on a stone. seawater is considered impure, and
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entirely unfit for the purpose of ablution. These wash-
ings are generallyperformed in a very slight way. In con-

sequence of its beingnecessary to wash thearm up to the
elbow, the Moslems have the sleeves of their dress made
with buttons from elbow to wrist. The Turksand Arabs
generally wear their sleeves loose and unbuttoned, to save
thetrouble of frequent unbuttoning and buttoning again;
but the Persians, who are much less observant of what
their religion in thisrespect requires, are seldom seen but
with their sleeves buttoned. Indeed, everything that
their forms of worship demand in regard to prayers and
ablutions is seldom performed by any Moslems except
those of the higher and middle classes.

AlthoughChristians are not generallyallowed to enter
the mosques, yet the ceremonies of prayer are so often
performed in thestreets and open places of towns thatthe
most unobservant stranger soon becomes acquainted with
all the proceedings. There are no bells in Mohammedan
countries; but at the appointed hours an ofiicer of the
mosque, called themuezzin, mounts upon theminarets and
calls thefaithfulto prayers, or rathergives notice thatthe
proper time has arrived. For this oflice the persons en-
dowed with the most sonorous voices are chosen, and the
distance at which they can be heard is often surprising to
foreigners. This notice is not delivered from every
mosque, but only from such as are sufficient to afiord an
equal distribution of the sound over thecity.

The call consists of a declaration of the Mohammedan
profession of faith: “There is no other god but God, and
Mahomet is the Prophet of God!” This is given with
many repetitions; then follows the invitation to prayers,
to which, in the morning, is added the assurance that
“Prayer is better than _sleep;” and the whole concludes
with the declaration that God is most great and most
high, and that there is no other god but Him. VVhen the
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call is heard, the devout who happen to be abroad
hasten to the fountains and the streams to perform their
ablutions.

Every canonical prayer is composed of an invocation,
of differentricauts,and of thesalutation. A rioaxut consists
of a series of seven positions of the body, with each of
which a particular prayer or declaration is connected.
The worshipper stands for a short time erect, as if en-
deavoring to fix his attention on the duties he is about to
perform, with both hands raised to the ears, and then
repeats thedeclaration,“God is most great!” He thenlets
his arms hang down, in one sect, or crosses them on his
breat in another, and in this posture repeats the first
chapter of theKoran. It is short, commencingwithpraise
and ending in prayer for guidance in theright way.

_

The whole upper part of the body is thenbent forward,
with thehands resting on theknees, and thedevotees say,
with a loud voice, “God is most great!” Then, rising to
their former position, they say, “God listens when praise
is given to him;” and thentheyprostrate themselves,with
their knees, hands, and faces on the ground, and in this
humblest of postures declare again that “God is great!”
This declaration is repeated in all the remaining posi-
tionS-sittingdown withthelegs bentunder them,so that
the weight of the body rests upon the heels, which is a
common sedentary posture among thePersians; then pros-
trating themselves as before, and finallyrising upon their
feet. if possible without touching the ground with their
hands. This is the first ricaut, and the second is like it,
save that, instead of raising themselves upon their feet
from the last prostration, theyseat themselves upon their
heels, and in this posture invoke blessings upon the
Prophet, upon themselves,and upon all thefaithful.

If the prayer is intended to conclude with this ricaut,
a longer address than any that preceded it is added. It
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‘commencewitha declarationof faithand concludes-with
the invocation of blessings. After this, the worshipper,
still sitting, turns his face flrst toward the right and then
toward theleft, repeating each time, “Peacebe with you.”
These two ricauts constitute a complete prayer, and no‘
new words or postures are introduced in the additional
ricauts, which are required on particular occasions, or
which the zealously devout sometimes voluntarilyunder-
take. The arrangement,however, is somewhat varied.

When the canonical prayers are completed, the wor-
shipper, if a person of leisure and devotion, does not im-
mediately rise and go away, but remains to count his
beads. The rosary consists of ninety beads, and a distinct
ejaculation is appropriated to each as it pases between
the fingers. Each ejaculation generally consists of two
words, and declares a name or attribute of God. Almost
all Moslems in the upper and middle ranks of life carry in
theirpockets or bosoms a string of beads for thispurpose,
which they use not only on the occaion I am describing,
but while sitting and smokingtheir pipes, walking in the
streets, or even while engaged in conversation. When a
Moslem has gone over his beads at the regular time of
prayer, he folds his hands, and then, holding them up
open, as if to receive somethingfrom above, he prays for
such’ blessings as he desires for himself or his household.
When thisis concluded, he strokes his beard withhis right
hand, and says, “Praise be to God!” This concludes the
whole.

Moslems, when theypray in theopen air, are careful to
select the cleanest spot they can find; on this they spread
a mat or carpet, on which theystand without their shoes.
If they are not provided with these conveniences, they
employ their cloaks for the same purpose; and, whether
thus used or not, they generally lay aside the outermost
robe whileengaged in theirdevotions. It is customary to
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place some relic in such a position thatthe forehead may
rest upon it in theprostrations. It is remarkablethatthe
comb employed to dress thebeard is most frequently used-
for this purpose, probably on account of the important
and almost sacred office to which it is applied. Moslems,
particularly Arabs, have the utmost respect for their
beards. They carefully inter the hairs which come 01! in.
the combing,and Ali Bey relates thathe could not, ' in all
Mecca, procure a hair withwhich to mend his hygrometer.

In general, the mosque is only attended on ordinary’
days by the persons whose residence or occupation is in.
the immediate neighborhood; but as attendance on
Friday is positively enjoined, the mosques are then well
frequented. The Imaum sometimes delivers a sermon to
the people, but his proper oflice is that of leader in their
devotions. His ministrations are not at all indispensable,
as any man may assume the character and perform its
functions.

 

Mmonnr, in his definition of charity, embraced the wide circle
of all possible kindness. Every good set, he would say, is charity.
Your smiling in your brother’s face is charity; an exhortation of‘
your fellow-men to virtuous deeds is equal to alms-giving; your put-
ting a wanderer in the right way is charity; your assisting the blind‘
is charity; your removing stones and thorns and other obstructions
from the road is charity; your giving water to the thirsty is charity.
A man’s true wealthhereafter is thegood he does in the world to his’
fellow-man. When he dies the people would say: “What property
has he left behindhim?” But theangels will ask: “What good deeds
has he sent before him?”—Irv1'ng’s “Life of Mahomet.” .

 

SIN is distrust of God’s perfection and man’s nobility. Repent-
ance is sorrow for this distrust of God and the return to a state of.
trust. Remorse is continued distrust of God in one who has ofiendeda
him and is conscious of it.—-John Henry Clarke, M. D.



‘THE INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER.

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

In any attempt to define the term inspiration, it is im-
;portant to remember that the simplest form of the word
only conveys the idea of in-breathing;it is therefore con-
ceivable that the high meaning usually attached to it by
-theologians is by no means the only sense in which the
term was originallyemployed. VVhiletheologyhas unduly
-exalted thivenerableword, modern spiritualism has con-
siderably debased it; so much so that to call a person an
inspired orator—a title that sounds even more imposing
than “inspirationalspeaker”—does not suggest any great
-dignity in some spiritualistic circles. The orthodox the-
ological use of this term is too exclusively high, while the
conventionalspiritualistic use is not high enough.

Let us see if we cannot arrive at an interpretation of
thetitle of thisarticle thatwill define it simply and intel-
ligiblyfor all readers. There are alwayscertain peculiarly-
gifted people who seem possessed of the genius that en-
ables a small percentage of humankind to do without ap-
parent etfort somethingthat the great majority can only
-accomplish after protracted and often painful labor. An
inspirationalspeaker is one whose oratorical abilityseems
eitherinborn or communicated, ratherthanacquired. Sev-
eral reasonable views of inspiration are jointly tenable,
among which are the following:

1. Inspirationmay beregarded simply as thein-breath-
ing of informationby theconscious intellect from theover-' -shadowing ego (or atman), which, according to Theoso-
mhist, is thehigher self of thehuman individual.
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2. Inspiration may also be attributed to a sympathetic
concert of kindred minds: by which what one knows may
be communicated to another, and what all know collect-
ively may betransmitted throughany memberof a psychi-
cal fraternity organized in obedience to an occult law at
present but imperfectly understood. This view is taken
by telepathists.

3. Inspiration may furtherbe regarded as an influxof
ideas from spiritual beings who have either never inhab-
ited material bodies on thisplanet, or who, beingnow dis-
robed of their physical shapes, are still in close fellow-
ship with the friends they have left behind. This is the
theory adopted by Spiritualists.

The three views above outlined are by no means irre-
concilable; therefore, it is not neceary to attempt to
decide between them as if they were mutually opposed.
Moreover, it may be said that the acceptance of all these
views combined in no way prevents the acknowledgment
of a higher theological view of direct inspiration from
Deity—as an immediate illumination of the individual
soul. A theologicalposition, however, thatrefuses to rec-
ognize any lesser inspiration than that due to the direct
actionof theHoly Spirit, upon or withinthehuman intel-
lect and conscience, is largely responsible for the doubt.
and mental confusion of certain Bible students because
many biblical statements seem unworthy of Supreme
Goodness. ‘

The Rev. John Chadwick, of Brooklyn, N. Y., diposed
of the question of inspiration very satisfactorilywhen he
said, in a recent sermon, “That is most inspired which is
most inspiring”—a sentiment we can all heartily indorse
so long as we confine ourselves to the higher meaning of
theword. But withinthe last half century there has been
so much alleged inspiration, of an order inferior to any-
thingthatcould reasonablybe supposed to emanate from
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a divine or celestial source, thatwe are now called upon
to consider a view of thesubject more in consonance with
Swedenborg’s teachings concerning various orders and
degrees of influx from heavens, hells, and intermediary
spiritual societies. The daemonof Socrates willbeara two-
fold explanation;for, althoughwe may not deny that the
wisest among the classic Greeks taught a noble doctrine
of the human soul and how it could inform the intellect,
yet we must remember that neither Plato nor any other
Greek philosopheror poet denied thecontinual intercourse
between man on earth and the unseen denizens of the
spirit-spheres. '

When inspiration of a high order is so continuous that
it seem almost indistinguishablefrom thenormal state of
the inspired person, it certainly evidences an unusually
high degree of attainment on the part of the one thus in-
spired. Such a condition never accompanies grossness or
cowardice, but is invariably associated with ideality and
bravery; for thereare no such effectual barriers to inspira-
tion of a noble sort as chronic materiality and timidity.
This placingof sensuality and lackof courage in thesame
category may seem strange to some, becausenearly every
one is acquainted with bold sensualists, and with timid
people who are noted for what is commonly designated
spirituality. But our meaning is not that all sensualists
are timid, nor that all cowards are libertines; but that
these are the two chief hindrances to theexpression of in-
spiration, though not necessarily co-existent obstacles in
thepathof the same person.

It needs no argument to prove that intense carnality
must bea hindranceto interior development and spiritual
receptivity; thereforewe may profitably confine ourselves
to a considerationof thepart played by fearfulness in lock-
ing the door of expression. Although it is quite true that
we gain inspiration in consequence of aspiration-—inother
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words, thatsilent, secret prayers are answered—yet there
is a universal law thatregulates not only supply and de-
mand, but decrees that the amount of fresh supply shall
be in proportion to the expression given to that already
granted.

What the world calls education does not conduce to
inspiration, but rather the reverse—not that collegiate
training is useless, but because academic methods are
usually so rigorous and stilted thattheyengender fear of
failure rather than confidence of success where extempo-
raneous utterance is concerned. Although there are bril-
liant exceptions, yet therule is thatscholars of depth and
eminence, who have done honor to the universities from
which they were graduated, are frequently found to be
poor orators when called upon to speak eartempore, though
their written essays may be models of polite diction and
contain deep and valuablethought.

The inspirational speaker is very apt to be a naturally
bright, intelligent, and aspiring lad or lass, but almost
wholly illiterate when the mysterious mantle of impas-
sioned eloquence flrst reveals itself to an astonished au-
dience. Very few of the “inspirational orators” of the
present day owe their introduction to platform work even
to the advantages of thehigh school, to say nothingof the
university. Like thewanderingprophets of old, theyhave
been generally regarded as mysterious personages, seized
frequentlywitha “holy frenzy” or constituted at intervals
the mouthpieces of unseen intelligences.

Children are often more readily inspired than older
persons; therefore, the phenomenal career of ancient and
modern prophets alike has usually begun at a very early
age. And unless, as theyears have passed, they have de-
veloped considerable fearlessness of public opinion and
disregard of conventional modes of action, their strong,
fervid oratory, though once sparkling and original, has
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graduallydegenerated into a mere repetition of utterances
thathave grown less inspiring. In order to remain a pow-
erful and successful inspirational speaker——to increase in
strength, knowledge, and general abilityas time moves
on—it is essential to live a much freer or less conventional
lifethanthemajorityof peopleaffect to consider desirable.
Self-confidence, coupled with reliance upon unseen assist-
ance, is the key to the situation because one of the chief
safeguards against theliabilityof a sensitive nature to be-
come subject to themental efiluviaof thevarious groups of
people whom the inspirational speaker is obliged to con-
front. Oonsistency, logic, and lucidity of statement are
quite a essential to worthy oratory as are brilliantrhet-
oric and appropriate illustration; and these prime req-
uisites are not procurable if a speaker is swayed by the
varying emotions and opinions of the average audience.

A truly‘ inspirational speaker, whose words carry
weight and whose fame deservedly increases, must feel
himself called to be a teacheramong humanity,but not by
any means an infallible oracle or autocratic legislator
from whose dictum there should be no attempt at appeal.
Versatilityis not inconsistency; therefore, a truly consist-
ent peron may be open to a great variety of influences,
which, however various, need never be discordant. There
are no assignable limits to inspirational possibilities;
hence it is not possible to say how great may be thepower
an(l influence of the unpremeditative spokesman who is
suflicientlyunfettered to welcome an influxof truth from
any source whatever. The followinghints may serve as a
suggestive summary of the means whereby inspiration
may be received by a speaker who declines to be fettered
in utterance, and whose inmost desire is to be a useful
minister to the actual requirements of any audience:

1. There is a wealth of knowledge within us that can
well up from the hidden springs of soul-life, and that re-
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sponds to the confident afilrmation that it is accessible
when wanted. '

2. There is a mysterious, telepathicsympathybetween.-
kindred spirits, regardless of location in space or outward
acquaintanceship; therefore, more information can come
through one pair of lips than ordinarilyemanates from a-
single mind.

3. Truthis universal,and it is free to all whosufliciently
disengage themselves from common mental limit to per-
mit it to flow freely into and through them; so that, if the
fetters of fear, prejudice, and bigotry be removed, the
universe of knowledgebecomesan open book to thepsychic
reader.

It is well that all persons should avail themselves of
such educational opportunities as come in their way; but
the greatest orations——which fire vast throngsof listeners
to noble resolves and valorous achievements—are never
stereotyped compositions, no matter how they may bristle»
with telling quotations from the sayings of departed
prophets. They are always fresh messages from the in-*
exhaustible fountain of immortal wisdom, which is per-
petually open to all who dare to desire, welcome, and ex-
press thehighest inspiration born into the living moment.

Inspirationaloratory has an immense future, as it has
had a glorious past; and through its consecrated agency
we may well expect that churches, schools, and lecture-
halls will be wondrously revivifled. The human voice is
theone supremelyvital and vitalizinginstrument—might-
ier even thanthe mightiest pen—for convincingthe living
age that there is a living spirit operating here and now,
everywhere and always, throughthehearts, intellects, and
vocal organs of a race of heaven-appointed prophets. To
secure high inspiration, aims must be lofty, courage great,
and worldly interests placed far beneaththe level of as-
piration toward interior wi‘sdom..



TRUE DOMINION.

BY FLORA P. HOWARD.

Dominion means wisdom-—understanding; it means
power over all things, both within and without. First,
within; herein lies the secret force by which man becomes
the maker and ruler of his kingdom, his world—his
body. If he rules intelligently, he is monarch of all; if
ignorantly,he becomes a slave to all.

It behooves all seekers after widom, or truth, to find
out what truthis, and to prove it by livingit—theonlyway
to prove anything outside of mathematics. If we have
only one talent, let us use that well, thereby developing
the will-power that will increase tenfold, and later the
thirty,sixty, and finally the hundred fold power shall be
ours. Thi means dominion here and now. If we use
thispower aright, it means growth of the soul—the inner
man; but if we use it wrongfully,it meansdegenerationof
both soul and body.

Change of thought does not take place in a moment.
.We weigh, measure, and reason within ourselves: Are
these things so? Is this the truth? What is the truth?
Indeed, we have taken a step in advance when we stop and
ask these questions. Christ said, “The truth shall make
you free.” The question arises within each soul, Am I
free from all thingsI do not want? If not, then thatsoul
is in bondage. Freedom and bondage, like intelligence
and ignorance, are contradictories. One does not know of
theother. Freedom takes no thoughtof bondage: intelli-
gence knows not ignorance.

Every one is after freedom (satisfaction),whether he
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knows it or not. We may be working along different
lines; nevertheless,we are all searching for it, each in his
own way. There is a way easier thanto traverse all these
roads, blindly hoping eventually to find the right one.
We should take the right one first. Start with the cause,
and the desired effect will follow. Now, the cause, dear
reader, is your own thought. Are you not tired of the old
thought? Then get out of the beatentrack and thinkfor
yourself. Have you not had the fruit of mistaken
thoughts in all their stages of growth—sickness,orrow,
and disappointments? Have you not at time declared
lifewas a farce, and not worththe living? Here you have
made a mistake. Life is worth living, and living well.
Change your thought (it is simple enough), and you will
have fruit from the tree of knowledge, understanding,
wisdom.

You are your own law-maker; hence you can charge no
one else withyour bondage. Instead of holding thoughts
of sickness, poverty, discouragement—which bring all
these sorrows to you, for you know each thingcreates its
kind—-—hold thoughts of health, plenty, and success, and
these shall come to you through the law of attraction.
Thinkright, and you shall work out your own salvation-
not with “fear and trembling,” but with a perfect under-
tanding of the God-given powers within you. You need
not “catch cold” becauseit is the fashion. Catch health;
it is just as easy, if not easier. Catch riches instead of
poverty. Practise catching what you want, just as you
would practise music, or any other desired accomplish-
ment. Perfection is the standard. Under this banner
you may accomplishwhat you will.

We need more health-teachers-—moreteachingof mas-
tery, and less of submission to circumstances. Make your
own environment—you can if you will. “I can and will”
has freed us; “I can’t” has bound us. The former has re-
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moved mountains; the latter has erected them. To-day
we are slaves, when we should be crowned heads—with
dominion over ourselves. The moment we assert thissov-
ereignty we gain the mastery over all things. Man then
becomestheveritable God-man, and rules all thatis below
him in thescale of nature. Do we immortal, divine beings
have to submit to anything—evento insects in our homes,
on our bodies, ruining our fruits and farms, and annoying
us in every way? A thousand times No. They all will
obeyus when we speak in love, not when we hate and strive
to kill them. They are intelligent creatures, and respond
to thesilentor the spoken word of love to depart in peace. '

We have no right to destroy a life we cannot give because
_

it annoys us. Afteryou have mastered yourself you will
master them, instead of letting them master you, by using
your rightful power and putting them away. The writer
has proved this many times; it remains for each one to
prove it for himself.

Stand forth as gods, not as weaklings, if you would
have the mastery over all things. All power is yours if
you willbut acceptof it and rightly use it. It is using the
little aright that brings the greater. If you do not ac-
cept of it, attach the blame for your helplessness only to
yourself. i

The world has gone about to the “end of the line” in
the old way of thinking. People have been led into so
many by-paths (by not thinkingfor themselves) thathave
only proved failures that today no one will believe any-
thinghe cannot prove. And thisis theway to find out the
truth for yourself: Silentlyand firmly demand at once the
light of understanding,and do not permit a wrong thought
to enter your mind. True thoughts are mental medicine
to both soul and body; they give vigor and power to every
organ. Right thinkingis a creative force, potent because
of its invisibility.
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Professor Elmer Gates has proved the trend of
thoughtby theperspiration of thebody. Is it not time to
watch our thought? Persistency in seeking after truth
will place you in posession of a power of which you are
totally unaware, for all thepower you can draw to you, or
use, is yours. Be potent; be earnest; be practical——-."m.- if
we cannot use thitruth practically,for everything,then
it is not a science and we do not want it. Prove this, and
see if it will not help you to pay your debts and to demon-
strate that poverty and disease are myths; Self-knowl-
edge, self-culture, and self-development will reveal un-
limited possibilitiesin one’s self. This is true dominion
over the withinand thewithout, also true concentration.

 

Crunnss J. ANDERSON, sixteen years of age, is attracting a

great deal of attention in this city because of his remarkableability
as a public speaker and teacher. The boy in years, though a mature
man in many otherrespects, attended school but three years and only
.such as a small town afforded. Notwithstanding this, he is as
polished in manners and as correct in his conversation as nine-
tenths of the young men who devoted years to acquire a finished
education. But more especially is he distinguished by reason of his
astonishing power as a public speaker. He handles the most pro-
found subjects with an ease and eloquence which few men ever
attain to. Mr. Anderson attributes his phenomenal capabilities to
.a power separate and higher than himself. It certainly seems wholly
impossible for one so young to give utterance to the words of wisdom
which flow so freely from his lips.—“Drift,”San Diego, Cal.

 

EVERYTHINGhas its own magneticatmosphere—its own medium
of sympathetic relationship. And man, particularly and pre-
eminently, possesses this sphere of mind, so to speak, constantly
surrounding his body: which sphere is negative or positive, attract-
ive or repulsive, gross or refined, passive or active, and less or great
in magnitude, just in proportion to his general refinement and
intrinsic development of mind.—And1-cwJacksonDavis.



THE INFLUENCE OF MUSIC.

BY MARIE LAHRMANN BIRD.
‘

As the age advances the power of music as an educa-
tional factor is being more and more acknowledged. Its
soothing effect upon a disturbed mind has been demon-
strated beyond a doubt. All higher education (I use the
word in its aasthetic sense) tends to elevate the soul and
bring into conscious existence thelatent powers of man.

Music, the divine exponent, stands first in the order of
all thegreat and noble arts. It is theonly power known to
man thatcan entrance thesoul. Ages ago, great souls felt
the exquisite joy of the harmonies of sound; music was
then what it is noW—-the most inspiring and spiritualiz-
ing influencegiven to man. Even a maniacbecomes calm
and docileas thestrains of a violin fall upon his ear, or the
sound of a wonlan’s sweet voice appeals to his better na-
ture. The hardest of hearts is moved by its influencewhen
all other means fail to make an impress. This also proves
its divinity.

Music is the only art through which the lofty concep-
tions of an ideal soul can be expressed. All otherarts have
withinthemsomethingof theearth, earthy. But in music
the soul, unclogged and uncompanioned, rises to the em-

pyrean heights of its divinity.
The true musician is endowed with serenity of soul,

patheticallyprofound and idealistic. A great love fillshis
whole being, and this love is the foundation upon which
the whole structure of song and rhythm i built. These
divine harmonies transport one on wings of love to the
fairylandof blossom and sunshine. They echo and re-echo
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witha wonderful power thedivinity in man. The elevating
influence of the vibrations of tone makes one realize the
possibilityof a real and genuine paradise. While sojourn-
ing on this mundane sphere, with its trials and tempta-
tions and downward tendencies, the heart instinctively
longs for peace and rest—for thequiet and soothingeffect
of the unspeakable; and this it can receive through the
harmonies of sound.

It is not thegreat and thesublime thatthesoul yearns
to behold,but thecalm and beautyof thelove thatis limit-
less. It is then that the soul’s deepest depths are stirred,
and it realizes its harmony with the divine order of the
universe. The soul thatis capable of perceiving theInfinite
through theharmonies of sound can trust itself. The loft-
iest heights thatit is capable of reachingare thusscaled.
No genius in poetry, art, or literature is capable of impart-
ing the immortal part of himself to his fellow-beings so
successfully as the musician. The great spirits who have
lived for all humanity in their poetry were mute in the
presence of that wondrous influencewhich so completely
matered themwhen thedivinechord in thedepthsof their
beingwas touched by thevibrationof harmonious sounds.
This echoes in thesoul thevoiceless silence.

Music has a wonderful power to move the heart. An
intensity of feeling is reflected upon the true listener. A
little strain now and then——perhaps only a few successive
tones—makestheheart cry out for theperfection of theun-
knowable. Such music has power to stir the soul into a
realizationof its own capacity to fathomthe depths of its
wondrous sweetness. The soul of themusician reaches out
into the great unknown, and lives in the boundless ocean
of Infinite Love. The unfettered spirit leaves all behind
without reluctance, and soars like an eagle in the regions
of eternal joy.

The vastness of Beethoven,the greatest of all the song
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poets, is incomprehensibleto all but the concentrated and
polarized souls. To them it is themost perfect expression
of spiritual love. Beethoven felt infinitely more than he
was capable of expressing. He sought God through the
open door of Nature, and of what was revealed to him in
his supreme moments we have but a glimpse. Spiritual-
minded persons, however, can stretch forth their hands
and touch the central chord of his inmost being, and feel
the intensity of his passion and the power of his enthu-
siasm. They know not only Beethoven the musician, but
Beethoventhe divine revealer. They have put themselves
in touch with his immortal soul through his immortal
harmonies.

It is only through Beethoven’s flnest and noblest as-
pirations, his marvelous perfection and lofty ideas-—the
delicacies of poetic expression—that we can penetrate
into thesovereignty of his soul and the inner depths of his
being. In his symphonies he has given the key to all who
will live up to thathigh mark of intense realization and
arduous passion thatfilledhis own soul. He thusbecomes
intelligible to great souls, while remaining unfathomable
to the masses.

Beethoven was great, and grand, and noble; he dared
to roam where otherswere unableto follow. Thus we have
a wild, passionate, and disturbed nature portrayed to us
through his melodies. And through thisintrepid and sub-
lime soul we all have been brought nearer to the Source
of Being. Beethovenlived for man in theaetheticdevelop-
ment of the soul and the flnet mode of expresion—the
most perfect medium of communion between two souls
that have reached the same celestial altitude. The next
step leads to silence, the incomparable process of full de-
velopment.

Music does not reveal to us gigantic proportions, but
thefinest essence of a great and profound nature. It is the
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spiritual sphinx in the desert of materiality. It neces-
sarilydevelops concentration; and it i the concentrated
mind that perceives the true value of the relation of
individual things to the Whole. Music cultivates all the
qualifies of heart and soul; it gives one dominion over the
physical nature, and over environments and idiosyncra-
sies. It emancipates the heart from earthly desires and
enjoyments. The alluring pleasures of sense are for the
time beingwholly forgotten, and theheart realizes its true
place in theeternal home of the soul. What it thus gains
abides with it—-a constant companion to impel the soul
upward. It becomesa benedictionthatfalls upon a weary
heart like morning dew upon a withered flower.

.
The true musician is born, not made—born of theSpirit

and of Love. The smooth and velvety touch that flows
through thedeft fingers is but the external manifestation
of the superiority of his own soul. This is the “soulful
touch” that human language fails to define, and which
contains within itself the secret charm of its power—the
power that stirs the calm waters of the depths of one’s
being into life. Words express the superficial life and the
relations of material conditions;but finite human language
fails to expressone word of the inward joy and peace that
fill the whole beingwhen music sways the soul. It is that
state which rises above intellectual power and sense con-
sciousness; it is self-consciousness lost in the conscious-
ness of the universal VVhole.

The eyes of the musician behold beauties not made
withhands. They are turned backward into his own soul;
and there, within the heart itself, he finds the secret that
moves it. Within his own soul he finds the key that un-
locks the mysteries of the grandest harmonies that ever
fell on mortal ears. He has a Wondrous gift of soul-hearing,
and thereforean inexhaustiblestore of harmonies to draw
from.
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How few realize, when listening to music, that they
hear the vibrations of their own heart-strings, the pulsa-
tions of theirown soul! In thislies thesecret charm of the
wondrouspower thatmusic wields in theheart of man, and
theuniversal love thatthemusician awaken in the heart
of every creature. Music unveils the glories of the heav-
enly kingdom. It bares the soul of every human being
unto himself, and shows him thatwithinhimself is all his
joy; that all he longs to possess, all for which his soul
yearns, is already his——not near him, but withinhim: the
center of his inmost being. It voices every sentiment
thereof. It is the language of the soul in which every hu-
man beingcan communicatewithevery other. It needs no
interpreter, for it is itself the revealer of soul to soul.

Music inspires pure thought, through which we reach
the pure essence of divine ideas, which unfold themselves
to our consciousness as we dwell in the ethereal atmos-
phere. It swings thesoul upward into thesanctuary of the
Most High-—-the holy of holies. There we come face to
face with God.

 

THE Platonic love is an essential feature of Philosophy. Accord-
. ing to the great prince of sages, beauty(or excellence) is the highest

aspiration of the soul, and the intuition of truth its most exalted
condition. All preliminary discipline was preparative of this final
effort of the soul—the struggle for the possession of the great moral
excellence. Love is developed in the higher form when the soul
strains after the infinite excellence, prompted on its path by earthly
manifestations. It is developed in a subordinate sense when souls,
as kindred essences, recognize each other in the world of sense;
hence it includes the ordinary notions of exalted friendship. The
popular opinion only takes account of this lower form, totally ignor-
ing the higher, which is, after all, the genuine and real.—Alea:ander
Wilder, M. D.

 

MAN is a soul using the body as an instru.ment.——Thoma.s Taylor.



TRUE WORSHIP.
BY LEWIS G. JANE8, 45.11., 11.1).

God spake, too, when theTeachersaid:
“Unto theselittle ones faithfulbe.

Clothethem,and give themtheirdailybread—
Thus shalt thouminister unto Me.”

Not by loud anthemsis He praised best
Whose infiniteLife no mind can ken,

But by loving words and deeds addresed,
Here on earth, to our fellow-men.

What cares He for our names or creeds——
Christian, Jew, liberal,or orthodox?

Souls are saved by theirdailydeeds:
Doing thedoor of heaven unlocks.

Not thatheaven in some distant star,
Paved with gold,.and with pearly gates;

But withheaven right here, where our brothersare,
Needing theblessing our love creates.

What does He care for your bended knees,
Or thenames you give to Him in your prayers?

Pray in true acts, for prayers like these
Return in blesedness unawares.

It is the charactermakes theman:
False reputation ’s an idle dream.

We shall be judged on therighteous plan-—
By what we are, not by thatwhich we seem.
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Littlewill help the craven fears,
The selfish strivings his soul to save,

The pious pretense of prayers and tears
That cover the character of the knave.

One thingonly endures the test,
The perfect blessing of God secures:

Always of two ways choose the best—
Thus the secret of heaven is yours.

Though you may never name His name,
Nor seek His heaven as thepreachers do——

Follow the truth, and, all the same,
Heaven willcertainly come to you.

Then shall ye know thatworship true
I not in postures, or prayers, or looks,

Or mumblingof creeds, as churchmen do,
Or vain repetitions from sacred books.

But who is a man, whole, sane, and true,
Who serves his fellows in age and youth;

Is one withHim and the sacred few
Who worship in spirit and in truth.

 

’TwAs a. wise fellow who said: “When you fight or work don’t
make a fuss. The hen cacklesafter she has laid the egg. The noise
and sizzle of the locomotive are not force. All force is silent. The
heehnw of themule may startle you, but it is not so dangerous as his
hind legs. Bear in mind that it is an empty wagon thatrattles most
when in motion. The noise of a drum is due to the factthatthere is
nothingin it.”—JoZiet Signal.

9-OIIOC¢IOIIO9I

Tm: friendship of one wise man is better thanthatof every fool.
-—Dcmocn'tus.

.



A DAUGHTER OF LOVE.

BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE.

OHAPTER I._
THE ARTIST.

I had been to thereception given to theexplorer Holin-
der, whom I had known before he became famous, and
had afterward dined at the Griflin Club; for it was late,
and dinner in my suburban home would have been over
beforeI could have got there. The Griffin is my only club,
and I seldom go even there. It is a quiet place, having
few members;but most of them are remarkablefor some-
thing,and when I do happen to drop in I am so well re-
paid that I say to myself I will come oftener. It has be-
come my business in the world to study human beings;
and in theGriffin Club one is apt to meet interesting types.

I at before the fire in the library, thinkingabout Hol-
inder. Some men, upon reachinga certain period in their
lives, seem as it were suddenly to become somebody else.
A new spirit enters into them; their nature enlarges; a.
fresh and strong influenceemanates from them; they gain
physical power and vital energy; and their outward cir-
cumstances undergo a corresponding transformation.
You would say thata new person had beenborn and begun
life in them. Whereas before they were unlucky and ob-
scure, now everything goes their way and they win re-
nown. It i a curious phenomenon, which I have several
time observed.
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Holinder is an instance. He was a journalist, a beer-
drinker and tobacco-chewer, with no conversation worth
listening to; and although he was good-looking enough,
yet he lackedthe force, or the vitality,to make an impres-
sion. When he was thirty-fiveyears old he drifted into a
wild-cat expedition to go round the world in a schooner,
writing home syndicate letters to the newspapers. The

,
thing came to grief at Port Said; Ilolinder disappeared,
and for threeyears nothingwas heard of him. I supposed
him dead, or worse. Then he appeared in London, and the
story of his astounding adventures in the unknown parts
of Arabia and of Chinese Tartary was made known. I
never imagined it was my Holinder, who owed me three
dollars; but hi portraits began to look out from the
page of newspapers and magazines—it was my Holin-
der, indeed.

To-day for the first time we had met face to face. He
was certainly the same man; but as I shook hands with
him I felt thathe was an altogetherdifferentperson never-
theles. It was not merely, or chiefly,that he “achieved
greatness;” he was great. A giant now stood in the com-
monplaceman’s shoes. He was kind and friendly;but in-
stead of looking down upon him, as formerly,I looked up
to him, with my head tilted back at a good angle. It was
not a case of developing elementswhich had been latent in
him before;thiswas a brand-newcreation. The world was
at his feet—thefeet of one who had a few years beforebeen
a triflingatom in theworld; and it was no accident, but a
change justified by his new personality.

As I sat beforethelibrary fire, I heard two men, talking
in low tones, enter the door behind me. They came for-
ward, and I saw thatone was Holinder; the otherwas an
older man, witha brown beardslightlygrizzled. Holinder
recognized me, smiled,and held out his hand, which I rose
to take. There was no condescension in his manner; but
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he was the chief person present, and it could not be
helped.

“Let me make you known to my friendCathcart,” said
he.

The older man laughed. “I recognized you,” he said;
“you have changed less than I. Let’s see—how long is it?
Twenty years, upon my word! You’re the first of the old
faces I have seen.”

Sure enough, it was Cathcart, the artist, who had been
living on theother side of theearth all thiswhile, whence
had come reports of his fame. He was near fifty,stouter,
and bearded; but now thatI looked at him I saw he was
the same man——he had not changed like Holinder. And
yet thecontour of his visage had altered much more. Hol-
inder, clean-shaven, was the same and yet not the same.
What a power in his blackeyes, which had used to be mere
dull irises! ‘

After we had talked a while, I proposed the smoking-
room, withcigars and drinks; for I rememberedHo1inder’s
dependence on these accessories. But, though Cathcart
assented readily, I-Iolinder said, to my surprise, that he
never drank or used tobacco. “You don’t?” exclaimed I;
“well, you used to!”

“Did I?” said he, liftinghis heavy eyebrows a little.
“Oh, he’s a Brahman,” observed Cathcart, with a

chuckle. “He lived six weeks on camel-backwitha pocket-
ml of dates. He can grow fat on an apple a day. He spent
a month with us in the Vale of Cashmere, and it cost me
a whole rupee to feed him.”

Holinder’s flesh seemed to be as firm as india-rubber,
and his skin was as clear as a baby’s.

“So you two got acquainted in Cashmere?” asked I, as
we settled ourselves in our leather-linedeasy-chairs. The
men glancedat each otherand smiled.

“There and thereabouts,” said Cathcart. “But that
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was only four years ago, and yet he sometimes says we
were thefirst people he ever knew.”

“Am I a yogi, to guess your Oriental riddles?” said I.
“A case of resurrection, you know,” added Cathcart,

lighting his cigar. “Tell the infidel about it, Holinder.”
“I can give only the preface and the postscript,” re-

turned the explorer, in‘ the laconicway which I noted as
one of the changes in him. “I was dead, and now I am
alive. Tell him the rest yourself.”

The artist stretched out his big legs, crossed his feet,
and put his thumbsin the armholes of his white evening
waistcoat.

“The subject of thissketch was originallyborn—mark
the phrascL—originallyborn in the small town of Wavery,
in ”

. .

“Begin in themiddle—I know thatpart,” said I.
“In his thirty-fifthyear he was stranded in a flat little

sink of iniquity known as Port Said, in thesoutheastcorner
of the Mediterranean. Having studied catboat-sailing in
his youth,he shipped before themast on an eastern-bound
tramp steamer and landed in Bombay. Six months later
he slipped in crossing the Himalayas,and was killed.”

The narratorpaused to glance at me; but I know when
to hold my peace. Holinder sat undemonstrative, looking
straight in front of him. C‘-athcart continued:

“For a week (as was afterward estimated) he lay on his
face at thebottom of a gully,witha rock weighing a hun-
dred pounds between his shoulders. His body lay there,
you understand. Then we happened along, and happened
to see him; thatis, to see it.”

“Whom does ‘we’ include, in thisinstance?” I asked.
“Mrs. Cathcart and me, and Tania.”
“You are married? I hadn’t heard it. Tania is Miss

Cathcart, I suppose?”
“Well, there’s a story about that, too. I’ve taken a
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house with a tudio here; you must come and see us. If
you’re in 'want of ‘material,’ I can give you plenty. I was
about to say thatwe picked up the body and packed it to
our next camping-ground. It was frozen stiff, of course.
You see, I’d been painting Cashmere for years, and wanted
to get some studies of theplains of Thibet. You shall see
them when you come.”

“I shall be very happy. But about the body?”
“Yes;it was awkward about thatbody. Being a white

man’s, I didn’t want to bury it in the mountains. There
was nothingon it to identify it by. We swaddled it up in
a Cashmere shawl, and our bearers took turns carrying it.
We camped by a stream in a valley,and it lay outside the
tent. My wife and I, after some discussion, had about
decided to bury it there;but Tania,who had paid no atten-
tion thus far, suddenly woke up, as we call it. She’s a
strange girl; I don’t pretend to understand her; Mrs. Cath-
cart can tell you more about her than I can. Tania in-
sisted on having the body unwrapped; she wanted to see
it. Now, she had always had times of being strange—un-
like other folks; but up to this time it had never gone fur-
ther. She had never done anything,you understand; and
for my part it had never entered my head thatshe would.
I’ve lived a good many years out there, but I never could
see anythingin their magic and mysteries; and I’ve seen
some queer things too! Mrs. Cathcart is different, and
I'm satisfied to leave them to her.”

“I saw an atlas in the library. Will you excuse me if
I step back and look at it?” said Holinder, rising; and he
walked away.

“Imake light of thisthingbeforehim,” remarkedCath-
cart, after a pause; “but withoutdoubt it’s a miracle. He
takes it seriouslyenough, as he does everything;and upon
my word I don’t blame him. If ever I saw a dead man, he
was it.”
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“You’re a painter,” remarkedI; “but I know men who
can tell a story better.” '

“Well, really,” said he, pulling at his thick beard,
“when it comes to thepoint of thisstory, I don’t know how
to tell it. You don’t believethedead can come to life, do
you?”

“I have had no experience of such a thing.”
“No; and if you had seen a case, what would you say‘

about it?”
“Nothing,probably; but I would relate the incident.”
Cathcart gave a short laugh. “Yes, that’s all very

well,” he returned; “but ”

He was silent for a while, smoking his cigar, and I
could see that the jocose humor was dying out of him.
When at lengthhe spoke again, it was slowly and with a
certain reluctance, and thetones of his voice were low.

“Taniawas fourteen years old then. She had beenonly
a child, though she was exceptional in certain ways-
you’ll understand when you see her. But that night she
grew up; and she has never been a childsince. ‘I must see
him!’ is what she said. It was the weirdest idea! We
were snug in thetent; it was cold outside, and therewas a
moon, just short of full. ‘I must see him now—it must be
now!’ she kept saying. There he was lying,stark and stiff
in themoonlight, wrapped up in thatshawl. The bearers
had got off under the lee of a rock up thestream, and were
asleep round a fire they had built. The mountains went
soaring up into the sky all round us. No wind—it was as
still as death. My wife said, ‘We must let her have her
way.’ I gave in, and we all threewent out. Tania walked
straight up to thebody, knelt down by it, and began to un-
fasten the wrappings. My boy, I could feel the roots of
my hair crinkle! She paid no attention to us—only to
him.

“I had no idea what she meant to do; neitherof us had.
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We stood looking on. The child got the shawl open, and
threw it back from his face, chest, and arms. His eyelids
were half open, and fixed; his lips a bit apart; face dead
white. He was as he had been for a week, I tell you.

“She bent close over him, and drew a long breath,and
breathed it out again into his face——in between his lips,
it seemed. She did that several times. Her eyes had an
expression such as I had never seen before; I can’t de-
scribe it-—power, and certainty. And she was such a deli-
cate little thing! But therewas power in her to move the
Himalayas; and the breath she gave him was flre—the
fire of life, though I can’t tell how I knew it. I wonder I
didn’t think her crazy; but I couldn’t thinkof anything.
I was like a man in a trance, fixed on that vision. It was
like tanding at the focus of stupendous forces thatmake
your own force nothing. A sentence from theBible was in
my mind—I don’t know how it got there: ‘He bowed the
heavens, and came down!’ In that dead silence and still-
ness thereseemed to be a shaking, not of theatmosphere-
of something interior to that.

“She felt for his hand and clasped her fingers round
it. She was kneeling on one knee; she lifted her face, so
thatthe moonlight fell on it. There was somethingin it
I could hardly endure to see, and yet I couldn’t look away.
She drew in another deep breath,held it for a while, and
thenlet it out slowly. Her arm vibrated,down to thehand
which held his, as if thatimmeasurableforce were passing
down it into him. She was not herself; she was thechannel
by which something,I don’t know what—creativepower-
passed into him. It came through her again and again, a
dozen times perhaps, shaking her like a leaf. Then all at
once she bent toward him again, still holding his hand,
and said in a whisper, but with an authorityI ‘can’t ex-
press: ‘Come; come; come! It is I——-come!’ ”

Cathcart had risen from his chair during the last
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sentences—thoughI was hardly aware of it, so intent was
I upon his words—and was now facingme, wrought up to
a pitch that I should not have thought possible in him.
He wa pale; his voice husky. At thatmoment Holinder
quietly re-entered the room from the library. Cathcart
started, gave me a queer look, pulled out his handkerchief,
and wiped his wet forehead.

“And here he comes!” said he; “and my cigar has gone
out.”

He turned to the match-safe on the mantelpiece and
struck a light. My eyes rested on Holinder’s composed,
athleticfigure with a peculiar and not quite comfortable
interest. '

(To be continued.)
 

Tm: progress of the intellect consists in the clearer vision of
causes, which overlooks surface differences. To the poet, to the
philosopher,to the saint, all thingsare friendlyand sacred, all events
profitable, all days holy,all men divine. For the eye is fastened on
the life, and slights the circumstance. Every chemical substance,
every plant, every animal in its growth, teaches the unity of cause,
the variety of appearance.—Emarson.

 

WE are not obligated to trouble ourselves much about our future
existence till the period approaches for us to assume.its conditions.
Our best preparation for it consists in the faithful performance of
whatever we have to do. It is nobler to confide in thesupreme Power
thanto ask from it a lease of infinite ages.—-Alsxandor Wilder, M. D.

 

“To rnnoslvn a thing or a person to be good and lovely, it is
necessary to love it or him first.”

 

HE who knows himself knows all things by hi.mse1f.—Pico dc?
Mirandula.



EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

“MIND” IS A SUCCESS.
IRST impressions are always the most lasting and decisive. The

financial fate of a drama or an opera is usually determined by
the reception of its initial performance—the most severe criticism
emanating,as a rule, from the holders of complimentary tickets. If
public opinion be adverse at its first presentation, subsequent
improvements seldom avail to establish the production in popular
favor. This rule applies to almost everythingof a periodical nature.

# # C

It was not without certain misgivings as to the outcome of our‘
bold and original attempt to found a metaphysical magazine not
devoted to any special fad that MIND was launched upon a some-
what uncertain sea. The ocean of metaphysics was already studded
with numerous journalistic craft, each bearing a single variety of
literary product; and, although sea-room was abundant, yet there
was presented a profuseness of beaten tracks not very easy to avoid.
We felicitate ourselves, however, on the fact that MIND is new in
more than one particular. Even the first number-—necessarilyan

experiment, in which certain defects were perhaps inevitable-—con-
tained many evidences of our non-sectarian character and non-

exclusive policy. It was a fair fulfilment of the promises made in
our Prospectus, which was everywhere received with enthusiastic
approval. Public response to this document and to the initial issue
of the magazine itself was not only immediate, but encouraging.
Comments of both press and people furnish gratifying assurances
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thatsuch a periodical was wished for everywhere by unbiassedminds,
and thatwe have taken the right course eflectivelyto meet a funda-
mental want of the New Thought movement. MIND shall be an

organ—not of a part or of a party, but of the whole: a magazine to
which students of any phase of mental, moral, or spiritual develop-
ment may confidentlylook for informationand guidance.

0 O 1

We are glad to announce thatour faith in thewillingnessof the
reading public to pay a price for this journal that is fair to both
reader and publisher—a condition absolutely essential to its success
and continuance—has been rewarded with cash subscriptions so

numerous as to warrant our expectation of a very large list of sub-
scribers at the end of the first year. Our theory is that the average
person desires to be just; and this virtue is also the animating
impulse of our own business management as well as of our editorial
policy. In an enterprise of thisldnd, eachdepartment is thecomple-
ment of theotherin a special sense; we are debarredby our principles
from making appeals to bigotry, to sectional jealousy, to class pride,
or to partisan loyalty—themagazine must win its way solely on its
merits as an impartial exponent of universal truth. The importance
of the commercial aspect, therefore, should not be overlooked by
friends of the higher life.

3 Q #

Notwithstandingthe cordial reception thatour October issue has
met with from thinking minds throughout the country, and the
many warm words of congratulation that have reached us through
the mails, it shall be our constant endeavor to improve Mum from
month to month, in both form and substance. The metaphysical
field is boundless. No finalitycan be set to any of its lines of investi-
gation. Its scope of research is restricted only by the limitations of
human intelligence; its development is the measure of the growth
of man.
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Inn) is dedicated to the thinkingworld, and upon the degree of
aid thatwe shall be enabled to render thereto will depend our fitness
for the public service already outlined. We in turn are dependent
upon the co—operation of liberalminds, in every sphere of activity,to
enlist the sympathetic interest and financial support" of all who
would share in themoral upbuildingof the human race.

 

A SERIAL STORY.
N this numberof MIND appears the first instalment of a story by

Julian Hawthorne, entitled “A Daughter of Love.” As inti-
mated in our last issue, it is a genuine psychological romance.
Its distinguished authorneeds no introduction to American readers,
although his present work is somewhat of a deviation from the
lines of literary labor in which he is so well and favorably known.
His story has that supreme merit of works of fiction—it is founded
on fact. It will run through twelve or more numbers of the mag-
azine, and will prove especially interesting to admirers of Bulwer
Lytton, CamilleFlammarion,and Marie Corelli. The vein of strong
human interest that pervades the different chapters will commend
it even to thosewho “have no time for fiction,”whileunderlyingthe
delightfully weird mysticismof the story is a fund of valuable infor-
mation concerning the psychic potencies of the human mind. The
perusal of Mr. Hawthorne’scontribution should not be neglected by
any of our readers.

 

Tnana is one Mind common to all individual men. Every man
is an inlet to the same and to all of the same. He that is once ad-
mitted to the right of reason is made a freeman of the whole estate.
What Plato has thought,he may think;what a saint has felt, he may
feel; what at any time has befallen any man, he can understand.
WhohathaccesstothisUniversalMindisapartytoallthatisor
can be done, for this is the only and sovereign agent.—.E'merson.
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TIME IS A MENTAL CONCEPT.
At Bristol, Pa., not long ago, the sexton of St. Jam_es’s opened a

vault which had been sealed a hundred years ago. In it was a live
toad. Less recently Sir George Wilkinsonfound in a Theban tomb
a hermetically closed vase. In it were grains of wheat. There they
had lain for three thousand years. Planted, they grew space and
produced abundantly. A mathematicianheard a poem read and
asked what it proved. But I doubt would he ask what these instances
demonstrate, and yet at the deduction to which they lead I have
seen gentlemen of entire amiabilityfrothat the mouth. For it fol-
lows from them thatthere is no such thingas time. The latter is a

figment of the imagination,a condition of thought. Were it other-
wise, were there really such a phenomenon, its duration or brevity
would afiect everything that is. But it does nothing of the sort.
Time passes over all thingswithoutleavingtheslightest trace. That
which acts upon them are causes that unroll themselves in time,
but not time itself. When, therefore, a body is withdrawn from
chemical action, as the mammothin ice, the fly in amber, the wheat
in that sealed vase, ages may pass and leave them unchanged. The

_discovery of the toad——a discovery by no means unique, for similar
instances have been reported again and again—-shows that even
animal life may be suspended and prolonged, provided thesuspension
is begun in the dormant period and favorably maintained. But here
is another example. Let a body once he put in motion and that
motion would be unending were it not for the reaction of physical
causes. In the same manner a body in repose would remain so eter-
nallywere not these causes constantlyat .work. Time has nothingto
do with it, and for thevery good reason thatthere is no such thing.-
Edgar Saltus, in Oolliefs Weekly.

 

I sale the same law working in nature for conservation and
growth. The poise of a planet, the bended tree recovering itself
from the strong wind, the vital resources of every vegetable and
animal, are also demonstrations of the self-suflicing, and therefore
self-relying soul. All history, from its highest to its trivial passages,
is the various record of this power.—Emerson.
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A PECULIAR MIND CURE.
In hysteria, thatmysterious complaint thatassumes so many and

varied forms, the influence of the will against the reflex action of
voluntary muscles is constantly seen. Mr. Skey, according to Take,
records the case of a young lady of sixteen who for many monthshad
been suffering from inversion of the left foot, which was twisted at
right angles with the other and was treated by orthopaedicsurgeons
with an elaborate apparatus of splints. Neither they nor Mr. Skey
(thoughhe recognized the nature of the affection) succeeded in cur-

ing it. Psychical agents, however—in other words, mental impres-
sions—eflected a cure in a few minutes. She willed to use her foot
like other people, and she did. The occurrence is related as follows:
“She accompanied her familyto a ball, her foot, as she entered the
ballroom, beingnot restored to its normal position. She was invited
to dance, and, under thisnovel excitement, she stood up, and to the
astonishment of her family,she danced the whole evening, having
almost suddenly recovered the healthy muscular action‘ of the
limb. She came to see me,” adds Mr. Skey, “two days afterward. She
walkedperfectly well into my room and paced the room forward and
backward with great delight. The actions of the limb were thor-
oughly restored, and traces of the previous malady had disappeared.
Fortunately,”adds thehistorian of the event, “no quack medicine or
doctor aroused thewill in thiscase; fortunately,not onlybecausethey
would have had credit of the cure, but becausethe reality of the dis-
order would have been denied by those who have still to learn that
those recoveries are possible, and that it is one thing to admit the
virtue of inert remedies and another thingto recognize the secret of
theirfrequent success.”—Ph1Iladalph1'.aTimes.

 

THE thoughts that come often unsought, and, as it were, dash
into the mind, are commonly the most valuable of any we have, and
therefore should be secured, because they seldom return again.—
Locke.

 

To as happy is not the purpose of our being, but to deserve
happiness.——J. G. Fichtc.
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PARALYSIS CURED BY TELEGRAPH.
A despatch to the St. Louis Globe-Democratfrom Austin, Texas,

under date of August 24, says:
“One of themost remarkablefaithcures on record has just taken

place here. Last week William Lockridge, a prominent merchant,
was lying prostrated with paralysis of his lower limbs, which were
so badly afiected that they had to be lifted every time he turned in
his bed. So critical was his condition thathis familyphysician had
given up all hope of his recovery. To-day he is walking about the
streets, apparently as well as if he had never been crippled with the
disease, and his recovery is attributed solely to his being treated by
telegraphic direction withinthe last few days by a lady faith healer
of Illinois. Sunday evening Mr. Lockridge, who was speechless and
so low that he seemed to take no notice of anything, intimated by
means of his hand thathe wanted a pencil and paper, withwhich he
made known thathe was feeling better. It was about this time the
healer wired that she had begun her treatment. The patient had
been ill nearly three months, during which time the paralysis had
crept up his legs from his feet to his body as far as his waist. He is
practicallycured and is rejoicing withhis family. He claimed to be
well yesterday. The facts are authentic, and the Globe-Democrat
correspondent, who is acquainted with the family, can vouch for
them.”

 

IN the procession of the soul from withinoutward, it enlarges its
circles ever, like the pebble thrown into the pond, or the light pro-
ceeding from an orb. . . . By the necessity of our constitution,
things are ever grouping themselves according to higher or more
interior laws. Neighborhood, size, numbers, habits, and persons_
lose by degrees theirpower over us. Cause and effect; real affinities;
the longing for harmony between the soul and the circumstance;
the high, progressive, idealizing instinct,—these predominate later,
and ever the step backward from the higher to the lower relations is
impossible.—Emerson.

 

“AN argument appears frail and superficial when a person does
not believe and cherish what is set forth.”
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COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS.
Cosmic consciousness is not simply an expansion or extension of

the self-conscious mind with which we are all familiar,but the com-
plete superaddition of a function as distinct from any possessed by
the average man as self-consciousness is distinct from any function
possessed by one of the higher animals. I have in the last three
years collected twenty-threecases of this so-called cosmic conscious-
ness, and these I have described in full in a book which I will shortly
publish. In each case the onset, or incoming, of the new faculty is
always sudden, instantaneous. Among the queer feelings the_mind
experiences the most striking is the sudden sense of beingimmersed
in flameor in a brilliantlight. This occurs entirely withoutwarning
or outward cause, and may happen at noonday or in the middle of
thenight, and theperson at first fears he is becominginsane. Along
withthese feelings comes a sense of immortality,not merely a feeling
of certainty that there is a future life—thatwould be a small mat-
ter—but a pronounced consciousness thatthe life now being lived is
eternal, death being seen as a trivial incident which does not affect
its continuity. Further, there are annihilation of the sense of sin
and an intellectual competency not simply surpassing the old plane,
but on an entirely new and higher plane.

The possession by each member of this newly forming race of
the facultyfor cosmic consciousness and its certain attendant powers
will enable him to reach with his body and remain in those stages
which are now incorporeal and pass beyond phenomena; make him,
being one, to become multiple; being multiple, to become one;
endow him with a clear and heavenly ear surpassing thatof present
men; enable him to comprehend by his own heart the hearts of other
beings and of other men; to understand all minds; to see with a
clear and heavenly vision surpassing thatof men.

It is plain to me thattelepathy,clairvoyance, and so-called spirit-
ualism are little-knownphenomenawhich really exist and which will
be enormously developed with the development of the mind, as I
believe they are but attendant powers of this cosmic consciousness.
It seems to me certain thatmen possessing this cosmic consciousness
in greater or smallerdegrees are more numerous in the modern than
they were in the ancient world; and this fact, taken in connection
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with the general theory of psychic evolution propounded by the
best writers on the subject, such as Darwin and Romanes, points to
the conclusion that just as, long ago, self-consciousness appeared in
the best specimens of our ancestral race in the prime of life, and
graduallybecamemore and more universal, and appeared earlier and
earlier, until, as we see now, it has become almost universal and
appears at the average age of about three years, so will cos-
mic consciousness become more and more universal and appear
earlier in the individual life, until practically the whole race
will possess this faculty. I say the whole race, but as a matter of
fact a cosmic-consciousrace will not be the race which exists to-day
any more thanthepresent is the same race which existed prior to the
evolution of self-consciousness. The simple truth is that a new race
is being born from us, and this new race will in the near future
possess the earth.-—-Dr. R. M. Bucks.

 

THE COMING RELIGION.
The multitude have always been “scattered abroad like sheep hav-

ing no shepherd.” Occasionally,rarely, comes a Jesus who can say,
“My sheep hear my voice and follow me.” How can the masses be
inspired withtrust in God and love to man? There are three popular
ideas of a religious mission-—the doctrinal, the ecclesiastical and
sacerdotal, and the inspirational. The whole system of dogmatism
and of priestcraft, Protestant and Catholic, is to go. Can we have
an inspirational religion in its place? The multitude care no more
for liberalplatforms than for orthodox platforms. They are weary of
book religion and theories. Orthodoxy has failed only as liberal
religion has failed. Each has failedto be religious, has lackedblood-
earnestness and spiritual magnetism. The world has more use for
the Salvation Army than for a Brahminic cult. A popular religious
movement can be sustained only on sympathy and love. The great
occasion is upon us. Marvelous material development, wonderful
intellectual discovery, great spiritual power, released, are pressing
upon us. “Society is becomingconscious of itself.” “Whoever makes
a religion out of democracy will move the world.” The great revival
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is already here. The Almighty Fathergives us ‘his love, and asks at
our hands the destruction of the last superstition, the abolition of
every ancient and modern wrong, the establishment of the justice of
love, “theloosing of thebands of wickedness, to let the oppressed go
free, and break every yoke.”—Rov. B. Fay Mills.

 

A HUMAN ELECTRIC MAGNET.
In the little town of Kuhs, in Northern Franconia, lives Barbara

Roeschlau, a plain peasant girl, who has never been twenty miles
from her home and who has puzzled the German savants beyond
measure. They know about Barbara through Dr. Wolfram, whose
long and detailed notes have made the scientists gasp. The girl has
a remarkablepower. Without'reason or warning it develops itself.
She attractsall manner of things as a strong magnet attracts filings.
Knives, pots, pans, and even stones come hurling at her, while
every small article in her vicinity dances and rattles about in the
most extraordinary fashion. The attacks cease as suddenly as they
come. The first one occurred just two months ago. They have
appeared at irregular but frequent intervals ever since.

Before the power developed itself Barbara was in nowise dis-
tinguished from others of her class. She has hair like flax that she
wears in braids down her back. Her eyes are blue, her face heavy.
She is strong and sturdy and has never been sick a day in her life.
There is nothingin theslightest degree theatricabout her. She never
heard about spiritualismor trance mediums. Psychologicalphenom-
ena are beyondher grasp. Her surroundings have always been prim-
itive, and her education is very limited. When the first attackcame
Barbara was in thekitchen tallringto a friendand knitting thewhile.
Suddenly a knife jumped from a table and struck Ba.rbara’s compan-
ion in the face. Both girls jumped up, thinkingthat some one had
thrownthe knife. In a few seconds every metal object in the room
began to clatter. At first theybegan hopping about in an uncanny
dance. The young women clutched each other in terror, while
the household thingsgrew noisier and more active. Knives, spoons,
forks,and smallpans leaped into theair as if forced by aspring. They
traveled toward Barbara. They assailed her from all directions.
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They hopped about in a witches’ dance at her feet. Barbara and her
companion ran shrieking into the street. The disturbance ceased
directly. The young woman was much frightened. Her mistress
put her to bed. In the morning she went about her work as usual,
and nothinghappened out of theordinary run of events.

Day after day passed and Barbara had almost forgotten her
fright. It was nearly a week after the first attackbefore she experi-
enced the second one. She was fighting the fire one morning, when
a stone flew toward her and struck her on the forehead. Again the

— kitchen utensilsbegandancingand flying. Barbara’s scream brought
the Hoifmanns to her side. They found her lying on the floor in a

paroxysm of fright. The exhaustionfollowing this experience kept
Barbara in bedfor two days.

Mr. Hoihnann could not explain thedemonstration. He thought
it possible thatBarbara might be shamming in order to escape work-
ing. He talked to his brother about it and they decided to watch
Barbara. This demonstration startled Mr. Hoffman as much as it
did Barbara. It drove her into a painful state. Dr. Wolfram, the
familyphysician, was consulted. He gave it really scientific investi-
gation and study. The physician could not solve the problem, nor
has any one been able to do so. Dr. Wolfram found that when the
girl visited at different houses nothingunusual happened. He sug-
gested that thismight be accounted for on the theory thatthe Hot!-
mann house is invested with a current of natural electricity,and that
theanimalelectricity of thegirl produces a positive and negative cur-
rent under certain atmosphericconditions.

Altogethershe appears a much more wonderful creature thanthe
famous Paladins, whose strange powers have defied scientific investi-
gation for twenty years. Mlle. Paladina can operate the keys of a
piano in another room, but she first goes into a trance in a darkened
place.—NewYork Sunday World.

 

IN the heart of every one God has a witness, an imperious voice
commanding him to choose the right and avoid the wrong. Men
call it “conscience” or the “duty sense.” But under whatever name,
there it is, and the recognition of its presence is the involuntary
homage man pays to God, deny Him howsoever he may.—John
Henry Clarke, II. D.
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THIS impulse which directs to right conduct, and deters from
crime, is not only older thantheages of nations and commonwealths,
but it is coeval with that Divine Being who sees and rul both
heaven and earth. Nor did Tarquin less violate that eternal law,
though in his reign there might have been no law at Rome against
such violence; for the principle thatimpels us to right conduct, and
warns us against guilt, springs out of the nature of things. It did
not begin to be law when it was first written, but when it originated;
and it is coeval with the Divine Mind itself.—0icero.

 

Rsmeroxs,being calculated withreference to the power of com-
prehension of the great mass of men, can only have indirect, not
immediatetruth. To require of themthe latter is as if one wished to
read the letters set up in the form-chase, instead of their impres-
sion. The value of a religion will accordingly depend upon the
greater or less distinctnesswithwhich it becomesvisible throughthis
vei1—thus upon the transparency of the latter. It almost seems
that, as the oldest languages are the most perfect, so also are the
oldest religions.—Schopenhauer.

 

Tnnnn is no penalty to virtue; no penalty to wisdom: they are
proper additions of being. In a virtuous action, I properly am: in
a virtuous act, I add to the world; I plant into deserts conquered
from Chaos and Nothing,and see thedarlmess receding on thelimits
of the horizon. There can be no excess to love; none to knowledge;
none to beauty——whenthese attributes are considered in the purest
sense. The soul refuses all limits.—E'marson.

 

Tm: factthatthe idea of truth,of order, and of right doing exists
in every person’s mind is evidencethathe is immortal—-a partaker of
the infinite and eternal. It is the office of theimaginationto shape
thatidea; to make it perceptible to themind; to introduce it into the
heart and the dailywalk and li:fe.—Alaa:auderWilder, M. D.

 

- “Mmrox and Cowper, in theirlater years, disused religious ofices
as no longer subservient to the wants of the so .” -
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NEXUS.
The fountain in theclay,
That gushes forth and softly sobs away
Across the meadow grasses all the day,
Feels yet "far on therhythmand the glow
Of earth’s deep heartbeats pulsing far below.

The golden butterfly,
Withwings afold, creeps to theshade near by;
To rest in sultry noons when zephyrs die,
In sudden fancy feels his wings no more,
And wonders if he ever crept before.

And I some time have stood
Withinthebosky shadows of a wood,
And roused withsudden thrillto weirdest mood;
As if I knew thatI in some far day,
In some dim life long gone, had passed thatway.

And what if it should be,
Thatnexus threadsof thoughtthatweave in me,
Run backinto theancientmystery,
Till in me suddenly are fancies rife

' Of former beingand a vanished life?
And have we lived before?
And fleeingthencemight not quite close thedoor;
Where thoughtstroop throughof half-forgotten lore,
And vague familiarpictures swiftlydrawn,
That swift elude like cloud-tints of the dawn?

And what if faraway,
In Heaven’s trance thissubtle flashand play,
Become intense, until in some clear day
Our life’s successive stages we recall,
And Heaven be but climaxof themall?

—Ws'lliam Curtis Stiles.



BOOK REVIEWS.
THE INNER LIGHT SERIES. By John Hamlin Dewey, M. D.gapir, 15 cents each. The J. H. Dewey Publishing Co., New

or .

The well-known authorof these booklets has in their publication
furnished the spiritual movement with a most valuable and con-
venient enrichment of its literature. They are admirably adapted for
bridging thechasm between orthodoxyand liberalismin more things
than one, and constitute an epitome of the best thought on the sub-
jects of which theyrespectively treat. The list of titles is suggestive:
(1) True Illumination;or, the Christ Theosophy Defined. (2)Regen-
eration: the Gateway to Spiritual Emancipation and Illumination.
(3) The Seer and Master: theRationaleof Psychic Vision and Spirit-
ual Mastery. (4) Walking with God: the Secret of Divine Com-
munion and Fellowship. (5) The Signs which Follow; or, Power
from on High. The publishers offer this set, together with two
companion pamphletsby thesame author—“Sonsof God and Broth-
ers of Christ” and “The Master’s Perfect Way”—for one dollar.
These booklets meet most suitably that popular want—“something
to hand to a friend.”
THE PHILOSOPHY OF P. P. QUIMBY. By Annetta Gertrude

Dresser. 114 pp. Cloth, $1.00. George H. Ellis, publisher,
Boston.

All who would acquaint themselveswith thehistory and develop-
ment of metaphysical healing should begin by reading this book.
It gives the fundamentalprinciples of the science, as discovered and
applied by the founder of the system. The different modern schools
of mind-healing are indebted for their basic facts to Professor
Quimby’s original formulation of the doctrine, though the leaders
of certain outgrowths of his divine philosophy have strenuously
sought to belittlehis importance. One numerous cult that has well-
nigh smothered the rational and scientific principles of the mental
cure in the platitudes of emotional religion has lost no opportunity

3.4
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to claim originality for its system; yet every grain of truth hidden
in its literary chaff is to be found in the prior writings of P. P.
Quimby. Selections from his manuscripts are given in the present
volume, together with a half-tone portrait and sketch of his career.

GLIMPSES OF ANCIENT MYSTERIES. B Alfred E. Giles.
81 pp. Paper, 20 cents. Banner of Lig t Publishing Co.,
Boston.

This work treats, in a most interesting and instructive manner,
of “English and parental versions of the Bible and its Deity,” and
furnishes “glimpses of biblicaland classical mysteries in the light of
modern Spiritualism.” The authorhas been a student and investi-
gator of the philosophyand phenomena of Spiritualism for nearly
half a century, and the result of his researches cannot fail to interest
even themost orthodoxtheologian. Apostles of materialismwill find
much that is destructive of their theories in this well-written book,
while spiritual scientists will be glad to have their conclusions con-
firmed even by the unusual methods employed by the writer. His
sketch of Andrew Jackson Davis—his mission and remarkable
psychic endowments—is of especial interest. The book will doubt-
less have a large sale.
AN OLD SUBJECT IN A NEW LIGHT. By Dr. Charles Hough-

ton. 74 pp. Paper, 25 cents. Published by the author,
Batavia, N. Y.

This is the first number of a series of “Cosmic Studies” that
embodies much new and original thought on subjects of perennial
interest. Its title is “Crime: What Shall we Do About It?” Briefly,
the author’sanswer is to adopt a system of “decimal-franchise and
check-units,” which he outlines in a most enticing and suggestive
way. His plan, however, of having every inhabitant of the country
“numbered,” and compelled to carry his number constantly on his
person, has the conventional defect of doctoring the symptoms.
Reformatory effort of any kind, to be effectual, must depend upon the
growth of individual intelligence from within. The application of
external remedies may suppress the activityof criminals for a time,
but actual reformationhas alwaysbeen effected throughother means.
Dr. Houghton’s book, however, will doubtless awaken thought along
this important line.
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THE THEORY AND PRACTISE OF VEDANTA.

BY THE swam SARADANANDA.

The Vedantasystem of philosophywas evolved in India
thousandsof years ago, but it is diflicultto determine the
exact period. It antedates' not only Buddhism but also
the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, the two great pre-
Buddhitic epics of India. But an examination of the
many different Indian religions and sects now existing
shows that the principles of Vedanta underlie them all.
Moreover, the Rishis (or seers), the fathers of Vedanta,
claim that its doctrines are the basis of every religion in
the world. The goal to which it points is that toward
which all society, all humanity, and all religions are
tending, either consciously or unconsciously,through the
process of evolution.

One great peculiarityof theVedantaphilosophyis that
it is not built around any one person or prophet. It is
founded on the “latter portion, or the knowledge portion,
of theVedas,”as theword Vedanta shows. The term Vedas,
from the Sanskrit root Vid, to know, means, according to
the oldest Hindu commentator, all the supersensuous
knowledgethathas been or willberevealed to man. Later,
theterm Vedaswas applied to thebooks thatcontainedthe
record thereof. The Vedic commentator says that this
supersensuous knowledge might be revealed not only to
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Hindus but to other people, and that their experience
should also beregarded as Vedas. The Vedaswere divided
into two great divisions: “theworkportion,” which teaches
man how, by the performance of duty, the observance-of
morality, etc., he might go to heaven (a better place of
enjoyment), and “the knowledge portion,” which teaches
him thatnot even theenjoyments of heaven should be his
aim, inasmuchas they,too, are fleetingand transitory, but
to go beyondall relativity and find in himself the Divine,
the center of all knowledge and power. Of course it took
many ages for the Hindu mind to evolve this philosophic '

sytem. We must always bear in mind that philosophy
never antagonized religion in India. They invariably
went hand in hand.

In order to encompass man as a whole, religion should
appeal not only to his heart but to his intellect; it must,
therefore, have a sound basis of metaphysics. For is not
man a compoundbeing—acombinationof reason, emotion,
and will? Can any religion satisfy him thatdoes not fulfil
his highest aspirations on all these planes?

The rapid progress of material science and thewonder-
ful discoveries it is making daily in its study of theexter-
nal world are strikingterror into numerous hearts. Many
good people seem to thinkthatthe foundation of religion
is beingundermined, and thatthewhole social fabric built
thereon is in imminent danger. But the seers of old-
who, through study of the internal world, found the basis
of religion, of morality, of duty, in fact of everything, in
that Unity which forms the background of the universe:
that ocean of Knowledge and absolute Bliss whence the
universe has proceeded—-if they were here to-day, would
rejoice to find thatscience, instead of undermining,is mak-
ing the basis of religion stronger than ever, inasmuch as
it is rapidly approachingthesame goal-—Unity.

Is not the universe one connected whole? Is not the
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division of it into external and internal parts an arbitrary
one? Can we ever know the external per se? We speak
of thenatural laws thatgovern theexternal; but are laws
anything else than the method or manner in which our
mind linkstogethera series of phenomena? According to
the Vedanta, at all events, the universe is one connected
mass. Start from theexternal and you arrive at the inter-
nal, and vice versa. It has come out of theinfinite ocean of
Knowledgeand Bliss and willreturn thereto. It i evolv-
ing and involvingfrom all eternity. View it as a unit and
it can have neitherchange nor motion. It is perfect, and
contains all change within itself; for change and motion
are only possible where there is comparison, and compar-
ison can only be made between two or more things.

This chain of evolution and involution—of manifesta-
tion and returning to the unmanifested, or seed form of
nature—can have no beginningin time. To admit such a
beginningwere equivalent to admitting the beginning of
theCreator; and not only this,but thathe must be a cruel
and partial Creator, who has producedall these diversities
at theoutset. Then, again, therewould arise anotherdim-
culty: the First Cause must either have been perfected or
made imperfect by the creation. So, according to the Ve-
danta, the creation is as truly eternal as the Creator him-
self—whether it be manifested or unmanifested.

What, then, is the purpose, or the motive, of this crea-
tion, this eternal flow of evolution and involution? The
answer given by the Vedanta is that it is a ‘‘play’’ of the
Infinite. You cannot ascribe any motive to the Perfect,
the Absolute,withoutmaking Him imperfect. The Infin-
ite, thePerfect, must have no motive to compel It to create.
The Infinite must be absolutely free and independent, and
thevery conceptionof thefinite, or therelative, implies the
existence of the Absolute. The Absolute is the only real
existence, and the universe is but a speck in an ocean of
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Knowledge and Bliss. He is “playing” with Himself in
projecting thisworld of phenomena. He appears through
all these maks of imperfection, and at the same time
remains One and perfect in all splendor and glory. “He
vibrates, and he does not vibrate; he is far, and he is near;
he is withinall, and he is withoutall, thisworld of phenom-
ena.” “As the web-wombed spider projects and takes
back thethread,as hair grows in thehead of a man (with-
out any effort), so this universe comes out of that infinite
ocean of Knowledge and Bliss and goes back to it again.”

By tracing evolution to its cause, science has arrived
at thelaws of survival of thefittest and sexual selection as
explaining the change of one species into another. Ve-
danta is one with it as regards the truth of evolution, but
dilfers from it when it says that the cause of the change
referred to is the struggle of theDivinewithinevery form
to manifest itself better and better. As one of the great
philosophers has said, in the work of irrigating a field,
where the tank is placed on a high level, the water con-
stantly tries to rush to theground, but is barred by a gate.
Open the gate, and thewater flows out by a law of its own
nature. This struggle of the Divine has produced or
evolved higher and higher forms, and finally the human
form. The effort is still going on, and it will be completed
only when the Divine shall manifest itself perfectly,with-
out bars or bolts to hinder its expression.

This highest point of evolution transcends even con-
scious existence; hence we call it the superconscious.
This stage of development has been reached by individuals
long ago. Christ, Buddha, and other great teachers at-
tained it. The whole of humanity is tending toward it
unconsciously. But can such a stage be possible when
evolutionshall have attained its completion? The Vedanta
answers in theaffirmative. Evolutionpresupposes involu-
tion. To admit an unending chain of evolution were to
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conceive eternal motion in a straight line, which modern
science has proved to beimpossible. But what would take
perhaps age for society to achieve, individuals can attain
even in this life; indeed, they have attained it, as proved
by thereligious history of theworld. For what are all the
Bibles but records of theexperiences of men thatattained
that stage? Examine them; read between the lines, and
you will find thatthe stage which the Vedanta expressed
in the famous aphorism, “Thou art that infinite ocean of
Knowledge and Bliss,” is that expressed by Buddha as
attaining to the Nirvana (perfected state), by Christ as
becoming as perfect as the Father in heaven, and by the
Mohammedan Sufis as becoming one with the Truth.

Vedanta insits that this idea of the onenes of man
with the Divine—thatthe real nature of him is therefore
infinite and perfect—is to be found in every religion, but
thatin some the idea is expressed through mythologyand
symbology. It declares thatwhat a few men have already
achieved is the natural inheritance of all, and thatevery
one will attain to it sooner or later. Man, therefore,
according to the Vedanta, isidivine; and everything in
human nature thatis strong and good and powerful is the
expression of the divinity within him.

In this superconscious existence lies the basis of all
ethics,notwithstandingrecent vain attempts to find a per-
manent basis of morality within the relative. Every one
feels within himself that morality and unselfishness and
doing good to others are beneficent, and without these
neither the individual nor the nation can develop. Even
men standing outside the pale of religion are advancing
them on utilitarian grounds, asserting that we must do
thatwhich bringsthegreatest good to thegreatestnumber.
But if we question why we should do this,or why I should
look upon my brother as myself and not selfishly to
secure the greatest personal benefit, even at the sacrifice
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of all else, no plausibleanswer is given. The reply offered
by the Vedanta is that you and I are not separate from
the universe; thatit is a mistaken notion thatwe are dis-
tinct and unconnectedentities, independentof one another.
All history and all science prove that the universe is one
connected whole, whether it be considered from the exter-
nal or the internal point of view.

There i no break in the external ocean of matter, in
which our bodies represent but so many diflerent points.
Behind theexternal thereis a vast ocean of mind, in which
our individualminds represent but so many diflerentwhirl-
pools, and behindthatis thesoul, theabsolute and perfect
Self. Everythingin human life points toward thisunity.
Our love, sympathy, kindness, altruism, etc., are but
expression of this oneness of man with the universe.
Consciously or unconciously,every man feels and tries to
expres his identitywithuniversal Being. As such, there-
fore, every soul is his soul; every body is his body. By
injuring others he injures himself; by loving others he
loves himself.

This gives rise to a subtle but misleading question:
Shall we lose our individualitywhen we attain the super-
conscious stage, the highest point of evolution? The Ve-
danta questions, in turn: Are we individuals as yet, in the
proper sense of theterm? Does “individuality”mean the
changing element in man, or does it apply to theunchange-
able essence within him? Should we apply this word to
thebody and mind of man, which are in a state of constant
change? If so, there is no occasion for the first question,
since we are losing or changing our individuality every
minute of our existence. Thinkwhat great changes each
one of us has undergone since we were born! Thinkwhat
a change for thewicked when he becomes a good member
of society, or the primitive and barbarous man when he
becomescivilized! Thinkwhat a great change takes place
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when, through evolution, the ape form changes into the
human! Do we lament the change of individuality in
these cases?

TheVedantasays that,by developingour individuality,
we rise to a point where we become perfect beings. We
change our present (apparent) individuality for a real and
betterone.

The process of evolution is from lawlessness, through
law, beyond law—from the unconscious, through the con-
scious, beyondtheconscious. Our conscious life, in which
every action is accompaniedwitha feeling of egoity, does
not cover the whole of our existence. During sleep, or
while performing actions called automatic, there is no
feeling of egoity present; yet we exist, though entering a
stage belowtheconscious and inferiorto it. Moreover, in
thehighest tage of developmentthere is no feeling of ego-
ity—it is infinitely superior to the conscious. In a super-
flcial view, the highest and the lowest stages of develop-
ment seem toibe one and the same; but there is as much
diiference between them as between darkness resulting
from absence of light and darknessproduced by excess of
light (known to science as the polarization of light). If
an ignorant and illiterateman enter there, he comes out a
sage, a prophet, a great seer; he discovers in himself the
eternal fountain-head of all knowledgeand power; he finds
thekingdom of heaven within. “For him,” say theVedas,
“all doubts (and hankerings)vanish forever, and all selfish
knots of theheart are cut asunder. The endless chain of
cause and effect fades and dies for him that attains the
Highest.”

Attaining the superconscious existence has been
described in various religions as seeing, or realizing, or
feeling God. The onward march of reasonhas proved that
all our ideas of God are anthropomorphic; that we are
creating our own God andworshipping and paying rever-
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ence to our mental representation. Wherein is the neces-
sity, then, of worshipping God? Why should I worship
my own mental creation? The history of evolution shows
how the idea of God has grown and developed with the
growthof man; how from fetichismand animism he come
to polytheismand thenceto monotheism;suggested by his
own dreams, or by love for his dead ancestors, or by the
stupendous forces of nature, how theidea of a future exist-
ence dawns in his infant mind and he tries to peep behind
thecreen of theenses; how, in his search after thesuper-
sensuous, he comes up gradually through the stages of
ancestor-worship and nature—worship to the recognition of
many spirits or gods behind the diflerent natural forces;
and, lastly,how he come to theconception of one Supreme
Ruler at the head of these different gods, and pays his
homage to Him.

Reason will uggest that,althoughthisworship of the
supersensuous has beena great motive power in developing
his mind, yet all this time man has been worshipping his
own mental creations, and now that his eyes have been
opened he ought to discard such mistaken ideas of God.
The Vedanta does not deny thatall these different concep-
tions of Deity are anthropomorphic;but it aks, Are not
all our ideas of theexternal thesame? Can we ever know
theworld but as our mind represents it to us; and has not
science proved thatthesenses are deceptive—thatthrough
them alone we can neverknow thingsas theyare? If it is
reasonable,therefore,to reject all our ideas of God because
theyare anthropomorphic,it is just as reasonable to expel
every other idea from the mind; but how many of us are
willingand have the power to do so? What the Vedanta
has to say on thipoint is that man does not err in wor-
shipping thesedifferent ideas of God, for he has been trav-
eling from lower to higher truths. His progress in this
world is not from error to truth, but from lower truths to
Erigher ones.
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Everythingin this world, even truth itself, is relative.
What is truth for one state or plane of exitence may not
betruthfor another;and thevarying ideas of God are noth-
ing ele than different views of the Absolute—theInfinite
from differentplanesof therelative. Suppose, for instance,
we make a journey to the sun: our view of the solar orb
changes every minute as we proceed. With every step in
advancewe see a new vision of theame globe. The object
that appeared to be a bright little disk when we started
grows larger and larger until,when we reach its periphery,
we see theun as it really is. The orb of day has remained
unchanged all the time, but our view of it changed with
every step. Thui theprogress of man toward God. His
view of the Infinite has never become perfectly m'l, but
through the limitations of his senses, his intellect, he sees
onlya glimmerof theInfiniteand worships it as God. The
fault is not withtheInfinite, but withhis own limited fac-
ulties. As he grows, these limitations disappear, and he
sees the Infinite more and more clearly,and finally in its
entirety; i. e., he discovers in himself the infinite ocean of
Knowledgeand Bliss.

The goal being the same in all religions, the Vedanta
has no quarrel withany. It looks upon thediflferentforms
of worship as so many ways of attaining the one, indivis-
ible ocean of Knowledge and Bliss. “As the diflerent
rivers, having their sources in different mountains, roll
down through crooked or straight paths, and at last flow
into the ocean—-so all these various creeds and religions,
taking their start from different standpoints and running
through crooked or straight courses, at last come unto
Thee, O Lord!” The Vedanta condemns nobody, for its
estimate of man is based not upon what he seems to be but
ratherupon what he really is. It teaches that, sooner or
later, every man will discover his real nature‘ and know
himself as the source of all knowledge, power, and bliss.
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Every man is advancingtoward thatilluminationthrough
every good act that he performs. The worker by doing
good to others, the philosopherby developing his reason,
the lover of God by expanding and directing his emotions
aright——all shall yet attain the superconscious plane, the
highest stage of development.

What if a man bean atheist,or an agnostic? The ques-
tion is, Is he sincere; and is he ready to sacrificehimself
for thegood of othersand for thetruththathe has known?
The Vedanta says thereis no fear for him. He shall come
to higher and higher truthsand ultimatelyattain thehigh-
est. We should allow an infinite variation in religious
thought. Follow your own, but do not try to bringevery-
body else to thesame opinion. ‘ The eflort were futile;for
i not unity in diversity thelaw of nature? Is not thegoal
the same, though the roads are different? Do not make
yourself thestandard for theuniverse, but know thatunity
forms its background,and thatin whatever pathman may
travel he willat last arrive at that,

 

Ir you gather apples in the sunshine, or make hay, or hoe corn,
and thenretire withindoors, and shut your eyes and press themwith
your hand, you shall still see apples hanging in thebright light, with
boughs and leaves thereto, or the tasseled grass, or the corn- ;
and this for five or six hours afterward. There lie the impressions
on the retentive organ, though you knew it not. So lies the whole
series of natural images with which your life has made you ac-

quainted, in your memory, thoughyou know it not; a thrillof passion
flashes light on their dark chamber, and the active power seizes
instantly the fit image, as the word of its momentary thought.-—
Emerson.

 

LET not the law of thy country be the ultimate of thyhonesty;
nor thinkthatalways good enough which the law will make good.—
Sir ThomasBrowne.



IN THE CITY OF DAVID.

BY UBSULA N. GEBTEFELD.

Progress for the whole is dependent upon progress for
the individual units that make up the whole. In all
departments of human knowledge and growth,progress is
admitted as both theoretically and practicallypossible.
In one domain, that of religion, progress is declared by
sectarians to be impossible becausereligion is divine rev-
elation—somethingbeyondthepower of thehuman facul-
ties to find and present. From their point ‘of view, the
term “progressive religion” would be a misnomer, an
attempt to find such impious,becauseGodrevealed himself
to the world for all time nineteen hundred years ago, in
the person of his Son Jesus, who gave to the world that
final and irrevocable flat of the Almighty which must be
accepted as final and irrevocable by true believers. Belief
thatJesus of Nazarethwas both the Son of God and God
himself incarnate is that cardinal doctrine declared as
essential to salvation—toescape from theconsequences of
sin to an eternity of happiness after thedeathof thebody.

For sectarians, the terms “Christian” and “non-Chris-
tian” cover the whole of mankind,while the love of God
covers but thosedesignated by the flrst term. Sectarians
must of necessity be dogmatists; for a final fiat admits of
no shading,variation,nor turning, and for dogma progress
is impossible. But, notwithstanding,men have been com-
pelled to question not only the claimed truth of dogmas
but theright of the formulator to dogmatizefor any other
than himself: because progress in all other departments
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pushes hard against the theological wall erected across
humanity’s great highway.

Shall thiswall remain where it has beenplaced? Shall
it be overthrown? Shall it be moved further along?
These are questions of the close of the nineteenth century
——questions that do not betoken, as in some quarters is
feared, a lackof religion and blindnessto truth,but rather
that zeal for a vital religion which comes from a desire
for more and more truth. The history of the progress of
thehuman race from thecave-dweller to the inventor who
lays a materinghand upon thesecrets of nature, together
with all experience, tends to emphasize a necessity—dis-
covery of thehithertohidden. Any position thathas been
a practicaldenial of thisfundamentalnecessity has had to
be abandoned, and progress has been what may be called
a series of abandonments of fortified cities and the build-
ing of new ones. The dwellers in one city have been com-
pelled by intellectual honesty and practicaldemonstration
to abandon it and take up an abode in another, only to
abandon that in turn and seek a better. And now this
great host, which has learnedthatany one city is occupied
not eternally but for a time, is pressing hard against the
denominational wall, which, to a close observer, shows
signs of weakening. This weakening portends not destruc-
tion, but the reconstruction which, conserving the vital
and necessary, pushes the limit toward the vanihing
point.

Experience proves the essence of what is called Chris-
tianity to be a tonic vitalizingto thehuman soul; and fear
of losing theessence in thedemolition of what has grown
up around it has made many keep to the rear who would
gladlyspring forward it this danger were removed. Dis-
cerning that this is the age of reconstruction; that recon-
struction means thepreservation of everythingvital to the
welfare of the human family;thatthatprogress which is
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revision and reconstruction is normal to the race; that
becauseof the very nature of man discovery must attend
his existence—no domain will appear too sacred or too
relentless for him to enter when his coming is his own
higher evolution.

All Christendom is upon theeve of celebrating thebirth
of Christ as theepoch-makingevent of human history. In
the resistless march of time, incidents fade, or become
indistinct. From being all-absorbing and all-compelling
they eventually disappear from human interest, leaving
behind them that vital principle which they embodied,
and which, as the heritage of the race, is carried along to
reappear in new forms. Every epoch in human history is
the appearance of a new type, the concrete presentation
of what has not been previously the general status of the
race. This type is the evidence of higher principles and
law (or of the higher operation of fixed principle and law)
than have previouslybeen included in the normal discern-
ment of therace; and as such it is an example of a possible
becomingwhich is a stimulatingaid in its progress.

A means dissipates to a final disappearance: the end
possible throughthe means increases to fulness. Has the
time arrived when thehigher mission of Jesus may be dis-
cerned—the vital principle embodied appear in a new
form? May we look to a present city of David ratherthan
to thepast Bethlehemof Judea? May we give more atten-
tion to [the informing Soul of the man Jesus than to the
physicalbabethenborn? Have we beenso taxed. have we»
paid so many taxes, thatwe need a savior? As willing
receivers of all truth and faithfulpreservers of its purity,
have we been those shepherds abiding in thefield, keeping
watch by night, to whom a light may appear which shall
reveal the previously unknown? “And all went to be
taxed, every man into his own city. . . . And there-
were in the same country shepherds abiding in the fieldg.
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keepingwatch over theirflocks by night . . . and the
glory of theLord shone round about them.”

What heavy taxes the human race in its “struggle for
life” has had to pay! Devastatingdisease, want, and sor-
row, with the hosts that follow in their train, have each
leviedtribute thathas beenpaid in bloody sweat and tears.
Eyelids weighted with generations of inheritance have
been lifted painfullyto look, half in despair, for a possible
savior, and have fallen again in hopelessness. And for
nineteen hundred years theexample offered in Jesus Christ
has been held before the world without removal of these
conditions-—withcontinuing taxation. As an,all-around
Savior, is he a failure? Or have the meaning and force of
his character, life, and works failed of being lifted up
where all who, looking high enough, may look upon them
and live free from the terrible taxation that seems the
inheritanceof every soul born into theworld? Are we the
shepherds to whom an annunciationof thishigher meaning
may be made? Can we bear the light of the glory which
may shine upon us out of thesurrounding darknessof evil
and woe, as we hear: “For unto you is born thisday in the
city of David a Savior, which is Christ the Lord”?

What and where is this “city of David”? We read in
the Old Testament that “David took the stronghold qf
Zion: thesame is thecity of David;” that“except thoutake
away the blind and the lame, thou shalt not come in
hither;” and that “whosoever . . . smiteth . . .

the lame and the blind, that are hated of David's soul, he
shall be chief and captain.” (II. Sam. v.) In this strong-
hold, where the blind and the lame have no place, may-—
nay,must—we lookthisday for thatSavior who, thereborn
unto us, shall take command of our lives and prove his
nature, mission, and power. If experiencewithits burden.
of taxation has brought us at last to where we have eyes
no longer blinded by dogma but able to see, and feet no
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longer trembling and stumbling with the fear of God’s
wrathand unforgivingness but able to stand as the indi-
vidual who seeks truth,we may set out to find it; for it is a
perpetual city, one thatwillnever have to be abandoned.

To look upon existence as a continuity logically neces-
sitated by a root cause, in which all seeming destruction is
but thatchange which is development—thisdevelopment,
or going higher for the race, contingent upon the develop-
ment of theindividual—isto find thatstronghold which is
the city of David; for this view compels a recognition of
unvarying law and order, whose practicalworkings with
and benefitsfor mankindare love, not wrath. The benefi-
cence of immutable principle is contrasted with the muta-
ble promptings of an angry Jehovah; and fear and super-
stition—thatpallid, tremblingdaughterof ignorance with
her gruesome retinue—are left to thatdarkness which is
theirnatural abode. The cities of the darkness have had
theirplacein thisprogress, which is natural and inevitable
for thehuman race, and which compels theirabandonment
leading on to theconfinesof “thecity of David.”

“Let us now go . . . and see thisthingwhich has
come to pass, which the Lord has made known unto us.”
A present possible Savior, which was also theChrist mani-
fest in and throughJesus of Nazareth,may be found in this
city of David—the power, latent in the human soul, of
dominion over all thatafliicts:a power developed and util-
ized by Jesus. Within,not extraneous to, humanity must
this Savior (which is man's original likeness to God) be
sought and found. “Dominion over all’’ is eitherthedead
letter of a past period or a vital truth to be discovered and
applied; and if a vital truth, it can save from continued

_

taxation.
In thelife of Jesus, inherent power of dominion—inher-

ent becauseresulting from fundamentalrelationshipto the
Absolute-—is continually demonstrated: his works being
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this higher manifestation of flxed law than was then
normal to the race. That perception of this relationship,
and of thatwithwhich it endows thehuman soul thatacts
according to it, is the King David that takes this strong-
hold of Zion in which the “blind” and the “lame” have no
place. With dominion claimed and exercised instead of
subjection passively yielded, the common afliictions will
lessen and finally disappear. Refusal to pay taxes and
assertion of a right to freedom must precede escape from
taxation. Truly,the Savior comes of the house of David;
for this insight into theeternal verities of beinggives vic-
tory over theGoliathof suffering—thatmaterialismwhich
is the refuge of “the blind and lame,” and which opposes
its Philitinismto thearmies of theliving God thatmoves
thehearts and souls of men.

Unto you, thisday,may beborn a Savior which is Christ
theLord. Rise up and go to thecity of David, where this
birthtakes place. The eternal and universal Christ, which
was theinforming Soul of theman Jesus, may—nay,will——-
appear to you as a tiny babe, but one thatis soon to grow to
the full stature of manhood as his Father’s business is
attended to; for our part of thegreat work is to put out of
the world all thatunlikeness to man’s generic purity and
perfection which we call “evil,” overcoming it with that
good which rules over all evil. And thatwork is accom-
plished only by first putting out of ourselves thatwhich is
“hated of David’s soul,” and by thepower of the newborn
Christ within; for thisChrist is Lord over all to which we
have submitted as an inevitable inheritance.

To cast out of ourselves the unclean spirit of ignorant
and evilthought,thepossessing devilsof monumental and
revered errors; to heal all manner of disease resulting
from theircontrol of thehuman consciousness; to raise the
practicallydead (but potentiallyalive) power of resistance
and dominion from the old tomb where natural blindness
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and ecclesiastical domination have placed it——this is the
work of this Christ, the ‘‘Father’sbusiness” that is to be
performed in present as well as in past days. “Behold, I
bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all
people.” (Luke ii. 10.)

 

LIFE’S MIRROR.
There are loyal hearts; there are spirits brave;

There are souls that are pure and true;
Then give to the world the best you have,

And the best will come back to you.
Give love, and love to your heart will flow,

A strength in your utmost need;
Have faith,and a score of hearts will show

Their faithin your word and deed.

Give truth, and your gift will be paid in kind,
And honor will honor meet;

And a smilethat is sweet will surely find
A smilethat is just as sweet.

Give pity and sorrow to those thatmourn:
You will gather, in flowers, again,

The scattered seeds from your thought outborne,
Though the sowing seemed but in vain.

For life is themirror of king and slave,
’Tis just what we are and do;

Then give to the world the best you have,
And the best will come back to you. —Anonymous.
 

THEY who keep their passions in subjection in order to be cap-
able of other pleasures are but bartering the greater for the less;
whereas all ought to be bartered for wisdom, the only right coin.
True excellence subsists with wisdom, and is a purification from all
thesethings.—AZc:tanderWilder, M. D.
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THE IMAGING FACULTY.

BY CHARLES BRODIE PATTERSON.

The limitations of mind may be more clearly defined
than is generally supposed. Mind is an outgrowth of the
soul, as the body is an outgrowth of mind. Mind is that
aspect of beingthatrelates man to theworld of form. In
every phase of action it deals with form; so that every
thought conceived by man images itself in his mind.

Chief, then,among all themental facultiesis thispower
to image; and it may truly be said that every thought we
think contains within itself a picture, and, further. that
these thought-pictures affect the body either for health
and strength,or for sickness and disease.

VV'e are acted upon in two ways—by the force of life
within and by the forms of life without; hence it may be
said that man lives in two worlds. ‘Besidcs the material
consciousness of life, thereis also a spiritual consciousness.
There is somethingwithinman which transcends his sense-
nature, and even" his intellectual and reasoning powers-
somethingthatreaches far deeper into theinner conscious-
ness of life, which we might denominatetheintuitive (spir-
itual) nature. It was to that“something”thattheApostle
Paul referred when he said: “For theword of God is quick
and powerful, and sharper‘ than any two-edged sword,
piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit,
and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner uf the
thoughts and intents of theheart.” (Heb. iv. 12.) This is
the word of God that is trying to make itself felt in the
lives of men—the Word that became fully manifested in
the life of Jesus the Christ.
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As man listens to thevoice of the Higher coming from
this inner consciousness of life, he has a sense of being re-
lated to everything. This inner feeling makes him desir-
ous of doing good to all; it has theeffect of causinghim to
see thingsin theirtrue relations, so thathis mind becomes
filledwiththeharmonies of life; and, in turn, thethoughts
pictured in mind produce harmony and strength of body.

The abstract qualities of faith, hope, and love, while
unpicturable in and of themselves, have yet the effect of
becoming associated with the forms of life: so that the
mind, being acted upon by these invisible impulses of
being, image only things harmonious and beautiful.
Then, again, thereis theactionon themind from theworld
without. VVe find thathere the unity of life is lost sight
of; and themind of man, having many thingsof seemingly
opposite natures to contend with, questions the good and
evil of these varying conditions. Many of these states
produce in themind feelings of resentment, avarice, anger,
hate, etc.; in fact,all theevilemotions thataffect themind
come from seeing things in wrong relationship to one an-
other. They all come from the outer world—from things
that seem discordant.

Now, the external world is not to be viewed as evil;
nothing is evil in and of itself. Evil is the result of the
false imaginings we indulge in; it is our partial way of
considering things; it is a reversal of the true method of
thinking,which works from the inner outward.

All the different mental conditions emanate from the
imaging faculty, and by its proper control and direction
we may achieve results in every way beneficial. In its
true development we will find certain processes to be of
great assistance. If we form the mental image after the
true impulse, which enters themind from thesoul, thepict-
ure will be more nearly perfect than that which should
come solely from external surroundings. Love for things
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pure and beautifulis first an inner state; but thiswill inev-
itably find its perfect correspondencein theworld without.
This applies both to persons and things. The abstract
must associate itself with the concrete; but the abstract
exists first. It would not be possible to convey by any
mental image the idea of love to a mind thatnever felt its
influence; neither could we make known the qualities of
faithand hope, through word-pictures, to a mind thathad
never felt them. These are soul feelings, which transcend
all mental action.

Two words may be used to express states of conscious-
ness thatact in very different ways upon the imaging fac-

_ulty. These words are impulse and enwtion. The former
is used in a sense thatrefers to such qualitiesas faith,hope,
and love, or thatwhich enters themind from thesoul. The
latter is that “something”produced by outward causes-
persons or environment.

It is noticeable that the most sublime and exalted
human feelings are not the result of outside influences,
but proceed from impulses withinthe soul. On the other
hand, thelowest and most degraded sentiment is attribut-
able either to other persons or to external conditions.
Take, for instance, the action of a true impulse on the
heart: it causes theblood to circulate more evenly and vig-
orouly throughout the whole system. Where the circu-
lation is imperfect, it proves thattheemotions ratherthan
the impulses are the mental directing forces. Emotions
are caused by selfishness; theyare of a personal character.
Impulses are caused by the higher nature of man, and are
of a universal character. Consider theactionof emotions
on the stomach. This organ is affected by everything in
theouter world, and especially by our environmentand the
people with whom we associate; thus, when the mind
becomes filled with bitterness toward persons or condi-
tions, we find the physical expression of acidity in the
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stomach. Consider also the action of faith and trust on
the liver and spleen. It renders their functions normally
active, whileworry and anxiety, which are emotions pro-
ceeding from external causes, always occasion the reverse.

A majority of people attribute biliousnessand other
so-called liver troubles to improper food and drink, assert-
ing that there is a reflex action upon the mind that pro-
duces despondency and gloom. But it is really immaterial
what a man eats or drinks; he is superior to all exterior
conditions. Relieve the mind of a bilious person from
anxiety and worry, and fill it with hope and trnst—let his
surroundings and actions be bright and cheerfu1—and a
healthful physical condition will result. It may be difii-
cult at first to bring this about; but persistency until the
habit is formed will soon cause themind to becomerelated
to all other hopeful minds, and in the end it will be easier
to continue in the new mental conditions thanto revert to
the old.

The spiritual consciousness, as already said, imparts
thethoughtof theunity of life——thatall force and all intel-
ligence are one, and thereforethatevery form must neces-
sarilybe an expression of theinner force. Thus we should
'carry the thought of unity into the outer world, and see
thingsin their true proportions—by reasoning from cause
to effect. Material consciousness of life, losing sight of
thewhole and dealingwitheverythingin part, sees nothing
but diversity; all sense of proportion is lost, and the per-
sonal self becomes the greater. The things that gratify
and seemingly do good to the personality are looked upon
a the good thingsof life, whilewhatever thwarts or inter-
feres withpersonal desire is regarded as evil,and all such
outer evilsbecome states of consciousness thatare imaged
or pictured in mind.

Every thought we think, then, whether it be true or
false, as imaged in mind, must be expressed on the body.



WHERE IS THE KINGDOM?

BY EZRA NORRIS.

Because I believethis is God’s kingdom, right here and
now,‘ and thatall the principles of happiness or misery-
hell or heaven—are here; and becauseeternity must em-
brace all of time, and so make the present eternity, I am
compelled to believethat the creative Spirit must also be
here, caring for every detail in his vast creation withabso-
lute exactness,and that, consciously or unconsciously,the
faceof all nature is turned toward God with desire.

I believeit is a great mistake to banish God and heaven
from this world. Clergymen may say they have not, but
in every practical sense they have. Not one treats his
neighbor as he would if he knew him to be Christ, or if on
the morrow he knew the sun would usher in the veritable
kingdom of heaven they have been looking for, but which
most of them would dread to see arrive. They do not live
to-day as they expect to live when they get to their ideal
heaven. This deferring of a holy life is a natural result of
deferring the kingdom. “You will have to wait for the
millennium,”is their cry; and thus they do not try to live
the millennial life to-day. For this state of things there
is no remedy except to cancel the contract by which the
kingdom is deferred.

God is love——so it is said, and so I believe. Do our
clergymen expect ever to see God only as love sees love
here? If they do they are doomed to disappointment.
They could see God now if they were to lay aside their
materialistic notions. Their material eyes never saw
more of mother, wife, or child than the physical body,
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which is ever coming and going withthemonthsand years.
Thatwhich theyreallylove theysee onlywithlove’s vlsion.
They do not thinkof seeing love withtheirmaterial eyes;
neither do they wish to. And it is my candid opinion
thatmany of the men standing in our pulpits to-day have
yet to learn the lesson thatGod is to be seen only in the
same way, i. e., withtheeyes of theregenerated oul—with
spiritual eyes. Selfish materialism dominates both the
world and theChurch.

Suppose some holybeing,alive withtheself-giving love
of Chrit and his religion, should come to our earth to
inspect the modern Church. Would his expectations be
realized? He would see those in business bent on self-
accumulationinstead of self-giving; he would see thatthe
object of these men is to get, ratherthanto give. “Where
are the Christians?” he would ask; and after addressing
himself to thione and to thatone, he would be compelled
to say: These men are not Christians, because their chief
concern and desire are not to give themselves and all they
have for the good of others. “Where are the elders and
thedeacons?”he would next inquire. And, when brought
to them, he would pass them one by one in silence. Then
to his guide he would say, “Takeme to theirpastors.” And
to these shepherds he would doubtless speak as follows:

“Where is the kingdom of heaven? I have come to
inspect it. You have a sad world here. I see nothingbut
a multiplication of powers for theaccumulationof wealth
into great masses, solely or chieflyfor the aggrandizement
of minds dominated by cunning and craft, on whom the
common people are made to depend for theirscanty living.
Even thechurch membersand officers I find doing thesame
thing. I have found almost every one engaged in self-
accumulation instead of self-giving.

“Are you responsible for thiscondition of things? Do
you not know that the kingdom of heaven is where each
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gives his best to others, not under the lashings of con-
science, but from eager desire? I see not one so actuated.
Love is life giving itself in every conceivable way for
others. These men are not thus inspired, for their meth-
ods are devilish. They heap up inventions and powers
withall theirability,seekingto get theadvantageof every-
body else, and thusdriving themasses to dire poverty, dis-
tress, and finally to death. Such men are not Christians.
Oh! the Christ and his beautifuldoctrine of love! Is this
its status after nearly two thousand years?

“Men, thisis theplacefor thekingdom of heaven. God
is all around you, everywhere and in everything,yet you
clergymenare lookingaway to theskies—to anotherworld
where you expect to be made over, fashioned anew, as a
potter does the clay. But in this you will be mistaken.
N0 man willbemade over, or so fashionedafter a righteous
pattern thathe will love holiness and spiritual things for
which he had previously no desire. Life is a growth. As
in thematerial, so in thespiritua1—-withan infinite Fount-
ain of supply ever ready to give larger and more beautiful
life. But it cannot enter except through desire, and these
men are without a dominant aspiration for the spiritual
and holy. Their desire is for the opposite—for just what
you see manifested in theirlives.

“You should open the hearts of these people and have
thewhole order reversed. You should have these mighty
material forces of production and distribution employed
for the benefit of all, to make every one happy—whether
deserving or undeserving, it matters not—by liftingall out
of poverty into comfort. ‘Without money and without
price,’ i thesong, old but ever new; and it willbelike coals
of fire upon theheads of theunworthy. You know thelaw
is, ‘Sell all thou hast and give to the poor.’ Every man
must not merely bewilling;theman whose life is grounded
in love will desire so to do. But ask thesemen if theywish
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to sell all and give to the poor, and you will find scarcely
one. What doe it mean? I fear you have been unprofit-
able servants. In the face of the fact that the kingdom
was heralded as at hand long ago, and thatmen of theking-
dom were to have Christ formed within them, with their
Christ-like lives reaching out to God as the hart panteth
after thewater-brook,I fear you have taught thatthe per-
fect life is not to be expected here, but after the death of
the body, whereas you should know that there is no to-
morrow, nor ‘after-life,’ but only an eternal Now to spirit.

“Why do you apologize for your rich men, and labor to
show thattheymay be saved, when you know thatall men
must becomepoor to enter thekingdom? Don’t you know
that if these men were under thedominant power of love
theywould want to give all to help othersinto thekingdom,
and there could appear no reason why they should not?
There can be no better heaven than the present, though
you may make to-morrow better than today.

“Feed the people, before you punish them for stealing.
Take themout of poverty beforeyou expect themto be less
selfish. Would you admit a person into your homes with-
out seeking his comfort by offering him a seat? Then, as
all material comforts are thegift of nature, feed and clothe
the people ‘without money and without price.’ Employ
all your mighty productive forces for their good, as this
law of life prompts, if you would make them and your-
selves less selfish.

“Present methods of business take from the people
their opportunity to live; so that,when they go to you as
helples sufferers and ask for _work, you regard their con-
dition as an opportunity to buy them for the day, week,
month,or year, just as you would buy a horse or a cord of
wood. ‘Survive or perish; take my price or get out!’ is
what you say to them. The motive is not to do them good,
but to enrich yourselves. You conduct your business as if'
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you thoughtone part of life’s issues were more sacred and
holy thananotherpart.

“I see thelucky holders of money actuallybuy theland,
not for use, but to wring a part of theproducts out of those
who do use it. This is a mere selfish trick, for their titles
are not worth a straw. Men seem to think they can set
aside the benevolentpurposes of Nature by selfish legisla-
tion, as if the creature had become greater than the '

Creator.
“Your money-changers must also be driven from the

temple of the poor as an unclean horde. Money is simply
a lien upon products, and is secured through contributions
to thegeneral stock. It is an evidence of membershipin a
brotherly co-operation in the exchange of commodities
among producers and those concerned in their distribu~
tion; but your fraternity, by every conceivable measure
known to craft, have grasped these certificates of credit
(money),and are 0 manipulatingbusiness thatthemasses
get only about half of what they produce.

“Then there is the labor-saving machine, bought up by
capital to serve only the buyer, while the effect upon the
worker is often a direct injury. Every new mechanical
contrivance takes more or less energy from the labor end
and puts it on the side of capital; thus the workingmen’s
part becomes less and less with the coming years, and, as
new industries do not develop as fast as men are laid ofl,
theirconditioni made worse. While the standard of liv-
ing is rising each year, their income does not rise to meet
it, and the discontent of the workingmen is with good
reason made greater. These measures have all been
planned in selfishnes, and, as you readilysee, theireffect
is to swell still higher theselfish tide on the one hand and
discontent on theother. '

“These conditions-—forcing business under the rule of
selfishness, and confiningreligion to Sunday and to another
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world—are all consistent with your teachings, inasmuch
as you have relegated thejoys of religion to a life beyond.
You need not teach duty to your people, for they will not
heed, unless they discover obvious joy with it. You can
lead and allure, but you cannot drive men to duty, in any
effective way, even under the lashings of conscience. They
will perform only just enough of duty to keep out of the
yawning hell thatyou teach is awaiting them in the life
beyond. There is power in love to lead, but concience
has proved a failureas a driver.

“You seem to thinkthephysical houses you live in are
you. Your body is not you; you are the invisible, living,
thinking,seeing, loving person within. Life means more
than meat and raiment. These are conditions necessary
to life in thematerial, but not life itself.”

Aftersuch a manner, it seems to me, a holy being,alive
to the reality of the spiritual kingdom, would discourse.

We never can progress until we locate heaven and God
in this world, instead of beyond the skies. God must be
brought not alone to our world, but to us and in us.
Then, when we look for thevirtual Christ within,we shall
be compelled to give to our kingdom that sacredness and
nearness which we have been accustomed to relegate to an
uncertain distance and future. Then shall we see that
God is an unbounded, omnipresent sea of life and love,
pressing, as it were, upon every square inch of space in the
universe; and out of thisuniversal sea of good comes every
real thingthatexists. Thence the tree leaps to life with
flutteringleaves and glisteningfruit; thebird springs into
the air, sending back to its infinite source its song of joy;
the flower come forth blessing the world with its beauty
and fragrance; thecrystal brook jinglesonward to thesea.
In the jungle, love tells the story and teaches the wild
beasts to rear their young; while even the worm crawls
lazilytoward love and God. Marvelous and transcendent
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are life and love in nature. Everything that lives and
loves is the temple of God, who lives in the love of every-
thing.

If, then, people would learn the way, they must wash
and be clean, for love’s ways are both beautifuland pure.
They must wash out of their lives all but good, thateach
may be a bubbling life of beauty. On this unselfish plane,
love blossoms as the flowers. From the summit of such
lives comes the illuminating,cheering, and warming blaze
of eternal life—the Christ spirit reaching out for God.
Realizing that all good belongs to God and is one with
him, these regenerated ones feel that they are part and
parcel of the infinite Life, and so rest in peace. But the
business World and the Church, wrapped in the robes of a
selfish materialism, are wandering away from this great
illumination. They have becomewandering stars—stray-
ing from harmony, peace, and life, to unrelenting catas-
trophe and death.

 

As WE read the Gospels we see how the Divine Man was also the
great Physician; how he went about healing all manner of sickness
and all manner of disease among the people; and how as many as
touched the hem of his garments were made whole, every one. He
also commanded his followers to do the like, and founded cure as the
grand evidence of the Christian religion. His proofs of his mission
were sound bodies; the deaf hearing; the dumb speaking; lepers
cleansedj the dead raised; those who before were blind, now they see.
The channel of thiswas no learned science, but a simple command in
His name who has all the power in heaven and on earth.——J. J. Garth
Wilkinson.

 

-WE know thatall spiritual being is in man. A wise old proverb
says, “God comes to see us withoutbell;” thatis, as there is no screen
or ceiling between our heads and the infinite heavens, so is there no
bar or wall in the soul where man, the eflect, ceases, and God, the .

Cause, begins.—Emcrson.



SPIRIT AND MATTER IDENTICAL.

BY MARY PLATT PARMELE.

The tendency of this age is unitizing. Whether it be
in trade, in economics, or in political life, the movement is
the same: toward combinationsinto larger unifies. Even
human thought is caught in the great swing of thependu-
lum; and whereas, not long ago, truth seemed to lead
toward a bewilderingdiversity, to-day there is a return
movementfrom thecircumferencetoward thecenter. One
after another, great unifying conceptions have gathered
up thestraying subsciences into one larger science. Sound,
light, electricity—thingswith no suspected connection—
are found to be acting under the same laws, and to be in
factonlydifferentlyendowed membersof one family. And
when in addition to this we see the meeting and merging
of two pathsonce thoughtutterly divergent——when we see
philosophyand science, while working by opposite meth-
ods, coming to the same goal—it looks as if the time were
at hand when one universal truth is destined to swallow
up all other and partial truths.

_

It is only the other day that these two great bodies of
human thought looked contemptuously at each other
across a dividing gulf. But the disciple of reason and the
disciple of common sense now almost clasp hands across
the diminishing distance. This process commenced when
philosophybegan to concern itself with the once despised
material factsof existence. Then science discovered that
the most stupendous realities in the natural world lie in
that invisible and supersensible creation with which she
had intended to have nothingto do. In other words, phi-
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losophy grew scientific, and science, whether she would or
not, becameoccult. And now, with one end of his bridge
resting on solid earth, the one is finding a scientific basis
for his airy structure, and the other is penetrating the
arcana of speculative truth—reaching by the inductive
ladder thatmysterious realm which it was believed must
ever hang supended in theupper etherof human thought.

The aim of philosophyhas been defined as thereducing
of the number of causes. A precisely similar result in
science has reduced this complex creation to one marvel-
ously simple fact. In all the countless manifestations of
nature—in things solid and things fluid, things palpable
and impalpable, ponderable and imponderable-whether
it be the action of gases or of heat, light, sound, or elec-
tricity,it has been found thatthe last impelling fact, the
deepest underlying cause, is vibration.

If consciousness be life, and expanding consciousness
more life, or growth,thenhumanity has reached a supreme
moment in its existence; for the world-consciousness is
awakening to themost fundamental factin theuniverse-
thatunder all seeming and being,in whateverguise Nature
may appear, thefinal cause, theultimate reality, is a mat-
ter of vibration. The perceiving mind, the listening ear,
the beholding eye—al1 act by means of vibratory power;
while the things perceived and heard and seen manifest
themselvesby thissame mysterious agency. And not only
that; they are what they a.re—-solid, liquid, fluid, or gas-
eous-—simply because of the action of this inscrutable,
indwelling energy which pulsates and throbs through all
created things.

Not many years ago theworld was told thatthisearth
was not solid at all; thatit was, in fact,a mass of swinging
atoms, which were neverat rest and never in contact. Then
followed another equally “absurd” announcement: heat
and light are only “modes of motion.” Reasonable people
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were irritated at dogmatic assertions of such unthinkable
realities. Even if it were true, it was an abstraction.
Such knowledge might be interesting to speculate upon in
scientific conventions, but what practical value had it?
But, althoughtheyknew it not, thesewere thefirst rays of
a new day. And scarcely less marvelous than the truths
they have brought to light are the achievements of the
human mindin this realm of vibratory physics since the
time When Professor Tyndall, by ingenious experiments,
revealed the characteristicsof this molecular motion——its
rhythmic quality; its harmonious grouping; its afllnity
for like harmonies; the irresistible, the incalculablepower
of thesemysteriouslyendowed atoms!

Laymen cannot verify the assertions of the men who
count the pulsations of sound, heat, light, and electricity;
but the most practical and prosaic facts in our daily life
are theresult of thishigher and deeper knowledge of pro-
cesses inconceivablyminute. So, thatwhich only a short
time ago was an unthinkabledogma of transcendental
physics has become a practical,working reality.

Man has grasped streams of energy existing in thevery
heart-beatsof Nature and is using them for his own every-
day needs and purposes. The telephone, thephonograph,
the X-rays—all the new devices and daring projects lead-
ing, it not to omnicience, to an omni-consciousness-—are
based upon vibrations. If Tesla succeeds in using the
globe to convey instantaneous message to the poles and
the equator, it must be by vastly accelerated vibrations.
If the invisible light-ray penetrates solids and converts
granite walls into gauze, it is by accelerated vibrations.
And now these same vibrations give promise of penetrat-

g

ing that other mysterious wall that has hitherto divided
thespiritual world fromtheworld of matter!

The light begins to glimmer through that curtain of
eternal dark thathas baffled thehuman understandingfor
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ages. It is only feeble and dim; but withthefirst faint rays
we beginto perceive thattheregion of mind and soul, that
undiscovered country, is not a separate domain at all, but
only a sublimer part of the same familiarterritory we all
know so well. The same energ thatspeaks to us in the
common experiences of material life——in rock, sea, air,
light, warmth, and sound—and that finally disappears
from-human cognition in theform of electricity,is thevery
same energy thatanimatesour souls withhope, desire, and
love; and its language in thatsublimer realm is what we
call thought. Moreover, we are beginningto perceive that
this all-pervading, vibrating energy is not only the sus-
tainer of life, but thatit is life-—thevital force itself!

This new and startling gospel has not been brought to
us by exploring the immensities of creation. Our glasses
might have been turned forever toward the frontiers of
space without discerning it. The secret was not in the
remote, but thenear; not there, but here. It was by revers-
ing theglass and looking in upon theminute inflnitiesthat
there came this revelation, which is converting meta-
physics into physics and physics into metaphysics.

About twenty-fiveyears ago Herbert Spencer said: “It
is obvious thattherewilleventuallytake place [in science]
an integration, by which all orders of phenomenawill be
combinedand recognized as differentlyconditioned forms
of one ultimate fact.” He also said that “theproblem at
foundation is a dynamic one.” The prediction is already
fulfilled;theone “ultimatefact”in thedivinephenomenon
of existence is vibration, and the mystery underlying that
is a “dynamic one.”

The conception of an apparently solid earth composed
of oscillating atoms is bewildering. It can only be
grasped at all by emancipating the mind from its normal
idea of magnitudes; by realizing that, except relatively,
there is no great and no small; by rememberingthat our
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puny senses are set to a minute scale of consciousness, and
thatthere is an infinityof stupendous realities above and
below the point where theybegin and end.

It is perfectly conceivable thatwe might have been so
organized that our sense-perceptions would begin at the
very point where they now cease to act; that all sound-
waves less than34,000 a second might have been inaudible
to the human ear; and that where is now the region of
silence would have been music—music finer, richer, and
more subtle in its beautythan any we have ever heard in
our lower scale of perception. In just the same way, to a
differently attuned perception the spaces in which the
atoms move may be vast enough to contain theirown com-
plex systems—systems as obedient as our own visible crea-
tion to thedivineorder. The abidingand tremendous fact
is thatthingsare-—not thatwe perceive them;and we must
hold fast to the consciousness thatthingsexist quite inde-
pendently of our five little narrow windows. Moreover,
as theytranscend our tiny scale of perception theybecome
more mighty realities; and thus we learn thatman draws
nearer to the springs of omnipotence with the microscope
thanwiththetelescope.

After modern science had reduced our material uni-
verse to a mass of dissolvingatoms, it also discovered that
theseatoms are sympatheticallydrawn toward one another
by a force called “cohesion.” Whether matter is solid,
liquid, or gaseous is merely a question of the closeness of
the proximity of its particles. If these are in tight em-
brace (as they wish to be), the result is what we call a
“solid.” If thiscohesive force is resisted by theatoms, and
they become more widely separated, so thatthe force acts
more feebly,then, instead of embracing,theyglide around
each other, and there is formed what we call a “liquid.”
Then, if they becomestill further separated, they reach a
point where thecohesive fetters are completelybroken;the
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captives are free, when they are seen to have very decided
willsof theirown and no fancy for one anotherat all. They
rush swiftly apart in direct lines through space, colliding
recklesslywith everythingin their path; and in this final
conditionwe know matter as “gaseous.”

Now, what produces these changes in condition is the
imparting of greater energy to the atoms-—ordinarilyby
theagent called heat. And what is heat? It is simply an
accelerated motion in the ultimate particles which in its
early stage pleasantly quickens man's vibratory action
withwarmth; then with a greater velocity the energy im-
parted creates so violent a movement in the atoms that
they are torn from their natural connection, and we say
it “burns;” and, finally,a stage so destructive is reached
thattheparticlesare torn completelyasunderand resolved
into the lawless state called “gaseous.”

Suppose a room to be filledwithmen standing shoulder
to shoulder in a closely compactedmass; thenimaginethat
suddenly each of these men is seized with an impulse to
waltz. It is easy to perceive that either they must have
more space or their desire to dance must be restrained.
Precisely thesame thinghappens when a stream of higher
vibrations, which we call heat, comes in contact with a
mass whose particles are moving at a lower rate. These
particlesswiftlyabsorb thenew supply of energy and begin
to move with a quicker and a wider swing, thus requiring
more spacein which to act. The impulse of themen can be
restrained by walls; but what walls are strong enough to
resist theelementalpower in an atom? Withoutthinking
of themytery and themajestyof it, we point to therent in
the rock and say, “the frost has done it!”—the real fact
beingthat,at a certain moment in theprocess of freezing,
a group of inconceivablyminute particles required more
space for their work: precisely as when “expanded by
heat,” tons of granite could not hold them—thefounda-
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tions of theearthgive way beforethem. And if you would
form an idea of the magnitude of forces at work in your
garden, imagine how many horses it would have required
to have riven a boulder in two, as thatsucculent maple has
done—or, rather, as some determined particles in its
roots have done, to make room for the ampler swing of
theircreative rapture!

(To be continued.)
 

Tm-2 omnipresent and eternal conflictof good and evil is the one
themeof science, philosophy,history, prophecy, and revelation. It
is at once thegenesis and apocalypse of being. It was in theheavens
beforeAdamfell, and it is the themeof the resurrection. Satan was
nine clays falling; Adam fell only over a garden-wall. The good
Lord picked him up before he fairly struck the ground, gave him a
new suit of clothes, and told him to go to work and make a man of
himself.—JonathanB. Turner,LL. D.

 

A 1uN’s genius——the quality that differences him from every
other, the susceptibilityto one class of influences, the selection of
what is fit for him, therejection of what is unfit-determinesfor him
the character of the universe. As a man thinketh,so is he; and as
a man chooseth, so is he and so is Nature. A man is a method, a
progressive arrangement; a selecting principle, gatheringhis like to
him wherever he goes.—Emarson.

 

SINCE thesoul of man has been fashioned in accordancewith the
archetypal word of the great Cause of all things, it follows that his
body also, having been raised up to thepurest portion of theuniverse,
——the heaven,—must extend its vision, in order that,by a comparison
with what is visible, the soul may attain to an accurate compre-
hension of what is invisible.——Ph€lo Juda-us.

 

I xxow of but one lamp by which to guide my feet, and that is
the lamp of experience.——Patn'dcHenry.



THE UTILITY OF PHYSIOGNOMY.

BY PROFESSOR HOLMES W. MERTON.

Few persons realize the pleasure and profit that may
be derived from a fair knowledge of physiognomy,as the
science is now understood by those who have studied its
later developments. The reason so few are interested in
the study is that, until recently, there has been no pub-
lished workupon thesubject thattreated it fromthestand-
point of its local signs, or the regions of the face where
each mental faculty exerts a specific influenc¢.—thevital
elementof theart.

The expression of the passions and the bearingof cer-
tain individuals led the ancients to study the character of
both men and beasts through physiognomy in its older
form. Aritotle, Pliny, Galen, Zopyrus, and many other
early investigators wrote extensively upon physiognomy.
From 1770 to 1801, John Caspar Lavater investigated the
subject withenergy and perseverance. He read by what
he termed “physiognomonical sensation,” or the impres-
sions he received from persons through oberving their
general appearance, etc.; but he made no remarkabledis-
coveries and did not succeed in locating the signs of any
of thefacultiesin theface. Forty-seven years later, James
WakemanRedfield, basinghis observationupon theacute
work of Alexander Walker (1839), succeeded in locating
several of the principal signs. During 1858-’60, an emi-
nent discoverer, writing under the name of Sivartha,
reclassifiedthemental facultiesand located theregions of
influenceof the remaining thirty-six faculties in the face,
thusforming a complete physiognomicalmap of mentality.
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Since thatperiod thewriter has succeeded in locating 105
of the108 sub-faculties,making it possible to determine at
a glance the chief directions in which the primal faculties
apply their energies and capacitie.

It is evident thatno greater ource of pleasure can exist
than that by which we can understand the nature and
specific capacitiesof our friends,or know why theysucceed
or fail in social life, business, or personal enjoyment. Our
own success often depends upon our abilityto understand
those around us, whether friends or competitors, relatives
or strangers. If we judge them by their acts we may mis-
judge them,becausetheremay beelements in theircharac-
ter which, under certain circumstances, compel themto act
as they do, and which, had we but fathomedtheir mental
equations,we might easilyhave neutralized,thusdirecting
theirenergies into anotherchannel.

But thosewho have tudied phrenology,and who real-
ize the limitations of theskull becauseof its function and
inflexibilityand find it diflicultto judge characterby that
system, are frequently inclined to regard thenew physiog-
nomy as an equally diflicultart. And, so far as theappli-
cation of theart to directing others into successful profes-
sional or business life, or thebetter fillingof present voca-
tions is concerned, it certainly necessitates deep study of
the requirements of the various occupations and the
mentality of the persons so directed. We are not, how-
ever, at present considering thatphase of the subject, but
ratherthe more general side, desiring simply to arouse an
interest thereinas a meanstoward increasingthepleasures
of life and attaininggreater success throughbeingour own
physiognomist.

By taking up each feature of the face separately and
studying its signs, or indices, gradually extending our
examination to the other features, and realizing at the
same time thatsize gives power only when compared with
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other signs in the same face, and that the result of the
whole can only bemeasured by capacityto judge thequal-
ity (or texture) of the person examined, the student will
soon improve in the accomplishment and receive a con-
stant stimulus to perfect himself in the art. The “Roman
nose, quality poor,” cannot compare in power to the
“Roman nose, quality fair.” It is equally true that the
size of the head and face is of little consequence in com-
parison with the value of fineness of nerve tissue and gen-‘
eral organization. With exceedingly fine quality and
large size, there is a corresponding advantage, but gen-
erally in breadth of character rather than in special
directions.

For personal pleasure and advantage, thestudent must
learn (and he can do this in a reasonable lengthof time)
thelocation of thethirty-six“indices”of thefaculties;then
to judge thesize of thepart of thefeature where theindice
occurs; and, finally,he must study the result of different
degrees of power in the faculties themselves. After this
has been accomplished, a study of texture, quality, and
opposing functions may be taken up with great benefit.

An examinationof thefaceaccompanyingthisarticle‘
will show thereader theregions of influenceof all the fac-
ulties. Their boundariesblend into one anotherby imper-
ceptible margins, and the center of the “region” is the
center of mental influence. It will be seen that a large
proportion of the face is governed directly by the will (or
executive) faculties. The cheek, chin, and bridge of the
noe contain theruling, co-active, wealth, and commercial
faculties; the end of the nose and the forehead have the
regions of the intellectual faculties, and the side-head and
lips those of the aflections. The arrows under the names
of the diflferent faculties indicate the directions in which
the face develops under theirstimuli. In many instances

""See advertisement page viii.—En.
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it willbeseen thatbothlengthand widthdetermine power,
while in others mere fulness indicates capacity,which is
especially true of the lips and part of the nasal signs-
economy, construction, general reason, etc. Aversion,
contempt, mobility,and destruction are also determined
by fulness. Nearly all the other faculties are measured
from the auditory meatus (ear-opening), the distance and_
fulness being carefully considered.

The older systems of physiognomy led many to con-
clude that faculties were present in some persons and
absent in others, and thus they found difiiculty in under-
standinghow it were possible to determine what capacities
were or were not present. The fact was not made plain
thatall human beings have the same number and kind of
mental facultie; that these differ only in development
and quality of information and knowledge, and that any
special capacityor talent is due to such knowledgeand the
competency of thefacultiesnecessary to carry it into effect.

Physiognomy,therefore, reveals power, capacity,meth-
od, and endurance; it has little to do with transient
thoughts and emotions; it seldom refers to accidents or to
incidents. So far as I have been able to fathomits signs,
it is never fatalistic. It determines limitations only to
theextent to which theobserver is able to judge of quality
and mental harmony. To the true physiognomist, the co-
ordination of the faculties is as self-evident as thatof the
muscles of the body is to theanatomist.

I can confidently assert thatnone of the other arts or
sciences can give the inquirer a greater variety of interest,
or a larger numberof dailyopportunities to exercise his or
her perceptive and reflective faculties, than the one in
question. Physiognomy furnishes means whereby to
study and understand one’s friends, assistants, compet-
itors, and thetrangers one meets in dailylife; and no bet-
ter way can be found to cultivate the perceptive faculties,
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or to give thereasoning and intuitive powers a continually
changing supply of interesting material upon which to
exert their subtle capacities.

In its broadest sense, physiognomy delineates every-
thingknown to man. Everythingin naturevaries in form
as widely as in quality, activity, and character. The
higher theorganism, thecloser Nature clings to the law of
form; the truer she makes her physiognomy, the greater
the importance of variation in line and quality as well as
in quantity; and thegreater thephysiognomist,thegreater
pleasure he finds in the attributes of form, quality, and
proportion.

 

IN youth we are mad for persons. Childhoodand youth see all
the world in them. But the larger experience of man discovers the
identical nature appearing through them all. Persons themselves

-acquaint us with the impersonal. In all conversation between two
persons, tacit reference is made as to a third party, to a common
nature. That third party or common nature is not social; it is im-
personal; it is God.—Emerson.

 

Bnnssnn Pan [A11]—and the otherdivine ones thatabide about
this place—grant to me to become beautifulin the interior nature,
and thatthe endowments which I may possess externally may be in
harmony with those within! Let me deem the wise man to be rich,
and may I have thatamount of gold which only a discreet man can
employ!—Socrates.

 

TEE true artist, by bringing himself into absolute subjection to
rules of right action,lays himself open to thepower of God to play on
him as on an instrument, and to bring out of the human creature a
melody that the creature himself only dimly apprehends.—John
Henry Clarke,M. D.

 

Tm: humble endeavor for theTrue and the Right is an actionon
theside of theDivine majority.-—Alea:andorWilder, M. D.



ALL PHENOMENA FACTS OF OONSOIOUSNESS.

BY B. F. UNDEBWOOD.

Sound, light, heat, and all the so-called qualities of
material bodies, like fragrance,sweetness, etc., are usually
thought of as objective realities. They are conceived as
existingper sea; as dependent in no way upon consciousness;
as aflectingall organisms,but remainingthesamewhether-
cognizedor not. This view is not confinedto theignorant;
it is held by many,perhaps by themajorityof well-educated?
people, and by some who are instructed in science and are-
accustomed to close observation and careful thinkingin
their special fields of thought. In some cases it requires
years for such persons, even after thecorrect view has been
presented to them, to outgrow the popular conception.

Only thosewho possess thepower of abstract thinking-
can grasp readilythe philosophicidea thatwe know phe-
nomena only as affections of consciousness. No one who
by thinkinghas reached this conclusion can ever escape
from it, for it amounts to a demonstration and is seen to be-
a logical necessity of philosophicthought. Yet the aver-
age mind, which dwells mainlyon thingsconcrete and has
but little tie for abstraction,must thinkthatthe external’
worldi absolutelyjustwhat it appears to beto eye and ear
and sense of touch. Say to such a person thatwhere there
is no ear there is no sound, and where thereis no eye there
is no light, and he will probably reply triumphantlythat
therewas light on thisplanet long before man or any sen-
tient being had appeared, and that cataracts roared and
thunder reverberated through the heavens long before
therewas any ear to hear such sounds.
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For the benefitof those whose thought is not clear on
-this subject, a few illustrativestatements are submitted
with the hope that they may help some readers to free
themselves from the slavery of a methodof thinkingthat
is as crude as the conclusions to which it leads are super-
ficial and unphilosophic. ‘

Vibrationsof air communicatedto thesense of hearing
(theacoustic nerve) gives rise to a sensation. That sensa-
tion is called “sound.” Without a nerve of hearing there
can beno sound. Of course theair vibrateswhetheror not
therebe any living organism present, and theaerialvibra-
tions may blow down trees and buildings as well as co-
operate with the soil in causing the growthof vegetation;
but sound, being a sensation, requires not only the object-
ive factor,vibrations of air, but the subjective factor also
——consciousness, which is somehow affected by the vibra~
tions through the nerve of hearing.

Just as there is no fragrance in a rose-—the word “fra-
grance” standingonly for thesensations produced through
the sense of smell by emanations from an object that we
know onlyby theway it affects us—so there is no sound in
a ringing bell except as the waves of air, externally pro-
duced, excite the auditory nerve and cause the sensation
we call “sound.” The quality of the sound depends upon
the quality, size, and shape of the bell, as well as upon
the manner of ringing it, becauseupon these depends the
kind of vibrations which through the nerve of hearing
cause the sensation of sound.

There is no musical quality in a violin; but one who
feels “theconcord of sweet sounds” mayplay on theinstru-
ment in a way thatwill arouse “music in thesoul,” because
he i able to produce those vibrations which through the
sense of hearing cause agreeable conscious states. 80
with light (or luminousness)—which is psychical, not
physical. Thi is a sensation produced by the action of
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waves of etherupon theretina and fibres of theoptic nerve.
It may also beproduced by a blow, or by electricity,which,
while it causes luminous phenomena through the eye,.
when brought in contact with other part gives rise to
quite different sensations—sound in the ear, taste in the
mouth, ticklingin thetactilenerves, etc.

We know thatdifferent colors depend upon particular
velocities of the waves of ether, gathered together by the
optical apparatus of the eye, which impinge upon the
retina, affecting theoptic nerve and giving rise to sensa-
tions or conscious states thatappear objectively as colors»
-—blue, green, violet, etc. In some persons, vibrations as
different in velocity as thosethatcommonly cause redness
and greenness awaken identical sensation, and they can-
not thereforedistinguish betweenthem.

As some animals are sensitive to motions of the ‘air
thatto human ears produce no sound whatever, so do the

~ eyes of some creatures respond to vibrations of ether that
are below or above the luminous limits of the human eye.
If a creature can see in the dark—-1'. e., where it is dark to-
thehuman eye——the optic nerve of thatcreature is affected
by etheric vibrations to which the human eye does not
respond. It is luminous for thatcreature when it is dark
for man, becauseluminosity is a sensation, not an objective
thing.

Heat, too, is a sensation. The word heat indicates how
our body, or anythingexternal to the body, feels—how it
affects our consciousness. Conceived objectively, it is :1
mode of motion, which is only one of thefactorsnecessary
to produce heat, the otherbeingan organism in which the
motion gives rise to the sensation thatwe distinguish by
theterm “heat."

Vibrations of air and ether occurred millions of years.
before therewas eye or ear on thisglobe, and thosevibra-
tions were doubtless external factors in developing these
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organs. But only as auditorynerve was evolvedwas there
sound: only as the optical apparatus was developed was
there light. Pulsations of air do not constitute sound;
undulations of ether do not constitute luminousness;
emanationsof particles from a flowerdo not constitute fra-
grance. Atmospheric vibration is one of the factors in
producing sound; ethericvibrationsare essential to sight,
for in theirabsence theeye and optic nerve in time become
functionless and disappear, as in the cave-fish; and the
presence of material particles in the air is necessary to
-excite thesense of smell.

If all animals were to be destroyed, the vibrations of
air and ether would continue to affect vegetation; if all
vegetal life were alo extinct, these vibrations would con-
tinue to affect the earth, producing innumerable changes
on sea and land. But without consciousness and the
organ through which it is differentiated in feeling, there
would be no sound and no hearing,no luminousnessand no
seeing, no fragrance and no smelling.

We know and distinguish objects by the states of con-
sciousness which, through the senses, they produce in us.
What things are in themselves, apart from their effects
upon us and from the conscious states to which they give
rise, we do not know. The external world, as we conceive
it through our forms of perception and modes of thought,
may have no resemblancewhatever to theabsolute reality.
Between theinternal and external order thereis congruity,
but resemblance cannot be affirmed.

The conclusion of all psychological analysis is, as Hux-
ley says, “thatall phenomenaare, in theirultimate analy-
sis, known to us only as facts of consciousness.” As that
close, analytic thinker, George Henry Lewes, said:
“Whether we aflirm the objective existence of something
distinct from theaffections of consciousness, or afllrm that
this object is simply a reflection from consciousness, in

:-1.
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either case we declare thatthe objective world is to each
man the sum of his visionary experience; an existence
bounded on all sides by what he feels and thinks;a form
shaped by thereactionof his organism. The world is the
sum total of phenomena, and phenomenaare affections of
consciousness withexternal signs.” The “external signs”
are material things (0 denominated), mere symbols of
reality, necessarily associated with the senses and with
sensation. Our most certain knowledge is not of matter,
but of mind; indeed, our knowledge is confinedto “factsof ‘

consciousnes.”
 

WITHIN man is the soul of the whole; the wise silence; the uni-
versal beauty,to which every part and particle is equally related;
the eternal omz. And this deep power in which we exist, and whose
beatitude is—a1l accessible to us, is not only self-suificing and per-
fect in every hour, but the act of seeing and the thingseen, the seer
and the spectacle, the subject and the object, are one.—Eme1-son.

 

Tun; is like a ship thatnever anchors. While I am on board, I
had better do those things that may profit me at my landing than
practise such as shall cause my commitment when I come ashore.-
Faltham. V

 

Barons any of us can enjoy an ideal heaven, we have got to make
conditions in order that it may be a heaven for us, as our future
existence willbe just what we ourselves have made.—H. E. Butler.

 

Tn Light is not given to us or received by us for the sake of hav-
ing the borrowed splendor to shine with,but thatit may be assimi-
lated and incorporated into the life.—Alo2:andcr Wilder, M. D.

 

KNOWLEDGE is made by oblivion; and to purchase a clear and
wan-antable body of truth, we must forget and part with much we
know.—Sir ThomasBrowne.



FAILURES OF THE AGES.

BY BOLTON HALL.’

There was a Man; stupid was he, and brutish. Yet he
harried wild beasts and wilder men. It chanced that
men came upon him and upon his child, and the child they
would have taken for their food; but the Man withstood
them,so thathe was slain, and after all thechildwas taken
by the men. Their children wondered at the Man.

There wa a Man; ignorant was he, and fierce. Yet he
fought with beasts and savage men. And it happened
thatmen fell upon his villagersand most of themescaped,
but the Man stayed behind defending women. The Man
was killedand thewomen carried away by themen. Their
children made a mound above thebody of the Man.

There was a Man; weak was he, and dull. Yet he
strovewithchiefs and warriorpriests. It befellthatwhen
the tribe went man-catching the Man refused to help;
therefore, the priests commanded that he be burnt and
the tribewent all the same. For the man, their children
built a tomb.

There was a Man; poor was he, and unlearned. Yet
he plead with theunthinkingand with savage creeds. It
came to pass thattherulers went astray and he cried out '

to them. The rulers heeded him not, so that his heart
was broken; then he died, and the people mocked his say-
ings. Their childrencalled theMan a prophet of theLord.

§ ‘I I-

Yet, in every striving, it was given to the Soul to see
thatonly he attainethto themeasure of a Man, who with
whatoever light he has, in life or death, treads out the
pathsof God.

‘Author of "Even As You and I.”



DE PROFUNDIS.

BY JOSEPHINE H. 0LCO’.l"1‘.

Beyond the stars I call to Thee;
Over the blue etherean sea,
Across the sunset’s golden bar,
Like faint, sweet music from afar,
Thy voice, Beloved, comes to me.

What sphere so far thought cannot reach?
Soul speaks to soul in ilent speech;
A thought i sped upon the wind
Like lightning flash from mind to mind:
And thus I greeting end to Thee-
No space is there ’twixt Thee and me.

Beyond the stars I call to Thee:
Sweetly Thy voice responds to me;
Borne in vibrations soft and clear,
It falls upon my inner ear.
In vision far Thy form I see,
Star-crowned and gleaming radiantly.
Beloved voice and fond caress
Awake my soul with tenderness;
And the light of fairer skies,
Glowing in Thy illumined eyes,
Fills me with Thy happiness.
No distance, Dear, no time, no sea,
Divides Thy loving Soul from me;
We journey on from sphere to sphere,
Nor reckon time by month or year-
All is Eternity.



_

A DAUGHTER OF LOVE.

BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE.

OHAPTER II.
THE GOLDEN BOX.

Money came to Cathcartof its own accord, and did him
good. His kindly but not very strong nature expanded
like a plant in a soft atmosphere;—he would not have
developed so well under adversity. His paintings had
qualitiesof color and compositionthatmade themvaluable
as well as popular. With the manners of a man of the
world, he had a child’sheart. He was devoted to his wife,
but theyhad no children—exceptTania.

I called on themat theirnew house——an old one, leased
from another artist who was going abroad, and already
arranged interiorly for artistic ends. They put in their
own furniture, picked up in strange corners of the world,
and unique in beauty and interest. Mrs. Cathcart’s ex-
quisite household taste, combined with her husband’s
mastery of color and grouping, produced as quietly rich
and beautifula serie of rooms as ever I had seen.

I met Mrs. Cathcart for theflrst time on theoccasion of
thiscall. She was a tall, softly-roundedwoman, withred-
dih hair and gray-green eyes, one darker than the other.
From theseeyes therewas an emanationof refined passion,
which was repeated in the contour of her lips. The white
space betweenher brows was wide; her nose was Gr-eek—
she reminded me of a picture of Galatea by Watts, which
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I saw in a private house in London, and which was thelove-
liest thing he had ever painted. Her temperament was
exceedingly sensitive, capable of marvelous endurance
under stress of feeling, but liableto sudden sinkings. She
was an Englishwoman,with a gentle, undulating English
voice.

As soon a I met her glance and touched her hand, I
instinctively felt that she had intuitions to pierce the
shows of things,and thatit would beworse thana waste of
time to do any conventional society posturing. Accord-
ingly,I struck at once thechord of friendlyand easy intim- '

acythatwe maintainedeverafter. She was herself simple
and translucent as crystal; straightforward, and utterly
free from the vulgarity of disguises; but her spiritual
organization was nevertheless profoundly complex~ghe
could not be seen through. Such a woman may open her-
self to you for a lifetime,and at theend you will know only
thatmost of her remainsto beknown.

“Tom went out an hour ago,” said he;“‘but he said we
should get on betterwithouthim.” And she addcd, as we
at down on either side of the little tea-table, “You look
just as I hoped you would.”

“I hope you’ll like me,” I returned; “I like you.”
“It’s all right,” she said, with a lovely smile. “Now

I’ll make you some tea just as you like it.”
We talked of Cathcart—howhe met her; of their mar-

riage, of their travels and happiness. “We have been
knockingabout eighteen years,” she remarked;“we are old
enough now to settle down.”

“And Miss Cathcart is old enough for a husband?”
She gave me a deep, soft look. “Taniais not our daugh-

ter; she came to u a mystery. You will see her; but may
I tell you about her?”

I thought I should like to have Mrs. Cathcart tell me
about Tania (or about anythingelse) forever. One «lidn’t
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need to tell her such things; she understood by my move-
ment and countenance, and proceeded to relate thestory.

“The year of our marriage,”he began, “we went to the
Vale of Cashmere; we have made that our headquarters
ever since. We had a house-boat on the river. In June
we made an excursion toward the mountains and came
upon the remains of a rock-temple, which did not seem to
have been explored. Tom was making sketche of every-
thing. I was climbingover some sculptured rocks one
morning, in a cornerof thecave, and tepped on a flatstone,
which tilted and slipped down, and I caught hold of a pro-
jection just in time to save myself from going with it. It.
knocked down other stones, and I was left quite a height
from the floor, with no way of descending. But thenoise
brought Tom, and I was soon taken down. Meanwhile
we found thata little shrine had been uncovered, and in it
lay a gold box—wait! you hall see it!”

She rose and crossed theroom withthatleisurely,glid-
ing tread of hers, which had such a sweet suggestion of sex
about it, opened a black, carved cabinet and came back
with a serious smile touching her crimson lips and illum-
inating her sea-gray eyes, and with the box in her arms.
She put it in my hands slowlyand tenderly,as if therewere
somethingsacred about it. It was about fourteen inches
long, by half that in height and width, made of solid red
gold, nobly designed and carved. It had somewhat the‘
appearance of a miniature sarcophagus. Very ancient it
was, as thefashion of thecarving showed; yet thecontours
were as sharp as if it had been done last year. A band of
ornament, which I took to be some Oriental lettering, ran
round-theedge of it; on thecover, serving as a handle, was
carved a seated female figure, the body bending forward
over the knees, the head bowed, a sword at her feet. It
was heavy,rich, impressive.

“I have seen nothinglike it,” said I.
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“Therei nothing,”was her reply. “When we found it,
it was filledwithwhite dust, or ashes-—humanahes. We
took it to the tent; but after examining it, and Tom had
made drawings of it, we thought we ought to put it back.
That evening, however, as we sat looking at the sunset
over the Himalayas,with the box on a rock between us, a
young native woman came up and stood with her hands
joined together beneathher chin, in that suppliant way
theyhave. She was not like the natives of thatpart; she
wa very beautifuland exquisite, and how she came there
none of us could imagine. One of our bearerssaid she was
a Hebrew. She was first seen coming out of the cave, as if
thathad been her home. We asked her if we could do any-
thingfor her, and she said, as near as we could make out,
thatshe wanted to stay the night with us. So she lay at
thedoor of thetent—she would not come inside. Tom and
I slept with the box between us. But when we woke in
the morning the cover had been taken off and lay beside
it; the ashes were all gone, and in theplaceof themwas a
tiny infant, wrapped in white wool. The woman had
disappeared.”

“Andthatwa Tania,”said I, impressed as much by the
hushed and reverent manner in which the story was told
as by thestory itself. “What had becomeof theashes?”

“Taniawa there instead of them,” replied she.
Her eyes met minewitha singular expression. An odd

idea rose in my mind, but I.didnot utter it. Mrs. Cathcart
gave me an asenting look, however, as if she had divined
my thought and confirmed it. After a few moments’
silence she took the box from me and returned it to
its cabinet. ‘

“We could not do otherwise than keep her,” she re-
marked,when she had resumed her seat; “and we thought
that was what her mother——if she were her mother-had
intended.”
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“Does Tania resemble her?”
“Tom and I have often asked each otherthat. Tania is

Oriental, of course, but we thinknot so dark as the other.
Then she is dressed diflferently;the other had heavy ear-
rings, and a jeweled ornament on her forehead; and she
wore a long blue robe, with one end hooded over her head.
But, with all that, I don’t think they are alike. I have
never known any one quite like Tania, either in body or
spirit.”

“Tom told me about thatatfair with Holinder,” I said,
bending forward and studying the dregs in my tea-cup.
“He is a new man from thetime I used to know him. Tania
—er—you see a good deal of him, I suppose?”

I knew Mrs. Cathcartwould understand me to intimate
that probably Tania and Holinder were going to make a
match of it. But she did not at once reply; and, fearing
lest her silence implied that I had better mind my own
busines, I looked up. She was glancing past me toward
thedoor; and it seemed to me thattherewas a sort of greet-
ing expression on her face, as if some friend had entered.
Supposing it might be Tom, I turned; but no one was visi-
ble. Yet,as I turned again, her eyes appeared to befollow-
ing some one across the room. The next moment she re-
verted to me with a slight start and an increase of color in
her oval cheeks.

“There are other considerations, you see,” she said,
speaking with some difficulty. “We cannot tell what
Tania may do. She must decide. She has powerful
friends. You will understand when you have seen her.
And by theway, she wants to see you—she will be in the
studio, I think;willyou come?”

I followed the lovely woman through a curtained door,
along a hall with a mosaic pavement, thewindows glazed
withsheets of Oriental marbles cut so thinas to be trans-
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lucent, the opposite wall rich withsketches of Indian pal-
aces and figures; then through another door draped with
silk, and so into the studio, 9. large room of Pompeiian
effect, very strong and simple, withtheusual artistic para-
phernalia No one was there. My guide, however, passed
on to an arched portal on thefurther.side. She peeped in,
and then turned to me smilingand holding out her hand.
As I approached, I saw a small,oval room, witha smoothly
vaultedceiling,liketheinterior of an egg-shell. The walls
were turquoise blue, with gold lines; the hollow of the
ceilingwas covered with pure gold leaf, producing a most
ravishing effect. In one corner stood a tall-stemmed Jap-
anese lily;opposite, fitted to the curve of the wall, was a
divan, covered with silk cushions of pale rose color—just
the tint of thepetals of thelily.

Now, as I stepped to thearchway,I saw a young woman
in a white dress, darkhaired and eyed, sitting on thedivan
with a book in her lap. The book was large, with heavy
binding and clasp. As I caught sight of her she was
holding the book with one hand across it, the slender
fingers graspingtheouter edge, and was lookingup. There
was no definite color in her cheeks; yet she could not be
called pale. Her skin was thecolor of theorange-blossom.
Her eyes were long and pointed at thecorners, withheavy,
curving lashes; betweenthelids and thearch of thebrow
was a wide space, giving an impression of spiritual har-
mony and capacity. Her lips were broad at the center,
but finelychiseled at theends; her chin was round; her hair
flowed down along the margins of her cheeks, was tied or
fastenedlike a blacksheaf behind,and fell down her back.
The wide gaze of her eyes did not seem to encounter mine,
thoughtheywere turned upon me; theyappeared ratherto
be lookinginward on her own mind, as if she had beendeep
in reverie and had not yet entirely emerged therefrom.
She must, at that time, have been barely seventeen years
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of age; but I did not thinkof any particular age, contem-
plating her; she was a type of immortal youth. And yet,
in spite of thisvirginal, innocent youthfulness, there was
thatin her regard which made me feel thepresence of long-
past ages. I can bestdescribeit by sayingthatshe was as
one who has been in theiirst bloom of youth for thousands
of years. Perhaps angels may have a likeexpression, after
some eternities. '

Mrs. Cathcarttook my hand and drew me forward. As
she did so, I becamefor thefirst time aware thatTaniawas
not alone in thelittle room. I saw, as distinctly as ever I
saw anything,a singularly handsome man, about thirty
years old, tall and slender, but powerful, standing at
Tania’s right. There was a great brightness in his coun-
tenance—a masterful intelligence, which had almost the
effect of light. His expression was neithersad nor cheer-
ful, but intensely earnest. It was a face too regular to
be easilydescribed; but I could never forget it, if I lived
a century.

“This is our friend,Tania,” said her mother, relinquish-
ing my hand as I made a step toward the girl. The latter
rose, with the heavy book in her hands, and inclined her
head to me. I bowed in return, and then half turned,
expecting to be introduced to the gentleman whose tete-a-
téte with Tania we had interrupted; but, greatly to my
perplexity, there was no one there. There was no exit
but by the door, which was blocked by Mrs. Cathcart and
myself. Obviously,then, he must have been a hallucina-
tion of my brain. Nevertheless, until the moment when
Mrs. Cathcart’swarm fingers ceased to touch mine, I could
have sworn I saw him. Moreover, I have never been sub-
ject to hallucinations. With a quick effort I suppressed
my bewilderment and faced Tania, who had reseated
herself on the divan.

(To be continued.)



EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

VEDANTA IN THE WEST.

HE profound interest in the teachings of the Vedas that has
recently been awakened among thinkingminds in Occidental

lands will undoubtedly receive a fresh stimulus from the leading
article in this issue of MIND. It is from thepen of the Swami Sara-
dananda, and gives an outline of this ancient system of philosophy
that is at once comprehensive and authoritative. Beginning by
defining theword Vedanta and proving its antiquity, the writer pro-
ceeds to show the universal application of which its doctrines are

susceptible. We are told that, in Eastern countries-—especially
India—religion and philosophy have always been a unit; that no
deference should be paid to mere authorityper se; that the Vedantic
principles are fundamentallypresent in all systems of ethical,moral,
and religious development-—ancient or modem; that “God” is the
loftiest view of the Absolute conceivable from the relative plane;
that a process of alternate involution and evolution is the modus
opsrandi of growthin all spheres of existence, and thatman’s highest
evolutionary point of attainment is the superconscious plane of life.

But perhaps the most significant feature of this teacher’s con-

tribution is thatwhich suggests the charitable and tolerant attitude
of the Vedanta toward other religions. It contains a lesson that
we of the West should heed. It shows that the philosophyof the
Vedantist is eminently constructive; whereas the sectarian
religionists of our time and country are often not only mutually
destructive, but immersed in a common antagonism toward the
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faiths of other lands. A correspondent of the New York Tribune
(weekly edition) recently asked the editor of the query department
to define the Vedantists’ conception of Deity. The reply he re-

ceived was in part as follows:
“Their Brahma is a mere substitute for the negation of a

Supreme Being, although theywould not for the world allow them-
selves to be called atheists. Their Brahma is not, and according
to their own way of philosophizingcannot be, the Creator of the
universe, which was created by Avidya-—Ignorance! He is without
power, without consciousness, without intelligence, without will,
withoutfeeling, withoutmaterial properties and spiritual attributes.
He is in the same predicamentwiththe idol of stoue—nay,decidedly
worse ofl. The idol of stone has eyes, but it sees not; ears, but it
hears not, etc., but it consists of some material of which a proper
use may be made. But the god of the Vedantist is a phantom, I
mere abstraction, and has no existence beyond the compass of an

imaginationprone to frivolity. We doubt if most of those faddists,
as you justly call them, could give a reasonable account of and
rational arguments for what they really believe or disbelieve.”

In contrast with these sweeping statements, the high ideals so

lucidly expounded by Swami Saradananda are very suggestive.
And to show the inaccuracy of the foregoing criticism, we quote
the following paragraph from a lecture by another apostle of the
Vedanta:

“The Vedas teach that creation is without beginning or end.
Science has proved that the sum total of the cosmic energy is the
same throughoutall time. Then, if there was a time when nothing
existed, where was all this manifested energy? Some say it was
in a potential form in God. But, then, God is sometimes potential
and sometimes kinetic, which would make Him mutable; and every-
thing mutable is a compound, and everything compound must un-

dergo that change called destruction. Therefore, God would die.
Therefore, thereneverwas a time when therewas no creation.”

These thoughtful words are taken from the initial address of
the Hindu delegate to the World's Parliament of Religions (Colum- -
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bian Exposition), who was the predecessor of our contributor in the
work of promoting a knowledge of the Indian doctrines in the
United States—the Swami Vivekananda. The aim of these mis-
sionaries is not to “convert” or to proselytize, but ratherto enlighten
our ignorance regarding the Vedantic source of nearly all human
philosophiesand to soften the asperities that stand in the way of a

spiritual marriage between the East and the West. Our opening
article for this month, if read without prejudice and the bias of
preconception, should prove an important aid in this undertaldng,
and we commend it to the thoughtful perusal of every reader.

 

THE WORK OF ORGANIZATIONS.
HE importance of associated effort in furthering the interests

of the New Thought movement is becoming more and more

widely recognized by its leaders and teachers in all parts of the
country. Societies for mutual improvement and for the spreading
of spiritual truth among all classes, along various lines, are already
numerous; and we are glad to note their success both in results ac-

complished and in an increased membership.
Two associationsof the Greater New York are worthy of especial

mention: the Circle of Divine Ministry and the Alliance of Divine
Unity. The former has entered upon its second year of work, its
new headquarters being at 67’ Irving Place. The steady growth of
the organization from its beginning, and the value of the healing
and teaching that it fosters, prove the power of that faith in
omnipotent Truth which is its dominating characteristic. It
welcomes all who desire to know the Truth, regardless of creed or
of otherafliliations,and has becomea comfort and a blessing to many.
Representing no personality and no restricted line of teaching, the
Circle does not promulgate dogma, but, creedless itself, encourages
the cultivation of individuality through knowledge of the One
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Source of All. A branch will soon be opened in the lower part of
the city, where it is hoped that some much-neglected classes of its
population—boys and so-called criminals—may be reached and
taught the gospel of hope in their own infinite possibilities. Thus
will be initiated the work of evolving all that is involved in the
being of every member of the human family.

The motto of the Alliance of Divine Unity is “Unity, Progress,
and Truth.” Its headquarters are in the “Life” Building, 19 West
31st street, where a lecture is given every Thursday evening
throughout the season—either by the President, Charles Brodie
Patterson, or by some other well-known teacher of spiritual science.
The meetings are free to the public and all are welcome. The
Alliance is a branch of the Hartford, Conn., organization of the
same name—-a rapidly-growing society that is doing a noble
educational work along metaphysical lines. The meetings of the
parent body are held on Fridayand Sunday evenings, in the Cheeney
Building,and are always largely attended. The Alliance of Divine
Unity ofiers thefollowing as its Statement of Principles:

“We believe in and teach the universal Fatherhood and Mother-
hood of God—The universal Brotherhood and Sisterhood of Man;

“That One Life is immanent in the universe and is both center
and circumference of all things visible and invisible;

“That One Intelligence is in all, through all, and above all, and
thatfrom this Infinite Life and Intelligence proceed all Light, Love,
and Truth;

“That the life of Jesus the Christ shows forth the perfect ideal
unto which all must eventually attain.”

-This platform is surely broad enough for all friends of thehigher
life to stand upon. A thorough realization of these principles
should tend greatly to promote the moral and spiritual welfare of
any one desirous of living up to the best that is in him; and it is
hoped that the season’s work just entered upon will be marked by
an increased attendance at the Thursday evening meetings.
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SPECIAL HOLIDAY OFFER.

E wish to begin the new year with a largely increased list of
subscribers for MIND, as it is desirable for many reasons

to have subscriptions begin and end with the calendar year. With
this object in view, we have decided to present to all subscribers,
whose names shall be entered any time from the 1st to the 31st of
December inclusive, a free copy of the delightful novel, “Amore,”
by Elizabeth Boynton Herbert, Ph. D. The work comprises 278
pages, beautifullyprinted and bound in cloth,and sells for 75 cents.
All interested in the higher (or metaphysical)principles of life
should read “Amore”—“a book,” says the Boston Budget, “which is
the outgrowth, the inevitable expression, of a beautiful and har-
monious nature, dowered with the gift to express its beauty of
thought in literary form. A story written to embody exalted and
beautifulfeeling—feeling condensed in the expression, ‘Love is the
fulfillingof the law.’ The author’swork is especially characterized

‘ by a beauty of spirit which is but the reflection of her own, and a

transcription of an exceptionally high and beautiful life.” This
unusual ofier is made as a special inducement for one month only,
for the reason above stated, and will not be repeated. Back num-
bers will be mailed to those who wish to have their subscriptions
date from our first issue, and the premium will be sent post free to
subscribers at a distance.

 

ALL goes to show that the soul in man is not an organ, but ani-
mates and exercises all the organs; is not a function, like the power
of memory, of calculation, of comparison, but uses these as hands
and feet; is not a faculty,but a light; is not the intellect or the will,
but the master of the intellect and the will; is the vast background
of our being,in which they lie, an immensity not possessed and that
cannot be possessed. From within or from behind, a light shines
throughus upon things,and makes us aware thatwe are nothing,but.
the light is a1l.—Emers¢m.
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DON’T WORRY.
Modern science has brought to light nothing more curiously

interesting than the fact that worry will kill. More remarkable
still, it has been able to determine, from recent discoveries,
just how worry does kill. It is believed by many scientists who
have followed most carefully the growthof the science of brain dis-
eases, that scores of the deaths set down to other causes are due to
worry, and thatalone. The theory is a simple on¢.~—so simple that
any one can readilyunderstand it. Brieflyput, it amounts to this:
Worry injures beyondrepair certain cells of the brain; and the brain
being the nutritive center of the body, the'other organs become
gradually injured, and when some disease of these organs, or a com-
binationof them, arises, death finallyensues. Thus does worry kill.
Insidiously, like many another disease, it creeps upon the brain in
the form of a single, constant, never-lost idea; and, as the dropping
of water over a period of years will wear a groove in a stone, so does
worry gradually, imperceptibly but no less surely, destroy the brain
cells that lead all the rest—that are, so to speak, the commanding
oflicers of mental power, health, and motion. Worry, to make the
theory still stronger, is an irritant at certain points which produces
little harm if it comes at intervals or irregularly. Occasional won'y-
ing of the system the brain can cope with, but the iteration and
reiteration of one idea of a disquieting sort the cells of the brain
are not proof against. It is as if the skull were laid bare and the
surface of the brain struck lightly with a hammer every few seconds,
withmechanical precision, withnever a sign of a let-up or the failure
of a stroke. Just in thisway does theannoying idea, themaddening
thought thatwill not be done away with, strike or fall upon certain
nerve cells, never ceasing, and week by week diminishing thevitality
of these delicate organisms thatare so minute thatthey can only be
seen under the microscope.——Phm-maceutaicalProducts.

 

ONLY thebest is right. Of all the courses open to a man at any
time one only is right, and that is the best. The others may be in
themselves not wrong—theymay be even meritorious—but there is
one better thanall the rest, and that is the right one.—Jo7m Henry
Clarke, M. D.



BOOK REVIEWS.
VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY. By the Swami Vivekananda. 876

Ifip. Cloth, $1.50. Henry J. Van Haagen, 1267 Broadway,
ew York City,publishing agent for theUnited States.

We have received a copy of the second edition of this work, re-
vised and enlarged. It consists of a series of lectures on Raja Yoga
(or, “conqueringtheinternal nature”)and other Oriental topics, and
presents the Yoga aphorismsof Patanjali,withcommentaries. The
authoris the original representative of theHindupropaganda in this
country, which was introduced to an American audiencefor the first
time at the World’s Fair of 1893. The Swami’s exposition of
Hinduism is both convincing and minute, and the present
volume furnishes a complete analysis of theVedanta from thestand-
point of a student. It also contains a valuable glossary of Sanskrit
terms and portrait of the author. Those interested in the article
by his fellow-laborer in this issue of MIND should read “Vedanta
Philosophy,” which amplifies the principles in a most charming
presentation of the details of the system.
HOW TO BECOME STRONG. By A. B. Jamison, M. D. 64 pp.Paper, 25 cents. Published by the author, 43 West 45th

street, New York.
The fourth (enlarged) edition of this work has just been issued.

It is a most interesting and significantproduction. Emanatingfrom
the pen of a medical doctor of recognized standing, it embodies a
radical departure from orthodox conclusions. Although this is an

age of “specialism,” yet a practitioner of medicine who assumes to
cure rectal diseases without the use of surgery must certainly be re-
garded as a heretic in old-school circles. The sub-title—“Hea1th
Obtained; Ill-healthPrevented”—seems fully warranted by the six-
teen pages of unsolicited testimonials appended to the book. We
suspect that the author is a physician who unconsciously applies
theprinciples of mental science in his practice. In fact,all genuine
healing, no matter under what form it is accomplished, is more or
less the result of silentmental action. Dr. Jamison’s book contains
over a hundred illustrationsand is beautifullyprinted.
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THE BREATH OF LIFE. By Ursula. N. Gestefeld. 63 pp.Cloth, 50 cents. Published by theauthor,New York. [For
sale by The Alliance Publishing Co.]

The authorof this dainty and pleasing little book is one of the
contributors to this issue of MIND. The sub-title of the volume is
“A Series of Self-treatments.” There has long been a demand for
such a work, suggestive in both ideas and text, by which the reader
should be enabled to help himself. The book is certainly true to its
title, every thoughtbeing a life-giving inspiration and a ready aid to
spiritual development. Simple and direct in presentation, it is a
capital work to put into the hands of earnest truth-seekers of every
class. Eminently practical in contents and neat and attractive in
appearance, it will doubtless be a popular holiday gift-book.
ZELMA THE MYSTIC. By Alwyn M. Thurber. 380 pp.Cloth, $1.50. Authors’ Publishing Company, Chicago.

The sub-title of thisbook is “White Magic versus Black,” which
is suggestive of the thoroughlyoccult character of the story. The
author’saim is to make practicaland of dailyuse thediscoveries thus
far made in the psychological realm. In this he has apparently
succeeded, for the situations are never far-fetched, though some-
times" startling. Incidentally the story teaches a valuable lesson
along philanthropicand humanitarian lines. Mr. Thurber’s in-
genuity in showing how applicable to all the affairs of human life
are theprinciples of metaphysics is highly commendable. The book
is embellished with several beautifulhalf-tone illustrations.
PRACTICAL METHODS TO INSURE SUCCESS. B Hiram E.

Butler. 76 p . Paper, 10 cents. Esoteric Pubhshing Co.,
Applegate, Cal.

A course of five lessons in thescience of living thatcontains much
valuable advice and sound sense. The supreme importance of self-
mastery in all walks and conditions of liie is pointed out in a prac-
tical way; and, although the author, in his enthusiasm, lays down
some rules that are unnecessarilyrigid and severe, yet his book can
be read with profit by either sex, especially the young. The vital
functions of life are in our day receiving more intelligent attention
than formerly,and Mr. Butler’s teachings are worthy of serious con-
sideration.
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PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF THE JAINS.

BY vmonann 3. GANDHI, B.A., M.B.A.S."

In theconcludingparagraphof theProspectus of MIND
I find the following suggestive words: “While granting
due credit to Hindumetaphysicsand themysticismof the
Orient in general, we are yet inclined to look for the
developmentof a Western Psychology thatwillharmonize
withtheconditionsof lifein theOccident, at thesame time
tending to promote the spiritual welfare of the race as a
whole.” This statement seems to whisper in my ears that
“Hindu”metaphysics has not been able to ofler the right
solution of the various intricate problems of life that are
staring in the face of the Western thinker. By “Hindu”
is meant, of course, the special phase of Vedanta philoso-
phy that has been presented to the people of the West
during the last four years.

I am glad that the truth in Vedanta has come to the
shores of this country. It would have been much better,
however, if thewhole truth lying back of thedifferent sec-
tarian systems of India had been presented, so that a
complete instead of a partial view of India’s wisdom
might have satisfied thecravingof deep students. But the
history of the religious and philosophic progress of the

‘Jain Delegate to the Parliament of Religions, World’: Columblnn
Exposition, and Honorary Secretary of the Jain Association of India, at
Bombay.
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world shows that sectarianism takes a long time to be
transmuted into universalism, and so we shall have to
wait.

Besides “Hindu” or Vedic metaphysics, there are
systems in India not based on theVedas and Upanishads,
and are thereforeclassed as heterodox by theVedists, who,
however, it must beadmitted to theircredit, do not consign
them to the “uncovenanted mercies of God,” as some
Christian sects have _done. These are the Buddhist and
Jain systems. Much has been written and spoken on
Buddhism,but very littleon Jainism. In thisarticle, there-
fore, I intend to present a short sketch of thelatter, in the
hope thatHindu metaphysics may receive proper consid-
eration in the Occident.

“Jain” (or, more properly speaking, “Jaina”)means a
follower of Jina, which is a generic term applied to those
persons (men and women) that have conquered the lower
natur<.—passion, hatred, and the like—and brought into
prominence the highest. The Jain philosophy,therefore,
bases its doctrine on the absolute necessity (for the real-
ization of truth) of conquering the lower nature. To the
undeveloped or insufficientlydeveloped observer, it is the
conquering of the lower nature; to the fully developed, it
is the realization of the perfect.

There lived many such Jinas in thepast, and many will
doubtless yet be born. The philosophyof theJains, there-
fore, is not essentially founded on any particular writing
or external revelation, but on the unfoldmentof spiritual
consciousness, which is the birthright of every soul.
Books, writings, and scriptures may illustrate, wholly or-
in part, this truth; but the ultimate fact remains that
no mere words can give full expression to the truth of‘
Jainism, which must be felt and realized within.

I have been often asked, “What is the origin of the
universe, according to theJain view?” We might as well
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ask: What is the origin of Being? What is the source of
God? etc. Philosophyin theprimitive state (logically,not
chronologically) postulates an external, simple substance
from which it attempts to explain the multiplicity of the
complex. Philosophyin thissense assumes various forms.
All of themattempt to interpret the law of causation,and
in that attempt many, fatigued after the long mental
strain, stop at some one thing, element, or principle
(physical or metaphysical), beyond which they have not
mentally the abilityto go. Some (for instance, the Ionic
philosophers)called it water, fire, or air.

The Sankhya philosophy, in India, tried to explain
evolution and even cosmic consciousness and the growth
of organs, etc., as proceeding from the simple substance
called Prakriti, or primordial matter. Modern science
evolves all life from the simple protoplasm. In tracing
every effect to a cause, when these philosophers stop at
something they contradict themselves by not extending
and applying the law of causation to what they call the
“first principle.” Dr. Paul Deussen, Professor of Philoso-
phy at theUniversity of Kiel, in Germany,very truly says,
with reference to Causality (“Elements of, Metaphysics”):
“As space and time are without limits, so also the net of
causalityis necessarilywithoutbeginningor end;” and he
gives the following demonstration: -

“(a) If it were not without beginning,we should have
to assume a first state of things. In order that this state
might develop, a change would have to occur in it, which
change would itself again be the eflect of a foregoing
change,” etc.‘

“(b) The chain of causalityis withoutend, inasmuchas‘
no change can take placeat any time withoutproceeding
as an elect from its suflicient cause.”

‘This is the rock on which splits the cosmological argument, which
otnflomids the metaphysical principle of salvation (God) with tho-
physicsl principle of creation.
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Jain philosophy,therefore, is not the doctrine of illu-
sion, nor of emanation, nor of creation. It is rather the
doctrine thatteaches the inexpugnabilityof various prop-
erties inextricably combined in a thing. Hence, the
aflirmation of only one property would be true so far as
one side of the question is concerned; but it becomes false
when it rejects other sides—imp1ying thereby that the
very existence of thatparticular side depends on theexist-
ence of other ides. Jainism emphasizesat thesame time
the fact thatat any particular moment it is impossible to
express in words thiscomplexityof truth (thoughpossible
to realize it in consciousness), for words always take for
expression more moments than one.

This teaching is also known as the doctrine of many-
sidedness. For instance, theuniverse is eternal as well as
non-eternal. If themanifestations,modifications,develop-
ments, and activities are left out of consideration, what
remains of the universe is eternal. If merely those modi-
fications, etc., are taken into consideration, that side of
the universe (which is not a diflerent thing from the
universe, but only a different aspect), is non-eternal. That
is the only way of coming to a correct understanding and
definite knowledge.

Sankaracharya, commentator of the Vedanta-sutras,
has fallen into a great error when he states that the Jain
doctrine should not be accepted because“it is impossible
thatcontradictoryattributes, such as beingand non-being,
should at thesame time belongto one and thesame thing;
just as observation teaches us thata thingcannot be hot
and cold at the same moment.” The Jains do not teach
thata thingcan behot and cold at thesame moment. But

‘ they do teach that a thing cannot be hot absolutely, and
cannot be cold absolutely; it is hot under certain definite
circumstances, and cold under others. The Jains do not
teach that being and non-being (of itself) should at the
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same time belong to one and the same thing. What they
teach is that in a thingthere is being (of itself) and non-

being (of other things),which means thata thing can be
fully known only by knowing what it is and what it is not.
Sankara, in fact, creates a man of straw, imputes to him
certain imaginary doctrines, and by refuting them he
knocks him down. That is his glory.

Let us now see what the Jains have to say about the
Vedic systems of philosophy. Guna-ratna Suri, the com-
mentator of a Jain work on “Comparative Philosophy,”
says:

“Although the various schools of philosophy,through sectarian
bigotry,difier from and contradictone another,still thereare certain
aspects of truth in themwhich would harmonize if they were joined
[into an organic whole]. For instance, the Buddhists advocate
momentariness of things; the Saukhyas maintain etemality
Naiyyayikasand Vaiseshikasbelieve in independent etemalities and
non-eternalities, being and non-being, community and difference,
and eternality of the Word. The Mimausakasaflirm eternality and
non-eternality,separateness and identity,being and non-being,com-
munity and difierence, and the eternality of the Word. Some pos-
tulate either Time, Nature, Necessity, Karma, or Purusha as the
origin of the Universe; and theMonists, who advocate thedoctrine of
Word-Brahma-Gnosis,believein their identity. The different aspects
of truthaccepted by these sectarians, when related to one another,all
together become one grand truth; but, ii they do not join hands,
they contradict one another, and in so doing they are changed into
‘the flower of the sky’ [which is not a real thing,but an illusion of
the mind] .”

The Jain philosophy teaches that the universe—the
totality of realities——is infinite in space and eternal in
time; but the same universe, considered from the stand-
point of the manifestations of the different realities, is
finite in spaceand non-eternal in time. Particularparts of
the universe have their cyclic laws corresponding to the
laws of evolution and involution. At certain periods
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'Arhats, or great Masters (Saviors of mankind),are born,
who, through love, sacrificeof the lower nature (not of the
real Self), and wisdom, teach thetrue doctrine. Referring
to that part of the world known as Bhtarata-Khanda
(India), the last Arhat, Mahavira, was born 598 B. 0., in a
town called Kundagrama,in the territory of Videha. He
lived seventy-two years and reached Moksha (the perfect
condition) in 526 B. 0.

The Jain philosophy also teaches that each soul
(Atman) is a separate individuality,uncreated, and eter-
nal in existence; that each individual soul has lived from
time withoutbeginning in some embodied state, evolving
from the lower to thehigher condition through the law of
Karma, or cause and eflect; that so long as the Karmas
(forces generated in previous lives) have not been fully
worked out, it has, after physical death, to form another
body, until through evolutionary processes it unfolds its
absolute purity. Its full perfection is then manifested.
This perfection of theindividuality is theJain Nirvana, or
Mukti. The individuality is not merged into anything;
neither is it annihilated. The process of thisdevelopment,
or salvation, may be said simply to consist in right
realization, right knowledge, and right life, the details of
which are many.

I will now say a few words about Jain Psychology.
There are five Gateways of Knowledge, all unfolding
throughthelaws of evolution and Karma. The first is the
senses. In thelowest form of life, thereis only one sense——
thatof touch. In higher form of life, thereare two, three,
four, and (as in animals, birds, fish, and men) five senses.
Through the sense a limited form of knowledge is
unfolded. The second source is study and reading. The
thirdis Avadhi,or thepsychic faculty,throughwhich finer
and more subtle things are known. The fourth is mind-
knowing, by which the mental processes of others are
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known and understood.‘ The fifthis AbsoluteKnowledge,
in which all limitations of body and brain are removed.
This state is not a loss, but rather the acme, of conscious-
ness.

All these stages come to the ego, not of themselves
but through persistent elfort and exercise of free will, or
rather by making the will freer and freer. Personality
is the mere physical but subtle gathering of excre-
tions through which the individuality becomes unfolded.
Personality is thereforechanging every moment; theindi-

‘

viduality is for every moment the particular stage of
unfoldmentof theego itself, and is consequently thebearer
of thesins and sorrows, pleasures and enjoyments, of mun-
dane life. In absolute perfection this bearing nature is
thrown ofl like a husk, and the ego dwells in divine and
eternal bliss. It is not destroyed, nor is it merged into
anotherego or in a Supreme Being; and if thequestion be
asked whetherin this state of Mukti (deliverance) there is
one ego or a pluralityof egos, I would answer in thewords
of theJain Master: “ThatAtman by which I experienced
myself and my essence through self-realization—that I
am: ‘neithermasculine, feminine, nor neuter; neither one,
two, nor many.”

Now I come back to the quotation withwhich I began
thisarticle. The Vedanta metaphysicsteaches thatsalva-
tion comes throughknowledge(of Brahman). It is not the
potential that through eflort and conquest becomes the
actual;and we are furthertaughtthatthatwhich is is real
now. On the other hand, Jainism teaches that from
the ideal and transcendental standpoint you are

‘This is not to be confounded with telepathy, or direct thought-
transference, in which a conscious relation has to be established be-
tween the agent and the recipient, since in genuine mind-knowing the
developed man knows the mental activities of others without their
trying to communicate them to him.
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Brahman; but its eternality, the real Mukti, comes from
work and knowledge together, not from one alone.
Through work and knowledge, Jainism says, the individ-
ual develops and unfoldthepotential; therefore,thestate-
ment, “I am Brahman,” would be interpreted by a Jain to
mean—I am Brahman only inherently, or in embryo; I
have the capacity or the actual possibilityof Brahman;
what I am implicitly must become explicit. There is a
vast difference between the implicit and the explicit.
Those who do not recognize this difference would never
make an attempt to becomerationaland free.

The doctrine of the Jains known as Syadvada, or Ane-
kanta-vada, it is proper to aflirm, in thewords of a writer
in America-
“is competent to descend into the utmost minutiae of metaphysics
and to settle all thevexed questions of abstruse speculation by a posi-
tive method [not merely asserting no its’, na its’, not so, not so]—to
settle at any rate the limits of what it is possible to determine by
any method which the human mind may be rationally supposed to
possess. It promises to reconcile all the conflictingschools, not by
inducing any of them necessarily to abandon their favorite ‘stand-
points,’ but by proving to themthatthe standpoints of all others are
alike tenable; or, at least, that they are representative of some
aspect of truth which under some modification needs to be
represented; and that the Integrality of Truthconsists in this very
varietyof its aspects withintherelationalunity of an a1l-comprehen-
sive and ramifying principle.”

 

H1: who knows that power is in the soul; that he is weak only
because he has looked for good out of him and elsewhere, and, so
perceiving, throws himself unhesitatinglyon his thought, instantly
rights himself, stands in the erect position, commands his limbs,
works miracles; just as a man who stands on his feet is stronger than
a man who stands on his head.—Emerson.

 

Lovr emanates from heaven, and is developed on earth.—Aloz-
under Wilder, M. D.



A PSYCHIC LAW IN STUDENT WORK.

BY FLOYD B. wILsoN.

Progress in school work during the last fifty years has
been most significant and encouraging. The actual work
done in our preparatory schools and colleges, embracing

’ eight years of study, seems stupendous when compared
withthatperformed during thesame period half a century
ago. Students then carried a distinct pallor on their
faces; now theyare ruddy withtheglow of health. There
is much to besaid in favor of themethodthathas brought
about such results.

Divers causes may be assigned for this advancement.
In part, it may be ascribed to better teaching; but one
may ask, What brought about thatimprovement? Again,
it may be attributed to the ascending scale of more gener-
ally diffused intelligence; to the more systematic courses
of instruction from the primary schools onward; or to the
advanced age and its demands, etc. Giving to each of
these factors its full measure of credit, to my mind the
true cause—thereal factor—isbehindthemall. It is to be
found in a psychic law, which has to some extent asserted
itself by bringing under its direction the consciousness of
both teacher and student. If thisbe true, a full recogni-
tion of thelaw may make all student-tasks light and elim-
inate drudgery from student-life. Although the general
health of students to-day is good, yet we still have too
many of what physicians call “broken constitutions,”
under pressure of thework demanded to attain high rank
in theclasses. If a knowledgeof thislaw will relieve this
pressure, who would not welcome it?
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Let us ee if we can discover it. At the beginningof
the year’s work in the autumn, the conscientious student
will find that it usually takes him some weeks, satisfac-
torilyto prepare any lesson. In fact, the task seem any-
thingbut a part of himself; they are foreign to his whole
composition; there is not the least blending between him
and them. Even though he may make a good record in
his class, he knows he has been repeating information he
has gathered—not presenting knowledge he has made his
own. After a few weeks, however, the blending begins;
lessons are more easilymastered, and he has entered into
friendlyrelations withhis foreign acquaintances. This is
the natural result of careful study, we say, and thatis all.
If a natural result, there must be a cause—a law, within
which there may be volumes thatshould be lodged in our
consciousness.

All good students have fixed hours in which to prepare
each dailylesson. If you were to ask thisor thatone why
he selected a certain hour for Latin, anotherfor geometry,
another for Greek, etc., he would probably say he did not
know—he began the term that way, and kept it up.
Anotherequally good student in thesame class has proba-
bly made a different selection as to the hours when he
prepares his lessons. Each feels confident thathis plan is
best for himself, and each is right.

We talk too much about “unconsciou” mental action.
Even ome of our metaphysical writers do not seem to
recognize thatsubconscious mental action is anythingbut
unconscious. It often results in the highest intuitive
knowledge. To distinguish between conscious and sub-

"conscious thought is to take a long step toward the
attainment of the wisdom of the Yogi. In selecting the
hour for thepreparation of a lesson, thestudent is usually
directed by subconscious thought-action—he always is
when he finds thathour congenial for special work. The
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psychic law we are trying to formulate, therefore,embraces
both time and method.

In some cases theselection of thetime for workon each
study may not be important. If the student come to his
work with a heaviness that makes him feel half-wearied
beforehe begins, he would best sit quietly passive and ask
thehour he should select for thetask. Often he will hear
the answer so suddenly that he will exclaim, “Who said
that?” Sometimes he may hear the single word, “Now.”
We are all more or less aware of these spontaneous
answers or suggestions; but have we been conscious of
their origin? This is the only way intuition can speak.
Let the student learn to trust it. The hour rightly se-
lected, let him rememberthattheattainmentof knowledge
is not a cramming process. He is not about to try to put
something inside: he is trying to learn how to use what
is already there.

If the student has given no time to metaphysical
studies, I would suggest that he practice the plan herein
outlined. “Mental development” has always seemed to
me a misnomer, for development suggests a workingover by
the introduction of something new. Instead of develop-
ment, there is simply an unfolding. One is not adding new

powers to the mind: he is simply calling forth the latent
ones. Each study rightly pursued will aid in doing this;
and the unfolding,or uncovering, can be made a series of
delightful incidents which always uplift and never break
down.

First, the student, by his work, cultivates an

atmosphere of attractiveness and force. The etymology
and syntax of his Latin grammar fillhis thoughtwith the
exactness and perfection of that tongue. He images the
men who mastered thatlanguage as men of force—men to
conquer. Virgilexpands theimagination,linkingmortals
to immortals; Cicero’s periods bewilder him with their
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brilliancy. He finds himself mentallywatching for some-
thing beyond the mere meaning of the words and their
logical relationship to one another. This puts the mind
in condition to receive the vibrations from the ethers in
harmony with the atmosphere created. It means the
unfolding, or the awakening to knowledge, not the
crowding of something into a storehouse that was filled
long ago.

The student, secondly, has selected the hour to begin
work in each tudy, and understands thatno change is to
be made in those allotments. Next, he is to drop all
thought of learning difllcult tasks, or of self-sacrifice for
knowledge. There is no self-sacrificeabout it; he is giv-
ing thesehours to theunfoldmentof powers within. This
“work”is now his season of communicationwith his real
selfhood. Its vibratory force he does not know, but he
soon becomes conscious of its relationship to Infinite
force; and, merged in this intermingling, the remark of
Emerson, as to theimpossibilityfor one to tell “where man,
the effect, ceases and God, the Cause, begins,” grows
luminous with meaning. Instead of his “learning” the
lesson, all nature seems to have come to his aid; he has
absorbed it, not memorized it. This task is not a foreign
substance to beplaced in a receptaclecalled mind. It has
now become an integral part of his selfhood. He cannot
lose it, and, though memory has been an aid in grasping,
thepossibilityof forgetting it is not tenable for an instant.

Such an absorption of a lesson occasionally comes to
every student. If the psychic law and vibrations of
“atmosphere”bereligiouslyobserved (and fixed hours held
solelyfor thespecial workeach day areprimaryrequisites),

_

such absorption or assimilationwill delight the student
and bring to him the joyousness of intelligent unfold-
ment during those seasons that formerly seemed
hours of toil. He should, of course, start each day
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in as happy a frame of mind as he can. This cheerfulness
may require a little effort at first, because the
student may have been in the habit of thinking these
study-hours wearisome. However happy the mastery of
the lesson may have made him, its accomplishmentmeant
work. Even after it was finished, he may have turned to
the next task with some fears that memory might prove
treacherous the following day. But with a true recogni-
tion of mental unfoldment, which this method will soon
bring, there can be no possible lodgment for fears of any
kind.

As studies are usually arranged, thestudent never has
more than five recitations a week—sometimes not more
than four. He has been accustomed to devote, therefore,
but four or five seasons of study to the particular weekly
subject; yet there are seven days in the week. This has
been a grievous error. His subconscious thought started
him right, but the requirements of the curriculum upset
much of the psychic power he had begun to accumulate.
There must be no break. The hour must be kept daily-
Sundays and Saturdays and all holidays alike. The
student may shorten the time somewhat, if the lessons
cannot be made to fill it; but he should start always at
precisely the same hour each day. The prevailing idea
that the mind needs rest is true enough; but to abandon
the sitting even one day in each week is to disturb both
atmosphereand vibrationsand to fetter unfoldment.

When thevacationseason opens, and thelessons of the
year are passed, then a new unfolding begins—possibly
withoutany appeal to books. The onlyembarrassmentin
thisdailywork may be found, perhaps, in the fact thatat
least a portion of it willbeperformed in theafternoon, and
Saturday afternoon is a delightful time for bicyclingand
matinees. As to one day in theweek, from eitherof these
amusements, the student need not be barred. If riding
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when thehour comes, let him rest his thoughtson thelast
lesson studied and image to himself what it brought. He
can do thesame thingat thematinee, and lose no essential
part of theperformance.

Students who fairly test this method will never turn
from it. If its philosophy interests them, and it surely
will, they may later enter upon its consideration. It will
bring themto thatoneness of life of which so many speak
withoutgrasping thedeep meaning contained in theword
Unity. As the vibrations between the atoms of solids
give strength and density thereto, so the vibrations from
soul to soul unite the life-forces of the universe and make
possible individual appropriation of Infinite Power.

 

WAS IT LEVITATION?
Mrs. Robert L. Stevenson, widow of the celebrated novelist, has

arrived from Samoa on her way to England. She mentioned to a

reporter for the San Francisco Call the following incident:
“About six weeks ago, during the middle of the night, every

one else about the house was asleep, when suddenly, without noise
of footstep or sound of any kind, I was lifted violently from my bed
and thrown across the room. Twice this was repeated, until, in my
despair, I thought I had fallen into the hands of a midnight assassin.
Fortunately, I took no harm, and then, when I had calmed down,
I came to the conclusion that there had been a violent earthquake.
But the doors were fastened, the locks were intact, and no one had
entered during the night. Burglars were out of the question; and,
as to theearthquake, nothingabout thehouse was damaged, not even
a piece of crockery broken nor a picture throwndown. And no one
else had been disturbed during the night!”

 

Ir is only through the morning gate of the beautiful that you
can penetrate into the realm of knowledge. That which we feel
here as beautywe shall one day know as truth.—Sch'llor.



HOW WE MAKE OUR ENVIRONMENT.

BY omnnns BRODIE rurmnson.

In connection with the imaging faculty, we should
' consider environmentand its eflectson thelife of man. The

world is just what we make it: heaven would come to us
here and now if we would become truly related to our
environment. To illustratemy meaning, let me relate an
incident thatoccurred some years ago.

I was one of a numberof persons thatwere seated in a
large, pleasantroom. Pictures of merit were on thewalls,
and beautiful bric-a-brac was displayed in an artistic
mannerabout theplace,thewhole giving an air of comfort,
if not luxury. Outdoors the autumn winds played havoc
with the leaves, and at intervals the rain fell in torrents.
A lady was seated at one of the windows looking out on
the scene—a frown darkening an otherwise pretty face.
While she sat there, another lady entered the room. The
visitor had been out in thestorm and therain was dripping
from her garments, but her face was bright and happy.
The lady who had been sitting near thewindow arose and
greeted her, remarking: “What a horrible day it is to be
out in—-nothingbut rain, wind, and black clouds!” The
otherreplied: “Why,my dear, thesun has been shining all
day—at least I have thought it was!” After a few min-
ntes’ conversation she went out once more in the storm,
tranquil and happy, whiletheother lady turned to one of
the company, remarking: “I think Mrs. Blank has gone
crazy since she has taken up mental science. The ab-
urdity of her saying that the sun had been shining all
day, and such a miserable day as thishas been, too!”
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One of these ladies had been in a bright, cheerful room,
without any so-called physical discomfort; the other had
been out in rain and wind. Which of the two was crazy?
I leave that for the reader to decide; but there can be no
question as to which was getting the more happiness out
of life.

Afterall, theheaven withinshapes theheaven without;
beautyof thought relates itself to thingsbeautifulin the
outer world, and refuses to see thediscordant side of life.
Inner harmony recognizes the outer harmony. “To the
pure, all thingsare pure.” People are continually finding
fault with their environment, and feeling that in some
way they are not getting their just dues, when they are
actually reaping the fruit of the seed they themselves
have sown.

As we are going to try to view all sides of our subject,
let us beginwiththephysical. We live in a country where
there are extremes of heat and cold; where one season
follows another in quick succession; where summer’s lux-
urious foliage disappears before the blasts of coming
winter, and thegrassy meadow is soon hidden by thesnow.
Each season, however, seems necessary in the grand econ-
omy of Nature; each has its own peculiar beautyand pleas-
ure. It is characteristicof human nature thatone person
will love the springtime best of all the seasons, while
anotherrejoices in summer; anotherfindstheautumnmost
suited to his pleasures and needs, whilestill others think
theyget most out of winter. If one person could combine
within himself these varying valuations of the different
easons, or could learn to adapt himself to the different
changes of climate, etc., greater happiness of mind and
uniformity of satisfaction throughout the year would
result.

When we recognizethemany likes and dislikesregard-
ing these things, we are led to ask: Are different condi-
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tions and feelings the results of the seasons, or are they
due to the way in which people relate themselves to the
seasons? Persons thatbelieveonly in the material side of
life will say that “constitution” is at the bottom of the
matter, and that a “delicate” constitution will thrive
better in one eason than in another. Just here we might
ask, What makes a constitution delicate or otherwise? We
willnot stop to discuss thisquestion now; but willsay that
we must look to man’s mental conditions, ratherthan the
physical, to find the reasons for a weak and delicate or a
strong and robust constitution.

One thingto be observed in thestudy of environment is
that anything man fears possesses (for him) a certain
amount of evil. He looks on thingsas good or evilas they
seem to affect his own life for one or the other condition.
If he believesthatthrough dampness, draught, or sudden
change of temperature, he has “taken cold” or has some
otherphysicalailment,thenthesethingsfillhi mind with
fear and are regarded by him as evil. It is themental con-
ception thatmakes a thinggood or bad, and theevil thing
has always a bad effect on the body, whilethe good thing
has always the opposite effect. It is easy to see, then, in
the light of this, the reason for the expression, “What is
one man's food is another man’s poison.”

At certain times we go out in thecold air and feel very
chilly;again, when it is much colder theweatherseems to
have no effect upon us. In summer there are times when
we feel the heat much more than at others. The fact is
thatwhen the mind is in a state of poise we offer greater
resistance to heat and cold. A mind that is at peace with
itself will ofler far greater resistance to sickness and dis-
ease of all kinds than one thatis filledwithdiscord.

The mental attitude we should assume, then, in order
to get in tune withour physical surroundings, would seem
to be as follows: First, all the seasons are necessary, and
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whatever is necessary must be good. Again, allow the
mind to dwell on thebeautyand grandeur of Nature in all
her moods-—in sunhineand cloud, in calm and storm; feel
thatyou are at one with all, thatthePower thatbrought
you into existence is makingitself manifest in all. In other
words, becomeone withthewhole force of life, and realize
thatall thingsare workingtogether for good. Rejoice in
the sunshine and in the storm: the same energy acts in
both. God as truly covers the earth with snow as with
grass. “Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto
night showeth knowledge.” All we see about us in the
materialworld are God’s words moulded into visible forms,
and if we would only becometruly related to these forms
they would all serve to strengthen us.

The wrong thoughtswe image in mind (which relate us
to environment in the false way) are the thingsthattend
to weaken our bodies and to fill our minds with fear and
unrest. We should try to see thebright and the true side
of things in the outer world, and should cease grumbling
about theweather-itonly makes it seem worse when we
take that course. Let us make life happier and better
worth theliving by pointing out the good thatcomes from
what heretofore we have looked upon as evil;we thusshall
make a new environment for ourselves in thiswondrously
beautifulworld we live in.

econdly, the way we become related to people is a‘
question to which we may have given little if any thought;
but on thetrue relationship of life depends all thatis here
worth having. The world about us takes on brightness or
gloom precisely as we are related in thetrue or false way
to life. The thoughts we think and the habits formed
through thoughtprocesses are the cause thatoperate for
freedom or bondage. Through unreal mental pictures-
the false imaginings of life—-we are building about us
wall that shut out all natural light and freedom; and.
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having shut ourselves in, we complain of our environment,
when, with the assistance of the people with whom we
have become falsely related, we have made it just what it
is, or ratherwhat it seems to be.

How, then, we ask, is environment made? We make
the false variety through allowing the mind to picture
unreal states of existence. We becomerelated to theweak
and diseased side of life by thinkingthoughts of weakness
and disease for ourselves and others. Our thoughtreaches
out and unites withsuch thoughttheworld over, so thatall
the weak and diseased people on the globe become our
nearest relations; our thought acts on them and theirs
reacts on us, and so it all goes to swell the discordant
thought of the world. Again, thoughts of poverty and
want enter the mind and invariablyseek their own level,
and the seed planted brings its inevitable harvest of pov-
erty and want. Or we send out the vultures of slander,
malice, hate, jealousy, and revenge, hoping thereby to
injure others and rejoice ourselves; but theeternal law of
God stands in the way, and we are made to realize that
“whatsoever a man soweth, thatshall he also reap,” and
theshame and misery we had hoped to heap on others have
returned to curse our own lives. Karma acts. Well said
the Master: “Do men gather grapes oi‘ thorns or figs of
thistles?”

Again, we allow our minds to become filledwith anx-
ious thoughts; we worry over the little things of life and
becomestillmore apprehensive over thegreat things. And
yet we know, if we would only take time to think, that
thesemental states do not betterour conditionin any way.
Indeed, they bring to us the very thingswe fear; for it is
a fact that the things we dread are attracted to us just
as surely as thosewe love. Thus we continue to build up
an environment and become more and more discontented '

with theresult of our labors. “The hand thatsmites thee
is thine own.”
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Life is what we make it; if we have filledit withgloom
and discord in the past, so that all the happiness and
health(wholeness)has departed from it, we have thepower
within ourselves, if we will to use it, to correct the errors
of thepast by forming new relationships,which shall work
for righteousnes and truth, creating for us in turn a new
environment. Thoughts are living entities, which inevit-
ably clothe themselves with form. Control and direction
of thought are the prime requisites. Whatever you wish
to be or to do, picture thatideal clearly in mind, and then
willto have it take form.

“I WILL be what I WILL to be.” We can safely take
thisgroundwhen our willsare in harmonywiththeuniver-
sal Will. When we are willingthe thingsthat are good
and true; when we are thinkingthoughts of health and
strength, of kindness and goodness—thoughts that are
beautifuland harmonious—theyare going forth from us
to unite us with the health-giving, hopeful, courageous
thought of the world. We are not only beautifyingand
strengthening our own lives, but are giving health and
happiness to others; and the more we give the more we
shall have to give.

The, world about us is a great vineyard, and the
thoughtswe thinkare theseeds we plant. Every seed will
bear fruit after its kind. If we sow the seed of the thorn
and thethistle,we reap thornsand thistles;if we sow the
seed of kind thoughts, words, and deeds, we shall reap
accordinga we have sown, “for whatsoever a man soweth,
thatshall he also reap.”

 

HE who is immersed in what concerns person or place cannot
see the problem of existence. This the intellect always ponders.
Nature shows all things formed and bound. The intellect pierces
the form, overleaps the wall, detects intrinsic likeness between re-
mote things,and reduces all thingsinto a. few principles.—Emarson.



HEREDITY—TRUE AND FALSE.

BY M. E. CARTER.

Overand over again we hear theword heredity employed
to explain singularities, eccentricities, and remarkable
traits displayed by members of the human family. He-
redity is a sort of scapegoat upon whose back are laid
especially faults and peculiarities that seem otherwise
inexplicable. But this theory eliminates individuality
and removes personal responsibility,leaving mankindthe
victim of an order, or rather disorder, which certainly
cannot awaken our admiration for the cause of such a
conditionof things. Happily,however, we are not obliged
to accept any man-madetheory,or theology,since we may,
each and all, employ our God-derived faculties in working
out thisas well as every other problem thatconfronts the
soul during its journey from its Source back to its Source,
after it shall have fully unfolded all its involved powers
and possibilities-—havingdescribed the great “circle of
necessity” which begins and finds its completion in God.

A question frequently asked by students of Divine Sci-
ence is: “What about heredity?” Few are contented at
first withtheanswer, Your only heredity is from God your
Source. Deeply rooted in thementalityof mankindis the
opinion that family features and characteristics, as well
as what we name gifts and graces, talents and special
traits, are inherited much in the same way that estates
and money are handed down from parent to child. Racial
characteristics and features also are attributed to he-
redity. Accepting this belief (since it is not knowledge),
we are left stranded and hopeless, and thus become the
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helpless victims of our ancestors’ follies or the lucky
recipients of their desirable traits.

If by “heredity” we mean thatwhich is handed down
from parents to children,or from generationto generation,
we might ask, Why is there ever any variation in the
type, for we do see extraordinary differences? Why are
the childrenof one familyoften so entirely different from
their parents, and also from one another? Why is not
this handing down continuous? Why do we see “odd”
members in a family where all the others resemble one ‘

another? Why is it not always the same in all families?
In form, feature, taste, and capability, is there not

usually more dissimilarity than likeness in almost any
family? Do all themembersconform to one type of color-
ing, feature, and characteristic, or do they not? Why,
if heredity be a fact,is thereany unlikenessbetweenbroth-
ers and sisters, parents and children? You may find in one
family a musician, an artist, a dullard, and a “good-for-
nothing.” The same ancestry for all, and yet what marvel-
ous differences among them—-some amiable, others the
reverse; some upright, others capable of overreaching
their fellows; a whole family standing well before the
world, and one of its members causing shame to all the
others! The same may be noted regarding personal
appearance—one great beautyin a whole familyof plain
persons, or one ugly-lookingmemberin a familyof hand-
some ones. In order to find a satisfactoryexplanation,we

‘

must look deeper and seek for more reasonable causes for
these differences than in the threadbareword “heredity.”

What would become of our independence as spiritual
entities if we should be forever really in bondage to our
ancestors, and if we must be like them whetherwe will or
not? How often we hear peculiarities and “queernes” of
individuals attributed to the fact that some ancestor had
similarqualities! Persons discussing an eccentricity of a
memberof their familywill cudgel their brains and hunt
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through theirrecords to find out why thatone has certain
talents or trait so unlike all the rest. If they discover
any near or remote progenitor who evinced a like trait or
talent they are content, and thinktheyhave made a satis-
factory and valuable discovery—solved the problem.
They never seem to realize that they are acknowledging
themselves and their children to’ be puppets, and yielding
up the precious right of each human being to be an indi-
vidualized soul, expressing its best possibilitiesindepend-
ently of any ancestor. Why must I be like any other
human being? Why may I not be my own individual self,
and prove my divine origin by manifestingmore and more
thatI am a child of a perfect Source?

The same erroneous idea has been handed down con-
cerning disease. I remember hearing a cousin of mine,
who had married an Englishman, say thatgout and rheu-
matism alternated in her husband’s family,and as he was
“gouty” their children would have rheumatism. She
accepted the traditions of the elders, and calmly recog-
nized gout and rheumatism as a part of the familyentail.

Heredity, as the term is usually employed, is certainly
a dogma, since it is somethingasserted but not proven. A
dogma is an opinion handed down, not a changeless
principle. A dogma may become a demonstrated fact,
and then we may properly name it a principle. Heredity
has yet to becomeworthyto be so named, and thesigns of
thetimes point to its extinction even as a dogma.

Let us consider, first, so-called physical heredity. In
former times it was said thatevery seven years in the life
of each human organism thereensued an entire structural
change, not an atom in the body being identical with any
thatcomposed it at thebeginningof thatperiod. Hence,
a babecoming to birthseven years ago would now, accord-
ing to thattheory,have an entirely new body. Later inves-
tigation, however, resulted in the declaration that every
month there is a decided change in each human body; and
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Camille Flammarion, who is one of the most advanced
scientists of to-day, states that every eleven months the
human organism undergoes an absolute renewal, all the
old atoms during that time being replaced by new ones.
And now we are even told that every three months an
entire change takes place. '

In thefirst instance, then,a man or a woman, living to
the age of eventy, would have possessed during that
period ten entirely new bodies; or, according to the later
developmentsof science, at thatage would have used more
thanseventy different bodies from the first birthdayto the
seventieth. In either case, what becomes of thedogma of
physical heredity? At one year of age, the first body has
gone to mingle with other organisms, and a new one has
been built by the entity thatcame to an earth-motherfor
expression the year before. To explain physical like-
nesses, then,we must look elsewhere, instead of setting all
down to heredity, which is only another word for
remorseless fate.

In the case of a baby, under one year or newlyborn, we
might reasonablyexpect to see some likeness, especially to
themother, in form and feature, and even for a longer time
while the baby-life continues. The sensitive infant might
show a likeness owing to its close association with the
mother, and while drawing its nourishment from her.
Later on, thechildbeginsto take other food, and certainly
rebuilds its growing body from independent material, so
that, when it has passed its second year, all “physical
heredity” must have vanished. Then it has a new body,
its own, and may be as free from bodily likeness to its
parents and ancestors as if it had neverhad any relations.
Whence, then, the likeness? Whence the so-called trans-
mission of features, traits, disease, deformity,talents, gifts,
and objectionable as well as desirable characteristics?

We must look for cause where cause is alone to be
found", m'z., in the world of thinking—themental realm.
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There only shall we find the explanation of what has
baflled thephysicistand every scientist who, in his experi-
ments and calculations, has ignored mental and spiritual
force.

We know that the soul, or the self-conciousness, of
each and every ego is eternal; that the speck of time
bounded by the cradle and the grave gives us no adequate
conception of eternity; and thatevery soul coming to-day
upon this planet, using a baby shape, has been for aaons
unfolding consciousness—we know not how or where: but
we do know that this earth-expression is a long way from
the so-called beginning.

Realizing the varying moods and mental conditions to
which those who are not self-centred subject themselves,
we shall begin to see why thereare so many differences in
membersof thesame family. Is it not reasonableto think
that the unfolding soul-consciousness seeking for expres-
sion on theearth plane should go (or gravitate) by a law of
its own being to the parents and the environment best
suited to its degree of development, and thence on to
furtherexpression? We all seek congenial associations as
we journeyalong in thislife. The adage,“A person is known
by‘ thecompany he keeps,” may beapplied to souls seeking
expression on the material plane. We are all just where
we belong. Each soul inevitablyseeks and finds its place,
in an orderly way, for further unfoldment. Each makes
its own choice, and‘ free will dates further back than our
material scientists have realized or acknowledged.

When we rememberthatevery causemust have a legiti-
mate effect, also thatevery cause is thought formulated-
an idea, or a mental picture—we shall understand many
eflects thathave hitherto puzzled us. Thinkingprecedes
every manifestation; it builds the body; it is the al1-dom-
inating force. We are all absolutely free to choose what
we will think. In therealm of ideas, no tyranny can exist
except thatto which we passively yield. If we permit our-
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selves to be- hypnotized—to hold unquestioningly ideas
suggested to us by others—weare in theattitude of rulers
who have abdicated thethroneof dominion and permitted
thosewithoutauthorityto rule in our domain of thought.
Self-imposed bondage to the thinkingof others is what
ails many people to-day. They are allowing others to
stamp upon their mentality thought-forms that are false
and consequently detrimental to all impressed by them,
whetherknowinglyor unknowingly.

Independent, individual thinking is what all should
learn to cultivate and to regard as their dearest right,
never permitting the slightest infringement tupon this
prerogative by another. We are free-born in this respect,
but parents, teachers, guardians, and religious advisers
too frequently ignore this fact, weighing children down
with theirown ideas and opinions, which later in life they
must throwoff.

_If a child shows independence in thinking,it is often
called “obstinate,” and made to sufler for it by those who
should know better. Instead of this, their elders should
hail with gladness every sign of mental independence,
helping thechildto cultivate its innate powers and to make
thebestof its possibilitiesin every way. Childrenthatare
run into moulds prepared by theirelders make poor human
specimens, and sooner or later thewhole pattern has to be
recast by theindividualentity; for every soul coming to an
earth-motherfor expression has its own fate to rule, its
own destiny to work out to completion.

Free will and choice belong to each and all alike; for
God, the supreme, overruling Good, is no respecter of per-
sons, having made of one blood all the families of the
earth. This one blood is the eternal substance.;Spirit.
We need to bear in mind that,whilewe can give to no one
freedom, we can and should leave all their own freedom,
and not rob them of it through misdirected zeal.

(To be continued.)



WHAT IS MEDIUMSHIP?

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

By “mediumship”is meant whatever faculty in human
nature enables one person to communicate with another,
each with all, and all with God. It may, therefore, be
considered in a broad and high or in a low and narrow
aspect; and although theformer is theonly one that calls
forth admiration and respect, yet as scientific questioners
we must not refuse franklyto consider even the disagree-
able phases of a'subject of boundless import and universal
interest.

We are all mediums or mediators of some sort, in some
degree; and as our mediumship or mediatorship depends
only so far as its excellence is concerned upon theworth of
our characters and thenobilityof our aims, thedispassion-
ate student of psychical phenomena—in these days as in
times of old—must be prepared to discuss not only chafl
and wheat, but also tares and wheat, growing up together
in every field. Chaff is a necessary accompanimentto the
kernel of the grain, which during stages of immaturity
must" be protected by it; but tares planted by an enemy
(to use a gospel simile) have to be treated from a different
standpoint.

Mediumship, when undefiled,may be compared to the
entrance of light througha window-pane, theglass serving
as a medium through which a connection is established
between the occupants of an apartment and people and

‘ things outside. There is much confusion in popular
thoughtregarding thetrue and the false, the genuine and
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the counterfeit, the lawful and the unlawful, in medium-
ship so-called, not only in avowedly spiritualistic circles
but among outsiders who profess no acceptance of spirit-
ualism, but are interested in one or more phases of psychic
science or psychical research. The “two-minds” theory of
Professor T. J. Hudson has caused much comment, but has
given little real satisfactionto inquiring intellects, simply
becausethe authorof “The Law of Psychic Phenomena”
has failedto account for much thatcannot beexplained on
thedual mind basis. That we possess a subjective as well
as an objective consciousness seems very clearly estab-
lished, from the ever-multiplyingtestimonies in proof of
telepathy, or direct thought-transference; but there are
other manifestations of psychic force, which have led to
thepublicationof LilianWhiting’s wonderful experiences,
both alone and with Mrs. Piper, all tending to suggest a
fulfilmentof Kate Field’s prophecy: “I look to science to
prove immortality.”

For nearly fifty years, spiritualists have been insisting
thatmediumship is a “gift” on theone hand, and that, on
the other, it can be developed by sitting in circles with
congenial companions. Although these statements seem
contradictory, yet they are not necessarily irreconcilable.
Much depends upon the meaning attached to the word
“gift.” In one sense we are all gifted by God, through
Nature, withwhatever we enjoy; but when we talk of the
gift of sight, etc., we do not mean to convey the same idea
as when we say thatwe receive gifts from friends on cer-
tain occasions—birthdaygifts, for example. If “gift” and
“endowment” are harmonious terms, then there is a
mediumitic gift and a mediumistic endowment; conse-
quently, it is by no means absurd to acknowledgeone’s
possession of the germ of the power and then seek by a
rational eductive process to express what is contained
therein.
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Sensitiveness to an unusual degree is a concomitant of
exceptional mediumship; thus the remark is often heard:
“All persons are mediumistic more or less”—a broad and
safe assertion, as theextreme of “more” may be very much
indeed, and theextreme of “less” so little as to bescarcely
discernible. Mediumship of a physicalcharacter—such as
abilityto becomethemeans for themoving of furniture by
occult agency—does not usually accompanya very refined
organic development, though in the case of D. D. Home,
and a few other noted mediums of that type, an extreme
delicacy of nature coexisted with other attributes.
Automatic writing, about which we often hear much in
connectionwithMrs. Underwoodin Americaand Mr. W. T.
Stead in England, seems to imply voluntary rather than
involuntary passivity, as both these psychics are strongly
endowedwithindividualityand are indeed forceful charac-
ters. Various kinds of purely mental mediumship seem
due to intellectual receptivity ratherthanto peculiarity of
physique, as telepathy is oftener demonstrated between
persons naturally attuned, regardless of their distinctive
idiosyncrasies, than as a result of protracted or laborious
effort to evolve the telepathic faculty. ‘

Everybody has had rare experiences suggesting some
phase of mediumship; and, were we all to live imple,
healthy lives, our mediumistic susceptibilities would
increase in normal and apparently supernormal ways,
whileof abnormal or aberrantmediumshipwe should hear
absolutely nothing. The devotees of spiritualism are
inclined to identify all modern mediumship with ancient
seership, or prophecy, which of course they extol; but the
defamers of thecult are wont to declare thatthemediums
of to-day are the lineal descendants of thewitches, necro-
mancers, and

_

other evil-doers whose practises are
denounced in thePentateuch. Probablya thoroughinves-
tigationwould compel theadmision thatwhite and black
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magic coexist at thishour, even as theydid in Egypt when
Moes and the court-magicians of Pharaoh encountered
each otherand proved thelimit of theirrespective abilities
to produce marvelous phenomena.

Wherein does blackmagicdiifer from white? Wherein
does the use of mediumship vary from its abuse? Such
questions are not hard to answer, thereply being—justas
the proper use of the tongue and the hand differs from
lyingand smiting. These memberscan beemployedwisely
or unwisely; and in order to prevent the misuse of a
faculty,we should advocate, not repression, but thehighest
moral culture.

Simple delicacy of physical structure, coupled with
intense nervous susceptibility,may account for the fact
of mediumship pure and simple; but, if the student of
psychism is to grasp something of the law whereby
mediumship may be made a blessing, ethical considera-
tionsweigh heavilyin theargument. In thelight of recent
scientificdisclosures it is not diflicultto accept thepremise
thatwe are in themidst of an unmeasured and seemingly
soundless sea of psychic influence, and that according to
our sensitiveness to impression do we becomeconscious of
our contact therewithand position therein. The medium-
istic temperament par excellence is a highly nervous one;
but by nervous I do not mean “neurotic.” One’s nerves may
be very highly strung and ever ready to respond to subtle
vibrations; yet the possessor of such delicate nerves may
enjoy excellent health and be far removed from mental
derangement. “Nervousness” is a disease if we attach to
the word an exclusively pathological significance; but
when we employ it in a broader and more liberal sense-
as, for example, when speaking of thenervous as one of the
leading “temperaments”—we may well admit that a
highly nervous organization,though very sensitive, can be
an entirely normal one.
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Extreme nervous susceptibilityexposes one, of course,
to many influences unfelt by persons whose sensibilities
are less acute. There is nothingsupernatural or uncanny
about clairvoyance, clairaudience, or any other phase of
legitimate mediumship, regardless of whether we admit
the spiritualistic or the telepathic hypothesis, or (what
seems wiser thaneither) a combinationof the two.

Agreeable to thepolicy of MIND as declared in its Pros-
pectus, thetime is ripe for a fearless, all-sided examination
of the psychic prob1em—a proceeding that is well-nigh
impossible in places where evidence has to be pared down
so as to bring it withintherestricting confines of even the
broadest sect.

_Telepathyis a very important and interesting phase of
mediumship, but it does not by any means exhaut the
subject, though Professor Hudson and his admirers would
make it do so. Clairvoyance and telepathyare so closely
allied that we cannot altogether separate them, however
much we may sift; then, again, we are confronted with
clairaudience,which frequentlyaccompaniesotherphases.
Psychometry, as advocated by the venerable Dr. J. R.
Buchanan, seems to cover the entire ground of medium-
ship, as it is declared to includemessagesfrom apostles who
dropped their garments of flesh more than eighteen hun-
dred years ago and themost recent and triflingimpression
received by holding an unopened letter in one’s hand or
pressing it to the forehead.

.

The sixth-sense theory, often adduced as an explana-
tion of mediumship, is founded in verity, though theterm
may not be acceptable. There is nothing,however, repug-
nant to reason in the idea of a sixth, or even a seventh
sense, as we know of many persons that have but four
senses, whilesome enjoy only three. To such person five
senses must seem inconceivable. On the other side of live
there may be ample room for six or seven; and, as these
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higher or additional senses assert themselves with ever-
growing prominence, we may yet come to regard the
possessor of only five senses as we now look upon him who
has but four. Many theosophiststeach thathuman senses
have been developed one by one, and palmists show that
fingers are products of evolution, for the elementary or
lowest type of hand is almost devoid of thumb.

Without,however, insisting upon a sixthsense, we may
account for mediumship in all its mental phases on the
basis of a logical theory of hypersensibility. This theory
disposes of spiritualistic jargon, while it offers a reason-
able interpretation of the phenomenal experiences for
which many non-spiritualistsas well as spiritualists vouch.
Spirit-return is a misnomer, but spirit-communion is an
acceptable and adequate term.

The case herein presented for mediumship stands prac-
tically thus: (1) Mediumship is simply extraordinary
sensitiveness in one or more directions. (2) The mental
action of humanity is far‘ greater than physical appear-
ances may prove; therefore, it is possible for two or more
persons thatare psychically in harmony to receive tidings
of each other regardless of their physical whereabouts.
(3) It is the sub-self, or “subjective mind”—and this may
bemore correctly termed theinner and also thehigher self
—thatis the seat of the telepathicfaculty,which pertains
to immortality; therefore, proportionately as this is
developed do we become mediumistic in the sense of
consciouslyrealizingthepsychic presence of friendswhose
physical frames may befar away. (4) It is but rational to
teach thatto the spiritual man or woman the barrier of
material paceare non-existent; therefore,actual spiritual
companionship can be and often is distinctly realized
between those yet living on earth and the so-called
departed. (5) Frugal habits, quiet employments, and
earnest aspirations, coupled with occasional seasons of
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retirement from the world’s hurly-burly,are well-proved
aids to the detection of psychical realities; therefore, all
desirable varieties of mediumship are best unfolded by a
life of healthyusefulness, from which inordinate devotion
to materialconcerns is studiouslyexcluded. (6) Whilethe
fact of mediumship may exist irrespective of moral excel-
lence, thequality thereofis largely dependent thereupon.

It is of the utmost importance to individual and social
welfare that ethical considerations should direct all psy-
chical investigations, ‘as through the universal law of
affinitywe can come into closest spiritual relationshipwith
such states of thought and feeling as accord most closely
with our own.

 

Mnnmusnrr, both for physical manifestations and of a psycho-
logical character, is purely constitutional. It can not be bought or
sold. It does not depend on moral or intellectual development. We
have seen wonderful physical manifestations through individuals
of most questionable morals, and received communicationsin writing
of a very satisfactory character, from departed friends, through
ignorant and inferior persons. As every medium has a personality
more or less positive, every one colors his communications in a more
or less decided manner. Each has a peculiarity of his own. Subtle
difierences in organization allow certain manifestationsmore readily
thanothers; and, by a permutation of innumerable conditions on the
part of the medium and spirit, a wonderful variety of phenomena
resn1ts.—Hudso-n Tuttls.

 

Tm: most natural beautyin theworld is honesty and moral truth;
for all beautyis truth. True features make the beautyof a face, and
true proportions the beauty of architecture, as true measures that
of harmony and music.—Earl of Shaftoabury.

 

Tim immortality of man is as legitimatelypreached from the in-
tellections as from the moral volitions. Every intellection is mainly
prospective. Its present value is its least.-—Emcrson.



srmrr AND MATTER IDENTICAL. '

BY MARY PLATT PARMELE.

(C’oncluded.)
There is a greater expenditure of energy in making a

drop of dew thanin buildinga cathedral. This sounds like
hyperbole; but it is a modest statement compared withthe
followingby Professor Tyndall:

“I have seen wild stone avalanches of the Alps, which
smoke and thunder down declivities with a vehemence
which stuns the beholder. Yet to produce enough snow-
flakesfor a childto carry has required an energy competent
to lift up these shattered blocks and pitch them to twice
theheight from which they fell.”

But there is still another quality existing in the ulti-
mateparticlesreferred to in theprevious article. They are
not mechanicallyor aimlesslybeatingand throbbingtheir
hearts away in space. There is music and poetry in their
atomic souls. Shakepeare and Beethoven were not held
as firmly by the laws of rhythm as are they; but most
marvelous of all is thatother divine attribute withwhich
they are endowed—s3/mpathy. Not only do thingssinging
the same rhythmicsong respond (audiblyor inaudibly)to
their sympatheticnote, as is well known, but theyhave a
physical afllnity for each otherthat is flrst made manifest
in the mutual attraction of the ultimate particles of mat-
ter——an attractionwe have named cohesion.

We find, therefore, that in the heart of all created
thingsthereexists an atomic movement; that,by stimulat-
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‘ing this action, forces of an inconceivable magnitude are
evolved; and that, by a sympatheticquality that belongs
to thissoul of matter, it responds to kindred rhythms,and
harmonious afiinities draw like unto like. While velocity
is a measure of power in thisrushing stream, it is sympathy
that determines its course and hence the fate of matter,
The dancingatoms are theslaves of rhythm. They have an
unappeasable hunger for harmony, and move inevitably
toward other atoms singing the same music. So, while
vibration is the underlyingcause of all things, it is sympa-
thetic vibration that determines their relations, and that
has brought an orderly earth out of nebulaa.

It was also found thatthisvibratory force was acting
not alone upon thegrosser constituents of matter, but that
the ethereal particles were subject to the same general
laws: that sound, heat, light, and electricity are only
ascending grades of the same pulsating energy, growing
more subtle, more terrible, with each new manifestation,
until it disappears from therange of conscious perception.
But does a comet cease to exist when it passes beyondthe
range of our telescopes? Dare any one amrm, does any
one believe, that vibratory energy has reached its maxi-
mum in electricity? or that there may not be an ether
'flnerthanany we have yet conceived, which is themedium
for forces as far transcending electricity as that so-called
fluid transcends the slumbering atom in the heart of a
stone? Still deeper, and still nearer to the heart of all
created things-—perhaps in those inter-atomic spaces—
may there not exist an ocean of this superlative ether
"whose swifter atoms are singing a more compelling music
thanthatof electricity?

Whither are these soaring conceptions leading, if not
to thatregion of spiritual energies which is the source of
-«all things?

- We have seen thatlife flrst manifests itself in theinor-
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ganic—in a single rhythmic movement;—and that it
becomesorganic through more and more complex streams
of energy drawn by harmonious afiinities, which act and
reactupon one another,thusproducing an infinityof forms
of life, until the organism of highest complexity has been
reached in man: a creature godlike in his capacities,
because, slumberingin the recesses of hi soul, are aflini-‘
ties for all harmonies. The first task for thisexalted being
was naturally the subduing of the inorganic world to his
own uses. In order to do this,he must be sane and practi-
cal, keeping close to the teachings of his senses. These
served him well in the simple tasks of his infancy,and he
grew to trust themimplicitly. But thetime came when he
found that these teachers deceived and misled him about
many things; of an infinity of other things they brought
him no report at all, and were entirely ignorant of some of
thevery facts he needed to help him in his wider grasp of
inanimate nature. For he had discovered that it was by
drawing upon the resources of the invisible that he made
the greatest strides toward universal dominion, and that
therushing atoms in thefurnacecould accomplishmore in
an hour than a thousandhorses in a day. In other words,
man had outgrown his senses, and had begun to inhabit
theair as well as theearth.

In one of the simplest manifestations of rhythmic
energy, the ear responds to its pulsations. Then at a cer-
tain limit the music fades into silence; and after an inter-
val to which we have no sense attuned it is revealed to the
nervous organism as heat. Then disappearing, simply
because in our small equipment there is no receiving
medium, it again appears as light; and, finally,theethereal-
particles having attained a tremendous velocity, the slug-
gish and infrequent senses again awaken to its presence,
and we call it electricity: we attach it to our wheels and
spindles precisely as we harnessed steam a century ago,
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and in just the same way—simply by using the energy of
its rushing atoms to move therod and piston in theengine.

As Samson ground at the mill for his captors, and as
Hercules came down from heaven and sat spinning with
the women, so the compelling hand of man has brought
this mysterious, uncomprehended Giant down out of the
.skies to light his cities, to carry his burdens, and lightly to
pick up his commerce and skim with it across the plains;
6. e., he has harnessed thevibrationsthatfirst sang to him,
then warmed, and afterward rejoiced him with color
and nourished him with light.

But did the music cease when thelimit of his ear was
reached? Far from it. The heat, light, and color sing to
him; and electricity (not thelightning flash,but theenergy
behind it) is music, color, light, and beautysupernal; and
far transcending that must be the bright effulgence and
theentrancing music of thought—thatall-subduing motion
in the spirit of man which is bringing nature into sub-
jection, and which in its highest manifestation, prayer,
must indeed “likean angel sing.” Plato says that“poetry
comes nearer to vital truth than history.” And when
Shakespeare said:

“There’s not the smallest orb which thoubeholdest,
But in his motion like an angel sings.”

he said it because he was a seer, and was taught not by
encyclopedias,not by theprinted word, but by the Univer-
sal Spirit thatwhispers “vital truth” and divine realities
to us all—which fall, alas! on unheeding hears. And a.
still deeper truth had come to the delicately attuned ear
of the poet when he added:

“Such harmony is in immortal souls;
But whilst this muddy vesture of decay
Doth grossly hedge us in, we cannot hear it.”

It has taken human reason three hundred years to
attain thisvital truth,which genius seized in one illumin-
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ated moment! Moreover, he divined anotherundiscovered‘
law, which he saw clearly mirrored in the soul. And he-
spoke withabsolutely scientificaccuracywhen he said:

“Thatman who hathno music in himself,

The motions of his spirit are dull as night!”
There must be music in himself, or the music from without
does not come. George Herbert expresses thesame myste-
rious thoughtwhen he says:

“Herbs gladlycure our flesh, because that they
Find their acquaintance there.”

Great thoughtsand sublime conceptions came to Ooleridge~
and to Wordsworth and to Emerson because they found
“theiracquaintancethere.” Every flyingatom is seeking-
its natural mate; every force in the universe is hunting up
its kindred, and goes where it finds “acquaintance”; it is.
the quickening of themotions thatbrings radiance; but as
the motion dies, all is “dull as night,” and “affections”'

grow “dark as Erebus.” The statement could not have
been more carefully exact.

But even withoutthehigher consciousness of thepoet,
and simply by judging the unknown from the known, are’
we not irresistibly led to the conviction that the energy
that has its home in the human mind and soul is only a-
still higher and more ethereal manifestation of that ener-
gizing stream which, with increasing velocity, deals ever-
with finer atoms and retires further and further from the
visible and sensible creation to which our gross organism
is attuned? Atevery step it grows more subtle, more resist-
less, until, as a physical force, it has vanished so utterly
from the horizon of our consciousness that a rose-leaf
would not tremble at its breath; and it wields only those
vast creative energies to which gravitation and all other
known laws governing matter are subject.

When we conceive of one supreme and compelling har--
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mony pervading all creation, and drawing this ocean of
energy, with all its manifestations, into its own divine
rhythm,and thatthingsare excellent and true and beauti-
ful only as theyapproximateto its divine perfection; when
we see that this supreme harmony is in its very essence
creative, and that discord (or failing to conform to its
divine law) is in its essence destructive and means disinte-
gration and dissolution, what are we to think? Does this
not define the Creator and Sustainer of the material
universe; and does it not explain that eternal and un-
quenchable hunger for the Divine of which religion is the
eternal expression? And may it not be that there is
another and a better name for this mysterious attraction
that is drawing irresistibly together atoms and worlds
and souls, and finally all things toward 8.. central Soul?
May it not better be called Love?

Now, these are some of thethingsthat Vibration whis-
pers to the attentive ear. There are no mysteries——only
processes capable of rational explanation. If the energy
in thesoul acts in precisely the same way as the energy in
matter, it is because they are the same; it is because the
soul is only thevanishingend of the same substance. And
thati why poets speak “vital truth.”

If theenergy in a stream be restricted too much by its
banks, it ploughs a deeper channel, becauseits atoms will
have room. And, in a way just as material, the soul-atoms
do thesame thing—furrowingdeeper channels it they can-
not expand superficially. It is a simple problem in dynam-
ics; and so is every human emotion, and every relation in
human experience. Each human being is a complex of
rhythms,inclosed in one encompassingrhythmthatdeter-
mines the tone of the whole and diiferentiates thatgroup
from all others; that is to say, man is a complex of count-
less fine streams of energy conditioned in varying harmo-
nies, which are held together and made individual by one
inclosing harmony.
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This encompassing rhythmthat sets the bounds to an
individual is what the banks are to a stream, thewalls to
a house, thebark to a tree. The movement of its atom is
slower, more deliberate, and less subject to change than
theimpetuous fluid forces which it is its provinceto guard.
Its time (or rate) is what we call “temperament,” as that
term suggests; and thecollectivequalityof its rhythmswe
call “character.” In no two beings is it ever the same.
Temperamentand charactercombinein as many types as
thereare men walkingtheearth. The movement is slow in
some and swift in others; feeble and ineffectual in some,
firm and compelling and dominatingin others; in one sing-
ing a fine, delicate rhythm, and in another music, harsh
and strident. If a bell sings clear and true it is becauseits
every atom is obedientto thelaw of harmony; so, by a sense
finer thansight or hearing, we know when charactersings
true. It may have onlysmalltreasure to guard—its atoms
may be singing only a simple song—but we trust it; and,
withunconscious accuracyof speech, we say it has “tone.”

Characterhas need to be firm and true; for, just as the
freed atom is drawn into new aflinities, so are men invited
hither and thitherby alluring harmonies. They act and
react upon one another, changing, modifying, moulding,
combining,and finally—ofthesurging mass, withits swift-
flowing currents—-making that larger and still more com-
plex organism called “society.”

When two persons are in proximity,theenergy of each
strives to impart itself to theother; and if therebe identity
of rhythm, it makes sweet music, and we call it “friend-
ship,” or it may make those more rapturous strains that
we call “love.” Again, it may be that the rhythms,
although both are true, are yet so utterly unlike thatthey
can never mingle; and with every apparent reason for
liking, they are conscious of having nothing in common.
And thereare otherswhom we like, perhaps even love, and
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yet theymay exhaustand fatigue us. Our flaggingspirits
lackbuoyancy and our wings lose their liftingpower, sim-
ply becauseour store of harmonies has been drawn upon
with no resulting music.

All these phases of human experience are dynamic: the
way of energy in the world of physical atoms is precisely
its way in the soul of man. And when we say a person is
“consumed with grief,” we are asserting a physical fact.
The atoms of that soul have been loosened from their
moorings and torn apart, just as are physical atoms by the
energy of fire; and only some healing stream of harmony,
or thatgreat, all-inclosingrhythm from theDivine Heart,
will bring them into relation again and still thepain.

Good and evil, health and sickness, success and failure
—our longings, our aspirations, our friendships, and our
loves, human and divine——can all be rationallyexplained
by this conception of a spiritual world (which is only a
sublimer natural world) and of a creation that is not two
detached hemispheres, but one perfect sphere. It makes a
philosophycomplete in all its parts—a philosophyof hope,
not of despair. For that there is a Cosmos, and not a
Chaos, proclaims the supremacy of a triumphant creative
principle. This fair and orderly creation bears witness
thathealthis stronger thansickness,and thattheprinciple
thatbinds together is triumphant over the one that tears
apart. If things disintegrate, it is only for a higher and
fuller integration;and Love is themighty Artificerof it all.

Are thesedreams? Is thisvision of a common meeting-
ground for philosophy,metaphysics, science, poetry, and
religion only a foolish rhapsody which might better not
have been shown in the light of day? Perhaps so; but‘
Emerson encouraged such mistakes when he said: “ .very
surmise and vaticinationof themind is entitledto a certain
respect; and a guess, or a dream, may often let us deeper
into thesecret of nature than a hundred experiments.”
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BY JOHN EMERY HGLEAN.

Now that the germ-theory of disease is undergoing
one of its periodic revivals in medical history, and we are
taught to regard bacteria as an enemy under perpetual
sentence of death,it is interesting to find Professor Ward,
of the British Associationfor theAdvancementof Science,
quoting one of Pasteur’s pupils as follows: “Wherever
there is decomposition of organic matter—whether it be
in thecase of an herb or an oak, of a worm or a whale—the
work is done exclusively by bacteria. They are theimpor-
tant and almost theonlyagents of universal hygiene. They
protect the living against the dead.” This learned man
also quotes Professor Conn, of Middletown, Conn., as.
asserting that “the fine flavor of good butter is almost
entirely due to the presence in it of a certain kind of
bacteria.”

So evila name has been given to thebacillusof conven-
tional pathologythatthe struggles of physiciansto exter-
minate it have been scarcely less patheticthan the efiorts
of theologians to account for it. The embarrassmentof
thelatter when trying to reconciletheexistence of “deadly
bacilli”withtheir conception _of a merciful Creator would
be ludicrous if thesubject were not of such serious import.
As is often the case, however, their statements regarding
the“unknown good” of bacteriaare true literally,but not
in the sense intended by their authors.

Microbes are of many kinds and serve a variety of
purposes; but in my opinion they are in all cases—some
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immediately, others ultimately—beneflcent. They are
Nature’s scavengers—theoutcome of a principle inherent

_

in all objects, whether animal or vegetable. Wherever
there is diseased tissue, micro-organisms will nearly
always be found. Are they not, however, the outgrowth,
ratherthanthecause, of themorbidcondition? If a num-
ber be injected into the blood of a healthy person, they
will of course cause a definite disturbance——probably very
similar to the conditions from among which they were
taken; but so would any foreign substance, not consonant
withtheassimilativecapacitybf theorganism.

The law of lifehas bothpositive and negative aspects-
growthand decay of form. Microbes are undoubtedlythe
modus operandi of decomposition—a means employed by
Nature to facilitate the disintegration of organic sub-
stances. Decay means death,withtheelement of useless-
ness added. When the life principle has ceased to
function in an object, and the latter is no longer adapted
to the uses or purposes of man, Nature seems to hasten to
resolve it into its originalelements. This rule applies also
to a portion of the object, as a limb of a tree or an organ
of the human body, which when hopelessly diseased is
practicallydead—a fit subject for thescavengers provided
through the condition itself. The fact that the power of
mind can be successfully employed in the work of repro-
duction does not affect the principle. It would seem,
therefore, no more logical or just to accuse the “tubercle
bacillus” of causing consumption, for instance, than to
assert that the maggots in an unburied canine carcass
caused the death of the dog. In fact, the cases are par-
allel, for Nature’s loathingof non-utility,stagnation, and
inertia seems on a par withher abhorrence of a vacuum.

Through thisinductive methodof reasoning,all natural
laws thusfar known have been discovered. Let us pursue
it a little further—into a domain that has caused more
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confusion in the theologicalworld thanany otherfamiliar
factand has been thesource of nearlyall theworld’s super-
stitions. I refer to pests and plagues. The old ecclesias-
tical idea that these are attributable to the wrath of an
angry Jehovah is dying a hard and lingeringdeath; while
the materialistic view that they are due to fortuitous
changes in the chemistry of Nature is becoming obsolete
through a wider recognition of the universal law of cause
and effect. -

A theory has been propounded by a certain school of
occultists which, to my mind, possesses many elements of
plausibility. It is held that man, while a creative and
immortal beingand a free spiritual agent, is yet amenable
to natural laws, processes, and principles—asmuch so as is
the universe itself. The exercise of his divine faculty of
choice, however, involves personal responsibilityfor the
control of his thoughts, which rightly should be evolved
under sanction of immutable law. Human experience has
proved that the laws of Nature are not less operative in
the realm of thought than in thatof physics, and thatthe
penalty for theirviolation is equally inevitableand acute.

In thesphere of mind-activity,as elsewhere, the law of
growth has both positive and negative phases; yet the
thinkingprocess is essentiallydivine and its product capa-
ble of independent action. “Ignoranceis thesource of all
evil,” says Dr. Franz Hartmann. And what is ignorance
but the negation of wisdom, a misapplication of knowl-
edge, a perversion of the right and true? All evil is unde-
veloped good. Hatred, anger, malice, jealousy,envy, self-
conceit, etc., represent each a lack of its contradictory;
they are tranitory—therefore unreal—conditions, to be
dispelled by developing theiropposites. To introduce light
is theonly possible way to dispel darkness; but no volume
of the latter is great enough to extinguish the smallest
particle of the former. Misdirected thought is just as
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truly an expression of mind as that which results in the
noblest workof literature or art. The tendency,or under-
lying impulse, of all thought is to become embodied. This
is a necessity of its objectification,whether the thought-
energy be individualor collective, good or bad.

The passions engendered during war times, for
instance, are especially productive of pestilence. A few
years ago, thousands of sheep, goats, horses, and cattle
were killedin SouthAfricaby therinderpest, a plague that
followed a series of bitter conflicts among the natives.
The diease is almost identical with the “murrain” that
ravages Europe from timeto time. In the earlyhistory of
Italy it invariably followed an invasion of the northern
barbarians from beyond the Alps. Its earliest recorded
appearance was immediatelyafter theinvasion of Attila’s
Huns and the internecine Germanic wars. An aged resi-

,

dent of New York once told the writer thathe had never
heard of the American “army-worm” until after the close
of the civil war. Does it not seem, therefore, that these
visitations are simply theembodied hatred of armed foes?

As long as nations are arrayed against each other in
mutual strife, and the spirit of militarism is cultivated
among beings that are otherwise civilized,there is bound
to be a reactionagainst such disturbances of the harmony
and peace of natural law. The efiects are not always or
necessarilyfelt by the immediate authorsof the violence,
becausehumanity is a unit—we are individuallyresponsi-
ble for and affected by the progress or decadence of the
race as a whole. As undeserving and ignorant persons
participate in thebenefitsconferred by thewise and good,
so do the peaceful tillers of the soil share the conse-

quences of selfish and misguided statesmanship as
evinced in the passion for military conquest.

The results of .evil thinkingon the part of mankind,
throughoutthe centuries, are to be seen in every kingdom
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of Nature, becauseman—theapex of thepyramid of evolu-
tion——is an epitome of the macrocosmositself. He repre-
sents all planes of being, containing within himself the
elements of each. He is, therefore, organically related to
thewhole. In themineral kingdom we find mercury, blue
and green vitriol, corrosive sublimate,creosote, and various
other poisons; in the vegetable kingdom, aconite, toad-
stools, sumac, and many kinds of poisonous berries, etc.;
and in the animal kingdom an immense variety of repul-
sive vermin, poisonous insects, and venomous reptiles.

It is characteristicof an evil thoughtto recoil upon its
.author,theevident purpose beingto teach him a betteruse
for his divine privilege of independent thinking. In the
present stage of evolution, the great majority of men and
women can bereached throughonlyone avenue—thephys-

- ical senses. When thebody needs replenishingwithfood,
we are conscious of the sensation of hunger; when it
requires drink, we have the sensation of thirst; when we
ignorantlymisgovern theorganism, and theadjustmentof
its parts is no longer harmonious, we are conscious of
physical pain. All three conditions are alike protests—
admonitions for our neglect from intelligent Nature.

But these interior states are not the only means
adopted by Nature to remind erring man of his obligation
to her decree. External methods are even more abun-
dant and salutary. The stagnant pool is often prolific in
the development of mosquitoes and other annoying crea-
tures. Decaying vegetable and animal substances fre-
quently swarm with minute organisms more or less poi-
sonous; and, when ‘their attacks are inadequate to bring
man to a realizingsense of his duty, his function of smell
is outraged with oflensive odors. Persistent neglect of
the law of sanitary cleanliness by communities that
assume to live on the intellectual plane results in
producing noxious gases more or less injurious.
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The manifestation of animal life that accompanies
thesenegative conditionsis not theproduct of evolution in
the ordinary sense. Such microscopic beings are not im-
mortal entities—as the noble horse and dog, for instance,
must be if evolution is a fact. They, however, propagate
their species with astonishing rapidity, for their life is
short and the object of their existence is twofo1d—to
acquaintman withnatural law by affecting his senses and
to hasten the removal of substances that are deleterious
because urmtilized. Every landlord knows that an unoc-
cupied house decays, or “goes to rack and ruin,” more
speedily than one thathas intelligent human tenants.

Domestic animals alone are afflicted with “disease.”
Wild fruit is seldom stung by insects. The obnoxious
creatures thatman vainly devises so many material reme-
dies to destroy are primarilytheresult of hisownerroneous
thoughts and acts. Being in themselves, therefore, the
effect of a definite cause, they in turn, like other eflects,
assume thefunction of causation; and a myriad reproduc-
tion of the species continues just as long as the favoring
condition of negativity remains. When the state that
gave them birth is (through their aid) removed, the race
becomes extinct, leaving no descendants; but man can
easily recall the visitation by repeating his neglect or
misuse of “refuse,” which has been aptly defined as
“matter out of place.” The statistics of the New York
Board of Health show that the death-rate in 1893 was

. twenty-sevenper thousandof thepopulation; but in 1897,
during which the city streets were properly cleaned and
an improved sanitary condition was effected, it fell to
about twenty per thousand.

The statement that “life cannot proceed from death”
is altogether uperfluous and misleading, for there really
is no death. Even materialisticscience has demonstrated
that the supposed “solidity” of the earth itself is an illu-
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sion. The hardest and most unyielding and “inert” sub-
stances are composed of atoms in constant motion, no two
of which, it is said, ever touch each other. The rock of
Gibraltar pulsates withpent-up vitality and energy, while
the granite hills of New Hampshire are vibrant with
intelligent life—called molecular apposition. Life-—one
life—is everywhere; but the infinityof its modes of mani-
festation and the variety of its planes of expression cause
us to lose sight of its unity. All life is intelligent, and
‘intelligence implies mind, theactivityof which is thought-
the matrix of all things, visible and invisible. The
nucleus of every physical organism is a living cell, which
is a world in itself. Says Professor Elmer Gates, in the
New YorkHerald:

“Cells, as I have often taught, have minds, becausethey can feel
and adapt acts to ends. They diifer from dead organic matter be-
cause they can feel stimuli and respond. Now, only mind can feel
and respond adaptively; hence, cellular life is mind, vitality is men-
tality, and physiology is psychology. Cells are, therefore, the psy-
chologic units of thebody. It follows that the phenomena of meta-
bolism are mental phenomena, or rather the results of mentation.
The processes of health and disease are consequently processes of
mentation. Mentation in its simplest form is found in cells; and it
is in the study of the effects of medicines, forces, and foods upon the
psychologic activitiesof cells thatwe may expect to find the environ-
mental part of the secret of health and disease, and it is in the study
of theeffects of mental activitiesupon cells thatwe may expect to find
the subjective secret of health and disease.”

The “subjective secret” of health is right thinking.
Thought that is properly directed and controlled is an
effectual safeguard at all times against any form of even
external danger. While the “ravages” of bacteria and
other animated forms of penalty for man’ wrongdoing in
the mental realm are educating the ignorant as to their
duties toward Nature and their fellow-beings, the one
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whose mind is exalted to the spiritual plane of non-resist-
ance is exempt from theiroperations by reason of his lack
of fear, his personal obedience to the law of which they
express thenegative phase, his beliefin theuniversalityof
good, and his serene altitude of poise. His perception of
theultimates of existence is accurateand acute; he knows
not the meaning of lavery; his consciousness is divine.
And this is the destiny of every human being. Although
individuals are seldom very far in advance of the race, yet
each membercan do much to promote the progress of the
whole toward its attainment. The speed depends wholly
upon ourselves; the method is to be careful of our
thoughts; the result is oneness with God.

 

" TEE first characteristicof nineteenth century religion is that it
must satisfy reason. It must answer to-day's questions, and not —

merely those of four hundred or four thousandyears ago. It must
be, in respect to beliefs, on rapport with the modern mind. It must
keep pace with the progress of thought, be afraid of no discovery of
science, and face the intellect of the future, not that of the past.
It must allay superstitions, not foster them. It must venerate truth
ratherthantradition. It must accept truth as its proper food. The
love of truth must be its impelling enthusiasm,the pursuit of truth
its engrossing object, the living of truth its supreme pleasure. On
no other terms can religion meet the conditions of existence in this
modern era. It must first of all respect the liberty of the human
mind; it must be fi'ee.—B. F. Underwood.

 

EVERYTHINGfounded on appearances, and apprehended only by
observation and sensuous perception, is transient and temporary; it
must wane and perish when the cause that gave it existence shall
cease to afford it life and vigor.—Alo:randor Wilder, M. D.

 

Tm: mind that has beautyin it, and learns not to express it, is
like iron that has a jewel set in it—it holds it for no suitable use,
and is rust-gatheringwhile it does so.—-Rev. H. Hookor.



THE GENTLE VOICE OF BTILLNESS.

BY THE BWAMI YOGANANDA.

When lives grow dark and human hopes are dead,
And aspirations meet on every hand defeat,

Our works seem vain along the pathswe tread-
Lost in illusionsof theworld’s conceit.

Sometimesa Voice speaks gently, ’mid theweary strife:
“Thy divine Self hathall the power of seeing;

Thou must ascend unto the mysteries of life
Upon thebuoyant wings of thineown being!”

And the gentle Voice of stillnesswhispers soft and low:
“Iam Reality, in thegrand Totality!”

O Brahman! Thou, I, and the Universe are One!

“In the all-sense of Being, ‘I Am That I Am,’ ”
The answering Voice to each questioning soul

Responds from the innermost temple of Man,
“Iswara the Lord—individualized Whole!”

Arouse, then, 0 sleeper, to thysense of being!
Thou art one withtheAbsoluteMaster of All.

To thyselfbelongstheduty of thyfreeing-
Thyself,throughtheTruththatresponds to thycall!

For the gentle Voice of stillnesswhispers soft and low:
“I am Reality, in the grand Totality!”

0 Brahman! Thou, I, and the Universe are One!
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A DAIJGHTER OF LOVE.

BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE.

OHAPTER III.

’_.l‘ANIA.
Upon thinkingover thematterafterward, I came to the

conclusionthattherehad, after all, been nothingpeculiar
about the disappearance of the gentleman whom I had
noticed in the little room. He had simply gone out of the
door, as any one else would have done. But I had been so
preoccupied withTaniathatI had not observed his depart-
ure. She certainly had the facultyof monopolizing one’s
attention.

“You will like him, dear, as Papa and I do,” Mrs.
Cathcartwas kind enough to say.

Then some callers were announced, and she returned
to thedrawing-roomto receive them,leavingTaniaand me
together. Meanwhile I had observed thatthe large book
on Tania’s lap was the Bible, and that it was open at the
story of Judithand Holofernes, in theApocrypha.

“Did she love him, do you think?”said I, not so much
out of curiosity about Judith as to find out what Tania
-thoughton thesubject.

She drew her right hand slowlydown thepage, thetips
of her delicate fingers seeming to feel of theletters. There
-was a meditativeexpression in her eyes, which looked past
me toward the Japanese lily. But after a moment they
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encountered my own, and she spoke in a soft, leisurely
voice, which reminded me of music heard at a distance:

“She could not have sacrificedhim if she hadn’t loved
him.”

I smiled. “Women nowadays would be apter to make
theirlove for a man a reason for sparinghim,” I said. “She
killedhim for her country’s sake; but, if she loved him, was
it not in spite of love ratherthanbecauseof it?”

Tania continued to draw her fingers lightly over the
page. Aftera few moments she said: “It was a sacrifice,
not a murder. They loved each other. That gave her the
right.”

“Love gave her the right to kill him!” I exclaimed.
“Isn’t that paradon'cal?”

The girl hook her head gently, and color came into
her cheeks. Then she sat looking straight forward, as if
intently watching some scene created by her imagination.
A gleam thatwas wholly Oriental lightened in the dark
of her eyes. And yet there was a noble tenderness and
grief in the expresion of her mouth: she looked as one
might fancy Judith herself did at the supreme moment of
her life.

“The sword had to pass throughher heart,” he said, in
a voice thatwas almost a whisper, “before it could reach
him.”

he closed thebook as she spoke. When, immediately
after, she turned her face on me, it was changed in all but
its features. She was now simply a beautifulyoung girl
of modern times entertaining a caller. The soul of Judith
flamed in her no more. My impression at the time, I
remember,was thathe might becomea great actress; but
later, when I had come to know her better, I felt thatthis.
was a hallow view. But her spiritual part was -complex,

H

and possessed of powers that swayed its physical vehicle
as changing music breathesthroughthestrings of a harp".
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Meanwhile I said the most commonplace thing I could
thinkof: “You must find it very different here from India
and Europe?”

“It must be different, I suppose,” she replied, assent-
ingly;adding, “I don’t know much about it—I know very
little about anything.” -

“Well, we have no rock temples, or pyramids, or feu-
dal castles here,” I said, laughing, “though there is an
Egyptian obelisk in Central Park. But it will be very
eccentric of you to go on knowing nothing about any-
thing; our young ladies—the new girls, you know—know
all about everything.”

“I live at home,” remarked she; “and that is always
about the same. 01 course I go outdoors and walk about;
but I am alwayswithMama or Papa. I have home—what
makes home to me—always with me: the thoughts and
feelings.”

“Society, scenery, and manners—-theoutward world—-
don’t interest you, then?”

“Yes,” he answered, hesitatingly,seeming to be per-
plexed to interpret her own thought; “but I don’t live in
them. They are not part of me. I only look at them; I
don’t feel them. But after a time I come to feel some
things,and they seem real. But I know it isn't right to be
as I am, and I hope I shall learn better here. Mama took
me shopping yesterday; but it didn’t seem to me thatI was
really there. I kept thinkingit would stop and disappear
every minute. But it kept on—that’s the strange part
of it!”

“Is it strange not to have thingsdisappear?”
“It’s strange not to have what is outside you likewhat

is inside you. Is there any sense in what I say?” she sud-
denly asked, bendingforward and looking up in my face,
as a child might have asked whether therewere a smutch
on its forehead.
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“There's metaphysicsin it,” I replied, cautiously. “But
theremay be sense in it too, nevertheless. Probably, in a
perfect state of existence, the world will be merely mind
externalized. But it is so far from beingperfect now that
we have forgotten even that it ought to be, and take the
most disagreeable things to be the most real. Your con-
dition is probably more nearlynormal than ours.”

I was speaking half in jest; I could not do otherwise.
I was forced to own to myself that I did not understand
thisyoung creature. Of course, the child mind is often an
enigma to u; it is too simple or too natural for our sophis-
ticated apprehension. But Tania was not a child, in spite
of some childlike ways. And her sense of humor was
evidently imperfectly developed. Satire, irony, and innu-
endo would be lost on her; she was too dlsconcertingly
sincere. Real fun might make her laugh, but not fun that
is funny only by tradition or convention. I was half
tempted to try a pun on her, just to see whether she would
bemost hurt or perplexed.

Notwithstanding my worldly superiority, however, I
was perfectly aware thattherewas in thisgirl a profound
quality thatmade me feel small and mean in comparison.
At any rate, I felt thatthehigher I rose above my average
level the finer would be our comprehension of each other.
She could be known on a high plane only. If you
approached her on any other, she would appear stupid and
obscure, simply because her true life was not there and
she could not make herself felt. The vibration we call
“color” has no existence in the dark; and the finer vibra-
tions of Tania’sbeingfailedto operate in thegross medium
that invests our every-day life.

It must not be supposed that I made this analysis (of
which I am ratherproud) thenand there. It is thefruit of
a good deal of subsequent study and observation. But I
did have some dim intuition about her even then; and the
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effect of it was to make me perversely more commonplace
and flippant than ever. There are times when we are
defiant of the finest poetry, and similarlywhen we fight
against uplifting influences in our friends. I had had a
brief intimationof thetrue Taniawhileshe was stillunder
thesway of the Bible story; but when she closed thebook
and came down (so to say) to meet me, I preferred keeping
her down to ascending with her whence she came. Had
I been a merman, dwelling in muddy water, and Tania a
being of the upper air, our relative situations would have
beenabout thesame. I was wronging her, as well a doing
injustice to myself, by constraining her to such indignity;
and recognition of thatfact only confirmed me in my evil
way.

Fortunately, before I had reduced Tania to complete
incompetence, Mrs. Cathcart came back, accompanied by
her husband and Holinder. The oval room was too small
for so many, and at Tom’s suggestion we all came into the
big study, disposing ourselves comfortably in the uncon-
ventionalbut luxurious easy-chairs thereabounding. Tom
lit a cigar and gave me another; theywere very good, and
comforted me much more thanTania had done. Holinder,
as before, did not smoke; neitherdid he sit next to Tania,
as I had expected he would; theywere on opposite sides of
our little circle. Nevertheless, I surmised that there was
a certain sort of communion going on between them. If
thisgirl had really brought back his spirit from the other
world, there could hardly fail to be special sympathies
betweenher and him. It might not he love; but theremust
be someflving.

Holinder, when I knew him years before, had been
ratherloquacious, though not very edifying; but his latter
life had rendered him both taciturn and laconic. Not that
he was surly—farfrom it. The few words thathe uttered
were apt and pregnant, and produced more true conversa-
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tional effect than much babble; even his silences were
genial and encouraging. Of course, thefact thatwe were
all on familiarterms with one another, and thatTom and
his wife were in a delightful mood of reminiscence and
comment, one setting the other going, like octave strings
of a musical instrument, powerfully conduced to the suc-
cess of the occasion; and I may be permitted to add that,
now thatthepressure of obligation was removed, I made a
very decent appearance myself. I could talk on high mat-
ters to Mrs. Oathcartor to Holinder, and Taniacould listen
if she chose. I believe she did me that honor, to some
extent; and I may as well admit that what I said was
addressed to her, althoughit was spoken to theothers. She
interested me very much, and I wished to lay the founda-
tion for further acquaintance with her. But let me also
be clearly understood at this point: I was not, then or at
any other time, “in love” with Tania. The discrepancy
between our ages was too great, for one thing; she never
thought of being in love with me, for another; and there
were other reasons. But her orbit and mine, though they
crossed, never coincided, and our only bond was a frank
friendship,in which I got thebenefitand she gave it.

The evening drew on, and the light in the studio faded.
I was sitting betweenTom and hi wife. Tania was on her
other side. I had stopped smoking, but Tom drew forth
another cigar and struck a match on the sole of his boot.
The little blaze cast splashes of light about the room and
over our quiescent figures. I saw Mrs. Cathcart’sbeautiful
hand clasped in Tania’s; I markedthe preoccupied glance
thatHolinder was bendingon theyoung girl; and then, as
thelight died out, I saw him get up, cross over, and take an
empty chair besideher. Tom threwdown theextinguished
match and said, in continuance of the topic on which he
had been holding forth: “I can paint the Sphinx theway I
see it—any painter can; but if I could paint it theway I
feel it, I should be the greatest painter living.”
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“If you give me what you see, cannot I feel in it what
you felt?” asked I.

“Well, thatmight be, too,” returned he.
“No,” Tania interposed. “Nature has the Spirit of God

in it; but in art there is only the spirit of man. A picture
' can create nothinghigher than itself.”

“Oh, I say, Tania: true art’s above Nature, you know.”
“She said, dear, that it cannot give birthto anything

above its own level. But Nature’s inspiration has no
limit.” This was from Mrs. Cathcart.

“The Sphinx itself is a work of art,” Holinderobserved.
“Well said!” rejoinedTom, chuckling; “andthatknocks

out Tania’s argument.”
“I think Tania is right,” said I, after a pause. “The

Sphinxwa a work of art originally,no doubt; but it is now
a ruin. Nature has taken it back; and, although we see
only a mass of shattered stone, yet we feel the spirit that
the ruin has di'sincarnated.”

And that(thoughtI, surprised at my own insight) will
compensatefor a good deal of thenonsense I gabbled in the
gold room!

Mrs. Cathcart—who, like other pure and noble-minded
women, has a certain queenly freedom about her—put out
her free hand and touched mine as it rested on the arm of
my chair. It was a silent recognition of a true word. I
was looking in Tania’s direction as I spoke. I could dis-
tinguish her white dress in the gloom, and the mass of
Holinder’s figure near her. But at thesame moment I saw,
or fancied, that another figure stood between them, lean-
ing with its right arm on the back of Tania’s chair and
-seeming to whisper in her ear. I don’t understand how I
could have recognized the features in that obscurity; but
I certainly believedat thetime thattheywere thoseof the
young man of whom I had caughtthatperplexingglancein
thegold room.
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Mrs. Cathcartremoved her hand. No ; therewas no one
there! Of course, therecould have been no one. But I was
not satisfied, and I yielded to an impulse. “Holinder,”said
I, “did you ever read my story about thelover whose rival
was a phantom?”

“Which won?” asked he.
,

“The story is not written yet,” I replied. “Whichwould
you ay?”

It wa ome time before he answered. “Iwould rather’
be the lover.”

“And what say you, Tania?” I demanded.
Now, therewere several answers thatTaniamight have

made; and, whichevershe had chosen, I was ready to cross-
question her. But she did the one thing for which I was
not prepared—she kept silent. I could interpret her silence
as I pleaed:either as rebuke, or hesitation, or ignorance.
Meanwhile, I was left in suspense, and was glad when
Cathcart gave one of his healthyyawns and proposed that
we should go down and have a game of billiards.

(To be oontin/wed.)
 

BEAUTY of form affects the mind; but then it must be under-
stood thatit is not the mere shell thatwe admire. We are attracted
by the idea that this shell is only a beautifulcase adjusted to the
shape and value of a still more beautifulpearl within. The perfec-
tion of outward loveliness is the soul shining through its crystalline
covering.—JaM Porter.

 

C1Lun'rY is that rational and constant afiection which makes us
sacrifice ourselves to the human race, as if we were united with it,
so as to form one individual, partaking equally in its adversity and
prosperity.—C'onfuc1'us.

 

DESPISE not theobliquities of younger ways, nor despair of better
thingswhere there is yet a prospect.—Sir Thomas Browne.



EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

THE ALLIANCE OF DIVINE UNITY.

ARTFOBD, Conn., on December 3d, 1897, was the scene of
an event of more than local interest and importance. It was

the installation of the Alliance of Divine Unity in its new home at
26 Chapel street. Among those present was a delegation from the
New York society of the same name, to which brief reference was

made in thelast issue of MIND. Alliance Hall, as thenew edifice has
been named, is a beautifultemple dedicated to a worthy cause.

This noble organization is so free from the trammels of creed
and dogma that even the festivities in connection with the dedica-
tion were utterly devoid of ceremony. A brief address of welcome
by the President, Charles Brodie Patterson, preceded a musical and
literary entertainment of a very high order of merit, although the
talent was all local and volunteer. The performance began with a
beautiful piano solo by Miss Louise Spieske, whose sister Emma
followed witha violin selection of Sarasate’s composition, exquisitely
rendered. Mr. H. H. Larkum then contributed a humorous recita-
tion that elicited several encores, and Mr. F. G. Bumham brought
Part I. to a close with a fine baritone solo. After a brief intermis-
sion, Miss Ada M. Austin, who has a soprano voice of rare sweetn,
sang “The Angel’s Serenade,” with violin obligato by Miss Spieske.
Mr. W. Carroll followed with a tenor solo, after which the Arion
Quartette of male voices contributed one or two selections by
request. As thenumerous encores had already prolonged the enter-
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tainment to a late hour, Mr. Inrkum concluded with a iiumher of
character impersonations that were well received. After the audi-
ence (which taxed the seating capacity of the hall) had dispersed,
refreshments were served to the performers and the delegations
from sister societies.

0 O I

On the following Sunday evening, the Alliance held its first
regularserviceinitsnewquarters. Aftertheusualsingingand
Scripture-reading, the President delivered an instructive lecture on

“Mental and Physical Health,” which was listened to with close
attention by about three hundred members. At noon of the same

day, more than a score of children assembled at Sunday-school, to
receive instruction from competent teachers in the fundamental
principles of being.

. ‘ I.

No other feature of the society's work impressed the writer so

deeply as its success in interesting and caring for the spiritual
needs of the young. The mind of childhoodis the most responsive
field in which the seeds of metaphysical truth can be sown; yet it is
frequently neglected by organizations of this nature. These prin-
ciples, by virtue of their very simplicity,naturally commend them-
selves to the unbiassed minds of children. It is during this plastic
age that character is formed; for, in the very young, the step from
the mind to the heart.is extremely short. Indeed, they are almost a

unit; and, when these basic elements are subjected to early and
proper discipline, the evolving soul soon learns that mind is life,
that life is being, and that being is spiritual consciousness. This
point attained, the beautiful law of evolution has then its normal
sway.

‘ . .

On the whole, December 3d was a red-letter day in the history,
not only of the Alliance of Divine Unity of Hartford, Conn., but
also in that of the metaphysical movement in general. The influ-
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ence of the organization, and the illustrationit has afforded of what
can be accomplished by intelligent energy and enterprise, will not
be lost on kindred societies outside thatcity and State. And it was

a propitious day for Hartford itself. From the focal center now

permanently established at Alliance Hall, there shall yet radiate a

thought influencethat cannot fail to affect (for their lasting good)
every other religious body in the city. It may be subtle and unseen,
but it will be not less effective on that account. The Alliance is
the friend of true religion, under whatever guise of materialism or

personalism it may be presented. It holds that religion should be
rational, practical,and scientific, rather than emotional, traditional,
and theological;and it is very evident thattheadvocates of its tenets
are rapidly increasing in numbeu-—being recruited from various
churches and sectarian bodies, as well as from the ranks of liberal
thinkers.

0 O 3

We have given much space to this forward step in the New
Thought movement because it has our heartiest approval and deep-
est sympathy. The Alliance of Divine Unity’s “Statement of Prin-
ciples” is virtually an epitome of our Prospectus. Its labors and
aims are in exact accordance withthe policy and purpose of MIND-
the promotion of a universal brotherhood and sisterhood of man

through a scientific and spiritual regeneration of religion. We con-

gratulate the society on the success of its noble endeavors in the
uplifting of humanity; and, on behalf of the New York delegation
(of which thewriter was a member),cordial thanksare hereby offered
for many acts of fraternal kindness, hospitality, and courtesy to the
“strangers within their gates.” We bespeak for the Alliance of
Divine Unity a long life of prosperity and usefulness, and trust that
its new headquarters will prove a Mecca for all lovers of freedom
of thought and conscience and for the broad-minded in all walks
of life.
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ANOTEER INDIAN RELIGION.
' N pursuance of the liberal policy outlined at the inception of

MIND, we present as the leading article of thisnumbera contri-
butionfrom thepen of Virchand R. Gandhi,of Bombay. Mr. Gandhi
is eminent in his own land as a scholar and teacher, and has achieved
by his lectures in this country, since the year of the World’s Fair,
3. wide reputation for sincerity, candor, and abilityin the presenta-
tion of the esoteric truths of Jainism. The numberof adherents of
thisEastern religion is nearly five millions,and many of its features
have commended it to thoughtful minds among all races.

Part of themission of our contributor is to correct thenumerous

misconceptions regarding Oriental philosophyin general and Jain-
ism in particular thathave gained currency in Western thought and
literature. For instance, we are repeatedly told that it is customary
for certain fanatics deliberatelyto seek death by allowing the car of
Juggernaut to run over them. “There is a certain heavy stone
car,” said Mr. Gandhi in a recent lecture, “that once every twelve
years is dragged by hundreds of people from theriver to the temple.
A vast multitude watches the ceremony. Sometimes there is an
accident and a few persons are run over, but to say that they ‘throw’
themselves under the wheels is ridiculous.”

This teacher’s article on the psychology and philosophyof the
Jains is an inspiring example of the subtle workings of the Indo-
philosophicmind, and our readers are to be congratulated on getting
an exposition of thisancient religion from an authenticsource.

 

Tm: mind is one, and the best minds who love truth for its own
-sake thinkmuch less of property in truth. Thankfullythey accept
it everywhere, and do not label or stamp it with any man’s name,
for it is theirs long beforehand. It is theirs from eternity. The
‘learned and the studious of thoughthave no monopoly of wisdom.-—
Emerson.
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IN SEARCH OF A SOUL. By Horatio W. Dresser. 273 pp.Cloth,$1.50. The PhilosophicalPublishing Co., Boston.

“A series of essays in interpretation of thehigher nature of man”
——a fitting supplement to “The_Power of Silence” and “The Perfect
Whole,” successful works by the same author. The present volume
is intended to inculcate the principles of a sublime altruism in a

practical and simple" way, and in this attempt Mr. Dresser has suc-
ceeded to a most praiseworthy extent. In the chapter on “Reincar-
nation and Receptivity,” however, he is plainly treading on unfamil-
iar ground. The arguments he ofiers against the principle of re-
embodiment were disproved centuries ago. Something more than
“heredity,” “environment,” etc., must be presented to account for
the world’s geniuses and martyr-s—for the wise sons of ignorant
parents. If the knowledge and power of Jesus, for instance, were
attributed to “pre-natal influence” and “hered.ity,” instead of to
antecedent mundane experience, then our Catholic friends are not
far wrong in their deification of Mary. The appalling injustice of
earth's conditions were enough to suggest the necessity for rebirth,
even if we did not have abundant evidence in support of it as a nat-
ural law. To repudiate reincarnationis to abandon evolution and to
exploit the philosophyof purposeless chance.
HOW WE MASTER OUR FATE. By Ursula N. Gestefeld.

109 pp. Cloth, 75c. Published by the author,New York.
A series of essays that originally appeared in The Exodus, a

unique and valuable publication edited by the author. In reprint-
ing them in this convenient and compact form, Mrs. Gestefeld has
rendered an important service to the increasing army of meta-
physical readers; moreover, a distinct enrichment of the New
Thought literature has been the direct result. Many erroneous ideas
concerning the alleged influenceof “heredity,” predestination, etc.,
have been cleared away, and the reader is taught how to control his
own destiny. The idea of “fate” is robbed of its terrors, while the
development of one’s individuality is shown to be a spiritual process
—the only and all-conquering means of salvation. The divine inde- '

pendence of thehuman soul has had few more lucid expositions, and
it embodies this prolific author'sripest thought.
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EVOLUTION OF EMPIRE SERIES. By Mary Platt Parmele.
William Beverly Harison, publisher, New York.

We are indebted to thepublisher for four volumes of thismost in-
teresting series of outlinehistories—theUnited States, England,Ger-
many, and France, respectively——beautifullybound in cloth. They
supply a want thathas long beenfelt byallclassesofreaders, inasmuch
as the salient facts in connection withthe development of each coun-

try are given in terse but comprehensive form, divested of the extra-
neous matter withwhich theaverage historian is accustomedto“ ”

his work. Yet they are not a mere series of names and dates. They
possess all the charm of a fascinating romance, while imparting
abundant informationthattheordinary reader actuallyneeds. They
contain “knowledge in capsules,” well adapted to this busy epoch.
The concluding portion of “Spirit and Matter Identical,” by Mrs.
Parmele, in this issue of MIND, reveals the author’sthoughtful and
brilliantliterary style, and should stimulate a desire to read more of
her productions. The “Evolution of Empire Series” is unl1esita-
tinglycommendedto our readers, as well as to all others interested in
the progress of the world.
IN TUNE WITH THE INFINITE. By Ralph Waldo Trine.

222 pp. Cloth,$1.25. ThomasY. Crowell & Co., publishers,
Boston and New York.

The sub-title of this volume is “Fulness of Peace, Power, and
Plenty.” It is No. 2 of “The Life Books”—a series that is well
named. The author’sprior work, “What All theWorld’s a-Seeking,”
has proved helpful to an immense numberof readers, and we bespeak
for the present book an equally cordial reception. Perhaps its chief
charm lies in its rare simplicity. The profoundest metaphysical
truths are presented in a form that commends them even to readers
of the most ordinary intelligence, while advanced students of what-
ever school of thought will find in these bright pages much to stim-
ulate research on the higher planes. Mr. Trine’s fundamental aim
is to set forth the principles of right thinking—ofproper control of
the interior forces of the spiritual man—and to aid in eflecting a
readjustment of humanity with Nature along rational and logical
lines. Harmony is the key-note of every page.
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PSYCHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY.

BY ALEXANDER WILDER, M.D.

It is out of undue deference to psychologic tradition,
Dr. Carl Lindormeremarks,that the brain is exclusively
dwelt upon as an organ of the mind. In fact, it is an
abuse of this term, “mind,” to restrict its meaning to the
sense of intellect, or more strictly to that of the under-
standing and reasoning faculty. Such a restriction, he
insists, is in obvious contradiction to the plainest facts of
every-day observation; for “it is literally and logically
incontrovertible that there is not one organ in the body
thatis not an organ of themind.”

The vagueness of the term is evidentlydue to the fact
that it is made to stand for a number of words in other
languages. In old English, the mind is simply memory,
thought, understanding; and its Greek equivalent, menus,
denotes disposition, inclination, eager desire. The term
phren is of very similar purport, as are also thumos and
epithumia, which Plato employs to define the mortal part
of thesoul. Even theSanskritmanas,which is of thesame
origin as our own racialname, denoted theheart—the seat
of the emotions. Thus far, therefore, the hypothesis of
Professor Lindormei amply sustained.

The Egyptian priests considered Man as of a sevenfold
nature. He consisted of the Icha, or corporeal nature; the
ba, or breathing impulse; the khaba, or shade, the sensu-
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ous principle; theRen; the akhu (mmas),or perceptive fac-
ulty; the patah, or intellectory quality; and the spirit, or
noetic faculty. These seven were comprehended in the
eighth, the lat, pleroma, or collective essence of thewhole.

In the New Tetament, the word “mind” is made the
equivalent of several Greek terms that are by no means
alike in sense. In thePaulineEpistle to theRoman Chris-
tians, for example, it is used for the noetic principle, or
ruling thought (i. 28; vii. 23, 25); and again for the
phronema, or sensuous principl<.L—viii. 6, 7, 27. In the first
Corinthian Epistle, another term, phrenes, comes in use:
translated by the Revisers: “Be not children in mind:
howbeitin malice beye babes, but in mind bemen.” Here
plainly the emotional nature is signified—theloving, hat-
ing, fearing,hoping, resenting, forgiving. Of all these, as
the Greek term implies, the physical seat is at the gan-
glionic center beside the stomach, and all the organs are
their representatives.

The late Dr. John W. Draper aflirmed that the only
possible route to truth in mental philosophyis through a
study of the nervous mechanism. We must hesitate to
accept of so sweeping an assertion. There is a strait
gate with a narrow way leading to that which is the
higher, although“few therebethatfind it.” A wider gate
and broader way, which the many choose, will lead us to
the knowledge that is of “the mortal part of the soul.”
It is not the best or most desirable, but it has value of
its own.

Nevertheless, we do not abate a whit in our insisting
upon the great importance of comprehending thoroughly
thenature and functions of the nervous structures. They
extend from their respective centers and focal points to
every part and corner of the body, imbuing it with the
vital force, enabling it to subsist, maintaining it in its
activities, and also constituting the intermediaries by
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which the pleroma, or entity that feel, thinks, and wills,
communicates with every fibre throughout the whole.

We may regard the ganglionic (or sympathetic) ner-
vous system as being,in a manner, at thefoundationof the
corporeal edifice. It is the first to take shape in the em-
bryo, and the last to die. So far as is known, it is pos-
sessed by all animals, and it may be by plants, as well as
by human beings. Every sensibility,affection, and exci-
tation of the moral nature refers itself to the solar
ganglion as its source. “I feel that my life has passed
from my brain to theepigastric region,” said a dying man
to Doctor Kerner. “I have no more consciousness of my
brain, and no longer feel my hands or my feet; but I see
things in which I had never believed, and am not able to
describe. There is another life!”

In thi instance, nevertheless, it is apparent that the
brain, or rather the mind within it, was still active; else
the life beyond would not have been perceived. This
ganglial foundation is not itself an end, but is for the
superstructure. An acephalous child, having no brain-
organism, is a failurein theeconomy of creation. No pro-
vision exists for the purposes of its existence. The brute
animal also comes short, because the brain is but partly
formed and there is no abilityto thinkand reason, much
less to perceive intuitively by higher facultie. If we lead
a dog through a public library, he will see all that we
can see; but no training or instruction can be imparted
to him that will enable him to form any idea. He is not '

human, but only a dog; and his nervous structures are
subservient to the limitations of his canine nature. We
must look beyond the body to its superior in the head.

“As concerning the soul,” says Plato, “we are to con-
sider bothits mortal part and its divine part; also in what
way it existed, and in what way as well as why it was
placed in a separate habitation. The truth respecting
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this can be firmlyestablished by the consent of theDeity
only.” The fact here stated is cognized by us intuitively.
The brain, or, to speak more precisely, its gray substance,
is the organism that is occupied and operated by the “di-
vine part.” It is a collection of little ganglia, or masses
of neurine,more or less dependent on one anotherand asso-
ciated in their functions. It is aided by the cerebellum
and other structures of the spinal cord, but it alone fur-
nishes the conditions for the manifestation of the various
faculties.

The rest of the bodily organism is subordinate. The
ganglial system carries on the functions that are essen-
tiallyvital, and is accordinglytheseat of theaffections and
emotions. All structures-—brain, eyes, neck, heart, liver,
mesentery, and abdominal organs——have chains of ganglia
and networksof nerves to keep them in normal life; and
every blood-vessel is lined with a membrane of nerve-ma-
terial. An efiect of this is that every emotion at once
produces its influenceat thecentral organ, and accelerates
or retards the circulation of the blood. We know the
deathlyfeeling of fear, the stimulus of joy, and theblood-
disorganizing result of excessive anger. Disease is the
result of morbiflcemotional conditions; and such distinc-
tive ailments as cancer, consumption, and chronic gan-
gliasthenia,or “nervous prostration,” have their inception
often in the blighting of a fond hope, some mental shock,
or the wearing occasioned by an aimless life. Sometimes
death occurs instantly upon sudden excitement, or from
distressing news.

The converse is equally true. The function of these
nerves is to minister vital energy, to procure the supply
of deficient force, to remedy what is lackingwhether from
wear or disease-—in short, to keep the life intact. Much
of this is done subconsciously. The body is repaired and
made whole by the agency of sleep, or, perhaps more
correctly,during sleep.
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We aid or deteriorate one another by our normal or
abnormal mental conditions. Mesmeric manipulations
demonstrate this forcibly. Thus “virtue,” or dynamic
force, is described as passing from Jesus when thewoman
with a hemorrhage touched hi garment; and her faith
saved her, or made her “whole.” If we are cheerful,
kindly disposed, and full of charity, we infect others.
Health is far ‘more contagious than disease.

It is undoubtedly true that a nervous fluid, or nerve-
spirit, exists and operates in the various nerve-structures.
All the solid parts of the body—bone, muscle, cartilage—
end with the nervous system. This, at the same time, is
so generally distributed that if we could separate it from
thegrosser structures and leave every one of its fibres and
ganglia in place, there would remain still a perfect figure
of the body. Indeed, we are not sure but that it would
constitute the greater part of the material of the body.
The source of this nerve-spirit is in the brain itself, and it
courses like lightning to every part, however minute or
remote. The mind (or soul), operating by the light of its
intelligence, forms a purpose. ' This instantly passes to
the sensorium beneath,and thence to the organ required
to carry it into effect. The thought will quicken or slow
the pulse, and add strength to muscles or take it from
them; and we may as well say at once-—it daily performs
miracles.

VVe have a mind in common with animals, and a mind
properly human. Indeed, there is a variety of problems
to be determined. We have a twofold brain—a right and
left hemisphere, corresponding in many respects to the
distinct characteristics of the sexes. With the man the
right hemisphere is masculine, the left apparently femin-
ine: while with women this is reversed. We have the
abnormity of effeminate men and virile women. Goethe
has commemorated the ewig weibl-iclw, or ever-woman-
like, thatlead us all to the higher and better.
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In other cases, one hemisphere will be active and the
other quiescent, exhibiting singular phenomena. Then,
likewise, thereare diverse manifestationsof moral quality,
like what is illustratedby thestory of “Dr. Jekylland Mr.
Hyde,” which is a classic. At times, perhaps, we are our-
selves “unco good,” and apparently ready for an ascension-
robe and a journey upward in a chariot of pure light;
then, again, the earthy and base may seem to pervade us
through and through. We can only comfort ourselves
by rememberingthat the province of our life on the earth
is to bring these things into relief, and to purify by our
discipline.

The lesser brain, the cerebellum, has a most important
omce. Various have been the conjectures, and their solu-
tion has been vainly attempted by vivisection. The
sexual instinct, the “muscular sense,” and the faculty of
harmonizing the movements of the body—these are the
more common guesses. It behooves us, however, to look
further. The movements that depend on the brain and
spinal cord are necessarily intermittent. Sleep suspends
thefunctions of sense, understanding,and impulse of will.
Fortunately it does not interfere with the action of the
ganglionic system; else there would be no digestion and
assimilation, no nutrition, no circulation of the blood, no
breathing. Indeed, we have been compared to “living
corpses” when asleep.

Yetwe are conscious thatthisis hardly correct, or even
admissible as a figure of speech. The cerebellum never
diminishes its activity. It is thewatch-towerof themind;
its keeper neither slumbers nor sleeps. Here, in this de-
partment, the mind is always at work. By the brain and
its auxiliary spinal nervous system, impressions are re-
ceived and held for decision; but they incessantly pass
from consciousness and give way to new percepts. The
cerebellum performs the duty‘ next devolving. It serves
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as the register of themind, and completes the work which
had only begun in the brain. Silentlyand unconsciously
(or subconsciously), every problem is resolved, conclu-
sions are evolved, and decisions made. Presently these
are carried to the brain, and the results made conscious
to the external being.

-We are aware of this in many ways. We find our
’

thoughtsmore bright after sleeping; we feel thatour judg-
ment is clearer and more correct when we have slept over
a proposition. The mind has plunged from thesurface of
our nature into the deeper principles, and comes forth
again invigorated in all its faculties.

The organism of the body is adapted, as we perceive,
to the various functions essential to its preservation and
normal activity. We have no doubt that the shape of
every part is necessary to the ofllce which it performs.
The soul of a human being must have a body of human
shape as well as human form. From thebrain as a center
the spirit radiates to every part; the lungs generate the
physical force; the digestive apparatus, including the
glandularbodies, prepares material to renovate the struc-
ture; the blood transports nutritive matter to every part,
and dissolves and removes that which is eflete and nox-
ious; and the skin holds all together and maintains a
healthful equilibrium. But it would require a volume to
enumerate and explain all.

In short, the human body is twofold; there is the
“earthly house,” and the “house not made with hands”
thatbelongs to theworld beyondtime—one transient and
theother permanent, and each correspondent to the other.
We have placed the greater stress upon the nervous sys-
tem, becauseit extends from theone to theother, inspired
with life, thought, and will from the psychic realm and
transmitting the forces to the natural—-thus joining the
two into one personality.



IS THERE A FOURTH DIMENSION?

BY RUSSELL pmunmrrox, A.M., 14.1).

The general and most laudable opinion is disposed to
make speculative thought originate from and be depend-
ent upon provable theorems, and thus favor intension
rather than extension. Earthlings have wooed Dame
Science so importunatelywithinthelast century thatthey
have to some extent come to her way of thinking;more
over, have found her so stern a mistress that the philo-
sophicmethod,formerlyso cherished, of castinga rope into
theair and climbingby it is not now so popular. Somehow
we have preferred to “look for the hook.” Perhaps,
however, the most guarded will not consider it a waste of
time to test thevirtue of a possible fourthdimension as ex-
plaining certain phenomena commonly classed as hyper-
physical. Could anythingserve better than hyperspace?
And is thereany such?

I cannot ofler any solution of a problem so intricate
mathematically,and seemingly so visionary philosophic-
ally; nor am I persuaded thatany valid solution can, with
our present data, be offered. It is evident, however, that
some kindred thesis may assist many to a system of psy-
chical belief subjectively more reasonable, though it be
from our preent standpoint only a Keplerian guess.

It would seem that in current empiricism we are
not so secure in our fundamentals as in the pride of
partial knowledge we have hitherto been pleased
to think. Our two ultimate ideas are time and space:
the flrst of one dimension, the second of three. Not only
do we find them upon analysis to be in essence non-ulti-
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mate, and mere conventions in both thought and speech
(terminological makeshifts to minds thatdemand a place
where matter has been, and a period in which something
has happened), but we are not even ready to offer a flush
“measure” for either of them. As regards time, neither
“life,” “existence,” nor “motion” willhelp. Life, with any
meaning defensible on biologicalgrounds, is inapplicable;
ezotstence eliminates protoplasm but not matter, and is a
mere quibble of etymological art; motion is not generally
acceptable, for many will claim conceivability of» time
without mechanical displacement. Space is a trifle more
amenable to evolvement, but, when radically sounded,
establishes little that is satisfying to our appetite for
specific and exclusive terms. To any that may doubt it,
the Spencerian method is an adequate reply. Moreover,
thesetwo ideas are not even in sequence, as the gap of no
correspondent for the two-dimensionalwarns us. Each is
vague, inexact, unmanageable, undefinable.

Withoutfollowingto forced conclusionsthedeductions
to which this line of reasoning will lead us, we may yet

_observe that the application of a fourth dimension to
psychometry and psychography would assist in making
themexact sciences. Hyperspace not having as yet shown
itself susceptible of demonstration, it is profitable to note
how such a factormight extend or modify prevalentmeta-
physical abstractions; and, if we have any zeal for the
advance of our master-science, we are more gratified at
findingtheprobabilityof existence or non-existence of its
unwonted factorexhibited in a new light (and helping us
to an understanding of such materials for psychoscopy as
are now in our possession),thanpleased withany endeavor
to disprove it.

From a philosophicpoint of view, thedetermination of
eternal damnation or eternal beatitudeby present conduct
is illogical except so far as such conduct is a finite differ-
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ential from which an infinite whole may be constructed.
The mathematicalequivalent is found in circles placed
close together in parallel planes, and serving as basis for
buildingan unknown but calculable solid that may vary
from a perfect sphere, through cone and cylinder, to the
most irregular and distorted polyhedron. The posibilities
are more than one can tell. But if we complicate the
geometrical guess by another dimension, move the induc-
tion to thenext higher station, and take the sphere as our
given section of some unknown “solid,” we shall observe
that the chance results are unlimited. And properly so,
even as one might never hope to formulate biologicallaws
from themost complete understanding of crystallography.
The number would seem to be appropriately represented
by an infinity of the second degree. Small wonder, if the
analogy be fair, that to many men are many minds, and
thattherace in its mentality runs riot betweenextremes of
mysticism and materialism, confidently either peopling
another world with phantasmagoria of Orientalists and
apocalyptists, or fashioning it as void and featureless as
the “after-death”of ancient Hebrew theology.

Wherever a man may place himself on the line'that
extends from materialismto transcendentalism,some such
hypothesis would seem expedient. To believers in ortho-
dox religion, a specific assumption respecting future states
is necessary to prevent agreement with “nihi1ity,”or noth-
ingness. Accepting immortality in a general sense, without
seeking its locus, is unsatisfactory;it is therebyreduced to
mere symbolism. Dogmas of resurrection and incarnation
not only imply,but directly insist upon, continuityof exist-
ence, whether it be sentient or dormant, in purgatory or
paradise. For such continuity, either a welding-point or
a place of intermediate actuality must be assumed. The
reasoning mind demands, even though it may not yet
supply, the extra dimension. This must be something
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hyperphysical, but at the same time in one “plane” at
least co-zonal with the physical:and it is just thatneedful
zone of correspondence between what we know and what
we do not know that suggests a fourth dimension. In a
thinking,rational man, it is easy to argue a soul; but the
casket and the urn offer no metaphysical premise.

A man given to introspection—one to whom heaven
and hell are dream-fancies (persistent form of a primitive
intellectual stage)—must needs locate his dreamland and
ascertain its noological latitude and longitude. One who
interprets metaphorically the traditional view of re-
wards and punishments will seek theconditioningground
of self-approval and self-disapprobation. The mere
framing of canons for self-government would appear to
require groundworkas well as cause; and application of a
fourth dimension to various modes of belief is the only
thingso far proposed thatoffers this substantial basis.

The phenomenaof ghosts, regarding whose appearance
doubt has by no means been dispelled in many intelligent
minds, need explanation as to whether such apparitions
are projected into spaceby imaginationor consist of actual
rays of light impinging upon the retina. Whether theybe
subjective or objective, we must admit thatmany persons
have been therebyprofoundlyaflected, and from thisalone
might infer metapsychical as well as metaphyicalagency.
Those thatdoubt such phenomenawillas a rule claim that
they doubt scientifically,and should therefore, to be con-
sistent, be interested in seeing the platform erected
whether it be walked or not.

If there really are spiritualistic “raps,” how shall we
account for phantasmsmaking audiblevibrations in solid
oak, unless we allow that the spiritual and ethereal is for
thetime beingput into relationwithmatter? One should
rememberthatbelief in piritualism is largely dependent
upon evidence (acceptable to many) of matter aflected by
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spirits: few of its adherentsbase fundamentaltenets exclu-
sively upon a prion‘ conviction. The line of demarcation
between psychical and physical, passed and repassed by
apparitions, implies limitations of the lower range (the
physical), and thereby necessitates a higher as well as a.
lower, for there can be no horizon without sky, as well as
land or sea. The existence of a boundary is unthinkable
except upon the postulate of adjacent members of the
same or of diflerentorders. The survey of one bourne only
should in all due modesty suggest our ignorance——it is
still so very difficult to prove a negative!

Taking all these facts into consideration, may we not
conclude that the spirit-world, if existent, is not so much
a. matter of qualitative as of quantitative differences
regarding dimensional franchise? And more insistent,
perhaps, is the thought that spirits, ghosts, etc., demand,
if they be real, not only a stage of action, but a region for
occupancy during inaction.

To cast aside such an explanationlofpsychophysics, on
the ground that introducing an unprovable assumption is
a gratuitous complication of thought, is to deny the func-
tion of a “workinghypothesis.” The same intent would in
physicsat once reject a “luminiferousether,” for how could
one approve thestatement thatmatter and ether cause no
friction even at the highest rate of vibration, and yet find
that light-wave, acting exclusively in ether, can by a

prism of diamond or of hydrogen be decomposed, and by
a series of such prisms besubdivided sufiicientlyto identify
six hundred or more lines representing a single chemical
element? What, moreover, would we do withthephenom-
ena of reflection? The claim that a hypothesis is futile
because open to what even primitive logicians recognized
as “thefallacyof objections,” must bewaived. We simply
want the best, the mot reasonable, until we can discover
and recognize thetrue.
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Whether or not this view of four dimensions shall be
thetrue explanationis unprovable by any rationalprocess.
There may never be any ultimate standards perceivable to
us, for they, even did they exist, might be inappreciable
under present psychic limitations. Although, therefore,
we may not bejustifiedin claimingthatthefactsas known
bear testimony to the reality of four dimensions, yet we
are privilegedto say that,if therebe four, and we are still
limited to three, those entities, essentially parts of the
four—and when in thefourthunknownto us—would show
themselves quite as unknowable as certain psychic
phenomena are to us now.

Turningto psychology, the ego—-in its three phases of
will, emotion, and cognition—depends upon some medium
for its articulationwiththeexternal world: demands some
explanation of the control of consciousness over cortical
cells. Since scientists have studied three-eyed lizards, the
pineal-gland theory has fallen into disrepute, and some-
thing more subtle is required. The postulate of four
dimensions, with the ego inborn, makes will a direct rela-
tion betweenthatregion and thephysical; ernotion, a stim-
ulus actingpartly at thejunctionof thethreeand the four;
intellection, a process taking place in the fourth dimension
alone and co-ordinated withinthat limit. Mental sugges-
tion, more strongly perhaps than a single “exhibition”of
volition, by its double phenomenaof mind governing mat-
ter and mind contiguou to mind, gives added force to
the implication.

This conditional acceptance of four dimensions aids in
understanding the persistence of memory despite bodily
changes; for, as has been suggested, a childwithmirth and
pleasing unwisdom dissolving into a gray-haired form,
bentwithage and much philosophy,may be showing only
phasesof thesame body, thelarger part of which is in four-
dimensional space, and of which the physical appearance
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is only a section of one continuous whole. A belief in the
resurrection of the body would imply such continuity,and
the definition therein implied guides to an understanding
more adequate of what “thebody” really is.

When we rememberan acquaintance, we do not recog-
nize the molecular groupings of which the face is com-
posed,but ratherthatnorm bywhich assimilatedmaterials
fall into predetermined places. The real body, then, is
only a die withwhich the individual stamps material par-
ticles withwhich he becomes associated—a section of the
four-dimensional self with the three-dimensionaluniverse
we call physical.

To a being restricted to one straight line, a point one
inch laterally is infinity. The induction passing through
two dimensions to our present one of three is obvious.
What is the meaning of infinity? Mentally “producing” a
straight line will never give it, unless, appealing to space-
curvature (which postulates four dimensions),we accept it
as a curve. Take the light-year distance of the star of
smallest parallax, express it in miles, add to it as often
as you please the same numbermultiplied a million times
over and over again, and you still have only distance: very
large, but not infinity. We dare not so call it, for in thought
we may still add some finite quantity which proves the
previous result to have been less than infinity. More is
needed. May there not lie for us some instruction in the
coincidence that infinity and a fourth dimension should
both be mathematicallyinconceivable, and both lead to a
higher plane of psychology and general philosophy?

The phenomenaof hypnotim seem inexplicableon any
hypothesi more defensible. Direct thought-transference
finds no connective with material fact purer or more
simple in its cogency. Substitutes offered with a view to
excluding the physical entirely have only forced upon us
more indefinite and less debatable theories of processes.
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Few persons will agree that, given matter and protoplas-
mic organization, mind is latent in the premises. Yet it
does not violate logic to deduce, from matter, life, an extra
dimension, a force that might present itself as mind to
beings familiar(as we unfortunately are) withonly three.
We bear, of course, in mind thatany such extension of our
horizon does not make matter in itself four-dimensional,
but only enlarges our metaphysicalview and broadens the
field of inquiry. Should we be disposed, from the stand-
point of certain alienlsts, to construe all spiritual pres-
ences, telepathy,clairvoyance, premonitions, etc., to result
from diseased conditions, we still explain away only
selected cases, and are not yet rid of whatever quality it
may be thatendows protoplasm with thought.

Though no claim can be made, we may at least allow
thata fourth dimension, when admitted, would materially
asist theproof or disproof of many psychical phenomena.
Being so closely attendant upon spiritual matters, the dis-
covery of some additional mode of extension is the legiti-
mate quest of mental science. Let us hope thatit may some
day be legitimate to elevate the doctrine of Quesne, when
shorn of its verbal crudities, to a system in which individ-
ualismwill becomedependent upon psychisms ratherthan
“organizations.” To accomplish this we must go up
higher, even though such ascent be by a step demanding
bolder faiththan is generally understood in “theevidence
of thingsnot seen.”

Four dimensions involve no new factor more absurd
than would have been a radiograph to Daguerre, or a
geodetical formula to theArgonauts;therefore,we should
be prepared to meet the issue fairly. The motto of “nil
admirari” has never yet contained les of pessimism than
in our age, as we stand eager to accept and ready to deal
even-handedly with anythingthat falls from the plenty-
horn of Progres. And yet thisquery, and the further one
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—whether “soul” should properly belong to the fourth
and “spirit” to the fifth or to some higher—are matters
thatthe present state of psychical non-science may tempt
us to leave to the ingenuity of a subsequent generation.
If so, then we are unfortunate. Let us be up and doing.
There are no more material worlds to conquer; but mind
may yet transcend those conventional limits that physi-
cism has found it expedient to establish. We are a republic
in psychology as well as in politics and letters, and never
more deservedly so than during the closing of this most
progressive century man has ever known. We may not
believein a fourth dimension, but we all should agree that
science demands some pioneer thatwill indicate its proof
or offer an equivalent.

 

Ir we seem to any to be superseding the Present by the Past, it
is only because they together make up the mighty Now which the
many term the Future. We contemplate the All, of which Time is
the reflected part, and Matter, world-stuff, or physical existence, the
ephemeral outcome. It is very proper for sagacity to take thought
for means, but thenobler Wisdom transcending it considers the ends.
The aim of all genuine Philosophyis to obtain the overknowledge-
that truth which has no price in the market. It is enough for it
thatit is a life—a collected, and finally a completed life. Truthis
not this opinion and that, but an insight and intuition above them
all.—Alezander Wilder, M. D.

 

TEE Chinese hold the most advanced ideas, in that they abhor
war and standingarmies. They believein choosing officials for their
talents, and they honor old age. Their ideal is justice, while the
European thinks that success, which justifies everything, is the
criterion of worth. Sentiment of some sort rules the European,
whose virtues and vices are found in theirvigor in America. Reason
rules the Chinaman. It is thoughtbetter to have a hundred hands
working than to supersede them by one machine.—DeGondourvillo.



FOOD FOR MIND AND BODY.

BY cnaamns BRODIE PATTERSON.

When Jesus said: “Man shall not live by bread alone,
but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of
God,” he implied that food other than material is neces-
sary in the life of man. In the light of this, the question
of food becomes of marked importance.

Before turning our attention to physical food, let us
brieflyconsider thefood thatJesus speaks of as the “word
of God.” In our understanding of this subject, we must
see that this “word” is not to be found written in books
or spoken by man. Only as the soul has awakened to a
knowledge of its real self, is it possible to dicern the im-
press of God’s word on the printed page or in the verbal
utterance. The God thatspeaks to man is the indwelling
Divine Presence in each individual life; and this speaks
rather through states of feeling than in words. “The
pure in heart shall see God.” '

As we show forth these inner states, we reflect the
Divine Image. Every soul is a word, and through the
communion and unity of these the word of God in its
largest sense is best understood. Through soul commu-
nion—a realizationof theunity existing between God and
man—thesoul is fed. The soul is the“Word” thatwas in
thebeginningwithGod, from whom come all things. We
mean thisin the larger sense—the Universal Soul thatbe-
comes individualized in the life of man. True soul com-
munion must never be regarded in any personal sense.
It is, as it were, thelosing of self and the becomingat one
with the Soul of the Universe. In this state the indi-
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vidual soul receives nourishment necessary for its fullest
expression. This soul nourishment has its consequent
action upon the mind of man, transforming and illuminat-
ing his thought so that the forms of life take on a new
meaning, and the world becomes filled with a brightness
that could have no existence if it were not for the influx
from the spiritual side of life into the mental and material
side.

Thus we see thatthe real bread of life——thetrue suste-
nance of humanity—is not in the outer form, but rather in
the inner word; and this latter has its effect upon the
whole life of man, finding its ultimate expression in the
shaping of the physical form.

The body, or physical organism, is a house that we
have builded for our special needs while on this plane of
existence. In order to do this, it is necessary that we
should draw from the things of the material world; and,
while the soul is its builder, yet the body is of the earth,
earthy, and the things essential in its construction and
reconstruction must be drawn from the world of forms.
If the mind were always under the direction of the inner
word, the body would take on perfect form, expresing
health and strength; but, because the mind is content
withdrawing what it believesto be needful from theouter
world, regardless of the inner, our bodies do not always
express what we should desire. Sometimes the expres-
sion is that of weakness—sometimes that of disease.

The mind, not being nourished in the true way, cannot
rightly supply the needs of the physical form. The body
is strengthenedand perfected only as the mind is renewed
by the inner word. If man’s mind were only under the
complete direction of the inner word, a weak or diseased
body would be impossible: for the force of life moving
from its center outward would bring perfection of mind
and body, and the food necessary to build.up the physical
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form would be of a kind and quality that would supply «

each and every need of the external man. Such is not at
present the state of the majority of mankind; but this is
no reason why it should not be attained.

VV‘hen the force of life is directed through knowledge
and understanding, the question of material food will not
be so dominant as at present. Indigestion and dyspepsia
will be thingsof thepast. If man exercised half the care
in the selection of his mental food, and the source from
which thatfood is drawn, thathe displays in the choosing
of his physical nourishment, the results would prove far
more beneficial. But his investigations are invariablyon
thesurface,and he chooses to deal withefiects ratherthan
causes. The wrong mental desire finds its expression in
the imperfect selection of material food. Looking upon
this food as the cause of many physical ills, he seeks to
bring about a better bodily state through foregoing cer-
tain kinds of food and cultivating a taste for others.
One after another,however, they fail to bring the required
good. Just so long as the wrong desires are retained in
the mind will the physical indigetion and lack of true
assimilation continue.

Many persons would have us believethat the different
kinds of food we eat or refrain ‘from eating have a ten-
dency to make us spiritual-minded—some taking the
ground that vegetables and cereals are ideal food for
theperfect development of the physical man, others claim-
ing that fruits and nuts are all that is necessary for the
welfare of the body. That these positions are true I can-
not believe. Man may live on any kind of food without
its having any eflect in spiritualizing his life. It is the
true impulse that brings the true desire, which in turn
brings the true expression. We cannot reverse thisorder
and get the true results of life.

I do not think that animal food is necessary to give
health or strengthto our bodies—thatconscious life must
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lose its own form in order to perpetuate the form of man.
The animal has as much right to exist, and in its limited
way to get as much enjoymentout of life, as man himself;
but, so long as we believethat animal flesh is necessary
for the welfare of the body, it will continue to be used,
regardless of the pain and suffering inflicted. I believe
therecan be no question thatthere is a reflexactionresult-
ing from all this cruelty. The pain we inflict on the
animal inevitablycomes back to us, causing both anguish
of mind and pain of body.

I have a theory, which may or may not be true, as to
this reflex action. It is well known that the fibrin, or
vital part of animal blood, is, or seems to be, indestructi-
ble. Subject it to whatever test you may, and its vital
force is not destroyed. Conditions being right, from this
fibrin proceeds the construction of new forms, two condi-
tions only beingnecessary (warmthand moisture), and the
rebuilding begins. Another fact, not so well known but
equally true, is thatthecondition of fear in man or animal
affects the blood; and when we thinkof the animals that
are daily destroyed in the world’s slaughter-houses, and
reflect that the sense of fear of loss of life, or rather loss
of form, i just as strong in animals as in men, is it to be
wondered at that this tate of fright should leave its
impress on the blood, thence to be transmitted to the
minds of men?

Why is it thatmeat-eating people are so fearful of the
loss of the body? We say thatthey are the bravest, that
they are the best “fighters,” that they have a greater
hold on life; yet they are certainly more fearful of losing
their physical existence than those that live on fruits,
cereals. and vegetables. Again, may not this “fighting”
characteristic proceed from the animal, which in a sense
has been perpetuated by assimilating the fibrin of its
blood, so thatwe are unconciouslycontinuing an animal
existence throughthesutaining of thebody by flesh food?
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It may be asserted here that I am inconsistent in tak-
ing this position after having said that the food eaten by
a man cannot of itself make him spiritual or bring about
a higher state of existence; but, while these outer condi-
tions do not affect the soul of man, yet there is a definite
action on both mind and body, and mind cannot become
spiritualizedsave as thesoul qualities flow into it. Every-
thing in the outer world, being related to every other
thing,must afiect and be affected by every other thing in
the outer world. Now, as the true relationship is estab-
lished from the inner (or higher) state of being, we have
the perfect harmony of life; but if the relationship be es-
tablished through purely mental and selfish objects, for
gratification of the personality, then such relationship,
beingdiscordant, inevitablybrings with it evileflects.

A question that may arise at this point in the minds
of many is, If spirit alone is the creative power, how can
thefibrin of theblood bring about the construction of new
forms? I would say in reply that the life principle is in
all and through all; and the creative principle is in the
1ibrin——just as much in the life of the animal as in that
-of man, though not expressed to the same degree. We
cannot conceive of anythingin the universe in which this
creative force is not found. We must not look upon the
fibrin, or the outer form, as the constructive or creative
agent; but we cannot fail to see thatthe fibrin must enter
‘into and be incorporated in the physical form of man, if
that form, under the influence or direction of mind, ‘is
nourished by theblood of theanimal. In the light of this
we may be able to understand why Moses (Lev. xvii. 11)
commanded that the children of Israel should not eat of
the blood of any animal, giving as a reason, “for the life
of theflesh is in the blood.”

Abstinence from animal food while the mental desire
for it remains is not going to prove helpful either to mind
or body. Desire for anything keeps us related thereto,
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as well as to all other minds having the same desire.
Hence, desire is the thing to be changed, rather than the
expression of it in the outer habit. With the disappear-
ance of thismental state will go thethingthatcorresponds
to it. All strong mental desires assume form (find ex
pression) sooner or later in the physical world; conse-
quently, if we wish to replace wrong physical conditions
by true ones, we must begin withmotive. Does the motive
proceed from the inner world of being, fashioned by the
spiritual force of life, or is it produced by external things?‘
This is a question we should ask ourselves, for on the
answer will depend the expression taken by the form in
theouter world.

The varying mental states produce thephysical hunger
that is gratified by the nourishment thatcomes to us from
without. Take the mind that is satiated with things of
the world—-the mind that fails to recognize or to get good
from the people and things that constitute its environ-
ment—and we find that desire for food is wanting. On
the other hand, a mind that is eager for knowledge and
sees thingscontinually in new lights-—a mind thatdigests
and assimilates—invariablyaccompanies a good physical
appetite, the possessor of which relishes his food. Take
also the simple-minded man: he will get more enjoyment
from simple food than from all the so-called luxuries of
the table. Wherever the animal nature predominates in
man, we find thedesire for animal food; and if thisnature
is vigorous, it will require such food in abundance.

With the awakening of the spiritual nature comes a
change in the desires concerning physical food, many
things being laid aside and entirely new ones being sub-
stituted. This process may be altogether unconscious,
but it takes place just as surely as if it were a conscious
act. There is no violent or sudden change—it may be
hardly perceptible; but little by little the change goes on.
The amount of food required to nourish the body becomes
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less and less, so thatto many it would seem as if the per-
son were literallystarving himself. Such, however, is not
the case; but the little he cats is digested and thoroughly
assimilated.

At thispoint I wish to introduce anothertheory,which
may be true or otherwise, but I can find no reasonable
ground on which to ‘discredit it. I apprehend that the
air about us contains all things needful for the replenish-
ing of the human form; thatall we eat and drink is to be
found in the atmosphere; that, as man’s desires are
affected by the higher impulses of life, each desire has its
action on all parts of the body (but nowhere is thataction
more manifest than on theorgans used in connection with
the breath); thatwith the higher and truer desires of life
comes a new state of breathing—we breathe deeper and
stronger and take more time in inhaling and exhaling;
in short. that we draw nourtlsluncnt direct from the atmos-
phere as naturally as do plants and trees—all the varied
forms of vegetable life.

The question may be asked, Why is it thatsome persons
living on a very material plane breathe strong and deep,
but are not nourished in this way, requiring a great deal
of prepared food to meet the needs of the body? I would
answer that the desires of such a person were strong and
true as far as theywent; thathis perception of life did not
extend beyondthatplane; that, his mind beingengrossed
in the thingsof form and his desires being there, the nat-
ural way to replenish the body would be to draw from the
visible rather than the invisible realm. But the truly
spiritual mind—-whose aspirations and desires are for
things invisible to material sight—attracts to itself the
things necessary to sustain the body. The alchemist i
within; it acts upon nature in such a way as to separate
the dross from the gold, casting aside the former as being
unnecessary to give true expression to the form of man in
the world in which we live.

4_L



GUIDING VOICES.

BY HELEN L. MANNING.

“And thine ears shall hear 3 word behind thee, saying, This is the
way; walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right hand and when ye turn to
the left."-4-Ioalah xxx. 21.

I have just had an interesting interview with Mr.
J-——-, an unpretending workingman,skilfuland prosper-
ous in certain handicraft, and he told me of voices that
speak to his inner ear, much as Jeanne d’Arc must have
heard them. There is nothing in the man’s manner to
indicate a temperament given to fancy or sentiment, nor
could one well doubt his sincerity and integrity. His
moral sentiments seem well developed, but I should not
say thathe is religiously inclined. He says these voices
often follow him, as he goes about his work or walks along
the street, and say, “Do this! Do this!”-—naming some-
thing specific—or “Don’t do that! Don’t do that!” until
he yields obedience. Sometimes it is to do somethinghe
does not want to do, or thathe can see no reason for doing,
or that it would seem absurd or impertinent to do; yet,
if he obeys, he finds they were true guiding voices, .and
the object of his mission is made plain in the perform-
ance. He gave me one instance in detail, which I will
try to reproduce as near as possible in his own words-
an experience of which he said he had never spoken to
any one:

“1 went to bed early one Saturday night, for I had been
workingvery hard through theweek and wa up a part of
the night before with a sick friend. I slept heavilyfor a

while, but was soon awakened suddenly by hearing a
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voice say: ‘Get up and take a five-dollarbilland spend it
for F . He is sick and out of work, and he and his
family are sulfering from cold and hunger.’ The man
named was one who had tried to injure me a few years
ago as no other man ever did, and it was only thatI was
able to establish my innocence that kept me from going
to prison. To be called upon to leave my warm bed on a
winter’s night to help—that man of all others! It was
too much to ask, and I said to the voice: ‘I can’t do this.
Why, I would rather take every dollar I have and put it
in the fire than to take five dollars and spend it for
F !’

“ ‘But you must; you really want to do it,’ the voice
insited. '

“ ‘I don’t want to do it,’ I returned. ‘Besides, I don't
know where he lives.’

“ ‘Get up and get the things and I’ll tell you where to
take them!’ sounded in my inner ear imperlously. ‘To-
morrow will be too late.’

“I arose and dressed reluctantly, then glanced at the
clock and saw it was 10.30 P.M. I knew the shops in the
adjoiningtenement-house district would be open tillmid-
night. I stopped at the first place I came to where coal
and kindling-wood could be had, bought a supply, and
told the man to follow me to deliver them. I also stocked
a large basket with food and bought ome bed-covers at a
second-hand store. I went along as one in a dream, the
voice seeming to lead the way, while my conscious, rea-
soning self seemed to protest at every step at such an
unheard-of proceeding as carrying comforts to an enemy
who, when I last heard about him, was comfortable
enough on his ill-gotten gains.

“At the door of a miserable basement tenement I got
the command to ‘Stop!’ 1 went in without ceremony,
and had the supplies deposited. There indeed sat F———,
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emaciated and in rags, holding his hands before a smoky
-kerosene lamp in an effort to get a little warmth, while
his wife and little boy were trying to forget their misery
in sleep on a pile of rags and straw. I held out my hand
to the man, and said:

“‘Why, F——, I’m sorry to find you in this plight.
I

I’ve brought a few things to meet your present needs, and
I'll look after you until you are better; then I'll get some
work for you, if I can.’

“I hadn’t intended to say anythingof the kind, but my
better self seemed in the ascendency; and somehow I was
not sorry. F—— recognized me, started to grasp my ex-
tended hand in a shamefaced way, groaned, and hid his
face in his arms on the top of the rickety table before
which he sat. It was too much for me, and I turned about
with a queer feeling in my throat. I hastilymade a fire
in the little cook-stove, and left without a further word.”

Mr. J—— paused as if his narrative were concluded.
“But what was the outcome of all this?” I asked,
unwillingto have thestory close so abruptly.

“Oh, the man got well and got work in another town,
and, so far as I know, behaved himself. Some months
afterward a woman came to my work-shop,heavilyveiled,
and asked for a dollar’s worth of a certain article. I
wrapped up theparcel and handed it to her, when she gave
me in exchange a billall crumpled up, which I supposed
was a one-dollarnote. Aftershe had gone I straightened
it out, and to my surprise found that it was a ‘five.’ I
hastened to thedoor to call after her and have themistake-
corrected; but she was nowhere to be seen. Returning
to my shop, I was further mystified by finding that my
strange customer had not taken the goods she bought,
but had laid the package on a box near the door.

“The incident puzzled me for a long while,but I finally
concluded that this woman might have been the wife of
theman I was sent so strangely to help in his dire distress;
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still, I have never known positively, and probably never
shall.”

We may make of this little incident, which Mr. J——
told me, what we will. For myself, I do not profess to
ofler either theory or explanation. It interested me
deeply. and so I ofl.'er it to the readers of MIND as I
heard it

me

THE GIFT OF SELF.
“Charity is a virtue of the heart, not of the hands.” They who

would do good in a settlement, as elsewhere, must first be good. If
the brotherhood of man is not felt by us, if it is nothingmore than
a theory in our lives, then let us not thinkthat our work has been,
or can be, fruitful. Though a man have wisdom and eloquence, his
words will fall on dull ears if he try to help his fellow-men and love
them not. Our brothers want ourselves, our love, our sympathy-
or, rather, they want God working through us. Set self aside, that
there may be left a free channel in thy heart, through which the
Infinite can pour currents of hope and healing. Give thyself to
God, and through thee he will give himself to men.

What is it to give thyselfto God? It is to give thyselfto Good-
to gentle thoughts, kind words, helpful acts; to recognize the divine
spark in all, and by a breath of encouragement and afiection to fan
it into flame. If it be true that “as a man thinketh,so is he,” it is
also true that,as we thinkof our fellows, such they are to us and to
themselves, in great measure. Believe in a man's possibilitiesfor
good, and you have helped him to attain thegood. Love him, and in
some measure he will love you. And if in you he find good, thenhas
he in the truest sense begun to find God.

A few lessons in arithmetic,history, literature, or what you will,
may mean little, almost nothing,to the scholar, if the teacher give
his mind alone to his work; but if with it go sympathyand the sweet
influencewe feel in the presence of the selfless, then the dryest sub-
ject may teach a lesson in the exhaustless theme of upward striving.
Let your charity be more than a fad, or a passing fancy. Let it be
your 'life—thegift of your best self.——May B. Loamis.



HEREDITY—'1‘RUE AND FALSE.

BY M. E. CARTER.

(C'oncluded.)
Consider the allegory of Adam and Eve and their chil-

dren, Cain and Abel. We call Adam and Eve our “first
parents,” and many who cling to the old dogma of he-
redity maintain theliteral verity of thattable. To others,
however, it contains great truth veiled in allegory.
Whether we read it as fact or fiction, it is intended to
refer to the beginning of men and women as we know
them on this planet. What was the heredity of those of
whom Adam and Eve may have been representative?
Certainly therewas a time when what is called “heredity”
could not be predicated when it was unthinkable. But
let us examine the story of Cain and Abel.

From whom did Cain inherit his murderous nature?
and why was his brother Abel so unlike him? Cain, we
read, was a tillerof the soil; he brought an ofleringof the
fruits of the land, while Abel took from his flock a kid
and sacrificed it. It would seem that Cain at first was
the more humane, for Abel took the life of an innocent
kid; yet his brotherha been called “the flrst murderer.”
After all, was it not Abelwho shed the first blood? Be
that as it may, for our purpose we will accept the state-
ment thatCain was the wicked one, and that Abel fell a
victim to his brother’s jealous hatred becausehis was the
more acceptable offering.

The question now is, Why were Abel and Cain so
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exactlydifferent? From what “ancestors” did theyinherit
their peculiar traits? Whether the story be allegorical
or not, the time has come in the history of the race
when some reason other than heredity must be assigned
for the varying traits of character in members of one
family.

Take another biblical illustration (because we are
more or less familiarwith these stories and they can be
duplicated many times outside of scriptural records)-
Esau and Jacob, twin sons of Isaac and Rebekah. Here,
again, we have totally opposite characters; moreover,
Esau was so “hairy” that when Jacob wished to deceive
his blind fatherhe found the skins of kids not too rough
to wear on his neck and hands in order to pass himself
on for Esau, and thus obtain the blessing supposed to
belongto theflrst-born—evenif his advent was only a few
minutes earlier than thatof his twin brother. Isaac said:
“The voice is Jacob’s voice, but the hands are the hands
of Esau.”

The question for us to answer is, Why was Jacob
smooth of skin and his twin brother so rough? Is this
marked diiference to be explained by heredity? May we
not rather find the cause in some line of thought, some
stage of soul-development, by which each naturally built
and used the organism most in keeping with his line of
thinkingand consequent degree of unfoldment—for they
were as unlikein characteras in skin?

If we hold to eternal justice we must also adhere to
independent soul unfoldment; and the instrument used by
each soul for manifestationmust beits own choice in every
respect, and not forced upon it in whole or in part. Then,
are we not jutifledin saying thatevery soul—in its jour-
ney from its Source in infancy back to its Source at
maturity, as a fully developed, conscious being—gravi-
tates according to its stage of development to theparents
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and environment that.it chooses; also, that it builds the
body that it takes of its own choice, not of necessity, and
thatthatbody willalwaysexpress thethinkingof theuser
of it? Thus we see that, as each soul chooses its earthly
parents, it takes the race and ancestry belonging to that
selected parentage, but only during its earth experience.

Soul-relationships exist where there are no ties of
blood. The choice of race and parentage does not involve
any necessity for manifesting the diseases or traits of
those ancestors; but naturally, having chosen, the soul
may have spiritual relationshipswith some of that family
—not necessarily with all; and to those to whom it may
be so related it will bear some likeness in character.

Is this not more reasonable than the old dogma of
heredity? And is it not infinitely more encouraging,
since we now see thatwe are free, and are not the victims
of blind fate, called “heredity"? Much that is so named
is simply opinions, ideas, and habits, transmitted and
accepted during the training of a child because its stage
of development permits. But now and then we find an
independent one who will not accept the traditions of the
elders, who steps out and thinksindependently—because,
again, of a stage of development; and too often it pays
the penalty of loneliness and social ostracism which old,
cat-iron opinions impose upon a free thinker.

Sometimes very practical, matter-of-factparents have
themost visionary and unpracticalchildren, and vice versa.
How rarely ministers’ sons care to follow the calling of
their father! And the same may be said of all the
professions. Sons do not take up the business of their
fathers as frequently as some other line of work. We
have few, if any, records of great poets, musicians, or
artists having children like themselves.

People often say thata talent, a trait, or whatever the
likeness may be, “skips” one, two, or several generations.
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Why skip? This cannot be explained by heredity. Where,
then, shall we seek for the real cause of all the likenesses
and differences? When we discover the cause of the for-
mer we shall also know that of the latter; and the secret
of the wonderful contrasts to be found in thoe related
throughthetie of blood will be revealed.

Granted that environment, association, and training
have large influence in the development of characteris-
tics, and even features—or, more truly, expression be-
tween persons closely associated (since it is‘ an acknowl-
edged fact that people who live long together and love
each other grow to look alike)-—is not the solution
here? Have we found the key that will unlock the door
of real knowledge—not theory,conjecture, nor speculation
upon our subject? Love is the word and the explanation.
What we love we seek after; we think about and dwell
with it in thought; it becomes to us our closest environ-
ment: for our own thought-atmosphere is nearer to us
than anythingelse. We are enveloped in and permeated
by it; it is our expression of ourselves.

Mozart loved music, and at four years of age astonished
his elders with his knowledge of harmony. At an age
when other children are just being taught their alphabet,
Mozart was playing before those whom the world calls
great. Did Mozart obtain that amazing musical knowl-
edge through heredity? No; but the living soul that
came to earth and took the material shape named
“Mozart”.had loved music long before—had unfolded that
faculty of his soul during previous experiences—and then
the world saw what it calls a musical prodigy.

If we say thatMozart’s genius was a gift of God, in the
old orthodoxsense, thendo we not make of God a respecter
of persons? Why should—na_v, how c¢m—a just God be
partial? Shakespeare wrote as never man wrote, al-
though he had few, if any, early educational advantages.
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Where did the immortal bard develop his marvelous com-
mand of theEnglish language and his wonderful, master-
ful way of delineatingcharacter? Were theseaccomplish-
ments special gifts of God? Raphael painted as never
man had painted. Dante and Milton wrote poetry to the
wonder of the world. Napoleon and Wellington stood
head and shoulders above their fellows in military skill.
And therehave been mathematicaland other prodigies.

We do not usually find the children of such re-
markablydeveloped ones manifesting like powers. Why
not, if heredity be a fixed principle? The simple fact is
thatevery soul coming to thisplanet for expression brings
withit all thatit has previouslydeveloped in its past soul-
life, somehow, somewhere. I do not say thatthe soul has
been, and must be, “reborn” over and over again on this
globe; but the self-evident fact remains that not all de-
velopment has been nor can be attained in a single earth-
life, however long.

When we begin to realize this fact we can then also
feel thatthegreat First Cause, our Source, is Justice itself;
and the many puzzling questions regarding the difler-
ences manifested on the earth plane will be answered
satisfactorily. We can feel that order rules the universe
and all pertaining thereto.

To-day if I lay down this “coat of skin,” this fleshly
body, and pass through the change called death, I shall
have just as much knowledge, goodness, spirituality, and
development on every line of my being as I have un-
folded, and no more. I shall be exactlywhat I have made
myself; and I shall not have a “present” of any knowl-
edge, goodness, or spirituality. What I do have will be
mine, becauseI have evolved just so much of what has been
forever involved in my real being,which is the“imageand
likeness of God.”

Then, as eternal progress is the law that governs all
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things belongingto Reality, I shall continue to progress.
\’Vhat sort of a body shall my next one be? It will be
exactlywhat I have made it by my own line of thinking,
and will be fitted to my next plane of development.

Leaving the unseen life, let us consider for a moment
the traditions of the elders, and return to the likenesses
that we see in families. Sometimes person that have
borne a slight resemblance to one another in youth show
what is called a “family likeness" in later years. Again
we find our explanation in the habit of thought. Noth-
ing but thinking builds up or tears down; nothing but
thinking causes all these changes. Observe how many
people, as years increase. return in thought to their child-
hood days.

,

How theydwell upon them,and speak oftener
of their parents than was their custom in early manhood
and womanhood!

Is it remarkablethatpersons, dwelling in the thought
of parents, brothers, and sisters, with the mental pict-
tires that their thinking evokes, should outline their
ideas on their physical organisms? Every idea that we
form and hold has its outward symbol; moreover, it may
be seen and read by one that understands the law of cor-
respondences. In extreme cases it may be recognized by
any one. A confirmed criminal cannot hide his character
from the most casual observer. A sensualist carries
about with him such an expression and thought-atmos-
phere thatpure men and women hrink from his presence;
while, on the other hand, there are persons that radiate
so much that is delightful that we all want to be near
them. A person's business can often be known by glanc-
ing at his features and carriage, especially if he has been
long established in it. Happy people, sorrowful people,
ill-naturedpeople, and amiable people go about known and
read of all men.

Our bodies are thesymbols of ourselves, for as we think
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we picture our formulated thoughts upon our organisms.
No one builds our bodies for us; we do it ourselves.
N0 one can do our thinkingfor us, althoughwe may accept
the thoughts of another, and in so doing subject ourselves
to an external mentality.

The truthis, we have all just one heredity. It is one we
need not fear to claim and prove; and, in claiming and
proving this true heredity, we assert a glorious birthright
thatincludes all thatwe may desire. This heredity is our
God-derived being—-ourIndividuality;and it comprises all
thatis great and good and beautifulon thephysical, intel-
lectual, and spiritual planes.

The manifold differences we see in human beings
of our own day and generation, and thatwe read about in
history, are all due to stages of development——dcgrees of
soul-unfoldment. Involved in every entity, because of
our eternal Source, is all that belongs to that Source.
Hence, if I never yet wrote a line of poetry, I shall one
day be a great poet. If I never painted a picture, sooner
or later I shall unfold my inborn artistic ability. If I
never had a line of beautyin my person, I shall yet learn
to build a beautifulbody. One day I shall proveany rela-
tionship to my Source by evolving all the glorious possi-
bilitiesinvolved in my nature, which as Divine Love de-
velops within me shall, through orderly steps, manifest
more and more of my true heredity—even the great truth
that I am, with every other soul, a child of God, made in
his image and likeness, and forever an inheritor of a king-
dom of boundless knowledge and bliss, becauseI may and
can work out my own destiny and prove my divine
ancestry.

There is only one thing compulsory, only one thing
that no one can evade; and that i final oneness with
Perfection, whence all the races of mankind have come.
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BY BROTHER 1-‘nnnmucx.

At flrst sight it may seem that man is conscious of
more than he sees. The earth plane being only the ulti-
mate object to his view, man himself (existing on other
planes than the objective earth) is conscious of what he
perceives on other planes. So it seems as if he were con-
scious ot more than he secs. Nevertheless, this is not
strictly true, as I will now try to make clear.

Let us suppose a man to be constituted of three dis-
tinct parts: (1) psychic, (2) physical, and (3) astral. Now
let us liken him to a telescope having threedifferent lenses,
representing his psychic, physical, and astral constitu-
ents. The whole telescope is the man; and all objects
seen through it are seen by the whole telescope, 1'. e., by
the whole man. The different characters of the three
lenses are necessary to the proper discernment of objects
on the ultimate, or earth plane. Similarly, man’s con-
sciousness on all three planes of being are concentrated
on the physical, in order that he may have a true concep-
tion, in the flesh, of what he perceives on the flesh plane.

Since the soul does not come into direct contact with
physical things, the soul per se is not conscious of them.
For like reason, in the body, considered apart from soul
and astral functions, man is not conscious of psychic
phenomena. Neither in the soul nor in the body is man
conscious ‘of the astral plane of being. In the flesh we
are conscious of physical things; in the soul, of psychic
things; in the astral, of angelic (i.e., spiritual) things.
Some persons are abnormally sensitive to the psychic
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plane; such are called “mediums.” Geniuses and inspired
persons are sensitive to the astral world. The psychic
plane is the world of physical life, 1'. c., the life (or soul)
of the body. The astral plane is the sphere of memory
(understanding).

Man, in viewing any object, concentrates his whole
threefold nature on what he sees, or perceives; so that
he brings to bear on all he does (1) his psychic forces
(energy), (2) his physical organim, and (3) his astral light
(memory, instinct, judgment). Thus he brings the con-
sciousness of his whole beingto play upon what he studies.
And in that very performance he bears witness that he
sees (or perceives) only what he is conscious of, 2'. 6., only
what he himself is on all theplanes of being.

“Therefore, 0 friend, know that whomsoever thou
judgest thou hast judged thyself. For every trait or
characteristic of which thou art conscious is in thyself
on some plane.”

,

Each phase of the consciousness constituting these
three planes is distinct and different in nature from the
other two. The psychic is the plane of Thought, and is
the first to appear in the creative order. The physical
i theplane of Word, and is expressed second. Third and
last comes theastral, which is theonly plane or sphere on

'

which Understanding (true memory) appears.
These three planes are outpictured in the heavens as

Moon, Planet, and Sun. Each planet of any solar system
is in a different condition (or phase) of unfoldment from
all others; but the character and consciousness of any
planet are consistent with its other attributes——vegeta-
tion, humanity, etc. This earth is in a mortal condition;
and all thatexists upon it is mortal. To becomeimmortal
is to transcend earth conditions, which is practically to
reach the Christ-plane of consciouness—a planetary
home which the earth-man cannot see, because in him
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there is not the Christ consciousness. Nevertheless, this
divine mental state is for man’s attainment, even while
he inhabits the earth.

The Christ consciousness is to be attained in an orderly
way, and not otherwise. Proper drilling is required as
education in any department of life. The mere desire to
bea musicianwillnot carry one at a leap over thetraining
necessary to bring consciousness of music and its realiza-
tion. Merely laying claim to immortality will not bring
it. A man must be trained for the divine life, or for a
carpenter’s life, or for that of a musician, if he is to
realize divinity, construction, or harmony.

The world to-day is a veritable Babel of doctrines,
offered and accepted as substitutes for the only way by
which any one can become conscious of Truth. If any
reader willforsake theBabe! of Doctrine for theless allur-
ing path of Right Practise, he shall not fail of attaining
divine consciousness—Truth.

-O-OIIOQ-O-O-I09

Tans prayer does not consist in words but in actions, and the
gods help him who helps himself; but he who expects that thegods
should do for him what he ought to accomplish himself, does not
know how to pray, and will be disappointed. Prayer means a rising
up in our thoughts and aspirations to our highest ideal; but if we
do not ourselves rise up to it we do not pray. If we expect our

highest ideal to come down to us, we expect an absurdity, an impos-
sibility.—FranzHartmarm, M. D.

 

NOTHING is more unwholesome than dejection. Crippled lads,
consumptive mothers, angelic little girls with spinal complaint, in-
fidel fathers, lingering death-beds,famished families, innocent eon-
victs, persecuted schoolboys, and friendless children wrongfully
-accused of theft,have held theirown mournfullyfor many years. It
is time we admitted, even into religious fiction, some of theconscious
joys of a not altogether miserable world.—Agnes Rapplier.



HAS SPIRITUALISM A FUTURE?

BY JAMES U. srmxcn.

The movement called Modern Spiritualism has now
been before the world for nearly fifty years, and during
that period has made its mark on civilization. Our
purpose is to consider its present condition, and to see
whether it has within itself the power of further growth
‘and progress or has not to a large extent fulfilled its
mission, and should now give place to the advancing
hosts of Truthfollowing in the pathway-‘preparedby it as
a‘-pioneer.

A careful observer of this movement cannot but be
struck by two facts: first, the very large number who call
themselves spiritualist and are content with the various
phases of phenomena, without progress on other lines.
They seem satisfied with the evidence that these phenom-
ena are produced through the agency of the pirits of
human beingswho have passed from earth life to theother
shore, and who thus prove to beings on the earth plane
thatthere is a life beyond thegrave and demonstrate that
the theories and speculations that religious bodies in all
ages have held and taught, without being able to prove,
have had a foundation in fact. They do not seem desirous
to find out the laws governing and producing these mani-
festations, or to seek for light through such phenomena
whereby they may become a power in advancing civiliza-
tion. They are alwaysanxiou to receive “tests” and to
attend materializingand other seances, and are perfectly
satisfied with themselves and their spiritual condition.
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These persons should be called spiritists, as the name spir-
itualist wheifappliedto themis a misnomer. In theirdaily
life they cannot be distinguished from their brother man
who lives in the world, and who is not a believer in spi‘r~
itualism. The same aims and objects of life govern them
all—beingseekers after thisworld’s goods, and sometimes
not over-scrupulous as to the means used to obtain them;
following selfish ends and rarely thinkingof their duties
to their neighbor; generally trying to obtain their own
way—to have their ideas followed out irrespective of the
religious scruples of others, and thus proving not only a
hindrance to theirown progress but also thatof the cause-
they,have at heart. They usually reject teachings that
emanate from churches or from the Bible, even when such
doctrines ennoble life and render it worth living as a.
preparation for the life beyond, being seemingly satisfied-
with the fact that there is no fiery hell to escape and no-
death to fear——thus feeling that they may do as they
please. They apparently ignore the fact that there may
be some good and serious purpose for their existence on
the earth plane, and that they may be missing an oppor-
tunity by theirwant of thought.

The second fact noticed by the careful observer is that
there is another class of persons among spiritualists who
are desirous of better things and try to live a pure and
correct life; who are, to the best of their ability,trying
to discover, by and through phenomena, the hidden laws
that govern all things. When they seek after these
phases, it is not to have their curiosity gratified, but to
receive whatever teachings in spiritual philosophy may
be given them. These teachingsand philosophythey gen-
erally try to exemplify in their daily lives, thus showing
forth the power of Truthto ennoble and purify the earth-
life and prepare it for future growth both here and here-
after. These persons recognizeTruthwherever it may be
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found—-whether in churches or outside; in the Bible and
otherbooks or in Nature; and theyare thereforetrue spir-
itualists, since what they learn has its effect upon their
spiritual life, and this spirituality cannot but be made
manifest in earth life.

Between spiritists and spiritualists,therefore,therecan
at present he no true harmony, the purposes and desires
of each being so distinct and different. The former, from
thevery factof theirconditionof mind, cannot understand
the thoughts and feelings of the latter, and thus they are
constantly trying to hinder, by various methods, those
who are trying spiritually to progress. Human nature is
the same all theworld over, and when any one believeshe
is right there is a desire to force those who do not think
exactly with him to come into line. This is really the
old idea thathas led to thepersecutions thathistory is so
full of, and which it seems are again coming into play,
not only among so-called spiritualists but also among
orthodox churches antagonistic to spiritualism. This
class of true spiritualists is to be found, not only in the
ranks of the cult itself, but also in those of all churches,
as well as among those who profess no creed whatever.
There surely must be some good reason -for this state of
things.

The future of spiritualism depends more upon the
teachingof its philosophythan upon the exhibitionof its
phenomena. We do not wish in any way to decry such
manifestation. We insist, however, that too much at-
tention has been paid to phenomena and too little to the
examination of theteachingsof true spiritual philosophy:
and that, therefore, if present-day spiritualism, as an
organized movement in the advancement of Truth, is to
take the lead, there must be a movement within itself to
harmonizethetwo classes herein referred to. And itwould
seem thatthis can only be done by the spiritists recogniz-
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ing thefactthatthey have much to learn, and are willing
to accept the leadership of thosewho have advanced into
greater knowledge of Truth. Hence, the future of the
movement depends entirely upon the spiritists; and if
they will not consent to this growth they must not be
surprised if a new movement be begun by the true spirit-
ualists~—-onethat,whileperhaps beginningin a smallway,
willsoon draw to itself thosebelieversin various churches
who are disinclined to join the present movement. In-
deed, many of these church-spiritualists, as we may call
them, were at one time in the ranks of Modern Spirit-
ualism, but left it because they did not find therein the
spiritual food theyrequired.

For many reasons it were best for spiritualism to carry
on the propaganda of Truth, as thereby the ground
already gone over would not have to be traversed again;
but if this unity of thought and purpose cannot be ob-
tained, then the new movement or dispensation must
soon cometo establish thepower of Truthamong mankind.
There are too many weaknesses in Modern Spiritualism,
technically so called—too many chances for fraud and
chicanery in its phenomena as at present demonstrated-
to allow it to stand long, unless, as already said, the spir-
ifists awake to theseriousness of thesituation and become
progressive on true‘ lines. '

 

TRUE progress is a complete development of the individual,
comprehending the improvement of the physical being in strength,
beauty, grace, longevity, material enrichment, and increase of
knowledge—in fine, the perfecting of character: the becoming more
noble, more generous, and more devoted.—EZs'sé Reclus.

 

Fon every biological fact there must be posited the unexplained
—and so far inexplainable—factof Life itself; of sentience, or “sen-
sitive” or “irritable” protoplasm, as the very beginning of the fact.
—Dr. George M. Gould.



SUBJECTIVE MENTAL ACPION;

BY A. MURRAY.

To any one familiar with Hudson’s “Law of Psychic
Phenomena,” and his theory of the susceptibilityof the
“subjective mind” to suggestion through telepathy, Mr.
Underwood's article, “Automatic Writing,” in MIND for
October, 1897, has a special interest.

.

Two years or more have elapsed since Mr. Hudson’s
work appeared, and undoubtedlya much longer time since
the gathering of the data upon which the law is based.
Never before,‘ perhaps, have so much close attention and
painstaking study been devoted to the subject as during
that period; and it is therefore especially interesting to
find much of the phenomena described in articles such
as the one referred to falling naturally into place under
the law.

Mr. Underwood is perhaps right when he says: “None
of the explanations thus far advanced in regard to auto-
matic writing . . . is free from difliculties;” and he
is certainly right in saying that “furtherstudy of the sub-
ject will lead to larger knowledge, and ultimately,I have
no doubt, to a correct theory of automaticwriting and of
the different varieties of automatic action.” Further
study and greater knowledge are imperatively needed.

Mr. Hudson did not, nor did he strive to, deal with
ultimate causes. It is probable that wider knowledge
will disprove some of his conclusions and modify others;
but few who accord him an intelligent and impartial hear-
ing can doubt thathe does demonstrate thatwhat he call
the “subjective mind” is possessed of certain definite
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attributes; and it would be interesting to knowwhether
Mr. Underwood, or any‘ other candid- investigator, has
thus far met with phenomena of automatic action that
may not be readily classified under this law of dual
mentality.

The wide applicationof thegeneral theory is well illus-
trated, for instance, in the explanation it affords of the
case of prevision in regard to‘ “The Paris Disaster,”
quoted in the same issue of MIND (p. 62) from a London
newspaper. A certain lady, to whom some remarkable
instances of foresight had already occurred, had, on
Saturday, May 1st, a prevision of the Paris tire, with the
names of eight of the victims and many other details.
The account,written on a postal card and duly attested by
three gentlemen—one a memberof the Psychical Society
—“was posted on Sunday, and bears the post-mark, ‘May
'3, 12.15 A.M.’ ” The fire occurred on Tuesday’, May 4th,
and the card, among other things, “described the build-
ing, and‘ attributed the accident to the lamp of the cine-
matographe—and the authoritiescame to the same con-
clusion after a searching inquiry-.”

Under the dual-mind theory,all thought in this world
of ours is open to the “subjective mind” through telep-
athy———not merely that of’ those with whom we are
brought into personal contact, nor even of those still in
the flesh, but all existing ideas, for human thought
often persists for a greater or less period after
the death of its originator. All existing thought, then,
is accessible to thesubjective mind. Rarely, indeed, does
it rise to the surface of consciousness; but the record is
there, and it may be read under exceptional circum-
stances, or, more frequently perhaps, furnish a starting-
point from which the subjective mind will deduce with
wonderful lucidity of reasoning the most remote logical
conclusions.
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In the case in question, among the hundreds of people
who visited the bazaar there must have been many who
could not enter such a building without having the
thoughtof fire, and the frightful results thatmust inevit-
ably follow, forced upon them——or fail to think, further,
in such a gathering, of the many bearing distinguished
names who would surely'benumbered among the victims.
Such a thought,telepathicallyconveyed to themind of the
lady mentioned, either directly from Paris or through
anotheror half a dozen otherminds, would furnish a sug-
gestion thatwould be mentally worked out to its logical
conclusion in every detail.

This explanation of prevision seems to imply that the
thingforeseen is likely,but not certain to happen, because
a suggestion strong enough to be thusbrought to theur-
face of consciousness is apt to have good reasons back of
it; and, given a starting-point, the deductive reasoning of
the subjective mind is perfect. It may not bepertaain to
happen, however, becausethestarting-point itself is some-
times unsound. Do not the recorded facts in regard to
prevision also accord with such a view? Is it not true
that, while prevision scores many hits, misses are not
wanting?

 

Tm: ancient writers said thatthe soul of man, embodied here on
earth, went roaming up and down in quest of thatotherworld of its
own, out of which it came into this, but was soon stupefied by the
light of the natural sun, and unable to see any other objects than
those of thisworld, which are but shadows of real things.—Emorson.

 

Srnuvn to keep a free, open sense; cleared from the mists of pre-
judice, and above all from the paralysis of cant.—Thomas Carlyle.

 

FALL not into transforming degradations which, under the old
name, create a new nation.—Sc'r ThomasBrowns.



A L T R U I S M.

BY LAURA srmnnnrrn MCADOO.

What is ’t to love one’s neighbor? Is it to prate
In the cheap coin of words—to flatter men
With protestations smooth and unctuous—then
The petty ego see in smiles inflate?
Does noblest love its story thus relate?

So would I neither praise nor favor gain:
Awake no interest where I must abase
My higher nature and the soul’s fair grace.
Where fawning adulation crowns love’s reign,
Scorned bethe troop of flatterers in her train!

In humble effort e’en the least to aid
Of dailyills such as we all must bear,
In unobtrusive sympathywithcare-
Without a trace of plaudit or parade-—
I long to feel I have some pain allayed.
My creed is love and duty, and my hope
Is so to blend the two that I may give
My neighbor truest service while I live.
It may be small (some lives have not large scope);
But light willone day shine for thosewho upward grope.



A DAUGHTER OF LOVE. ‘ ’

BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE.

CHAPTER IV.

A srnaxon BIVAL.

Holinder and I left the Cathcarts together that even-
ing, and at his request I went to his rooms. There he told
me a queer story. It began withmy remarking,“It’s none
of my business; but if you are not very fortunate, you
are-——” I paused for a word.

“An ass,” he suggested; “yes; but, since Balaam’s, not
one has faced a stranger situation.”

“Well, I had an impression myself—or imagined so,” I
added.

“I inferred as much, from thatquestion about your un-
written story. Come up and have a chat. It’s early.”

He had a bachelor apartment, a little off the Avenue.
It was simply furnished: a few books, some maps on a
table, a carved alabaster box from Agra, a small Burmese
idol on themantel-piece, a tiger-skin on thefloor, some odd-
looking but comfortable chairs. Evidently he did not
encumber himself with earthly impedimenta.

“I can march on short notice,” he observed, as I took a
chair and glanced about the room. “A bachelor needs
little.”

“But marriage makes a difference.”
Holinder leaned against the mantel-piece, facing me,

and with his eyes upon me. After a pause, he said: “I
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want Tania. You see that. They would be willing; and
Tania—i£she were left to herself. But she is not.”

I did not speak my thoughts, feeling that more was
coming and thatit would be somethingout of thecommon.
Presentlyhe went on, quietly.

“My life came back through her, as Cathcart toldyou.
_

It began then, rather. I rememberwhat I was only asa
story that is told to me; there is no conscious continuity
between then and now. Otherwise I'm normal enough;
I have no occult faculty,like Tania and Mrs. Cathcart. I
am content, so far as thatgoes—a man is a man.”

“And a Mahatma is—what?” asked I.
“The natural human being,who does good, resists evil,

and knows what he wants, is a great force, in my opinion,”
Holinder said, slowly. “And never is he so nearly irre-
sistible as in his love for a woman who loves him. God,
Creator of man and Maker of nature, is Love. The form
that Infinite Love assumes is perfect Wisdom.”

“An idea of Swedenborg’s,” commented I, nodding.
“Matter is the image-—theshadow—of spirit. This ma-

terial universe reflects the principle of the spiritual: love
directed by intelligence on one side, and matter shaped as
‘things’on theother. Leave out form, or intelligence, and
you have chaos; but leave out substance, or love, and you
have nothing at all. And that, in the final analysis, is
magic, white or black. It does not so appear—it deceives
us; and deception is a power—for a while. But in theend
the true man wins.”

Now, I have passed the age of metaphysical argument,
so I assumed the air of one who understands and condi-
tionallyaccepts the proposition, and said, “Then you con-
sider a Mahatma just a sleight-of-hand man writ large?”

Holinder smiled. “Bearing in mind thatneitherI am
a fool nor be an abstraction, he is a man to reckon with;
and so am I!”
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' personal and temporal gratiflcations, and living solely
witha view to the bettermentand elevation of others, she
can preserve therace on thisearth from otherwise inevita-
ble sufferings and errors. To a girl like Tania, there can
hardly be made an appeal stronger than that; it seems
to her (as against yielding to my love) to be a conflictbe-
tween self-sacrifice and selfishness.

,
If she comes to me,

she leaves the race to disaster; if she denies me, she for-
wards its regeneration by perhaps hundreds of years.
No; the Mahatma is a rival to be reckoned with.”

“Do you mean to say you believeall this?”
“No; I speak from her standpoint. But unless I can

persuade her that she can do more good as my wife than
as the instrument of the Mahatma, I can hardly hope to
win; and what is more, I should not wish to do so.”

“You're right in that,” I said, after some considera-
tion. “Unless she believes she is right, she could never
be happy. But who or what is thiMahatma, and how
does he bring his influenceto bear?”

“You have had a glimpse of him, I think, this after-
noon. I have never seen him myself; but I can guess,
from Tania’s manner, when he is present. I know noth-
ing of him of my own knowledge; but Mrs. Cathcart has
told me of him. 0! course, what you saw to-day, when
you and Mrs. Cathcart were in sympatheticvibration (as
they call it), was not the personage himself, but only an
emanation proceeding from him. But there is no doubt
that there is a real existence behind the emanation, and
he is able to appear in flesh and bones when he chooses.”

“His residence is Thibet, I presume?”
“According to my information, his proper abode is far

more remote thanThibet. And, since his pursuit of Tania
begantwo thousandyears ago, you can infer thathe is not
an ordinary person by any means.”

“Ho1inder,” said _I, a little irritated, “I don’t know
whether you are jesting or not.”
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“There is no question of jesting. Whether or not I
believewhat is asserted about thisperson is unimportant;
it is what Tania believes that is decisive. There’s no
denying, of course, thathe has powers transcending what
you and I know of. To my thinking they are magical
powers, and I have told you what I thinkof magic. On
the other hand, there are features in this matter that are
hard to explain. We incline to the opinion that God is
working out the salvation of mankind in hidden and uni-
versal ways—not dependent upon the aid of any human
being. But we know, too,- that He has had emissaries——
thatsuch beings as Buddha, Christ, and Mohammed have
existed—who have profoundly modified human affairs.
It is possible, therefore, that Tania’may be another of
these messengers from the Unknown. As I understand
it, our Mahatma professes to have such a mission, but he
needs Tania in order to make his influenceeffective. He
even claims to be able to specify, to some extent, the kind
of work they are called on to do together. My difflculty
is to get hold of theman—-if he be a man—to fight against
him. What are you to do with a creature that controls
powers of nature of which you know nothing?”

“But you don’t believe, do you, that you and he and
Tania lived in the flesh two thousand years ago, and that
you are working out now thedestiny thatwas not accom-
plished then?”

“I don’t accept the theory of reincarnation—I don’t
consider such a theory necessary; but there does seem to
be a connecting thread between what our ancestors were
and what we are. My fatheris in some way nearer to me
than any other man’s father. And yet it is true that I
am not the same man I was when you and I were young
fellows together. What has become of that individual-
ity? Who is the father of this present one? And if I
am a stranger, so to speak, in my own body, why may not
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I have existed before in anotherbody? It is safest not to
dogmatize either way.”

“If you lived in a former age, and have now returned
after a sojourn in theworld of spirit, would you not have
recollections of a previous existence?”

“Perhaps I have. But how am I to prove to myself
thatwhat I suppose to be recollections are anythingmore
than fancies? I seem to myself, for example, to have
known Tania before; but I have no evidence of it. I feel
certain that we were created for each other and belong
together; but that should be the case with any true
lovers.”

"Does what you thinkyou rememberof a former state
coincide with what the Mahatma asserts about it?”

Holinder evaded this question. “He is no doubt able
to read my thoughts,” said he, “and might, if he chose.
adapt his story to what he saw in my mind.”

I stared at the fire in silence. “What are you going
to do about it?” I finally asked.

“I look for him to make a demonstration before
long,” Holinder replied, folding his arms. “My own pur-
pose, meanwhile,is to make Tania my wife.”

“This promises to be interesting!” said I to myself, as
I walked home.

(To be continued.)
 

THE philosophy of six thousand years has not searched the
chambers and magazines of the soul. In its experiments there has
always remained, in thelast analysis, a residuum it could not resolve.
Man is a stream whose source is hidden. Always our being is de-
scended into us from we know not whence.—Emcrson.

 

Tm: beautyof the face is a frail possession, a short-lived flower,
only attached to the mere epidermis; but that of the mind is innate
and unchangeable.—Mol£are.



EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

WHERE WHAT IS HEAVEN?

HE Rev. Lyman Abbott, Henry Ward Beecher’s successor in
the pulpit of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, created quite a

sensation last winter by declaring in a sermon thatthebiblicalstory
of Jonah and the whale is not a historical narrative but a mere

allegory. Since the delivery of thatdiscourse, Dr. Abbotthas been
accused of holding views that exceed even the liberalism of his
famous predecessor. But no pulpit utterance in recent years has
so startled the orthodox clergy or lent such encouragement to the
friends of liberal theology as the following remark by the same

preacher, made only a few Sundays ago: “I do not see why an

agnostic cannot enter the kingdom of heaven. I do not thinkGod
will fail to know him becausehe has failed to know God.”

Newspaper discussion of this statement has revealed the in-
teresting fact thatmany other clergymen, of various denominations,
hold almostthesame view of theagnostic’s fate, though some appre-
hend that the concession is a dangerous move toward the alluring
horizon of heterodoxy. To our mind, however, Dr. Abbott’s
position on this question is far less “libera.l” than his opinions on
certain other religious topics. He apparently adheres to the old
superstition thatheaven is a place, to which some of God’s childrm
are admitted while the majority shall be forever excluded from its
holy precincts. Forgetful of the logical requirement thata “place”
for the good implies the necessity of a “place” for the wicked, these
liberal clergymen are prone to concede the non-existence of Hades!
Verily,it would seem as if the clear teaching of Christ, that “the
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kingdom of heaven is within. you,” were lost on even the most pro-
gressive of our religious leaders.

How much more consistent and accordant with the demands of
justice is the metaphysical view of post-mortom rewards and punish-
ments! Yet the position taken by the New Thought has abundant
scriptural corroboration and support. We reap, bothhere and here-
after, exactly what we sow—no more, no less. The conditions of
life after death, therefore, must be as varied as humanity is numeri-
cally great, for no two persons thinkor act precisely alike. Futurity
is not a factor in determining spiritual states. Some mortals now

enjoy the most heavenly felicity, by virtue of their having already
sown the seeds of goodness here, while others are degraded to lower
depths of mental and moral depravity than any future misery can

possibly equal. Avarice, selfishness, and sordid greed make it
.“easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle” than for the
kingdom of heaven to enter the hearts of some men. To the
personality, death is a change of tremendous importance; but the
individuality it leaves unaltered. We are the arbiters of our own

destiny. As the writer has said in the pages of another magazine:
“Heaven and hell are statu of consciousness, not localities; and they
are of man’s making, not God’s.”

 

THE FAITH OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
N June, 1862, at a conference at the Presidential Mansion upon

the dark appearance of the country’s afiairs, Mr. Lincoln said:
“My faith is greater than yours. I not only believe that Provi-

dence is not unmindful of the struggle in which this nation is en-

gaged; that if we do not do right God will let us go our own way to
our ruin; and that if we do right he will lead us safely out of this
wilderness, crown our arms with victory, and restore our dissevered
Union. But I also believethathe willcompel us to do right in order
thathe may do these things—notso much because we deserve them
as thattheyaccord with his plans of dealing with thisnation, in the
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midst of which he means to establish justice. I thinkhe means that
we shall do more than we have yet done in furtheranceof his plans,
and he will open the way for our doing it. I have felt his hand upon
me in great trials, and submitted to his guidance; and I trust thatas
he shall furtheropen the way I will be ready to walk therein,relying
on his help and trusting in his goodness and wisdom. Sometimes
it seems necessary that we should be confronted with perils that
threatenus withdisaster, in order that we may not be pulled up and
forget Himwho has much work for us yet to do. I hope our present
case is no more than this, and that a bright morning will follow the
dark hour that now fillsus withalarm. Indeed, my faithtells me it
willbe so.”

This utterance, from the lips of one who more than once has
beencharged withanti-Christian tendenciesand beliefs, is suggestive
of the lofty degree of spiritual development to which the martyred
Executive had really attained. In theforegoing remarkswe find no-

bondage to creed; no slavery to dogma; no appealto tradition; no,
reference to authority,either printed or personal; no intimation of
“fear and trembling;” no pharisaical cant about “chosen” instru-
ments; no condemnation of opposing human forces; no arrogant or
ofiensive assertions as to the righteousness of the Federal cause; no
invidious religious comparisons; no allusion to_ a desired vengeance,
on the part either of God or man. On the contrary, we find a com-

plete subordination of individual impulses to the wisdom of a higher
Power; a surrender of personality to principle; a serene confidence
in the eventual triumph of the right; an intuitive recognition of
man's inseparable union with his Source, and of an overshadowing
Hind that governs all thingsalong natural lines.

The words of Lincoln, uttered when the nation was in the throes
of civilwar, are not less timely to-day, when we are at peace withall
the world. Indeed, they embody many of the principles for which
MIND is contending; for his “faith” was reposed, not in an external
and distant Deity, but in the immanent God whom all progressive
beingsare striving to develop from within their own souls.
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THE GOOD IN HYPNIOTIBH.
E are glad. to observe that the advocates of hypnotism are

beginning to recognize the need of conducting their ex-

periments on a much higher plane than that to which eharlataua
have degraded the science. The spiritual truths that lie at the
basis of these phenomena are becoming more widely acknowledged
by the exponnders of hypnotism, the better class of whom dis-
countenance most of the practises current among the “rank and
file.” The following extracts from a recent lecture by Dr. C. W.
Hidden are apropos: '

“The day of frothyhypnotism, the fad of society, the play-thing
of the few, the fancy of an idle hour, is passing; but the hypnotism‘
which seeks to demonstrate psychical truths, to establish a pain
of connection between the deeper states of human consciousness and
a somethingbeyond—thisis the hypnotism which has come to stay
until the psychical problems which have perplexed the ages have
been solved to the satisfaction of mankind. . . .

“There seems to be a lamentable lack at originality in psychical
research. The real meaning of thisis somewhatobscure, but I fancy
it is becausethe investigationof the subliminal self tends to support
the spiritualistic hypothesis. It would never do to admit this.
Why? Because science has declared that death ends all; because
the medical fraternityhas not discovered a soul; becausethe Church
declares that there is no knowledge of soul and after-life outside
the Bible, and there is hesitancy about pressing this mighty trinity
to declare thatfor centuries it has been in thewrong. . . .

“What passes for the subconscious state is often nothing of the
kind, and many of the exhibitionsof double personality are but the
mischievous workings of a fun-lovingsubject. Not thatthe subject
intends to deceive, but because the earlier stages of hypnosis are but
states of hypnotic intoxication. in which the subject betrays an
exalted perception and love of mimicry, quickly perceives the nature
of theexperiment, and as quicklyresponds. This is the dream stage
of hypnotism, or what is known to mesmerists as the charmed state;
it is only just below the level of normal consciousness. It is not the
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true subjective condition, and does not reveal the real subliminal.
self; thelatter is brought to thesurfaceonly in thedeep somnambuhc
sleep, a- state familiar to all who practise mesmeric methods, but
overlooked by writers and investigators according to. the Braid sys-
tem, and probably entirely unknown to them. The absurd mer
ohanical flxity or fixation of gaze in modern hypnotism acts as an
aid in inducing a state bordering the hypnotic, but it is not true
hypnosis; in thelatter we have spontaneity and ease, and in theother
a stupid, mechanical state, hardly worthy serious study and invesw;
tigntion. . . .

“Obedienceto command is the unwritten law in laboratory and
hospital. The patient is expectedvto obey,and strives to please. The
patient is well aware thatnothingmore serious than wooden pistols,
paper daggers, and imaginarypoison will be utilizedfor experimental
work. Little wonder successful results are reported. The patient
cannot bemade, however, to commit real crime in real life; and why?
Because thesubject is neverat themercy of theoperator. There is no
such thing as true automatism or helpless obedience. The subject
is not really asleep, but very much awake in hypnosis. The per-
ceptions are heightened and the subject keenly alert and suspicious.
The subject is not a slave, but a beingarmed with superior powers of
resistance.

“Hypnotics are prompt to resent undue familiarity,and treat
withsuperb scorn suggestions tending to the practice of immorality.
It is a singular fact, but true, that while liquor makes one quarrel-
some and impure, hypnotic intoxication makes one reach out to the
ideal, and this tendency acts as a barrier to wrongdoing. But, urges
the skeptic, this may be true with respect to the good man and
woman, but how about the criminally inclined? To which I reply:
It would be a hard task to make the hypnotized criminal commit
crime. The evil-disposed, once hypnotized, are the first to argue
against wrong-doing, the first to appeal to thehypnotist to aid them
in walking in the paths of the upright. If we persist in our efforts
to make them do wrong, we awaken a powerful element of fear,
which acts as an insuperable barrier to the commission of crime or
moral excesses. Danger is thehypnoticbogy, and we cannot hope to
establish hypnotism upon a scientific basis until this bogy has been
banished. Hypnotism is a natural phenomenon, evoked by natural
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means, and if we are to master its phenomena it must be by natural
rather than the mechanical hypnotism so much in vogue.

“The subliminalself is a fact. The particular point in life which
witnesses its primary manifestations is not half so important as the
possibilityof its continuance independent of the physical organism.
What becomes of the subliminal self when life goes out—does it go
with it? Is it lost, banished, blotted out of existence—this mar-
velous manifestation of intelligence, force, energy? I regard the
subliminal self kin to the soul, man, and believe that when Death
—-li.fe’s mighty hypnotist-—inducesfinal hypnosis, it leaves thistene-
ment-house of clay for a newer life in a field of newer activitiesand
vaster possibilitiesthan this life can ever afiord.”

 

POWER OF MIND OVER BODY.
One of the most interesting illustrations of the power of the

mind over the body was related by Dr. Spitzka, the well-known
alienist, at one of the meetings of the American Neurological Asso-
ciation. Every one has read withskepticismof the apparent “mira-
cles” wrought by sacred relics in curing the halt, the sick, and the
blind. Disciples of “faith cures” have sometimes produced results
in their patients which have puzzled the most intelligent. These
cures, whenever they are real, are attributed by scientific men to the
power of the mind over the body.

Dr. Spitzka’s story and the experience of Dr. Weir Mitchell, who
is perhaps the best-known specialist in nervous diseases in the
country, show how much the learned physicians rely at times upon
the imagination of their patients. Dr. Spitzka declined for pro-
fessional reasons to repeat for publication the story which he told
the Neurological Association; but here are the facts. A young
woman of good personal and familyhistory had access to a medical
library and became deeply interested in the clinical history of dis-
ease. She became like theman in Jerome’s “Three Men in a Boat,”
who, after reading a medical work, suffered in his own person every
disease described, except l1ousernaid’s knee. Dr. Spitzka’s young
woman confined her imagined ailment to a single disease——abdomi-
nal tumor; She became thoroughlyfamiliarwithall the symptoms
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of thisdreadful malady and promptly imagined herself the victim of
it. Her sufferings were intense, and her friends became convinced
that her worst fears were justified. The physicians in attendance,
however, were decidedly skeptical. Her youth and the absence of
certain proofs convinced them thatthe case was one of hysteria.

Afterexhausting all the usual means the doctors determined to
consent to the performance of a dangerous operation for the re-
moval of the tumor. The girl herself was carefullyprepared for the
operation for several days. The room in her own residence in which
it was to be performed was stripped of wall-paper and carpet, and
prepared with hospital-like cleanliness and bareness. The surgeon
withhis assistants and the trained nurses came upon the scene. The
girl was carried into the operating-room, in which, contrary to the
usual practise, all thesurgeons’ knives and paraphernaliawere spread
out in full view of the patient. The physicians and trained nurses
stood around the operating-table upon which the girl lay. She was
then carefully etherized. Three hours later, when she was allowed
to recover consciousness, she was too weak to raise her hand. She
found herself carefully stitched up with elaborate and cumbersome
surgeons’ dressings, and she knew that a deep incision had been
made half the length of her body. She felt the irritation of the
wound, and the fading day told her that she had been three or four
hours under the influenceof ether, perfectly unconscious. She was
thankfulto find herself alive, although she felt like the ghost of
herself.

In two weeks the result was all that the clever physicians had
anticipated—she was completely cured. The specialist told her
again and again how remarkablewas her escape, and requested as a
privilege that he might describe in her presence to several young
physicians the operation which had been performed, showing them,
at thesame time, how completelythewound had healed. The young
woman consented to go to a private hospital for that purpose, ac-
companied by a memberof her family,and with a veil thrownover
her face she again took her place on the operating-table in a private
clinic, to enable the surgeon to illustrate to his class the dificult
operation which had been performed with such happy results. This
time there was, of course, no ether and the patient heard described
all that she had undergone. The lecture being finished she was
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escorted from the clinic by. the grateful physician, who speedily re-
turned to his admiring class and- said:

“Gentlemen, thiscure was effected exactlyas I have described to
you. There is only one detail that I have omitted. No operation
whatever was performed. While the patient was unconscious an.
incision was made through the outer muscle, barely skin deep, and
the wound then carefully stitched up as though the body had. been
indeed opened. The irritation from this slight scratch, the absti-
nence. from food, the effects of ether, and the imagination, did the
rest. The young woman really felt the pains of the disease which
she dreaded. If thefictitiousoperation had been conducted withlong
painstaking care she would not have been deceived; and might have
usily drifted into a state of hopeless invalidism. As it is, abs '3
absolutely cured.”—Nm York Sunday World.

 

REAL Christianity is not a sect that some men acknowledgeand
some do not; but it is thelight of Truth,which enlightens the"whole
human race. It is worthyof acceptance, not for its special rules and
institutions, but becauseit declares theway for all mankindto walk
in. When a man is walking well and reasonably,he is walking in
the way of Christ’s commandments.—C'ountLeo Tolstoi.

 

I an convinced thatJesus was a Pharisee, 1'. 9., a Pa_rush—a man
separated from the-vulgarmass and above them in feeling, in learn-
ing, in holiness, and in all thatgoes to make a grand He
spoke against the scribes and Pharisees in the service of Sadducean
high priests. These were the “hypocrites” against whom Jesus
uttered such crushing words.—G. A. Danzigsr.

 

Ir society were well ordered; in other words, if society were in 3
healthycondition, withoutany injustice in it—if it were irnpouiblo

' for one man to be rolling in luxury whilehis neighbor is in want of
bread—thensociety would preserve itself.—J. L. Van dor Wes.

 

Tm: Union is at an end when an immoral law is enacted.—
Emerson.
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PREHISTOBIC MAN.

Judging from skeletons found in Europe, palaeolithicman was
short of stature, and had a low, retreating forehead; it is supposed
that he had a yellowish skin, which was covered with coarse hair,
much like the Ainu of Yezo. He was strong in body; but he had
the diminutive mind of a child. Wild and fierce, he knew little of
pity or of love; he was lower in savagery than any we know, but he
bore the germs of a better race; he was only a hunter, living on the
animals he had slain, and the roots and the nuts which he could
gather. At war with his neighbor and with himself, his life was
rackedwith fears and torments, and his mind was filledwith debas-
ing superstitions, which civilizationhas hardly yet wholly eliminated.
Clothingof thecrudest he made from skins. He had no home, save
a rock shelter; and in one such ready-made home, by the banks of
the Susquehanna, we have evidence that early man once feasted on
deer and bison; such was, perhaps, his greatest pleasure. His only
weapons were rude spears, tipped with the relics which we now find,
or ruder lmives; perhaps he had a primitive bow and arrow; with
thesehehadtowagewaronthehugestanimalsthateverexisted.

In these dark and cheerless days man was not all alone. Woman,
too, had a share, which was probably more of sorrow than of joy.
Her condition must have been somewhat‘lower than that of woman
in the lowest of the wild tribes of to-day—not man’s helpmate, but
his slave. Man was not yet her lover, only her master; but, deep
down in this slave-woman's breast were the germs, only waiting
development,of thosetenderer feelings which have made man human
and have been the most potent factors in assisting the race to mount
the golden steps of progress.

What became of these palzeolithicmen we can only conjecture.
Perhaps they loved so well their ice-clad land thatthey followed the
retreating glacierand became the Esquimaux of to-day. We really
know only that, with the passing of the great floods and the giant
mammals, they,too, fade from view. Another turn of the hand on
the great dial, and another race, descended, as we, from pahsolithic
ancestors in Europe, or in Asia, appears witha higher degree of prim-
itive art and skill. Chipped and polished weapons, flint and jasper,
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take the place of the rude palteolith;and the old race is forgotten in
the birthday glories of the new.—H. W. Bashore, in Lippincott’:
Magazine.

 

DO YOU KNOW YOURSELF?

It has beensaid by one who ought to know thatno man has a clear
conception of how he himself looks. The expression of the
face is continually changing. No artist, no camera, can catch this
changing, fleeting, evanescent expression. When you look in the
glass, the very intent to find out how you look is depicted on your
face. The more you strive, the more the intent is intensified, and
such an expression is not natural to your face. How often do we
look at a photograph and find only disappointment in it? Why is
this? The camera depicts thesitter just as he is at the moment the
picture is taken, but very seldom can the instrument catch and re-
cord that subtle thingcalled “natural expression,” because few per-
sons are natural when seated before the camera. If you are noble,
loving, and true, such virtues will light up your face; if you are sor-
did, mean, and selfish, your face proclaims it to the world. Any-
thing in your life that is active for either good or evil will impress
itself upon your personal appearance. Pride, scorn, hate, and lust
write themselves indeliblyin the physiognomy. When such ignoble
qualities rule the life and have become habitual, they are impressed
on the face and finallybecome habitual to the countenance, and the
features themselves become permanently changed to accord with
such expressions. It has often been remarkedthatpersons who have
been married for a long term of years come to look somethingalike;
nor is this surprising when we call to mind that their life and en-
vironment are one, made up of the same joys and sorrows, the same
hardships and trials, and the same successes and p1eaeures—in short,
the intellectual and spiritual atmosphere of both is to a considerable
extent identical, and we know that these things afiect the physi-
ognomy often to such a degree as to mould the physical features
of the face into the same shape.—Joumal of Medicine and
Science.



REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

ALL’S RIGHT WITH THE WORLD. By Charles B. Newcomb.
261 pp. Cloth, $1.50. The PhilosophicalPublishing Com-
pany, Boston.

Topics that are new and unusual are especially well handled by
thiswriter, who is a valued contributor to MIND and otherhigh-class
metaphysical periodicals. The present volume comprises many im-
portant essays that have already appeared elsewhere, and we con-
gratulate the authorand the thinkingworld on their republication
in this handsome and durable form. Mr. Newcomb’s optimism is
not of theemotional or sentimental order: it is rational and scientific.
Adheringthroughout to the fundamental principles of life, which
are lucidlyexpounded, he gives a masterlysetting forth of the short-
sightedness of pessimism in any form. The doctrines of degeneration
have seldom had a more acute refutation; for he proves by the clear-
est logic thatman and his Creator are spiritually one, that Progress
is a universal and irresistible law, and that decadence and reaction
have no legitimate place outside the perverted consciousness of the
human race. The book should be in every library.
THE GOOD TIME COMING. By Jane W. Yarnall. 187 pp.Cloth, $1.00. Published by the author,Chicago.

The many readers of the author’sprior work, “PracticalHealing
for Mind and Body,” will welcome this supplementary volume, the
sub-title of which is “The Way Out of Bondage.” It is a most help-
ful and beautiful blending of science and religion, being largely
devoted to thetheologicalaspects of the present metaphysical move-
ment. Mrs. Yamall’s well-founded contention is that “the good
time” is already here for those who are spiritually awakened and are
conscious of the eternal principles of being on which human life is
based. She shows thefutilityof relyingupon any external power for
the attainment of health or happiness, or even worldly prosperity,
and proves that the vivid realization of universal Truthis the only
practical remedy for all ills. The development of the Higher Self
is shown to be a fundamental requisite to progress on any line. The
book contains a half-tone portrait of the author.
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THE NEW DISPENSATION AND MISSING LINK BE-
TWEEN JEW AND GENTILE. By Florence Cecil
Gilbert. 329 pp. Cloth, $2.00. Published by the author,
68 West 65th street, New York.

This is an esoteric interpretation of the Bible from the stand-
point of Christian Science of the liberal sort. While the book has
very little literary merit and is somewhat obscure in certain respects,
yet it proves the authorto be a profound student of the Scriptures
and a close reasoner. The argument is based chiefly on definitions
of biblicalterms, a spiritual significance being attached to common-
place words thatfurnish a key to interpretation thatis most
That all races are of “one blood” and spiritual essence is proved in
a convincing way. The work is unique in being at once theological
and metaphysical; and, although the ideas are not all new, yet they
are of a kind thatwill bear frequent repetition. The book is hand-
somely printed and contains a half-tone portrait of the author. It
will interest all friends of progress, enlightenment, and peace.

 

OTHER NEW PUBLICATIONS.
SCIENTIFIC CORROBORATIONS OF THEOSOPHY. By

A. Mar ues, D. So. With an introduction by Annie Besant.
54 pp. aper, 15 cents. Mercury Publishing Co., San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

SPIRITUALISM IN THE LIGHT OF THEOSOPHY. By
Countess Constance Wachtmeister. 15 pp. Paper, 5 cents.
Mercury Publishing Co., San Francisco, Cal.

WRINKLES; Their Cause and Cure. By Anna McGowan. Be-
vised edition. 52 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Published by the
author,Los Angeles, Cal.

DAILY PRAYERS. By Madeline H. Lissak. 30 pp. Paper, 26
cents. Published by the author,San Francisco, Cal.

THE CHURCH OF THE FUTURE. Anonymous. Paper,
34 pp. Published by the Order of Atonement, 3 Evelyn Ter-
race, Brighton, England.

THE DHARMA; or, The Religion of Enlightenment. An '-
tion of Buddhism. By Dr. Paul Carus. Paper, 50 pp.Court Publishing Co., Chicago, Ill.
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UNITY IN VARIETY.

THE VEDANTI6’ VIEW.

BY THE SWAMI ABHEDANANDA.

Unity in variety i the fundamental principle of the
Vedanta philosophy. It is likewise the ultimate conclu-
sion of modern science. After studying the diverse phe-
nomena of the external and internal nature, science has
arrived at theconclusionthatthewhole universe is but the
manifestation of one eternal Energy, which manifests in
the objective world as matter, motion, and force, and in
the subjective world as mind, thought, and will. The
same Energy appears in external nature as gravitation,
electricity, heat, and light, and in the internal nature as
intellect, understanding,emotion, and feeling.

These various forces, according to science, are not the
Reality, but symbols of reality. Herbert Spencer says,
in his “First Principles,” that matter, motion, and force
are but symbols of the unknown Reality. He also says,
in his “Psychology”: “thatunknown Reality appears sub-
jectivelyand objectively.” J. ArthurThomson,one of the
eminent scientists of the present day, says: “There is an
entity, which is known objectively as matter and energy
and subjectively as consciousness.” Thus we see thatthe
tendency of modern science is to find out the underlying
unity in the variety of phenomena. Its investigations
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have subverted the old crude explanations given by the
scriptures and theologiansof different countries and have
dethroned the extracosmicpersonal God who was said to
be the creator and ruler of the universe. The established
factof evolution has supplanted thetheory of creation out
of nothing. Science tells us that the whole universe is
the result of the evolution of one self-existing eternal
Energy.

In India, the ancient seekers after truth arrived at
similarconclusionsat a very early period. If we read the
Vedaswe find such passages as thefollowing:“Thatwhich
exists is One; men call it by various names.” “As one
flre coming into this world appears in various forms, so
the one’ Reality appears in the innumerable forms and
names of thephenomenalworld.” “As one clay takes the
variousforms of pots, basins, etc., so theone eternal Reality
manifests variously in the universe.” The Upanishads are
filled with such passages, which show how clearly the
Indian sages recognized unity in variety even a thousand
years before thebirthof Christ. Not only this,but when
once they grasped the idea of the ultimate Unity they
began to explain through that unity the creation of the
universe and the relation of the visible to the invisible——
at first by postulates and guesses, and then through strict
reasoning and proper analysis of the nature of matter,
mind, and spirit.

This reasoning and analysis gave rise to different
schools of philosophyand science in India, whose object
was logically to explain the phenomena of the universe-
their beginning and end. One philosophicschool, called
Vaiseshika, starting from the analysi of external objects,
at last arrived at the conclusion thatthe universe existed
before creation in the form of ubtle, invisible atoms. It
was held thatthese atoms were the material cause of the
universe and God the instrumental cause. This explana-
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tion graduallydeveloped into themore scientificsystem of
Swnkhya, founded by Kapila, who lived about the seventh
century beforeChrist. Kapila rejected theatomic theory,
insisting that,as thewhole universe is bound by thelaw of
cause and elfect, thosesubtle atoms themselvesmust have
had some producing cause. Accordingly, he searched
beyond the atoms, and at last succeeded in discovering
their cause, which he called Prakriti (Latin, prooreatriw),
which means “theone undifferentiated Energy.” Kapila
denied the existence of an extracosmicpersonal God, “be-
cause,” he said, “such a God cannot be proved.” Nearly .

twenty-fivecenturies ago, therefore,Kapilasaid whatJohn
Stuart Mill, thegreat logician of the present century, says
in almost the same words.

Some of the interesting and suggestive conclusions
which Kapila arrived at are as follows: (1) Somethingcan
never come out of nothing. (2) Nothing in the universe
can be annihilated; destruction means reversion to the
cause. (3) The effect lies in the cause: in otherwords, the
unmanifested state is the cause; effect is the manifested
state. (4) The law of nature is regular and uniform; that
which exists in themicrocosmexists also in theMacrocosin.
(5) The universe is the gross result of theevolutionof Pra-
kriti, or eternal Energy, and atoms are the subtle forms
thereof.

It was Kapilawho flrst explained, in India, the theory
of evolution, through logic and science. In the Sankhya
system, many Pm-ushas (pure, intelligent souls) have been
admitted. Each of thePurushas is by its nature absolute
and unchangeable; so in this system the ultimate Unity
is not established.

At lengththeSankhyaphilosophydeveloped into a still
more reasonableand scientificsystem called Vedanta. This
term is a Sanskrit compound consisting of Veda (knowl-
edge, or wisdom) and mm (end). Vedanta, therefore,
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meansliterallytheend of all wisdom. All knowledgeends
in the realizationof the unity of existence. According to
this sytem, there cannot be a plurality of Purushas, or
absolute, individual souls; the Absolutemust be one and
infinite. Prakriti is not separate from the Purusha; it is
the Maya, divine energy, or the power of the one infinite
and absolute Reality called Brahman. ‘ Thus Vedanta
resolve the manifold phenomenaof the universe into one
all-pervading Reality.

Vedanta is theonlysystem thatthoroughlyharmonizes
with modern science. So rigorous a logician and philos-
opher as Schopenhauer declares his complete submission
to theteachingsof Vedanta. He says: “Vedantahas been
thesolaceof my life and it willbe thesolaceof my death.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson says in his journal that the Upan-
ishads and Bhagavad Gita were his favorite studies; and
his poem on “Brahma” and his essay on “The Oversoul”
show his keen appreciation and comprehension of the
doctrines of Vedanta.

According to Vedanta, this universe is the objectified
divine Energy, or Maya. It was not created by an extra-
cosmic personal God, but is theobjectifiedthoughtof God.
The God of Vedanta. is an all-pervading Deity. He is
immanentand resident in Nature. In him we live and in
him we move; throughhim we exist, and withouthim there
would be and could benothing;indeed, we are already one
with him, whether we be conscious of it or not.

Althoughin theteachingsof Jesus we find this idea. of
unity suggested here and there,yet we do not really under-
stand the spirit of such a saying as “I and my Fatherare
one.” If we would understand the fatherhoodof God and
thesonship of man—which is only a metaphoricalway of
expressing intrinsic unity and extrinsic variety—we must
realize the true nature of the unity of existence. The
Vedanticexplanationof thisunity in varietyis not through
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metaphor, allegory, mythology,or poetry, but through
solid reasoning based upon logic and science.

Some persons are trying to impress upon the minds of
students thatVedanta is a narrow sect becauseit teaches
thatultimate Truthis one. They might as well say that
modern science is going to form a sect becauseit teaches
theunity of existencein diversity of phenomena. The fact
is, thatthosewho believethatultimate Truthis manifold,
not a unit, cannot comprehend the idea of oneness; conse-
quently,theytry to differentiatetheir ideas from Vedanta
by calling it sectarian. To such persons, Vedanta says
there are three principal stages of knowledge, one above
another. Fromtherecognitionof themultiplicityof exist-
ence we ascend to that of duality, and from duality to
unity. There cannot be anythinghigher than this unity
of existence. All science, philosophy,and religion end in
unity. Unity does not mean “many things of the same
species, each having its own peculiarity separate from that
of theothers;” it means theinfinitemass of indiviaibleReality.

AlthoughVedanta was started originallyas one school
of philosophy,yet it now includes every other system
within its all-embracingarms. Professor Paul Deussen,
the great German philosopher—a Sanskrit scholar who
lived in India for several months—says, in his “Meta-
physics”:

“It is true thatmost of the ancient Daraanas [system of philos-
ophy], even in India, find only a historical interest; followers of the
Sankhya system occur rarely; Nyaya [logic] is cultivated mostly as
an intellectual sport and exercise, like grammar or mathematics;
but Vedanta is, now as in the ancient time, living in the mind and
heart of every thoughtful Hindu.”

Vedanta cannot be a sect, because(1) it points out the
underlyingunity of all sects and creeds thatexist on earth,
and (2) it teaches their common basis and accepts all that
is logical and scientific withoutkillingthe higher aspira-
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tions and purposes of other religions. Professor Max
Muller, a most unbiasedscholar and a stanch advocate of
truth, says:

“For all practical purposes, the Vedantist would hold that the
whole phenomenal world, both in its objective and subjective char-
acter, should be accepted as real. It is as real as anythingcan be to
theordinary mind. It is not mere emptiness, as theBuddhistsmain-
tain. And thus the Vedanta philosophyleaves to every man a wide
sphere of real usefulness, and places him under a law as strict and
binding as anythingcan be in this transitory life. It leaves him a
Deity to worship as omnipotent and majestic as the deities of any
other religions. It has room for almost every religion; nay, it
embraces them all.”

 

II has been taught thatmen are saved by baptism; saved by the
eucharist; saved by the confessional and the priests’ absolution;
saved by church membership; by accepting the infallibilityof the
Pope; by accepting the infallibilityof the Bible; by faith in the
atonement; by the atonement without faith; by decree and fore-
ordination; by conversion; by believing the creed—this creed, that
creed, and any creed that happens to be the popular creed. There
is no end to theplans for saving people in some otherway thanmak-
ing good people of them. Every plan for saving people without
making them good is a plan for saving bad people and damning
good people. Whether Christ were a mere man, a deified man, a
humanizedGod, or thevery God, is not half so important as whether
we do our best to pattern our own life after his. Goodness consti-
tutes theonlysalvation thattheworld takes any practicalaccount of.
—Rev. Dr. W. S. Crows.

 

MIND, in the perceiving of ideas, is in its power. It is in this
way thatideas rule. Begin from causes and first principles. Thence
all objects are vivified; earth, the mother of all beings, is dignified
and honored; thence mystery is unveiled and accompanied with
bright evidence; thence the forms of religious faith are opened and
established in their divine sources and reasons; thence the laws and
institutions of society derive theirhighest illuminationand sanction.
—H. K. Jones, l|l.D., LL.D.



MEDICAL DOCTOR AND MENTAL HEALER.

BY FLORENCE PELTIEB PERRY.

To one who has noted the growth of tolerance toward
the idea of healing without drugs, the rapid narrowing
of the gulf that was formerly so broad between medical
and mental practitionersis of deep interest. On one side,
therewas opposition to new thought—alwaysthe history
of effort to depart from thebeaten track;on theother, the
error of impatience, forgetting that evolution is a slow
growth. These two erroneous positions have widely sep-
arated those interested in what seem exactly opposite
methods.

It comes as a matter of surprise to themajority of each
school thattheir interpretation of disease is identical: for
when one simmers down all thatis stated in regard to the
nature of “dis-ease” by mental or spiritual science, it is
found that the term “inharmonious vibration” covers it;
whileSchiissler, themedical authority,states thatdisease
is a disturbance of molecular action. Here is a distinction
withouta diflerence. Moreover, in all cases the idea is to
re-establish harmonious vibration, or normal molecular
action; but when it comes to thecause of the disturbance,
medical practitionersattribute it to certain physical con-
ditions, while the mental healer goes further back and
sees thatthe physical condition is due to a state of mind,
a thought-correspondence,a thought-vibration. There is
truth in both systems of healing; else we cannot account
for successful cures by each method;and those willingto
grant that there is “some sense” in mental science, but
ridicule‘Christian science, are quite likely to read with
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respect Kant’s statement that“theworld is to man but a
projection of his inner consciousness.”

That the medical fraternity is taking up the question
of mental healing with growing interest is shown by the
subject-matterof certain papers read recently beforemed-
ical societies. It willappeal withspecial interest to those
who appreciate theconservatismof New Englandthatthe
Dunham Medical Societyof Hartford, Conn., recentlyspent
an evening discussing “Mental Suggestion as an Adjunct
to Medical Treatment.” Dr. Pierre D. Peltier appropri-
ately opened thediscussion with Mrs. Browning’s stanza:
“Ifwetrodthedeepsofocean,ifwestruckthestarsinrising,
If we wrapped the globe intensely with one hot electric breath,
"Pwere but power within our tether, no new spirit-power

comprising,
And in life we were not greater men, nor bolder men in death.”

The speaker continued:
“More wonderful thantheelectrical discoveries thatenable us to

transmit thoughts instantaneously from one end of theearth to the
other, and to transport height and passengers with greater velocity
thanthatof steam—more wonderful thanall the discoveries pertain-
ing to the microscope, which have made it possible for us to view
with equanimity the active poisons that produce diseases—is the
mind of man, which, with its psychological influences,has remained
undeveloped to any great extent by science. Every physicianknows
that the mind has an influence over the body for good or for evil,
according to circumstances. Have not many of us witnessed won-
derful improvement in a patient’s condition,and even a remarkable
cure, effected chieflyby confidence in the physician's abilityto heal
the aflicting malady? And, alas! have we not also seen the evil
efect of some unfavorablesuggestion made by a memberof thefam-
ily,or a solicitous friend, regarding the remedies employed or the
mode of treatment? Possibly the patient has become inspired with
hope of speedy recovery, when some one says: ‘Why! How badly you
are looking this morning! Who is your doctor? Jane Brown had
the same disease you have. When her own physician gave her up
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theycalled in Dr. Quack,and he got her on her feet in less thanthree
years! He gave her so-and-so. Have you been taking that? You
haaen’t? It cured her. I should thinkyou would see Dr. Quack!’
In some such manner as this the patient’s condition is often made
worse. His confidence and faith may be shaken, and we have the
discouragement of seeing the result of all our past eflorts overthrown
simply by the force of adverse suggestion.”

Dr. Peltier then gave a brief but comprehensive review
of Hudson’s “Law of Psychic Phenomena,” concluding
with the remark that “it has been proved that the sub-
jective mind has control over the functions of all the
organs of the body, even, sometimes, to their complete
suspension; and that it is influenced by suggestions from
the objective mind.” He continued:

“The cures made by the laying on of hands; through mental,
Christian, and spiritual science; through the application of hand-
kerchiafs thathave been held a few seconds by certain persons—these
are due solely to mental suggestion. Faithappears to be at the root
of thematter: it is the essential prerequisite. Thousands are becom-
ing interested in thevarious sects of mental healing, notwithstanding
the absurdity of the principles governing some of them. There is
one class of healers, however, who merit special consideration, for
they teach their patients how to help themselves. In eflect, they
inculcate the method of auto-suggestion. Without having the
remotest conception of the real principles underlyingtheir so-called
science, theyhave somehow stumbled upon the machineryof mental
therapeutics. The greatest fault one can find with them is that
theyare over-confidentin theuniversal efiicacyof theirmethods.

“We have been taught thatcertain remedies will produce certain
results; but we cannot accuratelydetermine how many of the bane-
ficial eflects of our treatment are due to mental suggestion. Would
it not, therefore,be well for us to investigate thissubject, and, if we
find it worthy,adopt it as an auxiliaryto our treatment? I might
possibly be skeptical as to the therapeutic value of the hundred-
thousandthdilution of a drug; but if a cure were effected I should
have great confidence thatfaithin the prescriberwas largely respon-
sible. The physician who is most successful in the healing art-
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most able to diagnose correctly and to prescribe proper remedies-
other thingsbeingequal, is the one who can inspire his patients with
faithin his abilityto cure.”

Here came interesting accounts by the doctors present
of mental cures made in their practise with little or no
medicine. General discussion followed, the notable
feature beingthattherewere no sneers nor condemnation
of the mental healer, but rather courteous treatment and
suggestions thatcertain worksby mental scientists beread
for further enlightenment as to their methods.

It is evident that medical doctors have accepted the
Century Dictionary definition of Mental Science: that it
is “a professed method of healing which rests upon the
suppositions thatall diseased states of thebody are due to
abnormal conditionsof mind, and thatthelatter (and thus
the former) can be cured by the direct action of the mind
of the healer upon the mind of the patient.” So stated,
the mental healer is little more than a hypnotist; but “a
‘hypnotizer’ merely paralyzes the will of a patient and
acts upon theimagination.” The mainspring is left out in
the definition—“thatthere is only one, eternal, universal
Cause of everything, which is God”; and that it is the
power withwhich themental healer can demand theinflux
of Spirit (his capabilityof making himself a means for the
transmission of the universal or divine Thought), not his
own thought, thatenables him to cure.

“We are in the presence of an infinite and eternal
Energy from which all things proceed,” wrote Herbert
Spencer. “The thingsthatare seen in the material world
depend for their action upon the things unseen,” is the
testimony of Tyndall. “Matter is a mode of thought,”aid
Huxley. Thus we see that mental healers have a
philosophybased on science.

Although medical doctors are conceding that cures
may be made through the subjective mind of man, yet
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that this mind is finite and needs to be reinforced by the
Infinitedoes not seem to have commanded theirattention.
Four hundred years ago Paracelsus wrote: “Those who
attempt to cure disease by theirown power, withoutrecog-
nizing the eternal Source of all power, will never know
the deeper mysteries of nature.” Again: “A physician
must seek for his knowledge and power withinthe divine
Spirit; if he seeks for it in external things, he will be a
pseudo-medicus and an ignoramus.”

On the other hand, many mental healers do not under-
stand or appreciate the medical practitioners. They afilrm
that they have increased the number of diseases by con-
founding names given to subdivisions of a disease once
called by one general term. They have failed to note, no
matter how inexactthescience of medicine, thatmortality
has been greatly lessened throughthecontrol of epidemics,
the observance of hygienic laws, and the artificial rearing
of infants. If the medical doctor is responsible for the
crime of vivisection, and for much unnecessary suffering
through other forms of “experimentation,” he has also
relievedand immeasurablylightened humanity’sailments.
But the aim of the medical doctor is simply to alleviate
or remove thecondition he calls disease, while to thisaim
themental healer endeavors to add a knowledgeof thereal
(or spiritual) man by reinforcing the soul——-or the sub-
jective mind, if one prefers the term—by the inflowingof

_

theuniversal, divine Energy.
In answer to a question as to whether she could work

harmoniouslywith a medical doctor in treating, a healer
said: “It is absurd, ridiculous, to suppose that we can
work in unison when our methodsare diametricallyoppo-
site.” This lady was neither so broad nor so advanced
as the mental scientist who remarked: “I have given
mental treatment along with the physician’s medicine,
and I am satisfied thata quicker cure has been effected—
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because antagonism was removed. Those who opposed
my treatment could not do half the damage with the
thought, ‘She can do no harm,’ that they could do with,
‘It is criminal to let thatpatient die for want of a doctor!’
In rare instances, where I have had the sympathetic co-
operation of the medical practitioner, the benefit arising
has been marked.” “I cannot heal a ‘mind diseased,’ ”
said a doctor. “When I am sure the illnessarises from a.
mental cause, and I see that my medicine is having no
effect, I suggest sending for a mental scientist.”

Co-operation is advisable where a healer is not sure of
his diagnosis, especially if he ascribes certain diseases to
certain mental conditions; for it is easy to confound dis-
eases of similarappearance whose natures are unlike, and,
therefore, would arise from very diflerentmental disturb-
ances—-for instance, follicular tonsilitis, which is local
inflammation,and diphtheria,which is blood poison. It
is often necessary for the healer to discern the cause from
the effect. A medical practitioner’s knowledge may
sometimes be valuable to those healers who give general
treatment without looking for specific mental causes, rec-
ognizingonly “disease”; for it often happens thatailments
that kill quickly give little external evidence of their
malignancy,and it is important to know the exact condi-
tion of a patient, who certainly needs more frequent and
stronger treatmentwhere thereis severe illness. Again, let
the healer that is prone to use medical terms be ure to
call thedisease by theright name and not lay himself open
to ridicule—and so retard the cause he represents—by
announcing that he has cured diphtheria, for instance,
when themedical man knows very well that it was only a
case of follicular tonsilitis, which with care should have
disappeared anyway, after having “run its course.”

Mental or spiritual science is yet in its infancy. There-
fore, let it not disdain any legitimate aid in its growth.
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The medical doctor is offering his hand to the mental
healer, as we hold out ours to a little child, wondering if
he is nearer God than we are, and knowing that he has
latent energy thatsome day may becomeactivein bringing
us in nearerconscious relationshipto theuniversal Energy.

A famous New York physician acknowledgedrecently
that a spiritual scientist had cured a patient whose case
had been pronounced incurable. “I believe,” said this
broad-minded man, “that fifty years from now the art of
healing will be revolutionized, and no medicine will be
used.” Let healers, whatever their method, remember
that Paracelsus said: “Those whose minds are open for
the reception of truth, who are charitable to all, . . .

will be taught by the light of Wisdom, and God will
perform his miracles through their instrumentality.”

The medical doctor, or the mental or spiritual healer
who is intolerant of those thatdiffer from him, dims his
own power. But as all religions are growinglenienttoward
one another, and find that they are all dovetailed, so to
speak, so are the practitionersof the various methods of
healing realizingthatthere is a broad platform on which
all can meet; and, as each recognizes good and truth in
theothers, so throughtheirjoint forces, where antagonism
does not enter, “dis-ease”willrapidlylessen, for theSpirit
will become more manifest in men.

 

Tnxna is more in menticultum than the careless among us con-
sider. It is absolutely true that in a great many regards men and
women are, inevitably,what theythinkthey are. If they make up
their minds to be wretched, the process of becoming miserable is
easy. If theydecide thata day or a year is to be a blue one, it takes
uncommongood luck to change theirgloomyview of things. Mental
convictionhas made many an invalid.—NewYork World.



BREATH VIBRATION.

BY CHARLES BBODIE PATTERSON.

One of the problems yet to be solved by the Western
mind is that of the true action of breath. It is not the
purpose of this article to give definite instructions in
regard to the control of breath, but rather to suggest the
posibilities for good that may accrue to man from a
knowledge of its proper direction and use.

One may go without food or drink for quite a long
period; but withbreathingit is different. A few minutes,
at the longest, without taking breathwill cause a separa-
tion betweensoul and body. The writer is convinced that
the question of breath-inrelation to the power it exerts
on man's physical life and the direction it should take
through a true understanding—is of great importance:
one on which the majority of people fail to place an
adequate estimate.

It is well known that people in the far East, who lay
claim to considerableknowledgeof occult matters, declare
that many of the phenomenathatseem so wonderful and
mysterious to Western beholders are produced through
the properly controlled and directed action of breath.
Inability to take strong, deep breath serves to bring
about an unbalancing of the physical organim. Breath
acts as a counterbalance to the “fire” in the human body,
which is composed of all theelements of theplanet. Now,
it is plain thatthese elements should be properly adjusted
or related one to another. Fire, when dominant, destroys
theequilibrium. If thebreathis short and weak, there is
a tendency for the fire to consume and destroy the body,
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and where there is thisconumption thereis also a lackof
respiration. ‘

I do not wish to be understood as laying undue stress
on thepower of breathaside from a controlledand directed
effort on the put of man, for I believethatphysical exer-
cise of any kind -is of little benefit save as it becomes a
vehicle for theexpression of inner things. In order to get
lasting good from breathingexercises we must pay atten-
tion to the mental qualities that normally should control
the action of the breath. Desire expresses itself in our
methodof breathing. Strong, true, upliftingdesire causes
us to breathestrong and deep, while a weak, vacillating,
and false desire results in superficial breathing. This
can be proved by any one through carefully noting the
eflect of varying desires upon the breath.

It is singular how the natural state of breathing is
affected by thethoughtof a materialobject, or even a color.
The thoughtof anythingblackseems to produce a restrain-
ing influence on the breath, while to thinkof something
white or yellow tends invariablytoward freedom in breath-
ing. In fact, any color we look upon or thinkabout has
a definite actionon the breath. This is not a mere guess:
it is a fact that has been repeatedly proved by persons
that have made a study of the question. It is evident to
all who give any thought to the matter that the breath is
aflected by the different mental emotions: that, for
instance, thefalse mental conditionof anger or hate causes
a short, quick breath, while thoughts of peace and love
produce theproperly controlled, deep, long breath.

It is possible through thought-actionalone to eflect a
marked change in the circulation of the blood; but, with
thoughtand a controlled and directed actionof thebreath,
such a change can be efiected almot immediately. I
believe it possible thus to regulate the circulation of the
blood so thatit will flow equally to all parts of the body.
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Again, I know of no better way to acquire concentration
of mind than through breathing exercises. As already
explained, however, we must not lay so much stress on the
breath itself as on its properly regulated and directed
action. It is not the long, deep breath that gives the
strong, true thought; but, rather,thestrong, true thought A

thatgives the long, deep breath.
Breath does not penetrate one part alone of the body.

The lungs are not the only organs that breathe: this
function characterizesthe whole body, from head to foot.
Under a controlled and directed action, the breath pene-
trates, or circulates, among all themolecules of the body;
hence, the whole organism may be said to breathe.

In the last paper I referred to thepossibilityof taking
food direct from the atmosphere through breath-action;
and I am convinced that this is already being done to a
marked degree by numbers of people—in some cases con-
sciously, in others unconsciously. I feel assured that, as
man grows more spiritual—as his desires become more
centered in the inner, conscious wor1d—material food, in
its present form, will be no longer necessary to sustain
the body whose nourishment will be drawn from the finer
substances of nature.

The possibilitiesof controlled breath-actioncannot be
overestimated. No matter from what point of view we
consider the subject, in its different bearings, we can see
nothingbut good flowing from it. It gives elasticity and
“lightness” of body; it is beneficialin overcoming nervous
conditions, and is invaluable in banishing insomnia. Its
renewing power is most marked--asit tends to establish
a harmonious vibrationof all themolecules in thephysical
form. Through its proper use, coughs, colds, and other
lung troubleswould becomethingsof thepast. It is unde-
niable that even at the present time the lungs are not
utilizedto more thanhalf theircapacity. It is self-evident
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thatthe organs of our bodies are intended for proper and
thorough use. If they are not used as they should be,
weakness will come—soon to be followed by disease and
death.

Persons having but little knowledge of breath-action
feel, nevertheless, that its right use must be important;
otherwisetheywould not recommend long, deep breathing
as an exercise. But, whilethisin itself may produce some
good results, yet it is a very different thingto know and to
use the force in a conscious and intelligent way.

To say nothingof thesacredbooks and thefragmentary
writings of the sages of India, our own Bible is filledwith
thoughts concerning breath. In Genesis we are told that
God “breathedinto his nostrils the breathof life, and man
became a living soul.” In Job we read that “the Spirit
of God hath made me, and the breath of the Almighty
hathgiven me life”; “but thereis a spirit in man, and the
inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding.”
Inspiration and breath,in a certain sense, are one-—as the
outer correspondenceof inspiration is in-breathing. Even
the word spirit (Latin: spiritua, spirare, to breathe) gives
the thought of breath as the correspondence of the Uni-
versal Spirit, makingall vibrationdependent on thebreath
of life. In the twentieth chapter of John’s Gospel we
read: “Andwhen he had said thishe breathedon themand
saith unto them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost.” The old
Englishand ancient Saxon goat signifiesbreath. Theword
“holy” has no othermeaning thanthatof whole; and so we
might well read the passage in this way: “Receive ye the
whole breath.” The receiving of thewhole breathwould
mean a thoroughknowledgeas to control and direction of
breath. For a numberof years Jesns had been instructing
his disciples in themysteries of life, and we know thathe
said on one occasion: “To you it is given to know the
mysteries of the kingdom of God.” And in the passage
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quoted thethoughtwe get is thatthetime had come when
the disciples were ready to receive their last instruction;
and his breathingupon them would seem to indicate that
they received it through other channels than that of the
spoken word.

It is useless for us to ignore or make light of this ques-
tion of breath. It is of the utmost importance, and the
better and truer way is to try to get as intelligent and
comprehensive a knowledge of the question as possible.
Some of the advocates of spiritual science may thinkthat
we are taking too material a view of thematter; but I can-
not thinkthat such is the case. We should try to under-
stand the power and theuse of all force. I know thatwe
can make too much of the effects of things,but it is never-
thelesstrue thatwe should have as thorough a knowledge
of cause and effect as it is possible to have.

It i the outgoing breath that requires the most atten-
tion: on its perfect control depends to a very great degree
the incoming breath. The out-breathing corresponds to
and is affected by desire: the in-breathingis the response.
the inspiration, or fulfilment of desire. People do not
breatheas well in the dark as in the light; hence, when
themind is darkenedby wrong thoughts, thereis a lackof
controlled, regular breathing. Impure thoughts produce
the fetid breath—pure, uplifting thoughts the sweet
breath. Some may say thatit is not thought thataffects
thebreath,but a disordered stomach;but all thefalse con-
ditions of life act on thatorgan, and an impure breath is
the result. There is more malaria proceeding from the
atmosphere of anxious or evil thought, expressed through

' impure breath, than from the earth’s atmosphere.
Evil thoughts not only tend to influence our own

breath-action,but thereis a direct effect on theatmosphere
that causes it to become poisoned, and in turn tends to
poison the lives of others. Our minds, through thought
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and breath, aflect the physical atmosphere-—to how
great a degree it is not possible to say; but as to its effect
there can be no question. We all know the discordant
and inharmonious feelings we have when in any assem-
blage where there is conflictof thoughtand ideas--as, for
instance, in a political meeting, or in shopping, where a
large numberof people are brought together:many already
fatigued, and all intent upon theirown wants and anxious
to have them supplied as quickly as possible, to theexclu-
sion, if need be, of everybody else. On the other hand, we
have all experienced the peace and harmony that prevail
in an assemblage where there is unity ratherthan conflict
of thought—as, for instance, in a church in which all are
in the same faith and are of one accord.

Ofiltlfii-O-0-OI

SPIRITUAL views of that image and likeness of God, the human
form in the human body, and Christian belief in it as the tenement
of a soul which is its life, and of a will and understanding which are
its conscious, responsible inhabitants, are the first conditions of the
healing art in this new age. Whenever its greater day of regenera-
tion comes, instincts, intuitions, insights, in theirorder, willbe given,
making the incurable curable; and in some cases words again alive
will be spoken as by the Word made flesh: “Be thou whole; thy sins
are forgiven thee”: sin and disease owning one substance here.-
J. J. Garth Wilkinson.

-0-4-o-to-0-0-r

Tnzm: is yet a deeper cause than will, but one that must rise in
the unsearchahle mind of God—thought, which necessarily precedes
desire and will. Of course the thought of man, and, for anything
thatwe know to thecontrary,of lower orders of being,sets thewheels
of Nature in motion on lower planes of existence.——.4. J. Penny.

 

HUKAN science is an uncertain guess.—Pr-Cor.



REINCARNATION:

A STUDY IN DESTINY.

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

The soul and its expressions on earth have ever been a
fruitful field of speculation among thelearned; and during
recent years this fascinatingstudy has been so taken up
by the general public that we have now a voluminous
literature bearing on the subject. This is doubtless
largely due to the more than superficial interest that is
being widely taken in the ancient Hindu, Egyptian, and
Greek philosophies. In this connection we hear much
about a “new” religion, or philosophic system; but the
adjectiveis really a misnomer, for the very views thatare
oftenest presented as novel are found on examinationto be
the most ancient of all guesses at the riddle of existence.

Among theearly fathersof the Christian Church, men
like Origen and some others treated so-called pagan phi-
losophies with great respect, for they were not even
tinctured with the barbaric doctrine of later centuries
thatarbitrarilyexcluded from the heavenlyestate all save
the few orthodox believerswho laid claim to the sole key
of paradise. Now that the theological eclipse is ending,
and rational views of human life are coming rapidlyto the
fore, we find a spirit of inquiry into all systems of thought
thatpromise to throwlight on the problem of man’s past
and future. Did we beginour conscious career as spiritual
entities when first we drew the vital breath at the outset
of our. present incarnation? is now a pressing question.
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Did we exist beforebirthas self-conscious spiritual beings?
And shall we so exist after death? These two questions
are so closely related that a consideration of one always
suggests inquiry as to theother.

The future state has been discussed for centuries in a
very dark and depressing manner, for the two, three, or
four distinct sections of the unseen realm admitted by
current theologies have failed to satisfy students seeking
for a reasonable theodicy. Prevailingeschatologic theo-
ries usually picture Deity as revengeful and unjust; yet
Whittier wrote:

“Nothingcan be good in Him
Which evil is in me,”

—-a fitting rebuke to those relentless dogmatists who
attribute to the Supreme Being conduct which they
themselveswould vehementlydisown.

A chief causefor thefascinationexerted over theWest-
ern mind by Eastern teachings lies in the fact that
Orientalists dwell upon the perfect equity and absolute
impartiality of the Infinite. Much difference of opinion
prevails as to what Gautama Buddha and other Asiatic
luminariesactuallytaught concerning God and immortal-
ity; but the words of those Swamis and other Eastern
teachers who have recently appeared in America and
England go far to prove the Hindu claim that Brahmin-
ism, Buddhism,Jainism, and other Oriental cults embody
no such unfair views of the soul and its destiny as have
long characterizedChristianity. The Hebrew and Chris-
tian Scriptures throw but little light on the pre-existence
and actual future state of man, though they contain many
hints concerning re-embodiment and are not antagonistic
to the thought of conscious pre-existence.

Can there not be an ante-natal as well as a post-mortem
state—concealed from the mental gaze of the majority of
men by that gros materiality of thought that shuts off
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all views of what is superior to the routine of worldly
activity in which the multitude is exclusively engrossed?
It is time the world awoke out of that dull stupor of
mammon-worship in which true philosophers and poets
have never indulged and against which they have always
protested. Wordsworth, in his “Ode to Immortality,”has
voiced a sentiment in full accord with the soul-findings of
all truly great bards. Schiller, in his “Reminiscence,”
has delved deep into the mystery’ of spiritual being-
accounting for his devotion to “Laura” in a manner befit-
ting a genius and a seer. Wherever a truly great author
appears, his works are largely streaked with light from
that spiritual sphere in which memories of past
experiences are stored.

Marie Corelli, in “Ardath,” has finely illustrated the
beneficialeffects of reincarnation:Sah-Lumah, the poet of
olden days, is Theos Alwyn, thepoet of thepresent century,
whose work, “Nourhalma,” is reproduced in modern Eng-
land as it was originally written in Al-Kyris, a city that
perished by earthquake thousands of years before the
Christian era. The field of Ardathwas thescene of strange
experiences and marvelous reminiscences, which served

A

to make bright and hopeful an existence thathad formerly
been shadowed in gloom. The use of reincarnation is so
strongly presented in that history of a resurrected soul
that it seems impossible to question the wisdom of this
provision of Nature as God's instrument for preserving
and enlarging the sphere of true genius—whilestamping
out vain egotism and sensuality.

The doctrine of successive incarnations explain what
must otherwise be considered inexplicable, for no other
attempt to solve themysteries of terrestrial life is at once
so reasonable and so just. Among so-called refutations
-of the idea, a purious view of hereditary influences is
adhered to most tenaciously. While heredity and even
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atavism are admitted facts, yet back of seeming causes
thereare othercausesthatresult from stillanterior causes.
Although astrology be accepted as an authenticscience,
there still remains the query, Why were we born when
and where we were born?

The accepted theory of evolution without involution is
a structure minus a foundation; but when the latter
(cause) and the former (effect) are both considered, a
philosophic scheme is outlined that fully explains exist-
ence as we find it. We are in themidt of a million con-
tending elements, without rudder or compass and with no
idea of what we are here for, but called upon to listen to
endless dissertations upon the only subject that the aver-
age evolutionist can discourse upon—how we got here.

But what are we here for? We are told in reply to this
query thatAgnosticism is the product of the ripest nine-
teenth century development, and that our question is
unanswerable because it concerns the “unknowable.” If
we turn to the priests and ministers of accepted phases of
religion we fare but little better, for we are either told
that the whole subject belongs to “the secret things of
God,” or we receive the “stone” in a most depressing view
of man’s state and prospects from a quarter whence we
are taught to expect wholesome, nutritious, spiritual
bread. Next we turn hopefully to theavowed Spiritualist,
as to a modern oracle in professed communion with the
unseen world; but, alas! the average devotee of that cult
is just as bigoted and benighted in regard to this subject
as anybody else. At last we appeal to Theosophy, and
again we turn away in disappointment; for the burden of
Karma we are told we have to carry is so heavy and pro-
tracted that, after having entered and abandoned the
theosophicalfraternity,we are still drifting.

At length,however, light beginsto break, usually from
some unexpected quarter; and, if we are truly earnest
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seekers after truth,we get an introduction to some fearless
teacher (seen or unseen) who helps us to behold the Star
of Destiny. From a true Master—a genuine Adeptin life’s
mysteries—we are certain to learn‘ gradually that,though
we must fulfilour destiny, we can neverthelesscontrol our
fate. To the eyes of the illumined seer, who penetrates
the veil of appearances as readilyas the average person
sees through plain white glass, our inner selfhood stands
revealed. One who has found his own soul can help
others to find their immortal part. We begin to dream of
our storied past; scenes and events in forgotten lives troop
before our mental vision one by one, and we learn to trace
theundying threadof individuality—runningas the vital-
lzing principle through a chain of successive personal
expressions, each an improvement on the preceding one.
We may discern ourselves through many guises, as one
actorplayingmany parts. Some roles may seem superior,
others inferior; but when the totality of experience is pre-
sented to our propheticvision, we view ourselves at length,
not sinking into a Nirvana of unconsciousness,but rising

.

to a Para-Nirvana of perfected individual manifestation.
As Emerson has phrased it:

“Out from the depths of Nature rolled
The burdens of the Bible old.”

Reopening the long-disused volume of Holy Scripture,
we read of Paradise or Eden, of Eve and Adam,of theLord
and the Serpent, and we see ourselves reflected as in a
looking-glass;for we are contemplating our own past his-
tory beneathan allegoric veil. We read on through his-
tories of patriarchs and prophets, seeing ourselves in all.
At length we read in the mystical Apocalypse of a New
Jerualem, and thereinwe beholdourselves as we shall yet
appear. Once naked but finally clothed in white and
shining garments, resplendent as the sun at noon, we see
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ourselves (described in forceful metaphor) rising from the
zero point of primeval innocence to the boiling point of
angelic purity. The veil is lifted. “All the world’s a
stage, and one man in his time plays many parts.” Shake-
speare doubtless conveyed far more in his immortal say-
ings than the mere letter of his speech could teach.

The fundamental truth of the reincarnationist philos-
ophy is that all souls are equal at the core, and all will
finally demonstrate their essential equality in equivalent
(though highly varied) manifested glory. “As in Adam
all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive.” Death
is for man what it is for the sown seed—no more, no less.
“That which thou sowest is not quickened, except it die,”
and no soul ascends to glory that has not descended into
gloom. In thedark chambers of theearth thevital nucle-
olus of theseed is liberatedand draws to itself from all the
elements those properties that when organized will con-
stitute the body of its expression. In like manner, cheru-
him and seraphim (whose united symbol is the winged
globe) leave their paradise and take up the cross through
earthly travail ere they win the crown that decks the
angels’ brow.

No incarnationis accidental—no experience profltless.
We are where we are and as we are becauseat thismoment
in our endles life we need exactly the discipline we are
undergoing. The shades will some day depart; every
mist will ‘be lifted, and the purpose of all will be made
plain. Individuality will never be surrendered, though
personalitiesmay change. All knowledgeis stored within
the soul. Memory is immortal, though recollection i at
present fltful. Our destiny is to become the highest, the
noblest, the wisest, and the purest we can ever desire to
become. Our fate consists of whateverwe need to encoun-
ter and to conquer on the forward and upward path that
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leads to coronation. Hope chases despair and content-
ment abolishes complaint in the light of a philosophyof
being that logically proves the truth of the divine words:
“And I, if I be lifted up from theearth, will draw all men
unto me.”

.

 

THE MESSENGERS OF MIND.

BY MAY BROWN LOOMIS.

0 man, be more than careful of thyacts!
Unspoken thoughts projected from the mind bring others

weal or woe.
Send forth the couriers of thy brain to carry joy and

peace throughout the land.
With kindred messengers from other souls they will

unite,
Making an army vast of hope and truth
To conquer hate through love and wrong through right;
To bridge the gulf between the rich and poor;
To give the feeble force, the coward heart.
There is no limit to the power of Thought!
Brave thoughts win battles; noble thoughts inspire;
And faithful thoughts in grand redeeming force
Are strong to’ save the erring from their ruin.
Come! Arm these ablest of earth’s servitors
To fight with the great Spirit’s quenchless flre
For endless good in all.



AN IMPORTANT TRIO.

BY JEANNE G. PENNINGTON.

“Heredity, Astrology, Karma—what do they mean,
in thelast analysis,but precisely thesame thing?”

This question, put by a successful teacher of advanced
thought in New York City a few months ago, was rather
startling for the moment. Being merely an interpolation
irrelevant to thetopic underdiscussion, no furtherallusion
was made to it. But later, in thinkingit over, thewisdom
of grouping these seemingly unrelated forces became
perfectly clear.

Hei-edity—thatbugbear to which so many of us trace
all our real or fancied ills; thatgreat volume upon whose
pages are scored so many of our shortcomings and so-called
defeats; that scapegoat upon whom physicians and '

patients alike hang the responsibilityof ineffectual treat-
ment, operations, and medicines—whatis it? Simply,the
direct result of chosen causes. You say you physically
inherit rheumatism or scrofula. Why? Because your
grandfatheror his grandfathertransmitted it to you, an
unmerited as well as unwelcome legacy? By no means.
But becauseyou have chosen, when you stood at the part-
ing of theways some time, perhaps many times, thatroad
which for you led directly to this aggregation of opinion
regarding rheumatism or scrofula. Once located here,
you are more or less bound to share the popular belief,
and in sharing help to fasten more securely than ever the
shackles of tradition upon the general mind of mankind;
or to deny it, and in denying do outrage to the prejudices
of those you most love, make of the family physician a
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sworn enemy, array yourself on the side of the fanatics
and visionaries, and brand yourself perhaps for the
remainder of your natural life as mentally irresponsible
and unsound.

Nevertheless, though you unwillinglyinvite this unde-
sirable condition of affairs, be brave enough to deny that
father, grandfather,or any other person, can have trans-
mitted to you any physical or mental defect save by your
own act or permission. Further, you may afllrm most
positively that it is your privilege to live down the idea
thatsome time, if you are not careful, you willbeconvinced
by actual experimental knowledge that there is such a
thing as heredity, and that rheumatism and scrofula do
exist. Realize thoroughly that if the weight of opinion
that surrounds you, augmented by your having made all
conditions favorable to thedevelopment of these diseases,
is less strong than your desire to retrieve former weak-
nesses and blunders, you shall escape a personal knowl-
edge of them. Men usually realize the opposite. If you
permit fear to take possession of you, and allow even once,
ever so slightly,either of these ills to touch you, you are
adding new mistakes to theold list; you are forfeiting the
opportunity that is plainly offered to you now to “fight
the good fight” and compel your mind to master the lower
material self.

Rheumatism, scrofula, etc., have their source in a
higher realm thanthatof thephysical;theyare simply the
outward expression of an inner condition; and, pushed to
the furthestpoint we can now go, they represent a lack of
moral development ratherthana physicaltendency. Most
asuredly the moral should guide the mental, and the
mental control thephysical.

Having sown the seeds of this possible weakness of
moral fibre, and of necessity received as mental vehicle,
during this phase of existence, a body thatwould readily
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respond to each mental impulse, you must now have a care
thatyour moral unfoldment is in such ratio as to repair
the weakness of the mental tissue and preclude the possi-
bilityof a physical expression of past error. In no other
niche in theuniverse could the opportunity of outgrowing
these particular deficiencies have been so advantageous
as in thatinwhich theatmosphere is surcharged and over-
laden with the thought and fear of these very things.

This reasoning is equally applicable to Astrology.
We are told by some of theexponents of thatscience that,
“the planets being so positioned at your birth, you are
prone to such and such tendencies;becauseof the influence
of certain conjunctionsyou are bound to do such and such
things; you cannot escape them;” and so on through a
dreary list of fatalities. Other astrologers, more liberal
and advanced, teach the far more comforting philosophy
that “the wise man rules his stars; only the fool obeys
them.”

Surely we have also elected to resume our human
expression of life at thatmoment that found the planets
favorably or unfavorably conflgurated. They did not
change their positions to preside at our rebirth; but we,
having disposed of our former chances as seemed good to
us, did bequeath to ourselves the privilege of coming under
the malign or beneflcentaspect. Once here, the stars are
not accountable, but we ourselves. As T. B. Aldrich
writes:

“Not in thefabled influenceof some star,
Benign or evil, do our fortunes lie:
We are the arbiters of destiny,
Lords of the life we either make or mar.
We are our own impediment and bar
To noble issues.”

I
.

It is well known that no degree of strength, whether
moral, mental, or physical, can be developed without
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practiseor exercise. If, then,some of theplanets, looking
down rather sardonically when we reappeared on the
scene, whispered to their neighbors that we would have
some work to do to regain control of energies thatwe had
voluntarilywasted or refused to utilize in the past, so
much thebetter. W'e shall have stirring,vigorous battles,
and we shall not only regain all thatwas seemingly lost,
but shall so strengthen and enrich our real selves as to
force thenext chart to beof less portentous promise.

“Why stay we in the world except to grow?” And
how can we grow unless we find diflicult (though never
impossible) tasks assigned us? Yet these are but oppor-
tunities upon 'which the individual soul can test its
strengthand throwout new ripples, then soft waves, then
strong currents of freshness, helping to purify and put into
motion thestagnant and mistaken thoughtof ages regard-
ing the limitation of man’s strength and possibilities.

And Karma—thedirect harvest of what has been care-
lessly or deliberately sown—how clearly and unmistak-
ably does it includetheothertwo, and is included by them!
Hear thewisdom of Saint Bernard: “Nothingcan work me
damage except myself; the harm that I sustain I carry
about withme, and am never a real sufferer but by my own
fault.” I, however, should wish to substitute, for the last
word, ignorance, unenlightenment, or undevelopment,
beingfully persuaded thatall faultor sin (so called) is but
anothername for ignorance.

Heredity, Astrology, Karma—the dread trio—let us
welcome them fearlessly,even in theirworst phases, well
knowing that it is through our weaknesse we become
strong; through our mistakes we become wise; through
our humanity we become divine; through the slow stages
of imperfection all perfection is attained; and that—

“God's in his heaven-
All’s right with the world.”



U N I T E D :

AN OOOULT SKETCH.

BY WENONAH STEVENS ABBOTT, F.T.S.

“This talk of recurrent memory, reincarnation,and the
like, wearies me.”

“Ah, young man, the Truthoften tires children. As
you grow older you willknow more. I meant no offense!”
he hastened to add, as thecolor crept into theyouth’s face.
“Atyour age I would have spoken as you have; in fact the
white was creeping into my beardand hair beforeI learned
to speak respectfully of things that were beyond my
comprehension.”

“And you now believe these occultists’ assertions?”
“I know thatsome are true. The rest I neitherbelieve

not disbelieve-knowingthatI will be fed meat whenever
I have outgrown themilkdiet, which Paul prescribed for
babes.”

“Do you mind telling what changed your opinion?”
“Not if it willinteret you—and I thinkit will.”
Without further prelude, he continued:
“Severalyears ago I had left to my charge thedaughter

of a brother ofllcer. To be more accurate, we had been
brother officers in India; but I returned to England an
invalid while he remained on duty. We corresponded,
however, in a desultory sort of way; so I knew thathe had
lost his wife and that his daughter was an angel—in his
eyes. Like every other father, be regarded his daughter
always as a child; so I did not realizethatshe had reached
womanhood.
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“The time came when he went beyond, and she came
to me. It is unnecessary to describeher. Her wonderful
beauty has nothing to do with the story. She was the
most intelligent woman 1 ever knew, and had’ thebest dis-
position. She was even patient when I had the gout! In
one of my moods I spoke—well, somewhat as you have. I
very particularlydenounced ‘heathenishBuddhists.’ She
looked pained, and ventured to contradict me. Of course,
I themore stronglyasserted my belief,for it was the first
time she had disagreed with me and I wished to impress
her with my superior wisdom. For reply she assured me
that the spirit of their religion was identical with thatof
Jesus; thatthe percentage of those who lived only by the
letter was less than in England; and that she doubted
whether I knew any Christians who as fully entered into
the esoteric meaning of the Savior’s teachings as did
Buddhists whom she had known, concluding with these
words: ‘Understand, I am not saying that there are no
heart-Christians; only that,as in thedays of Jesus, most of
the multitude are content with the parables, for people
love darknessratherthan light.’

- “I was irritated, and said that I was thankfulthat in
Englandwe were not fakirs, believingin second sight and
similarthings.

“ ‘Haveyou never seen anythingthatmortal eyes could
not classify?‘ she asked.

“That was a hard question, for I have had some odd
experiences in my time; but I answered with the single
word ‘imagination.’

“ ‘Imagination is the most real thingin this transient
personality,’she replied.

“I saw thatshe was in earnest, so I settled down for a
good talk. She believedthatshe had lived on earthbefore,
and that the memory of that past life was coming to her
gradually. ‘The veil is wearing thin,’ she said; ‘when I
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am worthy,I shall know as I am known.’ I felt that she
gave other thantheorthodox meaning to thosewords, but
told her that she only dreamt of heaven. ‘Then heaven
precedes as well as follows earth-life,’ she said. ‘I know
that I have lived before. It is borne in on me thatI was ‘a
therapeutic monk. I can now almost hear the songs we
then sang.’

“This was too much. I flatlycontradicted her, insist-
ing thattherenever were any such monks; besides, if they
ever had existed, there were no women among them.

“‘Souls have no sex,’ she quietly remarked. ‘As to
your other assertion, you are wrong. Even your English
idol, Britannica, admits the probabilityof such an order;
indeed, it states that the Apollo (or Apollonius) of the
Bible was a member, and that he was instrumental in
merging it into the early Christian Church. I have read
every word thatI can find in regard to them.’

“‘That’s it,’ I said, triumphantly; ‘you have read so
much about themthattheyseem real to you.’

“ ‘You reverse the facts,’ said she. ‘I was so sure that
I had been one of them thatI was simply obliged to find
out all thatI could concerning them. I know, intuitively,
thatthe assertion thattheyoriginated antiphonal singing
is correct. I try to sing theiranthems,but theyelude me.
I feel them, but there is something lacking. I cannot
begin; if I could, I know I should be able to sing them all.’

“What did I ay? I laughed. Fools always do that
when theyare beyondtheirdepth. She gave me a grieved
look, which, as she gazed above my head, quickly changed
to themost exalted expression I ever saw on a human face.
It was a transflguration———an illumination. -Turning
around, I saw a dazzlingradiance. She sank to her knees
and held out her hands, as a child to its mother,
murmuring, ‘My Fatherin heaven.’ Then, from thatlight
apparently, there came a voice like the sound of a golden
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bell, chanting word in an unknown tongue. It paused,
and she took up the refrain. On and on went the beaute-
ous hymn, the voice of my ward alternating with that of
theunseen being,though it was all in a language thatshe
could not have understood a moment before. How long
it continued I do not know; but the twilight and silence
came together.”

The old man paused, cleared his throat,and said:
“Iwas convinced! She did rememberher past. I saw

only a light, such as is not to be seen in thesky nor on the
earth, in the form of a seven-pointed star. She saw and
joined—her own soul.”

 

L1m:s'roNn County, Ala., has an interesting phenomenon in an
aged matron who has fallen heir apparently to another period of
youth. Mrs. Polly Emery, aged eighty-seven, of excellent family,
has for thirty years been an old woman with white hair, wrinkled
face, and enfeebled strength. Twenty-seven years ago a dentist
brother extracted every tooth from her head. About a year ago her
health commenced to improve. Her strength returned, her figure
became more erect, her eyes brighter, her movements more elastic.
Her hair began to turn dark and her gurus to swell. To-day she has
a fine suit of blackhair and has cut a new and complete set of teeth,
has regained her erect carriage of fifty years ago, and looks like a
woman thirty-fiveor forty years of age.—C'incinnatiEnquirer.

 

Mn. Noble Stallard, of Fairfield, can solve the most perplexing
mathematicalproblems and he can give the time to the minute with
remarkable accuracy. Many have held their watches on him and
found that he never makes a mistake. He cannot explain how he
does it, but he never fails. So wonderful is this phenomenon that
the familyhave cast aside time-pieces.—Bardstown (Kg/.) Record.

 

“THE faith of the future, whatever its name or symbol, will
accept, transform, and transcend all that has been helpful in the
creeds of the last nineteen centuries.”



LET THERE BE LIGHT.

BY FRANCES B. WISECABVER.

Assuming that spiritual growth or development is
being more and more sought for, and that the thinking
world is turning its attention most seriously to spiritual
science and philosophy,would it not be well for thosewho
have attained soul-consciousness to try to make the way
easier for others in search of thedivine ray of intelligence?
Withoutthistheyare as benighted travelers, withnaught
but the elusive star of hope ahead.

They alone thathave passed throughthe“valleyof the
shadow” know thepitfalls thatabound on every side. Let
the seeker start upon the quest, holding himself subject
to guidance or advice from some faithfulone who has come
forth unharmed,with face beamingwithvictory. No two
ways are alike, save in preparing thechamberfor theradi-
ance thatwill sooner or later illuminateit. “Become as
a little child”; go out trustingly,knowing that the light
will come only after faith has opened the path. No one
can show theway,or lead into thelight of perfect day; but
purity of thought and of desire must be absolute and
unceasing: thushall the heart be purified.

Let none aspire to thisholypossession unles it be for a

sacred purpose—to further the happiness of the human
family. Forever cast aside those terms and appellatlons
that proceed from wrong motives; do not confuse for a.
moment our beautifulphilosophywithanythingthatever
has been or will be used for a purpose aught but pure and
sacred and for theelevation of humanity.
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VVith the development of the spiritual principle comes
knowledge thatnever has and never can come in any other
way. At the moment of its dawning we are for the first
time truly conscious beings: conscious thatwe are immor-
tal. What assumption of doctrinal teaching can give us
thatknowledge? Once attained it can never be put aside,
but remains as our teacher, guide, and mentor through all
time. The’ soul that has merely existed now begins to
live, and theheart expands with a love and desire not pre-
viously experienced in a conscious state.

No two persons are awakened spiritually alike; there-
fore, thepreparation should be most carefully made. Let
the purpose be pure; approach the portals cautiously,
trustingly,with the ideal ever in mind, rememberingthat
we are subject to thelaw of Love alone and thatthereneed
beno compulsion. Here is where many have come to grief;
for there is a tendency always to accept too much, which
is far more dangerous thanaccepting too little. The fact
should not be overlooked that it lies within one’s self-
one‘s reasoning powei-s—-to accept only truth. The mind
should be kept truly poised, not being permitted at any
time to become confused.

The laws thatgovern these operations are not beyond
our understanding; theyare not supernatural, but, on the
contrary, most natural, becausetheyproceed from ‘Nature
herself. Let no man suppose that anything beyond his
ight necessarilytranscends thatof all men. If I live in a
valley,surely I cannot look upon thesame landscape as he
that lives upon more elevated ground. You may not be
able to see the signs or figures upon an optician’s chart;
yet when the proper glass is adjusted to your eyes you see
them most distinctly. The degree of -knowledge we may
acquire, therefore,depends altogetherupon the conditions
that surround us. No rational man, living amidst the
wonders of creation, need doubt or remain in ignorance if
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he will properly adjust himself to conditions leading to
an understanding of the unknown—but certainly not
unknowable. It all depends upon one’s self. If we darken
thewindows of our dwelling, thesunlight willnot shine in
upon us. On the same principle, close your senses to
everythingbut materialityand that is all you will receive
or possess; but open the portals to spirituality and the
“light that never fades” will flow in and brighten your
existence forever.

 

GUARD THOU THY THOUGHTS.

BY HENRIETTA EDITH G-RAY.

Guard thouthythoughts!
For deeds we do and every word we speak
Are outcome of some picture of the mind;—
And thoughts are pictures. Then let thoughts be pure;
And as each image shall be true and good,
So will it be expressed in word or act.
Thoughts rule our life, our health, our happiness;
And as we think, so are we—-so become.
Make noble pictures! Make the canvas broad!
Heap on the tender hues of radiant light!
Set all in just proportions, and each thing
Show forth in beauty--reachits highest law;
And make the whole a harmony divine:
No jarring tone; no careless, max-ring flaw.
Then frame thy image-thought in the bright gold
Of some good deed—some loving hope or prayer!



THE CIVILIZATION BACILLUS.

BY A. L. MEARKL.

Each age has its peculiar bugbear. That of ours
appears to be disease. We have seen the word “hell”
banished from ethical literature; but now, instead of the
preacher-—warningmen thatto indulge theirnatural feel-
ings is to endanger their souls-—we have the doctor, who
assures us that our unchecked emotions are a fruitful
source of mental and nervous disorders. The “devil”
appears in a modern avatar as Bacillus;and the popular
mind, so tenaciousof the idea thatthe body, with all nat-
ural emotions, must be denied in order that the soul may
flourish, finds in thefear of disease thehangman’s whip to
keep the flesh in order. Physical fire and brimstone, the
penalty for wrongdoing lately given up by the learned,
reappear in lay eschatology as physical inflammation
and pain—for, not only themental scientist, but thedoctor
of medicine as well, now finds in theemotions a source of
disease.

A writer in a medical journal, a few monthsago, opened
up what is called by a reviewer an interesting field of
thought by warning his readers against their emotional
nature as a dangerous and unsuspected nursery of physical
ills. We must practise self-control, or suffer a prompt
and hideous retribution in our flesh—not in a world to
come, but in the present life. Now, the public has heard
so much of late from the medical fraternity about the
myriads of microscopic monsters in the midst of which
we eke out a precarious existence, that the very word
“disease” almost gives it a spasm. It expects daily to be
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savage wiles fresh precautionsmust be used or everybody
willdie. Bacteria,we hear, infest thefood we eat and the
-milk our babies drink. We know that ordinary spring
water should be boiled twice and filtered before being
used, and that the southwest wind that sweeps so gally
over the vernal landscape floats fifteen hundred bacteria
per hour into our noses, mouths,and eyes.

The usefulness of this knowledge is very evident, and
no doubt bacteria now save millions of lives in the same
way that pins do-—according to the small boy’s composi-
tion—“by not swallowing them.” But an overworked
theory,likea worm, will turn. And when thedoctors, not
content with scaring us out of our growth by the revela-
tions of the microscope, turn to our interiors and tell us
thatin our very moral nature, which tillnow we supposed
to be separated from the physical by a great gulf, lurks
an insidious cause of actual disease, I feel like telling
them and their bacteria to go away and leave our inward
parts to the metaphysician. For what in the world shall
we do if an illogical public gets the idea that neither
Adam’ssin nor irresponsible molecular motion, but micro-
cocci and bacilli,are the cause of human faults and frail-
ties? We shall soon have the experttin our courts dis-
coursing of a kleptococcus, or an incompatibilitybacillus.
From “emotion causesdisease” to “emotion is a disease” is
an easy,almost inevitablestep; therefore, let us pause and
consider.

Docs emotion cause mental and nervous disease? We
all have indulged emotions of one kind or another, in the
course of our lives, possibly to a degree sufllcient to have
given “evidence of an ill-balanced mind” if anybody was
looking. Our ancestors, having no idea of the dreadful
consequences in the way of neurotic constitutions they
were entailingon posterity, fought and loved and laughed
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and hated accordingto nature and theirown weak wills-—
and thought they were advancing civilization! This
shakes one‘.-3 faithin ancestors and (what is worse) in civil-
ization itself. What can be done about it? How are we
to escape_thefrightful consequences of thishuge mistake?
It must be clear to any mind not utterly degenerate that
the safety of the race depends on our beginningat once a
crusade against emotion. Let us hope it is not too late.

We are told now-a-days that the Greeks were intel-
lectually as much superior to us as we are to the native
African. Among the intellectual legacies received from
them is the stoic ideal of subjugation of the emotional
nature. Men have made little effort to realize this ideal,
because, while they saw that some of the emotions were
harmful, they did not know that all were intrinsicallyso,
and they have therefore felt thatStoicism was a mistake.
Perhaps, since we are informed thatthe danger is in emo-
tion as such, and that (pathologicallyconsidered) a strong
religious fervor must be as bad as party hatred, sympathy
as discontent, love as jealousy,we may make more progress
toward the cure of our mental disorders. Mr. Jevons
pointed out long ago thatthe emotions are fundamentally
a unit, lending one another their power over the moral
nature. Then, if we want to make ourselves really safe
against theencroachmentsof disease—thathydra-monster
that threatens us in so many forms that it is almost “too
great a risk to live”——we must eradicate all our emotions
withoutdiscrimination. The person thatdiscriminates is
lost. VVhen this is done we can smile again, knowing
that though the ordinary evolved vertebrate, with his
healthyhuman excitements, is an advanceon thejelly-fish,
his struggle for existence is not to be compared with that
of the cool, calculating Octavius whose body and soul are
never thrilledby emotional fervors.

‘ But emotion plays so prominent a part in life that
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existence without it would be “Hamlet” with Hamlet left
out. Most of thephenomenaof civilizedlife are reducible
to emotion; indeed, certain emotions have been indispens-
able in human development. As we advancewe may learn
to ubstitute ome set of rational impulses for the useful
moral ones of religion, love, and patriotism: if we dis-
pense with emotion on account of its disease-breeding
quality,we must, of course. And need we regret it? When
we say that love, religion, and patriotism have been indis-
pensable factors in civilization,we are not saying that if
those emotions had been altogether wanting in human
breasts there would have been no civilization. There
would have been a better one, for anythingwe know to
the contrary. But we have a civilization, and we have
emotions; and, as we always have had the latter, there is
no doubt that the former, such as it is, has been formed
along emotional lines.

This civilizationmight have been better, I admit; but,
after all, it is not so unsatisfactory thatwe want to part
with it altogether. At least we think enough of it to
make the necessity of keeping it up a stock argument for
perpetuating the type of religion upon which it is based.
Moreover, it is not all the product of chance: it is partly
the child of human volition. If evolution is civilization’s
father,volition is its mother, and it was not born without
throes of emotion. Of course, mankind did not say to
itself in the beginning: “Go to! I will become civilized!”
but started out on it long journey,withno idea of its goal,
in pursuit of temporary and immediate gratification; but
as time went on the goal came in view, and then a higher
emotion——the desire to be civilized-—tookthe place of the
lower, and chance yielded thedirection of theflight to will.

All through the history, in both its stages, I view with
dismaytheactionof desire; and I feel thatto placehuman-
ity’s dearest interests in thehands of emotion, which likely
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enough would “cause disease” and so swamp the whole
business of evolving civilization,was a very risky thing
to do. It was lucky for us thatreason got its start at about
the same time, and that those irresponsible emotions of
ours did not have thingsall their own way. Some slight
headway ha been made, during the course of civilization,
toward subjecting themto the facultyof reason; yet even
now (as we are told) they cause hysteria and hypochon-
driasis and enfeeble the intellect when they get the upper
hand of a person. But what would have beentheresult if
they had gained the mastery of the race in those old
times before thingswere well started on the course they
eventuallypursued? This might easilyhave happened, if
the emotions had been a little stronger or the reason a
little weaker. It is just our good luck thatwe are not a
race of neurotics or madmen, or both.

Anyhow,here we are, as we are, bearingthecivilization
we have achieved. We still have strong emotions, and the
wonder is that natural selection did not eliminate them
long ago—if theyare really bad and deleterious. It seems
to have been reserved for us to eliminate them ourselves
-—in obedienceto thewarningsof themedical writer afore-
mentioned. Just our good luck again—for if natural
selection had taken the matter in hand we should have
been eliminated along with our emotions (thatbeing the
way natural selection works) to make room for a race
born without them! Probably, however, there was no
such raceto take our place, and so we were left to jog along
under those grievous impediments without ever finding
out that they existed until now. We shall never know
how much they have hindered us. We even thinkin our
blind folly thattheyhave helped. Much as we may strive
under ordinary circumstances to control them, when we
do yield to them we somehow feel ourselves to be nobler
creatures. We live more in a minute under the sweep
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of strong emotion than in weeks of jog-trot, self-compla-
cent serenity. It gives us thrillsof insight and flights of
power and draughts of blessedness we can experience in
no otherway.

There are circumstances in which the exhibition of
violent feeling by large bodies of men, where individuals
do not check but excite each other, makes for social pro-
gress. If people are taught to subordinate emotion to
reason in ordinary times, they are taught all the more to
subordinate ordinary motives—reachingall the way from
instinct to reason——to emotion in crises. These emotional
crises originatereligion, reforms, and benevolences,estab-
lish republics, and demolish tyrannies. They are like the
fevers thatleave thebody in a more wholesome condition
—an awful waste of protoplasm,but thequickest, perhaps
theonly,means of reachingthegood thatresults.

1

A few persons, during theworld’s history, have dared
to ask plainly whether, after all, what we call civilization
is a good thing. The doubt is raised now and thenwhether
mankindwould not behappier and betterwithoutso much
progress; but in theonward rush of conquest for commerce
and the arts the doubter has been silenced, or, if not
silenced, voted mad. It is generally agreed that this
world is on the right tack, and thatits impulse to become
civilized is a healthy one. But, if emotion “causes
hysteria, neurosis, and insanity,” since thewhole race has
indulged its emotions so long and so extenively there
mut be an unsuspected strain of mental disease in us; and,
if we are not mentallyhealthy,ought we to be so sure that
we are right in our views about civilization,progress, etc.?
Human progress is largely an outcome of the play of
emotions; and, if some of the results of emotion are dis-
eases of thebrain, may not civilizationitself be a disease?
What if, in that remote period already referred to, the
emotions did run away with the race? What if they did
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have thingstheirown way,and we are a race of neurotics,
or worse, without knowing it?

We ought to be able to escape from our usual a poa-
tcriori point of view, in which this seems the best of all
possible worlds, and to conceive for a moment thatsuch
was in fact the origin of the evolutionary process that
has brought about our present ideals of morality and
progres. The emotions, as we know from experience, are
both unruly and tricky—capable of leading whole nations
astray and making fools of them. It is possible thatwe
have been victimizedby themall along on a colossal scale.
If civilizationbe a morbid growth, the rampant condition
of our emotions after all these centuries of intellectual
development can be explained—theyhave survived in the
struggle for existence becausetheywere part of the outfit
calculated to bring about the present morbid state of
things. Disease, then, must be the normal condition!
Evolution, instead of eliminating disease, has fostered it!
The world is a hospital and lunatic asylum combined,
where disease, instead of being cured, is perpetuated!

A gruesome idea, you say? Yethow glad we ought to
be that it was suggested before it became forever too late
to do anything! I shall be surprised if we do not shortly
hear of some bacteriologist turning from the unavailing
pursuit of the cholera bacillusto that of the civilization
bacillus. An aristococcus has not yet been identified;
but it may be assumed that one exists withoutdanger of
gross error, since some kind of a coccus is found to be at
the bottom of many varietiesof mischief. Somebody will
presently catch thelittle beastand cultivate him, and then
we shall know. The same difiicultlesmay be met in trying
to nurture him as in the case of the comma bacillus,with
which I understand it is impossible to inoculate the lower
animals; but subjects may be induced to offer themselves
for civilizationin the persons of dudes, jingoes, and fad-
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dist, whereupon the difliculty will be overcome. There
will be no great danger connected with the experiment,
for civilization,though incurable, is not necessarilyfatal.

We used to shake in our shoes at thevery nameBacillus,
but we are learning now—a-days to scoff at it a little. We
know, at least, that not all bacteria are disease-breeding.
This world is filled with bacteria, and, if they were all
fatal, we should need as many lives as a cat in order to
survive even to that age when the civilizationbacillusor
coccus begins to aflectus.

Aristococcus appears to thrive in the human subject,
and at the same time to be in strange accord with our
environment; for the civilizationmalady does not tend to
run itself out, as a fatal one would, by killing off all its
victims. The question is, Is our environment what it
ought to be? Isn’t it all wrong? Unfortunately,we can-
not find an answer to this question until an aristococcus
is actuallydiscovered, and civilizationthus demonstrated
to be a disease—when our whole attitude toward history
must change. Until then, people will of course say: “No
coccus, no disease!”

Meanwhile we need to bear in mind one or two very
comforting facts——-that the thing that hath been is that
which shall be, and there is no new thingunder the sun;
that if there is no Providence there never was one, and,
similarly,if there are bacteria there always have been.
Even thatfin-dc-sieclemicrobe, aristococcus, if there is one,
has alwaysexisted, and it'is still an open question whether
anybody is the worse for it. Is emotion dangerous? We
are at all events in no more peril thanwere George Wash-
ington or Alexander the Great and their contemporaries,
who loved and laughed and sympathized and aspired in
practical immunity from the assaults of pathogenic bac-
teria and of the medical genius who warns against
emotionalism. Let us go and do likewise.



A DAUGHTER OF LOVE.

BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE.

CHAPTER V.

LOST.

I went West on a journalisticmission thatwinter, and
did not return tillearly in March. I reached home on the
11th of the month, and arranged to go to New York the
next day and make my reports. During my absence I had
heard little about my friends, and the sharpness of my
interest in their affairs had been a little dulled by other
events.

A great snowstorm fell in the night. That storm has
never been forgotten by theinhabitantsof New York. No
such disaster due to the elements had been known in this
region for generations. However, when I set out for the
city, I had no conception of the extent of the snowfall.
The wind had swept thebitof road betweenmy house and
the railwaystation comparatively clear, 0 thatI had no
seriou trouble in reachingthe train; but then the adven-
tures began. We had two engines and a snow-plow, and
forced our way slowly for several miles; but our headway
gradually diminished, and at last we came to a standstill.
We were in a cutting where the snow was packed fully
twenty feet deep, and we had not been therelong before it
was piledup nearlyas high behindus and was fastburying
us in a white grave thatshut out all external light. The
tires would burn only a short time longer, and then we
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should begin to freeze. The atmosphere in the cars had
already becomefoul. We happened to be in a placewhere
there were no houses near; but had there been, it would
have been next to impossible to get to them without
snow-shoes.

I had walked through the train several times, greeting
several of themen whom I knew and talkingover our pros-
pects with them; a numberof schemes of extricating our-
selves were suggested, but none of them seemed feasible.
Afterthe last of these excursions, I returned to my seat,
which I had occupied alone; to my surprise, I now found
anotherperson seated in it. He wore a fur-lined overcoat
witha high collar and a fur cap. He glanced up, showing
a handsome facewithbrilliantdark eyes. I did not recall
having seen him before on the train. He inclined his
head witha slight bow and said, in an agreeable voice:

“Calamity makes acquaintances. Shall I incommode
you?”

“By no means,” I replied. I felt an attraction to him
at once.

“I know you by reputation,” he rejoined, as I sat down.
“I have been interested in your mission. I was in the
West once myself. I know some friends of yours, too.
Holinder hopes to see you to-morrow; he has something
to tell you.” -

“It looks now as if our meeting would bedelayed. But
where did you know Holinder? I suppose I have heard
him mention you ; but ”

“I have known him a long time; also theCathcartsand
Tania. But you would hardly have heard them mention
my name—Carmagno. I have a high regard for Holinder;
he is capable of great things. If he can be induced to
refrain from taking a step he has now in mind, there is a
great future for him.”

“What step is that?”I inquired, impressed by theman-
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ner of thisman. He could hardly be much over thirty,but
his expression and tone indicated wide experience. The
idea got into my mind—how I know not—that he was a

personage eminent in the diplomatic service of some for-
eign power. High breeding, intelligence, and force char-
acterizedhim in a degree I had seldom seen approached by
men of any age or distinction. There was also something
very winning about him. I am not, as a rule, easilyinflu-
enced; but I was already conscious of a desire to stand well
with this Carmagno, and even to serve him in whatever
way I might. Truth, goodness, and power seemed to
radiate from him.

“I was referring to his attachmentto Tania,” said he,
after a pause. “It is very strong, and natural; it is mutual,
too; but it would bethegreatest pity in theworld if it were
consummated.”

“I am sorry to hear that; it seemed such a good match
to me,” said I. I was also much surprised to learn that
Carmagno knew the facts; Holinder had few confldants,
and he had never spoken to me of thisman. But of course
I did not say thisto my companion.

“We could talk it over better at my rooms,” said he,
after a moment. “Suppose we go there? It will be more
comfortable than this train.”

“If wishes were wings!” returned I, laughing at what
I took for a jest.

“If you will trust yourself to me, it can be done,” said
he. “I have passed throughgreater obstaclesthana snow-
storm beforenow. Come!”

I cannot explain the confidence with which his words
immediately inspired me. Neither, to be sure, did I at
that time realize the almost superhuman difliculties that
lay in our path. We could not have been less thantwenty
miles from New York,and to traverse thatdistance, under
the existing conditions, might have taken two or three
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days. But who could survive two or threedays’ exposure
in that weather? Nevertheless, I at once arose and fol-
lowed him down the aisle of the car. As I passed an
acquaintanceof mine I rememberhis saying,witha laugh,
“Going to try it on foot, eh?” He meant it as a joke. I
merely nodded, and passed on.

“You see, I was anticipating somethingof this kind,”
remarkedCarmagno,turning,withhis hand on theknob of
the door. “I thinkwe shall find my cutter here, with a
good horse. A good sleigh-ridewilldo us no harm. Here;
take my hand.”

As I did so, he opened thedoor, and I felt thekeen rush
of air. But it seemed only exhilarating. The fine, wind-
blown snow sifted about my face; but I felt equal to any-
thing. I could discern little, but I felt I was beingdrawn
outward and thenupward over a great mountain of snow.
Instead of ‘inkingin it, I trod easilyon its surface. After
a few moments we seemed to have surmounted the drift,
and I was now aware of somethingresemblinga horse and
sleigh standingin front of us. It was enveloped in a whirl
of snow thatmade it look half visionary. But in a breath
or two we were ensconced in it side by side, with a heavy,
soft fur rug drawn up to our chins. How exquisitely com-
fortable I felt! We began to glide forward smoothlyand
swiftly.

“It won’t take us long now,” said thepleasant voice of
my companion. “Yon must be . tired from your long
journey thelast few days. A little nap will do you good.
Close your eyes and take it easy; I know theway.”

Yes; a delicious drowsiness crept over me. I was
perfectly warm and wholly free from anxiety. The
motion was most soothing: we seemed to be floating
through the air. My eyelids drooped, and almost at once
I must have gone fast to sleep.

I awoke much refreshed, and witha pervading sense of
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luxury. It was like magic. I was stretched out in a
reclining-chair, in front of a clear coal fire, which glowed
and flickered in a wide grate. The room was exquisitely
furnished; there was beauty, softness, delicate comfort
everywhere. Over themantel-piece was a glorious picture,
representing a young woman seated on a sort of throne,
listening to a veiled figure that bent over from behind.
The fancy struck me that her face bore a likeness to
Tania’s. The ornaments and decoration throughout the
room had a touch of the Oriental about them, but so
modified as to harmonize with Western taste.

“You are none the worse for the trip, are you?” said
'

Carmagno,appearing throughtheportiere of an adjoining
room. He had a flask in his hand, containing a golden-
hued wine. “You slept sound: we were able to get you up
here Without awakening you. And now, a glass of this
willset your blood moving. You are welcome here!”

“This is like an Eastern enchantment,” said 1, taking
the glass he had filled, and pledging him. The ‘wine had
a fine, gentle bouquet that filtered like warm life into the
heart. I had never felt such mental and physical well-
being. I looked at Carmagno. He had removed his furs
and was dressed in a caftan of dark blue silk, confined at
the waist by a golden-colored sash, and leaving his round
white throat and magnificent head free. He appeared in
every way splendidlyendowed by Nature, and in theprime
of his powers. '

“We can talk more at our ease here,” he observed,
throwinghimself into a chair on the other side of the fire-
place. “I see you recognize the likeness in that picture.
She was not born for the common routine of life. The
world has waited for her; she must not bewasted, now that
she is come.”

“I know her as a lovely girl. What is she more than
that?”I asked.
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He fixed his sparklingeyes upon me. “A lovely girl,”
he repeated; “but not to be loved—not to be narrowed
down to a husband, however worthy. That is her temp-
ta-tion; she must not fa1l—though,beyonda certain limit,
thedecision must rest withher. The law of human freedom
is immutable. The thing of a day may be changed or
swerved aside; but not the immortals. Their temporary
conditions may be modified, and some transient persua-
sions insinuated in thatway; but thefinal effect must come
from an independent source. The choice made in freedom
is the only one thathas creative power and lasts forever.”

“What higher thingcan a woman bethana loving and
beloved wife?”

“The highest souls are solitary,” said Carmagno, “and
belong to no person, time, or world; the expedient that
necessitated male and female does not apply to them.
They are human beings in thefull sense: not restricted to
this planet, nor to this system. The force for good that
theyembody is beyondestimating. Powers meet in them
thatmight, comparatively,be called infinite and irresist-
ible. But they must undergo a test, trying in proportion
to their possibilities. You have read how Christ was
taken up into the mountain. What if he had yielded?
Let all who love mankindpray thatTania may not yield!”

“What warrants you in speaking so of thatgirl?”
“We have known each other from the beginning,”said

Carmagno. “But there are thingsthat I cannot tell you.
And I ask you to help me.”

“I should think that, in a matter concerning Tania,
Holinder is the one you should apply to. I have ,no
concern withher.”

“You are his friend, and hers,” he replied. “You can
exercise a power over them that I cannot. The influence
of friendship is all but the greatest. It is unselfish. In
thestate theyare now in, theireyes are blindfolded. They
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are swayed by the senses. Marriage love seems to them
the highest good. And for the rest of the race it is so;
but not for them. If you can save them from that, you
will have deserved thefavor of the immortals. And none
willhereafter confess it more freely thantheythemselves.”

“It is a serious thingto meddle with thehappiness of
human beings,”said I. “What guarantee can I have that
I shall not be working mischief?”

“What can be shown you, you shall see,” Carmagno
replied. “Look in this mirror.”

He put in my hand a smalloval looking-glass,in an old-
fashionedjeweled frame. I gazed into it, speedilybecom-
ing lost in what I saw. I may refer to this vision later.
I lost outward consciousness, and cannot determine how
long I remained in that condition; nor am I able to say
exactly what series of events followed. There is a veil
over my memory during the next two days. The first
clear recollection I have is of standing at the Cathcarts’
door and ringing theirbell. It was thenthree days after
the great snowfall. I was admitted, and went upstairs
with the freedom of an old friend. I was met by Mrs.
Cathcart,who wore a strange look.

“Have you any news?” she asked.
“Of what?”

_

“Tania—don’t you know that she is gone?”
“Gone? Where? Since when?”
“Three days ago she disappeared. There has been no

trace of her since.”
“Have you no clew——no suspicions?”
She grasped my hands and looked at me; there were

tears in her eyes. Then,all at once, I knew thatCarmagno
was theman whose apparition I had seen in thegold room
withTania. And I understood much thathad been dark
to me.

(To be continued.)



EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

THE DETERMINATION OF SEX.
HE scientific world has recently been startled to its foundations

by an alleged discovery which, if verified, bids fair to work a
revolution in human society. The announcement is made by no
less a personage thanProfessor Samuel L. Schenk, of theUniversity
of Vienna, that he has at last unraveled Nature’s closely-guarded
secret of theprinciple of sex. This question has occupied theatten-
tion of biologists for many centuries, during which a number of
attempts, more or less successful, have been made to regulate thepro-
portion of males to females in the offspring of the lower animals.
And now arises a European scientist of the highest standing to
declare thatthewhole problem resolves itself into a simple matter of
nutrinuml; thathis theory is applicable especially to thehuman race;
and that,by regulating the diet of the mother, he is able to predict
the sex of a child months in advance of its birth.

Observation of the fact that the blood of the male usually con-
tains the more red corpuscles has led Professor Schenk to conclude
that if the mother be nourished on food that will increase the
number of these vital constituents the foetus shall be predisposed to
assume the masculine form. He claims to have made a number of
successful experiments along this line, and proudly points to his
own familyof six sons as evidence of his capacity_as a scientist as
well as a father. Moreover, his services are much in demand by
ladies of the nobilitywho dread having girl babies on account of
theiralleged civic or legal unimportance.
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Much fancied support of the theory herein outlined is found in
the well-known fact that periods of war, famine, and pestilence are

invariably followed by an astonishing increase in the birth-rate of
males. It is held thatthis results from insuflicientnutrition, due to
the scarcity of money and food that is among the ravages of these
curses of mankind. We are of the opinion, however, that this
attempt to “improve” on Nature by interfering with her laws will
prove susceptible of very limited application. Nature always asserts
her averages. “Male and female created He them”—the greater
liabilityto death of one sex, under certain conditions, being always
ofiset by an increase of such births to the same proportion and no

more. Says the Springfield Republican:
“For forty years in Massachusetts the male birth-raterelative to

the female has not noticeably changed, the number of male births
to each 1,000 female birthsbeing 1,053 in the past twenty years, as
compared with 1,059 in the two decades preceding, and holding at
about 1,055 year by year of late. In Europe a ten years’ observation
in various countries revealed thefactthatto every 1,000 femalesborn
an average of about 1,060 males were born, theextremes being 1,038
in England and 1,071 in Italy. This excess of male births in the
long run appears almost exactlyto offset the greater male death-rate:
and while the distribution of sexes in particular countries is often
Very unequal from other thannatural causes, a correct census of the
civilized world to-day would unquestionably reveal practically an
exact equality in thenumbers of thesexes.”

The flmdamentalerror made by materialisticscience, when deal-
ing with the problems of biology,is thatit leaves wholly out of con-

sideration tho spiritual nature of life. Sex is no more a matter of
blood-corpuscles than is poetic genius. Lying much deeper than
chance or human artifice will allow, and manifesting far anterior to
maternal conception, sex is an eternal principle involved in the very
nature of the individual being. It is not any more subject to the
“contro ” of mankind than is the proportion of clouds to sunshine.
The aftermath of war, in its effect on human offspring, instead of
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supporting the low-nutriment theory of Dr. Schenk, is rather a

proof of reincarnation, and of its complementary, the pre-existence
of thesoul. When, through the selfishness, covetousness, or “pride”
of misguided men, whole bands of soldiers are shot prematurely
into the other world, outraged Nature seems quickly to force them
back—to complete the purposes of their interrupted incarnation.

Interesting comments on Dr. Schenk’s alleged discovery have
been made by eminent medical authoritiesin various lands; but, as

usual, the “doctors disagree.” Professor Virchow pertinently asks:
“If the sex of a child is determined by the nature of the food eaten
by themother, how are we to account for the birthof twins of oppo-
site sex?” This, combinedwith other facts of common knowledge,
will doubtless put a quietus on furtherexperiments along the dietary
line. And eventually, let us hope, our friends of matoria medics
will be led to admit thatnatural principles can be utilized,but never

successfully thwarted,by man.
 

AN ECHO OF THE PAST.
OR the appended document we are indebted to the Western

representative of theSociety De Sigionoth,a very ancient East-
ern order of Tantricphilosophers. Their “Code of Reconstruction of
Self” has not hitherto been published in full in English, and the fol-
lowing translation is direct from theoriginal Arabic. While appar-
ently Pythagorean in sentiment and textual embodiment, yet it is
declared by the members of this order to be more thansix thousand
years old, though modifications of it are traceable in the rituals of
the Essence and other fratemities of less remote antiquity.

The word Sigionothrefers to thechanting of hymns, tunes, songs,
etc., according to thefundamental chord of being. It is claimed by
thesociety of thisname thattheveritable heart of God is love, sound,
and color, united with the divine, creative Light that subsists
anterior to all suns; that the divine root of the science of being is
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contained in certain luminous points of vital force; that, when set
in harmonious motion through octaves of sound and color, these
atomic centers of vitality produce cell-life, and that through this
primal agency bothsolar systems and thehuman race attain material
or physical expression. It is also held that, through this ancient
philosophy,students of mysticism may obtain thebest knowledge of
thedivine Logos, or manifestingWord of God.

Following is the ritual to which the neophyte is required to
subscribe:

“He who loves, lives; but he who loves and lives only for himself,
lives in hell. He who loves and lives for others, and strives to unite
his higher self with that of every other living creature, lives in
heaven and shall find peace.

“I believein the service of love and the true brotherhoodof man.
I believein truth, justice, and equity among all men and to all men,
and I do herein make a most solemn vow not to injure any one of my
fellow-beings; and I promise ever to abstain from causing the least
loss or sufiering to another, unless my higher self informs me that
person is intentionally injuring another. Then I shall protest.

“I fullybelievein thehigher selfhood of the soul-—in one univer-
sal brotherhood in God. Wherefore I, by the divine light of Truth
from God and good-will toward all men, do make a solemn promise
and declare that I will keep a clean heart and guard my mind from
sitting in judgment upon any human being-—throughor by the lower
animal code of morals (sensual thought) in human measurement. For
it is well known thatany one having no moral code for determining
man's higher virtues other than the standard of sex (animal man),
must aid sooner or later in producing a metaphysical miasma of
disease and death.

“If I pollute the mind I corrupt the heart. I have learned from
thesages and prophets of old thathuman lips cannot be true or speak"
truthwhen the heart is corrupt; and, as it has been written, ‘To the
pure all things are pure,’ so to a selfish and impure mind nothing
can be clean or good, because the heart abides in darkness. Purity
is the highest good. In true purity all is clear light. Blessed are
the pure in heart, for they shall see God. Only through purity can
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the clear light of God be seen. I will ever strive to maintain a pure
heart by keeping my thoughtspure and good.

“I do most solemnly afiirm that I will ever keep my higher self
and heart in fellow-feeling and sympathy with my brother man-
willgive him thefull measure of divine love. Nothingcan be imper-
fect or impure in God’s great laws, though man’s way of thinking
may teach him otherwise. True morality is a blending or coales-
cence of sympathywithactionin theharmonial laws of theuniverse.

“I promise that I will not permit persons to remain in my pres-
ence who slander, defame, or maliciouslyreport any calumny against
anotherwithout immediatelyprotesting, and afterward withdrawing
myself from them and their associates: to which promise I most
solemnly pledge my true higher self. And I shall ever strive to
maintain in patience and silence the deeper will of purity, pressing
ever onward to the triune center of being in God; for no human soul
is ever forced into touch withthedivine, creative Light—thedivinity
in man awaits quickening in patience ever-enduring. Opportunity
is given to all; and the soul may use, neglect, or even abuse the same
—as it chooses. Wherefore I solemnly pledge myself to strive to
know opportunity, and to embraceit for the highest good.

“By the path and light of wisdom I have learned thatevery man
leaves behind him mighty influences (for good or evil) that never
fullyexhaustthemselves—betheysmall or great, light or darkness-—
in the daily life or sphere in which he lives and moves. And the
Higher Wisdom shows us that the echo of good words once uttered
and kindly sympathy once exercised continues to vibrate in space
to all eternity.

“Hereunto, by my own free will and accord, I subscribe myself
—to which may the invisible presence of the new age bear witness.”

 

Tm: whole of Plato may be considered an undogmatic system of
education. It is an inquiry into the nature of ideal good, and the '

means of realizing it in human souls and societies; for the philo-
sophic educator is not an empirical politician, aiming successfully
at the material equipment of a State: he is an improver of the mind
and character of the people.—R. W. Maclcay. .
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PHOTOGRAPHING THOUGHTS.

Doctor Baraduc made recently some very curious experiments,
his object being to ascertain to what extent, if any, human thoughts
could be photographed. He succeeded in showing that it is possible
“to impress sensitive plates withinvisible rays emanatingfrom a vital
fluid, of which we as yet know very little.” According to scientists,
his experiments can hardly be considered as being in the line of
thought photography,for, however ample the evidence may be that
psychical forces are at work,thereis no evidencethattheyaccomplish
their work directly, or without the aid of an intermediate agency.
However thismay be, Dr. Baraduc’s experiments caused a great sen-

sation, and in the scientific world there was much speculation as to
thepossibilityof making furtherand more reliable tests. Such tests,
we are told, have been made by Mr. Inglis Roger, of Plymouth,Eng-
land. An ardent photographer,he has for some time been trying to
produce clear and exact photographs of human thoughts, and now at
last he claims to have succeeded.

He produced his results in thisway: First, he stood in front of a
sheet of white cardboard, on which was drawn a cross surrounded by
a circle, and at this cardboard, which was placed under a bright jet
of gas, he looked steadily for half an hour. Then he removed the
cardboard and put in its place a sensitive plate, at which he gazed
steadily for another half hour, having first taken the precaution to
extinguish the gas. Finally,he tried to develop the plate, but with
no success whatever. .

Nothing daunted, he resumed work next morning. Again he
looked at a sheet of cardboard, on which was drawn a plain cross
without any circle, and again he entered into a long tete-a-tete with
the sensitive plate. On this occasion, however, he placed between
his eyes and the plate a box, from which all air had been removed.
His experiment over, he examined the plate and found on it two
images, one representing the simple cross at which he had just been
looking and the other representing the cross and circle at which he
had looked on the previous evening.

Emboldened by this success, Mr. Roger determined to attempt a
more ambitious experiment. He had seen a shipwreck scene in a
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Plymouththeatre, in which Miss Daisy Wallaceplayed a prominent
part, and, the scene having made a strong impression on him, he
determined to try to produce a thought-photographof the actress.
So his wife and he went to see her, and the result was thaton thefol-
lowing day Mrs. Roger found herself unable to attend to any work
for thereason thattheactress seemed to haunther. She finallycom-
plained to her husband, saying, “I see Daisy Wa1lace’s figure every-
where.” Then this strange scene occurred:

“When I heard these words,” says Mr. Roger, “the pen fell from
my hands. ‘Remain as you are,’ I cried to my wife, and straightway .

I placed a bandage over her eyes and led her into my dark-room.
There I took a sensitive plate, and placing it in a proper position I
arranged thebox in front of it, and then,having removed thebandage
from her eyes, I urged my wife to look fixedly at the plate and to
thinkmeanwhileof the actress as intentlyand as earnestly as possible.
She did so, but only for the space of four minutes. Under these
circumstances I had little hope of obtaining a satisfactory-result;
and yet, when the plate was developed, I found thereon a perfect
image of Miss Wallace, so perfect, indeed, thatit could be recognized
by any one.”

Mr. Roger's experiments have naturally caused a great deal of
talk, especially among photographers. Of the latter many are
exceedingly skeptical, insisting that more ample proof and further
tests are necessary, and the editor of an English photographer’:
journal, in which an account of the experiments first appeared, says
distinctlythathe simply tells the story as he heard it, and thathe is
unable to give any guarantee as to the eflicacy of the experiments.
On the other hand, Mr. Roger's story has excited considerable inter-
est among French scientists, and it is generally admitted that, if his
experimentshave really been so successful, he has accomplishedwork
far in advance of any accomplished by Dr. Bar-aduc.—New Yark
Herald.

 

Tam: worship is a venerating of the right. There can be noth-
ing really learned,nothingreally known of thesuperior truth, except
the knowledge be reverently sought and entertained.—Aloa:andor
Wilder, M. D.
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Do I then believe in spirits and in spirit intercourse? Asun-
edly I do. For am I not a spirit, like every one of you? Do I not
communicate with this visible world by my natural body, my visible
apparatus of relation with the phenomenal world, without being
thereby shut out from my spiritual prerogative of communicating
with such other spirits as I can reach» on another plane, by the spit-
itual body appropriate to that plane of existence? Ask me for my
authorityfor thisstatement, and I point first to theascertained facts
of psychic science. But if other authoritybe acceptable, I may
quote one whom not many will be inclined to dispute when I repeat
the solemn words: “There is a natural body, and there is a spiritual
body.”—ProfusorElliott Cones.

 

80 soon as life, the divine gift, passes into the organic structures
of thehuman spirit, it ceases to be God’s life and becomesman’s life,
subject to man’s will, which is capable of reacting, if it chooses,
against God. Otherwise it would either be God or a senseleu
automaton. Hence the free agency and moral responsibility of
man.—W. H. Holcombe,M.D.

 

Wa first share the life by which things exist, and afterward see
them as appearances in nature, and forget thatwe have shared their
cause. Here is the fountain of action and the fountain of
thought. . .

_
We lie in the lap of immense intelligence, which

makes us organs of its activityand receivers of its truth.—Emorsovs.
 

Mzmcma now craves above all things State protection—-a very
measure of its loosening hold on public love and esteem. It asks for
power—-not of heaven, to enable it to cure more and better, or to
leave alone and “expec ” more wisely—but to compel the people to
submit to its authority.—J.J. Garth Wilhimon.

 

IN the commonwealthof Plato, freedom is rescued and the moral
characterpreserved by thetrue spirit of Idealism, depending on self-
regulation, mutual co-operation, and a philosophic education of
the highest kind.—R. W. Maclcay.
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Lovn means much more than blind affectionate instincts, or
clingingattachments,or sudden emotions. It is far more noble than
that. It is that flame in the soul, caught by the sight of superior
beautyand truth and good, which animates and elevates one’s whole
being, bringing one into harmony with the ideas of those we love.
It implies some intelligent sympathy,however small, with their best
aims and purposes. Love, true love, attaches itself to thatwhich is
better, nobler, higher than what we have in ourselves. Love looks
up to receive a higher influence—to be inspired by a purer life.
Love must elevate us, or it is not really love.—JamuFreeman Clarke.

 

Cams and punishment grow out of one stem. Punishment is a
fruit that, unsuspected, ripens within the flower of the pleasure
which concealed it. Cause and effect, means and ends, seed and fruit,
cannot be severed; for the effect already blooms in the cause, the end
pre-exists in themeans, the fruit in theeeed.——Emerson.

 

THE sad experience of thirty years has shown that political
entranchisement of itself is not freedom, nor is it even a betteringof
conditions. Only personal virtue constitutes liberty; to be skilful,
industrious, thrifty,with resolute purpose, will make men equal to
their fellows.—Al4a:andorWilder, M. D.

 

AN uncontrolled bad temper marksthe extreme limit of individ-
ualism. It is a trespass on every one’s rights and happinese—a
flagrant violation of the rudimentary laws that bind men together.
—Rw. Ly-man Abbott.

 
' Ir good men were to govern ‘a country for a hundred years in

succession, they would be able to transform those who are violently
bad and to dispense with capital punishments.—C'onfucius.

 

IN this little nutshell of entire unselfishness lies enwrapped the
open secret of God.—JonathanB. Turner, LL.D.

 

Evan? noble work is at first impossible.—0'arlyla.
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A MAN of original power of mind can neverbe confinedwithinthe
limits of a single field of interest and activity,nor can he ever be
content to bear the marks and use the skill of a single occupation.
He cannot pour his whole force into one channel; there is always a
reserve of power beyond the demands of the work he has in hand at
the moment. Wherever he may find his place and whatever work
may come to his hand, he must always be aware of the larger move
ment of Life thatincloses his special task; and he must have thecon-
sciousness of direct relation with that central Power of which all
activities are inadequate manifestations.—Rw. Lyman Abbott.

 

I1‘ is the eternal nature of the soul to appropriate and make all
things its own. Jesus and Shakespeare are fragments of the soul,
and by love I conquer and incorporate them in my own conscious
domain. His virtue—is not that mine? His wit—if it cannot be
made mine, it is not wit.-Emerson.

 

THE only money of God is God. He pays never with anything
less or anythingelse. The only reward of virtue is virtue: the only
way to have a friend is to be one.——Emorson.

 

Socnvrrr is an arrangement for producing and sustaining human
happiness, and temper is an agent for thwarting and destroying it.
—Hanry Drummond. -

 

ONE blood rolls uninterruptedly, an endless circulation through
all men, as the water of the globe is all one sea, and, truly seen, its
tide is one.—Emcrson.

 

To THE poet, to the philosopher, to the saint, all things are
friendly and sacred, all events profitable, all days holy, all men
divine.—Emarson.

 

Ir would be hard to find a civilizedpeople who are more timid,
more cowed in spirit, more illiberalthan we.—Emerson.

 

“HE that uses his own will to establish his moral strength will
soon find a divine guidance.”
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CLAIRVOYANCE. By J. C. F. Grumbine. 109 pp. Cloth,
$3.50. Published by the author,Chicago.

A series of twelve lessons that embody a system of philosophy
concerning the law, nature, and unfoldment of the clairvoyant fac-
ulty. The authoris instrnctor of the Chicago School of Psychical
Sciences and claim to be a seer. He puts forth the present volume
as a product of direct illuminationunder the guidance of a band of
spirits known as “The Order of the White Rose.” It is something
of a novelty to find an “inspirationally received” book properly
punctuated, typographically correct, and showing some regard for
the syntactical requirements of the language. The illiteracy that
distinguishes most spiritistic literature is perhaps its greatest draw-
back;but here we have a work of genuine literary merit. It covers a
wide field, conveys a message of personal instruction to the reader,
and points out an alluring goal of true spiritual development. While
it is probably the best work on the subject of clairvoyance issued
thus far, yet we fear that, in this age of cheap literature, its high
price will seriously interfere with its usefulness.
THE NEW PHILOSOPHY OF HEALTH. By Harriet B.

Bradbury. 103 pp. Cloth, 75 cents. The PhilosophicalPublishing Company, publishers, Boston.
An excellent little book on the science of spiritual healing and

true philosophy of life. It is admirably fitted for the perusal of
those who have been repelled from an examination of the claims of
spiritual science by the fanaticismand personality worship of certain
schools. It is written without emotion or sentimentality, present-
ing the pure principles of the New Thought in simple and practical
form, divested of the mystical jargon and platitudes that so obscure‘
the truth in much of this literature. The “philosophy”is inoffen-
sively stated, no matter from what standpoint it be regarded; and
the authoris entitled to our gratitude for embodying the subject in
thissuccinct and convenient form. The book is an assured convert-
maker.
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A MANUAL OF MENTAL SCIENCE. By Jessie A. Fowler.
235 pp. Cloth,$1.00. Fowler& Wells Company,publishers,
New York.

The sub-title of thisbook is “Childhood:its Character and Cult-
ure,” which more accurately furnishes the key to its subject-matter.
While intended primarilyas a text-book for teachers, yet it appeals
with peculiar force to all who have any share in the education or
care of the young. From the purely metaphysical standpoint the
work cannot be fully commended——the spirituality of mind and of
mental operations in general has but little credence in its pages.
Based chiefly on phrenolog, physiognomy,and other semi-material
sciences, it seems to us to transpose cause and eflect in many
instances. More clearly,however, than any similar book, it points
out that craniological peculiarities and brain conformation are but
symptoms of an interior mental state, which should first be reckoned
with. The volume is embellished with a number of diagrams and
charts and over fiftyhalf-tone illustrations.

THE DREAM CHILD. By Florence Huntley. 229 pp. Cloth,
75 cents. Rand, McNally & Co., publishers, Chicago.

This intensely interesting romance has reached its fifthedition-
a success that is no doubt due in part to the scarcity of volumes of
fiction that inculcate metaphysical principles. While suggestive of
Marie Corelli’s best work, it is yet in no sense imitative. What love
really is, or should bewhen ithas a sexual basis, is shown in an admir-
ably pure and cogent way. It is pointed out that the penalty for
wrongdoing is a duty to perform, and the obligation proceeds, not
from the fist of any judge, but from natural law. The mysticismof
the East is beautifullyblended with the metaphysics of the West,
and the correlated doctrines of reincarnation and Karma are

practicallyapplied to Occidental conditions.
 

‘OTHER NEW PUBLICATIONS.
BHYMES OF REFORM. Poems. By 0. T. Fellows. 54 pp.Paper, 25 cents. Published by theauthor,Pasadena, Cal.
ZODIACAL INFLUENCES. By Charles H. Mackay. 26 pp.Paper, 30 cents. T. J. Gilmore, publisher, Chicago.
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